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**A**

- **A-6 AIRCRAFT**
  - Development of the A-6/circulation control wing flight demonstrator configuration
  - [NASA-Paper 80-0087] p0035 B80-22365

- **A-7 AIRCRAFT**
  - The A-7 head-up display reliability program
  - [NASA-Paper 80-0088] p0251 B80-19539

- **A-10 AIRCRAFT**
  - Practical method of fatigue crack growth analysis for damage tolerance assessment of aluminum structure in fighter type aircraft
    - [AIAA-Paper 80-0087] p0095 B80-19346
  - Development and flight test of a two-place night/adverse weather A-10 for the close-air support and battlefield attack mission
    - [AIAA-Paper 791060] p0194 B80-26632
  - Night/adverse weather A-10 evaluator program
    - [AIAA-Paper 791061] p0195 B80-19543

- **A-100 AIRCRAFT**
  - 10-carriage loads test
    - [NASA-Paper 80-0082] p0079 B80-13034

- **A-1000 AIRCRAFT**
  - Positional error analysis, A-10 aircraft on three-axis ground mount
    - [NASA-Paper 80-0083] p0083 B80-13336

- **A-101 AIRCRAFT**
  - Evaluation of the aerodynamic characteristics of a 1/20-scale A-10 model at Mach numbers from 0.30 to 0.75
    - [NASA-Paper 80-0084] p0127 B80-15055

- **A-102 AIRCRAFT**
  - The A-10 and design-to-cost: How well did it work?
    - [NASA-Paper 80-10503] p0137 B80-17055

- **A-103 AIRCRAFT**
  - Avionic interface data summation: A-10a, B-4, B-4B, B-4G, B-17, B-111, B-111B, B-112, B-112B
    - [NASA-Paper 80-10504] p0261 B80-19105

- **A-104 AIRCRAFT**
  - A statistical model for multipath reflection effects of antennas mounted on aircraft
    - [NASA-Paper 80-10505] p0311 B80-21609

- **A-105 AIRCRAFT**
  - Night/adverse weather A-10 evaluator program (A-10B)
    - [NASA-Paper 80-10506] p0394 B80-31307

- **A-1000 AIRCRAFT**
  - Electros beam and diffusion welding as an economic procedure for building Airbus-1300 type aircraft
    - [NASA-Paper 80-0081] p0061 B80-16970

- **A-1000 AIRCRAFT**
  - Failure and damage tolerance - A concept applied to the A-300
    - [NASA-Paper 80-0082] p0407 B80-39580
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- Status and prospects of the Airbus family program
  - [NASA-Paper 80-0083] p0522 B80-46296

- In-flight handling qualities investigation of Airbus A-300 DCL. Configurations on landing approach using the DVL-130 320 variable stability aircraft
  - [NASA-Paper 80-0084] p0394 B80-22319

- Value analysis for the aircraft Airbus
  - [NASA-Paper 80-0085] p0484 B80-27212

- ADOPT APPARATUS
  - Emergency in-flight egress opening for general aviation aircraft
    - [NASA-Paper 80-0086] p0303 B80-21293

- ABRASION RESISTANCE
  - Development of improved abrasion resistant compressor gas path seal
    - [NASA-Paper 80-0087] p0046 B80-11474

- ADVANCED EQUIPMENT
  - Bifilar analysis study, volume 1
    - [NASA-Paper 80-0088] p0602 B80-31382

- ADVANCED NATIVE INDEX
  - Suppression of self-oscillations in combustion chambers by means of resonance sound absorbers
    - [NASA-Paper 80-0089] p0326 B80-34400

- ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT
  - Moisture absorption of polyester-E glass composites
    - [NASA-Paper 80-0090] p0381 B80-37171

- AC GENERATORS
  - High power density superconducting generator
    - [NASA-Paper 80-0091] p0371 B80-48219

- ADVANCED LIFE TESTS
  - Program for the development of a superconducting generator, phase 2 and 3
    - [NASA-Paper 80-0092] p0303 B80-10439

- ADVANCED STRUCTURE
  - Detailed design, fabrication and testing of an engineering prototype compensated pulsed alternator
    - [NASA-Paper 80-0093] p0566 B80-29595

- ACCELERATED LIFE TESTS
  - Evaluation of the accelerators for fuel and water for first tests for the NACA-15213
    - [NASA-Paper 80-0094] p0566 B80-29595

- ACCELERATION
  - Statistical review of counting accelerometers data for Navy and marine fleet aircraft
    - [NASA-Paper 80-0095] p0348 B80-22308

- ACCELERATION (PHYSICS)
  - By angular acceleration
    - [NASA-Paper 80-0096] p0348 B80-22308

- ACCELERATION (AERONAUTICAL)
  - By angular acceleration
    - [NASA-Paper 80-0097] p0348 B80-22308
The effects of motion and g-seat cues on pilot simulator performance of three piloting tasks
[BASA-TP-1601] p0129 B80-15069

Azimuth observability enhancement during INS in-flight alignment
[TAR-362] p0630 B80-32360

ACCELERATION PROTECTION
A new approach to active control of rotorcraft vibration
[AIAA 80-1778] p0511 B80-45556

ACCELERATION TOLERANCE
Ejection seat for high G escape
[AD-A072044] p0037 B80-11054

ACCELEROMETERS
Methods for strap-down attitude estimation and navigation with accelerometers
[AD-A075226] p0112 B80-19038

The accelerometer methods of obtaining aircraft performance from flight test data dynamic performance testing
[AD-A075326] p0178 B80-17066

Inertially augmented approach couplers
[AD-A080589] p0290 B80-20248

ACCELERABILITY
Field impact evaluation report on the Electronic Tabular Display Subsystem (ETDS)
[AD-A076846] p0185 B80-17357

ACCEPTANCE
U ACCEPTABILITY
ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
MT AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
Aircraft accident report: Tharman L. Hanson, Cessna Citation 501, N15BY, near Canton, Ohio, August 2, 1979
[STSB-IAR-80-2] p0415 B80-28729

Equations for determining aircraft motions for accident data
[HASA-TR-78609] p0432 B80-25306

Critical interfaces between environment and organisms in class A mishaps: A retrospective analysis
[AD-A087431] p0600 B80-31371

ACCIDENT PREVENTION
Investigation can prevent aircraft accidents
[AD-A082973] p0026 B80-29773

A systems approach to airport safety
[SAE PAPER 800750] p0576 B80-49698

Collision avoidance systems. A bibliography with abstracts
[STIS/PS-75/0960/9] p0169 B80-16053

Lateral colliision protection concepts
[AD-A081120] p0416 B80-28284

ACCIDENTS
MT AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS
MT BLED-AIRCRAFT COLLISIONS
ACCOMMODATION
Airports, railway stations and people --- passenger accommodations
[AD-A087341] p0600 B80-31371

ACCUTION
U DEPOSITION
ACCUmULATIONS
Evaluation of coatings for wear and corrosion - Protection in air (flight) accumulators --- for Navy aircraft carriers
[AD-A081120] p0662 B80-17327

ACOUSTIC ATTENUATION
MT SHOCK WAVE ATTENUATION
How effective can sound barriers be --- for aircraft noise reduction
[AD-A081120] p0047 B80-13182

Comparison of inlet suppressor data with approximate theory based on cutoff ratio
[AIAA PAPER 80-0100] p0108 B80-20964

Aircraft noise assessment
[AD-A081120] p0154 B80-22147

Determining the optimum fan silencer design of aircraft engines
[AD-A081120] p0326 B80-34936

Experimental investigation of sound absorption in a flow-carrying channel with a sound-absorbing lining
[AD-A081120] p0326 B80-34939

Models studies of acoustic resonators
[AD-A081120] p0327 B80-34940

Sound transmission into a laminated composite cylindrical shell
[AD-A081120] p0620 B80-52724

A method for predicting the noise levels of coaxial sets with inverted velocity profiles
[HASA-CH-3176] p0045 B80-11868

The acoustic characteristics of the BAE 1.5m wind tunnel --- modifications and test results
[BARA-TB-79002] p0082 B80-13062

Evaluation of approximate methods for the prediction of noise shielding by aircraft components
[HASA-TP-1004] p0137 B80-15129

The reduction of dynamic interference by sound-absorbing walls in the BAE 3 foot wind tunnel
[ARC-R-P-3837] p0182 B80-17093

The use of sound absorbing walls to reduce dynamic interference in wind tunnels
[ARC-R-P-3831] p0192 B80-7096

Experimental evaluation of a spinning-mode acoustic-treatment design concept for aircraft inlets --- suppression of TF-102 engine fan noise
[HASA-TP-1163] p0306 B80-21323

Atmospheric turbulence effects on aircraft noise propagation
[HASA-CR-15325] p0580 B80-29095

Exploratory studies on the design of acoustic splitters for wind tunnels
[BARA-TB-1929] p0607 B80-31417

ACOUSTIC COMBUSTION
U COMBUSTION STABILITY
ACOUSTIC DUCTS
Impact of flight effects on multitube suppressor design
[AD-A081120] p0339 B80-35979

Rigorous solutions for sound radiation from circular ducts with hyperbolic horns or infinite plane baffle
[AD-A081120] p0390 B80-78905

Noise suppression in jet inlets
[AD-A085403] p0551 B80-29334

A feasibility study of a 3-D finite element solution scheme for aerocoustic duct acoustics
[AD-A081120] p0655 B80-34216

ACOUSTIC EMISSION
On the acoustic power emitted by helicopter rotor blades at low tip speeds
[AD-A081120] p0012 B80-12375

A review of propeller discrete frequency noise prediction technology with emphasis on two current methods for time domain calculations
[HASA-CH-47656] p0567 B80-47656

Studies of the acoustic transmission characteristics of coaxial nozzles with inverted velocity profiles, volume 1 --- jet engine noise radiation through coaxial exhaust nozzles
[HASA-CH-196968] p0065 B80-11870

Ultrasound and acoustic emission detection of fatigue damage --- aluminum alloy 7075-T651
[AD-A079277] p0310 B80-21510

Experimental study of airfoil trailing edge noise: Instrumentation, methodology and initial results
[HASA-CH-163007] p0365 B80-32268

ACOUSTIC EXCITATION
A study of production and stimulated emission of sound by vortex flows
[AD-A081120] p0161 B80-23903

The nonlinear impedance of perforated walls in the case of two-tone tone excitation
[AD-A081120] p0274 B80-30810

A model for broadband jet noise amplification
[AD-A081120] p0392 B80-38535

Visualization of the acoustic excitation of a subsónico jet
[AD-A081120] p0620 B80-52717

Damping problems in acoustic fatigue
[AD-A081120] p0253 B80-19580

ACOUSTIC FATIGUE
Acoustic fatigue failure of inlet guide vanes due to intake flow distortions in an aircraft engine
[HASA-CH-16096] p0399 B80-16099

Sonic fatigue design data for bonded aluminum aircraft structures
[AIAA PAPER 80-1004] p0094 B80-18304

Selected topics from the structural acoustics program for the B-1 aircraft
[AD-A081120] p0184 B80-17299
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SUBJECT INDEX

Fatigue life prediction of a bonded splice joint
[ATAA PAPER 80-0305]
p0094 A00-18306
Technology of adhesive bonding of aircraft parts
/2nd revised and enlarged edition/ --- Russian book
p0157 A00-23066
Honeycomb sandwich joints for primary structure
--- of aircraft
[ATAA 80-0780]
p0333 A00-35070
A long European experience - The adhesive bonding of metals
[AAAF PAPER WT 79-27]
p0379 A00-36662
30 years experience with primary adhesive bonded structures
p0569 A00-48077
Primary Adhesively Bonded Structure Technology
(PABST). General material property data --- bonding airframes
[AD-A077891]
p0248 N00-19268
Primary Adhesively Bonded Structure Technology
(PABST). Design handbook for adhesive bonding
[AD-A082070]
p0418 N00-24299
The significance of peel stresses in cyclic debonding
p0634 N00-24823
Primary Adhesive Bonded Structure Technology
(PABST). Phase 3: Tooling, fabrication and quality assurance
[AD-A077711]
p0238 N00-19060
The diffusion of water vapour in humid air into the adhesive layer of bonded metal joints
[HAP-LIB-TRANS-2030]
p0539 N00-28497
A design study in crack patching
[ARL-TR-975-376]
p0654 N00-33798
ADHESIVES
The fabrication and testing of prototype WH-1 aircraft windshields manufactured with a sheet interlayer
[AD-A077328]
p0699 N00-27486
Primary Adhesively Bonded Structure Technology
(PABST). General material property data --- bonding airframes
[AD-A077891]
p0240 N00-19268
Primary Adhesively Bonded Structure Technology
(PABST). Phase 3: Tooling, fabrication and quality assurance
[AD-A077828]
p0699 N00-27486
Chemical characterization and quality control for an adhesive
[AD-A087739]
p0607 N00-33558
ADMINISTRATION
U MANAGEMENT
ADVANCED AIRCRAFT COMMAND POST
U 9-4A AIRCRAFT
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY LIGHT TWIN AIRCRAFT
U AIR CRAFT
AERIAL EXPLOSIONS
Airblast vulnerability envelopes for supersonic aerospace vehicles
p0028 N00-10201
AERIAL RECONNAISSANCE
U.S. Navy studies of surveillance airships
p0406 A00-39316
Concept of a research aircraft for remote sensing, using an integrated sensor/data system
[DO LR PAPER 00-05] p0523 A00-46300
AERIAL BORDERS
Instantary air forces on wings with an oscillating rudder
[DO LR PAPER 00-03] p0522 A00-46263
Flow design with ACT in the presence of strakes
p0147 N00-15167
AEREOACOUSTICS
On the acoustic power emitted by helicopter rotor blades at low tip speeds
p0012 A00-12375
Experimental studies of helicopter flight conditions and noise
p0049 A00-13699
Base pressure fluctuations --- aircraft acoustic loads
p0505 A00-14510
Parameter selection for aerodynamic design of propellers
p0503 A00-15083
Estimation of noise source strengths in a gas turbine combustor
[ATAA PAPER 80-0034] p0092 A00-18285
Assessment at full scale of exhaust nozzle-to-wing size on STOL-OTW acoustic characteristics
p0107 A00-20952
Acoustic considerations of flight effects on jet noise suppression techniques
[ATAA PAPER 80-0164] p0108 A00-20965
Near wake structure and unsteady pressures at trailing edges of airfoils --- an aeroacoustic sound generators
p0161 A00-23900
A ray-theory approach for high-frequency engine-intake noise
Effects of temperature on surface noise
p0216 A00-28419
The problems of aeroacoustic interactions //Review/
[AD-A083228]
p0260 A00-29070
p0273 A00-30066
Aeroacoustics --- Russian book
p0326 A00-38366
Determining the optimal fan silenced design of aircraft engines
p0326 A00-38396
Acoustic effects on the flow and the noise spectrum of supersonic jets
p0326 A00-38402
Aerodynamic characteristics of jets issuing from ring-and-needle nozzles
p0327 A00-38404
Helicopter rotor thickness noise
[ATAA PAPER 80-1012] p0339 A00-35970
Model rotor low frequency broadband noise at moderate tip speeds
[ATAA PAPER 80-1013] p0339 A00-35971
Impact of flight effects on multistage suppressor design
[ATAA PAPER 80-1029] p0339 A00-35979
Acoustic characteristics of the external upper surface blowing propulsive-lift configuration
[ATAA PAPER 80-1063] p0341 A00-36001
Upper surface blowing noise of the NASA-Amen quiet short-haul research aircraft
[ATAA PAPER 80-1064] p0341 A00-36002
An overview of NASA's propeller and rotor noise research
[ATAA PAPER 80-0992] p0373 A00-36325
Diffraction of sound by aircraft wing tip vortices
[ATAA PAPER 80-0975] p0392 A00-36531
The development and operation of the DMC anechoic test facility
[ATAA PAPER 80-0982] p0392 A00-38633
A model for broadband jet noise amplification
[ATAA PAPER 80-1004] p0392 A00-38635
Nonlinear due to tip vortex formation on lifting rotors
[ATAA PAPER 80-1010] p0393 A00-38636
Nonlinear propagation of broadband jet noise
[ATAA PAPER 80-1029] p0394 A00-38645
Fan noise source location from field measurements
[ATAA PAPER 80-1054] p0396 A00-38648
Graded reflection effects on aircraft slant power noise
[ATAA PAPER 80-1059] p0396 A00-38650
On the unsteady, wake induced lift on a slotted airfoil
p0516 A00-43940
Aerodynamic characterization of free jets
p0666 N00-12025
Experimental and numerical results on a sheet layer excited by a sound pulse
[ATAA PAPER 80-0962] p0075 N00-12821
Experimental study of acoustic loads on an upper-surface-blown STOL airplane configuration --- Langley full-scale wind tunnel tests
[ATAA-TN-1077] p0085 N00-13879
Assessment at full scale of exhaust nozzle to wing size on STOL-OTW acoustic characteristics
[ATAA-TN-7927] p0085 N00-13881
Acoustically swept rotor --- helicopter noise reduction
[ASA-CAST-MRR-11106-1] p0118 N00-14107
Applications of diffraction theory to aeroacoustics --- aircraft noise
p0125 N00-14870
Experimental and numerical results of sound scattering by a body --- interaction of aerodynamic noise and fuselage
p0125 N00-14873
Influence of the leading-edge planform on the aerodynamic characteristics of an aircraft by an influence coefficient method

Influence of losses on the evaluation of the aerodynamic characteristics of an aircraft in flight conditions

A practical guide to aircraft performance and design --- Book

Computational and simplified analytical treatment of transonic wing-fuselage-pylon-store interactions

The structure-free thrust-doubling of insect-like aircraft: the possibility of using insect-flight
dynamics for a large technical scale

Increasing aircraft efficiency through linear flow control

A system for measuring and recording wind-tunnel balance data

Towed slender wings at small angles of attack

One-dimensional aerodynamic control calculations for cooled gas turbines


Advances and new requirements, test techniques, and development methods for high fidelity flight simulation of commercial transports

The influence of wing, fuselage and tail design on rotational flow aerodynamics data obtained beyond maximum lift with general aviation configurations

Accurate determination of the aerodynamic performance of the main drive fan of the MB 5 metre pressurised low speed wind tunnel

Selected wind tunnel testing developments at the Boeing Aerodynamics Laboratory

Application of aerodynamic characteristics of a wing with two-element trailing flap to the design of aircraft in forward flight

A second generation instrumentation system for measuring cross-coupling derivatives --- from wind tunnel data

Aerofoils down to critical Reynolds numbers and the performance of remotely controlled gliders

Mini-RFP research

Aerodynamics and dynamics of aircraft flight --- Russian book

The effect of the law of control on the dynamics of the longitudinal motion of an aeroplane with a variable-geometry wing

The delta wing in oscillatory gusts

Aerodynamic characteristics of a concave large-aspect-ratio trapezoidal profile in a monochromatic free-shear layer at low Mach number in the case of specular-reflection interactions

Wings for human-powered flight

The 15 wing development program

Conically cambered delta wings in supersonic flow

Unsteady aerodynamic measurement techniques for turbomachinery research

Processing and analysis of the data from a supersonic gas turbine engine

On approximating the aerodynamic characteristics of a wing with two-element trailing flap

The IMP Lille rotation balance and associated experimental techniques --- for wind tunnel and control losses simulation during high angle of attack flight

Synthesis of test results on the Concorde at high angle of attack

The method of matched asymptotic expansions in the hydrodynamics of wings --- Russian book

Computational methods for the design of adaptive airfoils and wings

Aerodynamic assessment of methods to simulate flight inflow characteristics during static testing

Propulsive aerodynamics of an advanced nozzle/forward swept wing aircraft configuration

Application of aerodynamic characteristics of certain circular plano-convergent configurations to hybrid airships

Contract research on aerodynamic problems of turbomachinery vanes

Experiments with transonic profiles

Aircraft configuration optimization for ground attack mission

Zero-length, slotted-lip inlet for subsonic military aircraft

Theoretical and experimental determination of the aerodynamic characteristics of a helicopter rotor

A-7

AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS CONTD
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[IAIA 80-0417] p0198 A80-26932
Comparison of methods for prediction of transition by stability analysis

[AD-A07210] p0041 A80-13569
An integral method and its application to some three-dimensional boundary-layer flow calculations

[AIAA Paper 80-1440] p0452 A80-41588
Verification of the experimentally determined laminar-turbulent transition on a swept wing

Boundary layer transition

Transition in the infinite swept attachment line boundary layer
[IAIA Paper 80-1440] p0453 A80-18622
Experimental studies of the laminar separation bubble on a two-dimensional airfoil at low Reynolds numbers

Boundary layer separation

A numerical approach to supersonic viscous-inviscid interaction

Separation due to shock wave-turbulent boundary layer interaction
[ONERA, TP No. 1979-146] p0112 A80-90083
Influence of an entropy layer on boundary layer separation in hypersonic flow

An experimental and numerical investigation of a three-dimensional shock wave separated turbulent boundary layer
[IAIA Paper 80-0002] p0156 A80-22727
The Mitsubishi Diamond I - What are its chances on the current market

A directionally sensitive hot-wire probe for detection of flow reversal in highly unsteady flows

Design of flat plate leading edges to avoid flow separation

Aeroelastic characteristics of moving trailing-edge controls at supersonic and transonic speeds
[IAIA Paper 80-22226]

Boundary layers

MT ATMOSPHERIC BOUNDARY LAYER
MT COMPRESSIBLE BOUNDARY LAYER
MT HYPERSONIC BOUNDARY LAYER
The effects of motion and g-seat cues on pilot simulator performance of three piloting tasks...
Determination of the repeatability of PEC --- flight tests for position error error calibrating
[AEER-PA-79/36] p0118 NASA-18109

F-16 low-gravity calibration tests for materials processing in space precursory experiments

Ground wind vortex sensing system calibration tests
[AD-A0865677] p0942 NASA-29259

Loads calibrations of strain gage bridges on the DAST project aeroelastic Research Wing (ABK-1)
[NASA-TH-81889] p0655 NASA-33393

CABARET WINGS

VT FLAT MEASUREMENTS

Airplane wing leading edge variable camber flap
p0369 NASA-23514

Conically cambered delta wings in supersonic flow.
I - Basic solutions
p0285 A80-32526

Reuler cambered delta wings with leading edge separation
p0285 A80-32527

Conically cambered delta wings in supersonic flow.
II - Optimal solutions
p0286 A80-32531

Variable camber airfoils
p0453 A80-47180

Controlled supercritical ccomflow on supersonic wings - An experimental validation
[AIAA PAPER 80-1621] p0507 A80-44158

Conical linear theory/impact theory method for analysis and design of high speed configurations

CABANA TUBES

NT VIDEOCONS

CABRAS

BT PANORAMIC CAMERA

NT TELEVISION CAMERAS

IR-camera for day and night fire control
p0007 A80-11180

CANADA

The re-organization of airport administration in Canada
p0191 A80-25245

CANADIAN AIRCRAFT

NT CL-6A AIRCRAFT

Human factors in high speed low level accidents: A 15 year review
[AD-A076221] p0227 NASA-18012

Human factors in high-speed low-level accidents: A 15 year review
p0559 NASA-30013

CL-600 challenger
p0594 NASA-31317

CANADIAN CP-108 AIRCRAFT

NT CANADIAN AIRCRAFT

F-104 AIRCRAFT

CANADIAN CL-8A AIRCRAFT

NT CL-8A AIRCRAFT

CANDAR CONFIGURATIONS

Centering and longitudinal static stability of canard aircraft
p0509 A80-16170

Fundamentals of design. VI - Tailplanes, tailless and canard design
p0210 A80-27720

Franzini's biplane theory applied to canard and tandem aircraft
p0217 A80-28952

The canard configuration and the conventional airplane --- aerodynamic characteristics of wings
p0569 A80-48122

The aerodynamic interaction between a close-coupled canard and a sweptback wing in transonic flow
[ONERA, TP No. 1900-34] p0573 A80-49145

Summary of low-speed longitudinal aerodynamics of two powered close-coupled wing-canard fighter configurations --- conducted in Langley C/STOL tunnel
[NASA-TP-1535] p0076 NASA-12994

Aerodynamic interaction on a close-coupled canard wing configuration
p0143 NASA-15175

Flow visualization study of the HIRAT NPYV

CABRO B INS

U GUNS (ORDNANCE)

CABROES

Finite element analysis of F-16 aircraft canopy dynamic response to bird impact loading
[AIAA-80-0040] p0338 A80-35066

A nondestructive optical method for critical field inspection of aircraft canopy acrylic panels
p0361 A80-37212

Lexicon of aircraft transparency terms
[AD-A071319] p0028 NASA-10200

A study of the canopy design for the advanced attack helicopter by use of computer graphics
[AD-A078291] p0236 NASA-19069

The verification of a computer model of internal light reflections for helicopter canopy design
[AD-A080743] p0358 NASA-23142

CANTILEVER BEAMS

NT CANTILEVER BEAMS

NT CANTILEVER PLATES

CANTILEVER PLATES

Application of the variational-difference method of straight lines to the calculation of wing middle surface deformation
p0189 A80-21276

Transverse bending of elastically rim-stiffened three-layer cantilever plates of variable thickness
p0262 A80-29212

Transverse bending of cantilevered three-layer plates with layers of variable thickness stiffened along the contours by elastic diaphragms
p0581 A80-50467

CANTILEVER WINGS

U WINGS

CAPACITORS

Capacitors for aircraft high power
[AD-A087427] p0608 NASA-31734

CAPILLARY WAVES

NT GRAVITY WAVES

CATCH TRAPES

NT STATIC FIBINS

NT STATIC TESTS

CARBON COMPOSITES

NT SILICON COMPOSITES

CARBON

Carbon and graphite. Part 2. Carbon and graphite composites - excluding carbon fiber composites. A bibliography with abstracts
[PB80-802374] p0227 NASA-18144

Reinforced plastics: Boron, carbon, and other reinforcing materials, volume 3. Citations from the NTIS data base --- polymer matrices
[PB80-800750] p0437 NASA-25452

Carbon slurry fuels for volume limited missiles
[AD-A087770] p0500 NASA-27512

CARBON DIOXIDE LASERS

Infrared runway collision avoidance system analysis --- carbon dioxide lasers
p0171 A80-16069

CARBON FIBER REINFORCED PLASTICS

Resin matrices and their contribution to composite properties
p0155 A80-22262

Tenn erosion of lightning protection coatings for carbon fibre composites
p0189 A80-25059

Graphite-epoxy panel compression strength reduction due to local impact
p0209 A80-27598

Airworthiness certification of composite components for civil aircraft - The role of non-destructive evaluation
p0328 A80-34766

New materials and helicopter certification
[AAAP PAPER 79-26] p0379 A80-36661

The development of the composite material engine nacelle
[AAAP PAPER 79-39] p0379 A80-36671
Advanced risk assessment of the effects of carbon fiber release from burning composites

The potential for damage from the accidental release of conductive carbon fibers from aircraft composites

Current and projected use of carbon composites in the United States aircraft industry

The transfer of carbon fibers through a commercial aircraft water separator and air cleaner

Carbon and graphite, Part 1: Carbon and graphite fibers and fiber composites, volume 4: A bibliography with abstracts

Data reduction and analysis of graphite fiber release experiments

Assessment of carbon fiber electrical effects

Approach to the assessment of the hazard — fire released carbon fiber electrical effects

Release of carbon fibers from burning composites

Dissemination, resuspension, and filtration of carbon fibers — aircraft fires

Evaluation of equipment vulnerability and potential shock hazards — carbon fibers

Large-scale fiber release and equipment exposure experiments — aircraft fires

Surveys of facilities for the potential consequences of the fallout of airborne graphite fibers

Assessment of the risk due to release of carbon fiber in civilian aircraft accidents, 1970-1979

Assessment of risk due to the use of carbon fiber composites in commercial and general aviation

Perspective on the results

The vulnerability of commercial aircraft avionics to carbon fibers

Evaluation of micron size carbon fibers released from burning graphite composites

High voltage spark carbon fiber detection system

An assessment of the risk arising from electrical effects associated with the release of carbon fibers from general aviation aircraft fires

An assessment of the risk arising from electrical effects associated with carbon fibers released from commercial aircraft fires

Advanced risk assessment of the effects of graphite fibers on electronic and electric equipment

An assessment of power system vulnerability to release of carbon fibers during commercial aviation accidents

An investigation of possible electrical hazards of carbon fiber composites

Carbon fiber counting — aircraft structures

Statistical aspects of carbon fiber risk assessment modeling — fire accidents involving aircraft

Carbon/graphite composite material study — risk and hazards of fiber release

A carbon fiber exposure test facility and instrumentation

Composite rotor blades for large wind energy installations

Carbon/graphite fiber risk assessment and analysis study: Assessment of risk to the Lockheed Model L-1011 commercial transport aircraft

Carbon/graphite fiber risk analysis and assessment study: An assessment of the risk to Douglas commercial transport aircraft

Electronic equipment vulnerability to fire released carbon fibers

Carbon fiber release experiments for large scale fire tests at Dayton Proving Ground — fiber release during aircraft fires

Process modifications for improved carbon fiber composites: Alleviation of the electrical hazards problem

Carbon monoxide: Circumferential measurements of ozone, particles, and carbon monoxide from a commercial airliner

Indoor and outdoor carbon monoxide measurements at an airport

Carbon steel: Manufacture of low carbon steel using water, iron, and coke in a commercial ladle

Carbon tetrafluoride: Gladstone-Dale constant for CF₄ — experimental design

Advanced concept in aircraft crash firefighting using carbon tetrafluoride

Carbon—carbon composites: Design and engineering of carbon brakes

Carbon/graphite fiber risk analysis and assessment study: An assessment of the risk to Douglas commercial transport aircraft

Carbon/graphite fiber risk analysis and assessment study: An assessment of the risk to the Lockheed Model L-1011 commercial transport aircraft

Carbon—carbon composites: Design and engineering of carbon brakes

Carbon/graphite fiber risk analysis and assessment study: An assessment of the risk to the Lockheed Model L-1011 commercial transport aircraft

Carbon/graphite fiber risk analysis and assessment study: An assessment of the risk to Douglas commercial transport aircraft

Carbon—carbon composites: Design and engineering of carbon brakes

Carbon/graphite fiber risk analysis and assessment study: An assessment of the risk to the Lockheed Model L-1011 commercial transport aircraft

Carbon/graphite fiber risk analysis and assessment study: An assessment of the risk to Douglas commercial transport aircraft

Carbon—carbon composites: Design and engineering of carbon brakes

Carbon/graphite fiber risk analysis and assessment study: An assessment of the risk to the Lockheed Model L-1011 commercial transport aircraft

Carbon/graphite fiber risk analysis and assessment study: An assessment of the risk to Douglas commercial transport aircraft

Carbon—carbon composites: Design and engineering of carbon brakes

Carbon/graphite fiber risk analysis and assessment study: An assessment of the risk to the Lockheed Model L-1011 commercial transport aircraft

Carbon/graphite fiber risk analysis and assessment study: An assessment of the risk to Douglas commercial transport aircraft

Carbon—carbon composites: Design and engineering of carbon brakes

Carbon/graphite fiber risk analysis and assessment study: An assessment of the risk to the Lockheed Model L-1011 commercial transport aircraft

Carbon/graphite fiber risk analysis and assessment study: An assessment of the risk to Douglas commercial transport aircraft

Carbon—carbon composites: Design and engineering of carbon brakes

Carbon/graphite fiber risk analysis and assessment study: An assessment of the risk to the Lockheed Model L-1011 commercial transport aircraft

Carbon/graphite fiber risk analysis and assessment study: An assessment of the risk to Douglas commercial transport aircraft

Carbon—carbon composites: Design and engineering of carbon brakes

Carbon/graphite fiber risk analysis and assessment study: An assessment of the risk to the Lockheed Model L-1011 commercial transport aircraft

Carbon/graphite fiber risk analysis and assessment study: An assessment of the risk to Douglas commercial transport aircraft

Carbon—carbon composites: Design and engineering of carbon brakes

Carbon/graphite fiber risk analysis and assessment study: An assessment of the risk to the Lockheed Model L-1011 commercial transport aircraft

Carbon/graphite fiber risk analysis and assessment study: An assessment of the risk to Douglas commercial transport aircraft

Carbon—carbon composites: Design and engineering of carbon brakes

Carbon/graphite fiber risk analysis and assessment study: An assessment of the risk to the Lockheed Model L-1011 commercial transport aircraft

Carbon/graphite fiber risk analysis and assessment study: An assessment of the risk to Douglas commercial transport aircraft

Carbon—carbon composites: Design and engineering of carbon brakes

Carbon/graphite fiber risk analysis and assessment study: An assessment of the risk to the Lockheed Model L-1011 commercial transport aircraft

Carbon/graphite fiber risk analysis and assessment study: An assessment of the risk to Douglas commercial transport aircraft

Carbon—carbon composites: Design and engineering of carbon brakes

Carbon/graphite fiber risk analysis and assessment study: An assessment of the risk to the Lockheed Model L-1011 commercial transport aircraft

Carbon/graphite fiber risk analysis and assessment study: An assessment of the risk to Douglas commercial transport aircraft

Carbon—carbon composites: Design and engineering of carbon brakes

Carbon/graphite fiber risk analysis and assessment study: An assessment of the risk to the Lockheed Model L-1011 commercial transport aircraft

Carbon/graphite fiber risk analysis and assessment study: An assessment of the risk to Douglas commercial transport aircraft

Carbon—carbon composites: Design and engineering of carbon brakes

Carbon/graphite fiber risk analysis and assessment study: An assessment of the risk to the Lockheed Model L-1011 commercial transport aircraft

Carbon/graphite fiber risk analysis and assessment study: An assessment of the risk to Douglas commercial transport aircraft
CEREBRAL PROCESSING UNITS
Preliminary computer sizing estimates for automated on Kone A/S (JBA) [AD-A082628]

CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSORS
Design solutions for highly loaded stages of radial compressors
On the dynamics of compressor surge
Effect of non-rotating passages on performance of centrifugal pumps and subsonic compressors
Aerodynamic performance of a centrifugal compressor with vaned diffusers
A contribution to the design of radial compressor impellers with double-curved blades
Compact diffusers for centrifugal compressors
Effect of fluid forces on rotor stability of a compressor
Asynchronous vibration problems of centrifugal compressors
Analysis and identification of subsynchronous vibrations in high pressure parallel flow centrifugal compressor
Subynchronous instability of a geared centrifugal compressor of overhung design
Asynchronous vibration problem of centrifugal compressor
Effect of fluid forces on rotor stability of centrifugal compressors and pumps

CENTRIFUGAL FANS
Rotating stall in a vaned diffuser of a centrifugal fan
Theoretical and experimental parameter-studies of oscillating turbine blades in a centrifugal force field

CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS
Effect of non-rotating passages on performance of centrifugal pumps and subsonic compressors
Effect of fluid forces on rotor stability of centrifugal compressors and pumps
Fluid forces on rotating centrifugal impeller with whirling motion

CERAMIC COATINGS
Thermal barrier coatings for aircraft gas turbines
Development of improved-durability plasma sprayed ceramic coatings for gas turbine engines
Plasma sprayed ceramic thermal barrier coatings for turbine vane platforms
Similarity tests of turbine vanes - Effects of ceramic thermal barrier coatings
Similarity tests of turbine vanes, effects of ceramic thermal barrier coatings
Development of improved-durability plasma sprayed ceramic coatings for gas turbine engines
Optimization of ceramic-to-metal coatings - Application of an improved durability plasma sprayed coating to cooled engine components

CERAMICS
State of-the-art of Silicon materials
Technologies conceived for the utilization of ceramics in turboengines
Investigation of structural strength of ceramics used for circulating section components of gas turbine engines
Significance of thermal contact resistance in two-layer, thermal-barrier-coated turbine vanes
Novel ceramic receiver for solar Brayton systems
Contact stress analysis of ceramic-to-metal interfaces - in gas turbine engines
Effects of a ceramic coating on metal temperatures of an air-cooled turbine vane
Novel ceramic turbine rotor concepts
Establishment of engineering design data for hybrid steel/ceramic bearings
Composite wall concept for high temperature turbine shrouds: Survey of low modulus strain isolator materials
Contact stress analysis of ceramic-to-metal interfaces - in gas turbine engines
Application of ceramic nozzles to 10 KW engine
Property screening and evaluation of ceramic turbine engine materials
Development of high temperature resistant ceramic parts for gas turbines
High-temperature ceramic heat exchanger
Reliability of ceramics for heat engine applications
Ceramics for turbine engine applications
Benefits of ceramics to gas turbines
Ceramics for small airborne engine applications
Requirements for materials for land vehicle gas turbines
Technologies for use of ceramics in turboengines
Silicon nitride turbine blade development
Duo-density ceramic turbine rotor: Concepts, materials processes and test results
Development of an integral ceramic blade-metal disk with circumferential blade attachment
Investigations of a hot-pressed silicon nitride turbine rotor
CIVIL AVIATION

CIRCUITS

ST ANALOG CIRCUITS
ST ECHOSUPPRESSORS
ST GATES (CIRCUITS)
ST INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
ST LOGIC CIRCUITS
ST TRAMMERS (CIRCUITS)
ST MICROWAVE CIRCUITS
ST POWER SUPPLY CIRCUITS
ST SWITCHING CIRCUITS

CIRCULAR CYLINDERS

Some introductory concepts based on the unsteady flow about circular cylinders

CIRCULAR PLATES

On wings of circular design

CIRCULAR POLARIZATION

A broadband, circularly polarized, phase steered array

CIRCULAR TUBES

Wind tunnel tests of a tubular supersonic inlet for

CIRCULATION

ST ATMOSPHERIC CIRCULATION

Geometry of circulation zones downstream of bluff bodies and gaseous screens of various forms and blockage ratios

Experimental investigation of a circulation control aerosol

CIRCULATION CONTROL AIRFOILS

Advanced circulation control wing system for Navy STOL aircraft

CIRCULATION CONTROL RINGS

A hybrid composite helicopter main rotor blade employing pneumatic lift control

CIVIL AVIATION

Electronic instrumentation in civil aviation

The market for large civil helicopters

Operation of airborne equipment and flight safety

Radio and optical flight support systems and communications in civil aviation

The role of technology as air transportation faces the fuel situation

Glider accidents in France in the last ten years

Maintenance of aircraft, helicopters, and aircraft engines (2nd revised and enlarged edition)

Airports ground traffic services in the West German Republic and the US open-air policy - Critical remarks concerning Article 9 of the supplementary agreement of Nov. 1, 1978 to the German-American Air Traffic Agreement of 1955

Safety in aviation; achievements and targets

AEROPP - Message and data switching systems for aeronautical operations

SUBJECT INDEX

Shipping by air - Is the value of your time worth it

Production of wide-body aircraft --- Russian book

Outlook for Global Positioning System /GPS/ in civil aircraft operations

Multirole cargo aircraft options and configurations [SAB PAPEB 800796]

The introduction of new systems in international civil aviation

Adding more automation to the air traffic control system

Coming civil transport aircraft with 'active' control elements

Evidence in aircraft accident accident investigation and its evaluation

Determination of aircraft life factors according to MEL-2 requirements

Basic issues of reliability in aviation

The future of civil turbofan engines

Long range very large aircraft supply system for civil/military application with special emphasis on water-based aircraft [AIAA PAPER 80-0993]

Technology requirements as derived from accident rate analysis

Fuel consumption per units of transport work in airliner operation

Airworthiness certification of composite components for civil aircraft - The role of non-destructive evaluation

Transponders in civil aviation

Short distance multipurpose aircraft

ICAO develops new pavement strength reporting system

Airport construction in the third world - A look at the problems

Results of new initiatives process --- FAA's ATM ESOS policy evaluations

Civil aviation and the NAVSTAR/GPS

Flight management systems

Newer users of older aircraft

Energy and civil aviation

ICAO Logbook meeting --- airport problems and prospects

The relationship between reliability and airworthiness --- flight risk and failure estimation for civil aviation

Modern maintenance of transport aircraft

Analysis of air traffic control communications performance via computer simulation experiments

Mathematical modeling and analysis of technological air traffic control processes II

Aircraft maintenance technologies.

New technology for the NASA-system and its reliability. I --- unidirectional beacons for civil aviation

The CF6-6 - High bypass technology for standard body aircraft [SAB PAPEB 8000730]

Aircraft of the future [SAB PAPEB 8000743]

A-106
Early flight test experience with Cockpit Displayed Traffic Information (CDTI) 00224 A80-180737
The effect of viewing time, time to encounter, and practice on perception of aircraft separation on a cockpit display of traffic information 00224 A80-180738
Crew station design facility feasibility study [AD-A078134] p0235 A80-19060
The operational roles of the F-16 00559 A80-30200
Cabin perception of aircraft separation with pilot-preferred symbology on a cockpit display of traffic information [NASA-TH-81172] p0604 A80-31397

COEFFICIENTS

MT HYDRODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS
MT COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION
MT DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT
MT INTERNAL EXCHANGE COEFFICIENT
MT COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION
MT DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT
MT INFLUENCE COEFFICIENT
MT NOISE TURBULENCE COEFFICIENTS
MT STRUCTURAL INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS

COORDINATION

Effects of criteria on flight simulation study 1: Heading deviation tolerance [AD-A0509308] p0650 A80-33423

COHERENT ACOUSTIC RADIATION

A study of partial coherence for identifying interior noise sources and paths on general aviation aircraft [NASA-TH-80197] p0145 A80-15878

COHERENT RADAR

Airborne radar coherent transmitters p0323 A80-24159

COHERENT RADIATION

MT COHERENT ACOUSTIC RADIATION

COLD AIRPLANE

MT F-5 AIRCRAFT

COLD ENGINE

Applying pressure . . . Relieving stress . . . Stress coining aircraft structures p0207 A80-27257

COLD FLIGHT TESTS

Cold-air investigation of a 4 1/2 stage turbine with stage-loading factor of 2.66 and high specific work output. 2: Stage group performance [NASA-TP-16068] p0435 A80-25338

COLD FORMING

COLD FORGING

Applying pressure . . . Relieving stress . . . Stress coining aircraft structures p0207 A80-27257

COLD HARDENING

COLD WORKING

The automation of the detection of collision risks for French air traffic control 00325 A80-36226
General aviation altimetry errors for collision avoidance systems 00336 A80-35400
Collision danger and collision avoidance 00375 A80-36769
Safety indicators -- for aircraft flight 00408 A80-39590
The automatic detection of collision risk for the control of air traffic in France 00570 A80-48139
An automated conflict-alert function for an air traffic control system 00621 A80-52995
The superposition of two-dimensional error fields and its influence on flight safety of air traffic [NASA-TH-527-REV] p0078 A80-13022
Oversight: FAA R & D programs -- air traffic control and collision avoidance [GPO-30-212] p0086 A80-13988
Onboard collision avoidance systems: Environmental influence on the tracking algorithms requirements p0117 A80-18105
Collision avoidance systems. A bibliography with abstracts [AD-A075584] p0290 A80-20246
Infrared runway collision avoidance system analysis -- carbon dioxide lasers [AD-A0760131] p0171 A80-16069
Report on the task force on aircraft separation assurance, appendices -- systems analysis of collision avoidance systems integration in the air traffic control airspace utilization system [AD-A077173] p0222 A80-18017
Development of a bird/aircraft strike hazard assessment methodology [AD-A0775586] p0290 A80-20246
APARS/ATC simulation tests with site adaptation logic in the Philadelphia terminal area [AD-A083718] p0489 A80-27308
Precision navigation for air traffic management [AD-A083947] p0489 A80-27317
Midair conflicts and their potential avoidance by progressive implementation of automation [AD-A083109] p0492 A80-27331
Determination of the safety in a non-Atlantic organized track system with reduced lateral separation -- statistical tests [AD-A083109] p0492 A80-27332
Flight investigation of cockpit-displayed traffic information utilizing coded symbology in an advanced operational environment [NASA-TP-16068] p0496 A80-27360
Active BCAS performance in a garble environment [AD-A080066] p0542 A80-29267
NASA aviation safety reporting system [NASA-TH-81197] p0629 A80-32352
FAIL: collision-avoidance program [GPO-60-611] p0631 A80-32365

COLLISION WARNING DEVICES

U COLLISION AVOIDANCE

U BEACON COLLISION AVOIDANCE SYSTEM

The collision avoidance problem requires a mix of partial solutions p0015 A80-12930
Covariance simulation of BCAS - An aircraft collision avoidance system p0107 A80-20915
AirCraft collisions p0163 A80-24027
A collision avoidance system using Navstar/GPS and ASRS p0190 A80-25157
Theoretical limitations on collision avoidance systems p0197 A80-26811

COLOR

The influence of colors on the visibility of aircraft and ground obstacles p0047 A80-13178
Development of a color alphanumeric liquid crystal display -- suitable for aircraft command and
An optical technique for the investigation of flow in gas turbine combustors  
p0010 A80-11769
Predictions of the flow field and local gas composition in gas turbine combustors  
p0010 A80-11773
Limitation of the content of harmful substances in aircraft engine exhaust gases — Few requirements on combustion chambers  
p0053 A80-15005
Test and analysis of the ASALM-PVT insulated combustion chamber  
[AIAA PAPER 79-EMAS-21]  p0055 A80-15245
Size distribution and surface area measurements of gas turbine combustor smoke  
p0060 A80-16949
Estimation of noise source strengths in a gas turbine combustor  
[AIAA PAPER 80-0094]  p0092 A80-18245
Effect of uniform inlet total pressure profiles on first appreciable stall in plane-wall diffusers  
p0211 A80-27747
Gas dynamic analysis of gas-turbine combustion chambers with graduated air admission  
p0322 A80-33025
Suppression of self-oscillations in combustion chambers by means of resonance sound absorbers  
p0326 A80-34400
Model studies of acoustic resonators  
p0327 A80-34003
An experimental investigation of pressure oscillations in a side dump ramjet combustor  
[AIAA PAPER 80-11777]  p0396 A80-38922
Aircraft engine combustor casing life simulation evaluation  
[AIAA PAPER 80-1157]  p0399 A80-38943
Elementary considerations for ramjet modelling  
[AIAA PAPER 80-11681]  p0400 A80-38961
Prospects for computer modeling in ramjet combustors  
[AIAA PAPER 80-1169]  p0400 A80-38962
Turbojetpropulsion combustion — Trends and challenges  
[AIAA PAPER 80-1109]  p0400 A80-38964
Optimization of gas turbine combustor stoichiometry and expanded operating regime  
[AIAA PAPER 80-1286]  p0401 A80-39004
Combustion modeling needs for the 80's  
p0401 A80-39005
The effect of blade-wakes on the performance of short dump-diffuser type combustor inlets  
p0410 A80-41151
Analysis of mixing and combustion in a scramjet combustor with a co-axial fuel jet  
[AIAA PAPER 80-1256]  p0409 A80-41207
Gas turbine combustor design challenges for the 1980's  
[AIAA PAPER 80-1285]  p0409 A80-41213
Modeling techniques for the analysis of ramjet combustion processes  
[AIAA PAPER 80-1190]  p0450 A80-41512
Analytical and experimental evaluations of the effect of broad property fuels on combustors for commercial aircraft turbine engines  
[AIAA PAPER 80-1204]  p0451 A80-41516
Conceptional examination of gas phase particulate formation in gas turbine combustors  
[AIAA PAPER 79-CO/1SR-12]  p0456 A80-42060
Performance of annular prediffuser-combustor systems  
Atomizing characteristics of swirl gas combustor modules with swirl blast fuel injectors  
p0457 A80-42164
Fuel property effects on life characteristics of aircraft turbine engine combustors  
p0458 A80-42186
The development and application of improved combustor wall cooling techniques  
p0459 A80-42196
Low 80/k2 heavy fuel combustor program  
[AIAA PAPER 80-CF-69]  p0459 A80-42199
Fuel character effects on J79 and F101 engine combustor emissions  
[AIAA PAPER 80-CF-70]  p0460 A80-42200
Probe effects in gas turbine combustor emission measurements  
[AIAA PAPER 80-CF-71]  p0460 A80-42201
Some aspects on increasing gas turbine combustor exit temperature  
[AIAA PAPER 80-CF-73]  p0460 A80-42203

COOLANT

U COLOR

COBALT

Multiple tactical aircraft combat performance evaluation system  
[AIAA PAPER 80-0189]  p0096 A80-18358
Navy combat search and rescue  
p0580 A80-50224
Avionics evaluation program: Simulation models for the effectiveness analysis of avionics  
p0255 A80-19838
BACTAC: A combat-worthy computerized opponent  
p0301 A80-21273
Differential games of interception and aerial combat by differential dynamic programming  
p0315 A80-22232
Air combat maneuvering performance measurement  
p0360 A80-23336

CORRELATIONAL ANALYSIS

Combat description of Black Hawk helicopter  
[AIAA PAPER 80-79404]  p0079 A80-13031
Combustion

Evaluation of strength safety factors under multicomponent loading with consideration of material properties scatter  
p0060 A80-16831
The use of the spectral summation of fatigue damages in order to examine the combined stress state of structures  
p0203 A80-27152

COHERENTITY

U FLAMMABILITY

COHESIBLE FLOW

Study of mass exchange between primary zone and secondary air jets in gas turbine engine combustion chambers  
p0008 A80-10619
Predictions of the flow field and local gas composition in gas turbine combustors  
p0010 A80-11773
Each 3 hydrogen external/-base burning  
[AIAA PAPER 80-0280]  p0101 A80-19311
Dispersion of sound in a combustion duct by fuel droplets and soot particles  
p0108 A80-20953
Measurements and calculations of the isothermal flow in axisymmetric models of combustor geometries  
p0619 A80-52549

COHESION

WT AFTERBURNING

WT DEFLACTION

WT FUEL CORROSION

WT STABILIZED COMBUSTION

WT METAL CORROSION

WT PROPPELLANT CORROSION

WT SUPERSONIC CORROSION

Investigation of critical burning of fuel droplets  
[BASA-CB-159697]  p0072 A80-12142
Combustion and operating characteristics of spark-ignition engines  
[BASA-CB-162896]  p0295 A80-20346
Evaluation of micron size carbon fibers released from burning graphite composites  
[BASA-CB-159217]  p0310 A80-21954
Turbojetpropulsion combustion technology assessment  
[AIO-PAPER 80-0798]  p0366 A80-23323
AFOSR Contractors Meeting on Aircraft Combustion Dynamics and Kinetics, 1979 Abstracts  
[AIO-PAPER 80-36351]  p0497 A80-27367
Process modifications for improved carbon fiber composites: Alluviation of the electrical hazards problem  
[BASA-CB-163631]  p0651 A80-33494

COMBUSTION CHAMBERS

Study of homogeneous combustion chamber temperature field nonuniformity with primary zone parameter variation  
p0003 A80-10610
Study of mass exchange between primary zone and secondary air jets in gas turbine engine combustion chambers  
p0004 A80-10619
Investigation of the thermal state of longitudinally cooled rotor blades p0475 880-43784

Influence of the thermal expansion of the gas on the rate of propagation of the flame front in a pulsed-type combustion chamber p0563 880-47369

Influence of working-fluid immersion through a nozzle on the rate of flame front propagation in a pulsed-type combustion chamber p0564 880-47394

Calculation of the static characteristics of two-hole swirl injectors p0564 880-47395

Pressure in a liquid from a gas bubble generated by blasting a high-explosive in an inertially sealed parabolic chamber — for explosive forcing p0564 880-47407

Influence of fuel-air mixture phase homogeneity on combustion efficiency in straight-flow chamber p0564 880-47417

Theoretical study of the thermodynamic parameters of the combustion products of model gas jet generator fuels p0565 880-47425

Influence of quality of fuel-air mixture preparation on prechamber on correlation of temperature fields before and after combustion chamber exit p0565 880-47433

Effect of swirl, wake parameter and wake Reynolds' number on recirculation in combustion chambers of jet engines p0617 880-52021

Measurements and calculations of the isothermal flow in axisymmetric models of combustor geometries p0619 880-52569

Influence of gas turbine engine combustion chambers geometric parameters on mixture formation characteristics p0017 880-10006

Study of homogeneous combustion chamber temperature field nonuniformity with primary zone parameter variation — kinds of fuel-air parameters p0020 880-10065

Study of mass exchange between primary zone and secondary air jets in gas turbine engine combustion chambers p0020 880-10075

Fundamental characterization of alternate fuel effects in continuous combustion systems [SAA-1543-12] p0033 880-11244

Treating quality and flame stability: A theoretical and experimental study [SASA-CB-3216] p0071 880-12090

Advanced catalytic combustors for low pollutant emissions, phase 1 [SASA-CB-159535] p0080 880-13048

Effect of degree of fuel vaporization upon emissions of a preaxed partially vaporized combustion system — for gas turbine engines [SASA-TP-1582] p0120 880-14125


Core noise investigation of the CP6-50 turbofan engine [SASA-CB-159598] p0170 880-16061

Core noise investigation of the CP6-50 turbofan engine [SASA-CB-159749] p0170 880-16062

Effects of design parameters on cooling air requirement in a gas turbine combustor [LOG-C1797] p0179 880-17072

Study of research and development requirements of small gas-turbine combustors [SASA-CB-159796] p0224 880-18040

Evaluation of fuel character effects on J79 engine combustion system [AD-J078440] p0243 880-19119

Durability testing at 5 atmospheres of advanced catalysts supports for gas turbine engine combustors [SASA-CB-159839] p0427 880-24748

Analytical and experimental evaluations of the effect of broad property fuels on combustors for commercial aircraft gas turbine engines [NASA-TM-81496] p0437 880-25054


Fundamental modelling of mixing, evaporation and kinetics in gas turbine combustors p0497 880-27373

Mathematical modelling of gas-turbine combustion chambers p0498 880-27374

Aerodynamic study of a combustion chamber with a view to its semi-empirical modelling p0498 880-27395

Experimental combustor study program p0548 880-29311

NASA broadened-specification fuels combustion technology program p0548 880-29313

The broadened-specification fuels combustion technology programs at Pratt and Whitney Aircraft p0549 880-29315

Fuel property effects in stirred combustors p0569 880-29321

Preliminary studies of combustor sensitivity to alternative fuels p0550 880-29323

Some experience in the design and evaluation of ceramic combustion chambers p0554 880-29357


Low-pressure performance of annular, high-pressure (40 atm) high-temperature (2480 K) combustion system [NASA-TP-1713] p0636 880-32396

Energy efficient engine p0648 880-33408

Burning sprays of jet fuel-water emulsions p0010 880-11650

Gaseous analysis of gas-turbine combustion chambers with graduated air admission p0302 880-33025

The design and combustion performance of practical swirlers for integral rocket/ramjets [SASA-PAPER 80-1119] p0308 880-38923

Thermodynamics of heavy fuels operation in gas turbine [ASME PAPER 80-GT-171] p0464 880-42279

Influence of fuel-air mixture phase homogeneity on combustion efficiency in straight-flow chamber p0565 880-47417

Comparative analysis of the basic combustion characteristics of some heavy hydrocarbon fuels in application to aircraft gas turbine engines p0565 880-47424

Influence of quality of fuel-air mixture preparation in prechamber on correlation of temperature fields before and after combustion chamber exit p0565 880-47433

Dynamics of diesel fuel combustion in a turbulent flow p0020 880-10078

Development of gas turbine fuels and combustion; A review [CORP-79037-1] p0032 880-10391

Evaluation of fuel character effects on the P101 engine combustion system [AD-AG77865] p0296 880-20405

Ultrasonic combustion in general aviation piston engines [NASA-CB-163001] p0356 880-22430

A comparison of solid fuel ramjet flow characteristics and combustion behavior [AD-A085685] p0357 880-28359

The broadened-specification fuels combustion technology program at Pratt and Whitney Aircraft p0357 880-29315

NASA General Electric broad-specification fuels combustion technology program, phase 1 p0349 880-29316
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Plow of a compressible fluid over an isolated application of identical aerodynamic facetious

Account for socking fluid compressibility in the impression fatigue load level effects on crack

The influence of losses on the evaluation of the damping in ring seals for coipressible fluids

Applied technology in turbofan engines

Buckling and postbuckling research on flat and curved composite panels

Geometrical design of double-circular arc blades

The aerodynamic significance of fillet geometry in turbocomponents described by the

Experimental investigation of flutter in mid-stage compressor designs — for aircraft axial flow
gas turbine engines [AIAA 80-0686]

Buckling and postbuckling research on flat and curved composite panels [p0538 80-28438]

Compressive Strengths

Graphite-epoxy panel compression strength

reduction due to local impact [p0209 A80-27598]

Compressor Blades

Applied technology in turbofan engines [p0001 A80-12003]

Measuring unsteady pressure on rotating compressor blades — with semiconductor strain gages under gas turbine engine operating conditions [p0013 A80-12630]

Damping capacity of plastic compressor blades [p0102 A80-19668]

The influence of losses on the evaluation of the "rotating stall" [p0261 A80-29131]

Experimental investigation of flutter in mid-stage compressor designs — for aircraft axial flow
gas turbine engines [AIAA 80-0786]

Experimental study of low aspect ratio compressor blading [p0333 A80-35073]

The aerodynamic significance of fillet geometry in turbocompressor blade rows [p0456 A80-82197]

The effect of the axial velocity density ratio on the aerodynamic coefficients of compressor
cascades [p0458 A80-82174]

The combined effect of axial velocity density ratio and aspect ratio on compressor cascade
dynamics [p0461 A80-82297]

The performance estimation of an axial-flow compressor stage using theoretically derived
blade element characteristics with experimental comparison [p0467 A80-82317]

Boundary layer and wake modifications to compressor design systems: The effect of blade-to-blade flow variations on the mean flow field of a transonic rotor [AD-1076204]

Vibrations of a compressor blade with slip at the root [p0180 A80-17075]

Core compressor exit stage study. 1: Aerodynamic and mechanical design [NASA CR-1559714] [p0202 A80-19113]

Aerodynamic and acoustic investigations of axial flow fan and compressor blade rows, including
three-dimensional effects [p0283 A80-19116]

Investigation into compressor aerelastic instabilities in a wind tunnel for a rectilinear
cascade of blades [PhD-90011] [p0360 80-23337]

Development of a noninterference technique for measurement of turbine engine compressor blade
damper [AD-1086170] [p0552 80-29340]

Vibrations of a compressor blade with slip at the root [AD-1086852] [p0591 80-30312]

Compressor Efficiency

Diss solutions for highly loaded stages of radial compressors [p0053 A80-15084]

Effects of nonconstant enthalpy addition on fan-nozzle combinations [p0058 A80-15124]

Handling problems through compressor deterioration

--- in-flight stalling [p0063 A80-17340]

On the influence of steady state temperature and pressure distortion on the flow characteristics
in an installed multistage jet engine compressor [p0090 A80-17724]

Flow in transonic compressors [AIAA PAPER 80-0924] [p0096 A80-18357]

Aerodynamic performance of a centrifugal compressor with vaned diffusers [p0210 A80-27735]

Knickng of turbocomponents described by the example of impeller and diffuser in a centrifugal compressor, I — Aerothermodynamic coupling of impeller and diffuser. II — Optimized stage efficiency of a centrifugal compressor [AIAA PAPER 79-07/IS-9] [p0456 A80-42058]

Experimental study of low aspect ratio compressor blading

[AIAA PAPER 79-07/IS-9] [p0456 A80-42058]

Geometrical design of double-circular arc blades [p0512 A80-05709]

Aerodynamic analysis of a supersonic cascade vibrating in a complex mode [p0514 A80-05881]

Damping capacity of compressor blades of composition materials [p0566 A80-47512]

Design of blade attachment in compressor rotor

Aerothermodynamic example of impeller and diffuser in a centrifugal compressor. II — Optimized stage efficiency of a centrifugal compressor [BASA-TH-81451] [p0307 H80-21333]

Optimized stage efficiency of a centrifugal compressor coupling of impeller and diffuser, II — Optimized stage efficiency of a centrifugal compressor [BASA-TH-81451] [p0307 H80-21333]

Core compressor exit stage study, 2 [NASA CR-159012] [p0364 A80-23312]

Off-design correlation for losses due to part-span dampers on transonic rotors [p0538 A80-28352]

Compressor Rotor

Experimental techniques developed at OHEA for advanced compressor testing

[OHEA, TP No. 1979-129] [p0015 A80-13060]

Laser anemometer measurements in a transonic axial flow compressor rotor [p0342 A80-36141]

Preliminary measurements of aerodynamic damping of a transonic compressor rotor [p0363 A80-36152]

Comparison between optical measurements and a numerical solution of the flow field within a transonic axial-flow compressor rotor [AIAA PAPER 80-1078] [p0396 A80-38897]

Flow measurements in a rotating stall cell [p0703 A80-12338]

Boundary layer and wake modifications to compressor design systems: The effect of blade-to-blade flow variations on the mean flow field of a transonic rotor [NASA TP-1693] [A-117]
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Avionics software and equipment

Application of geometrical programming to problems of optimal design

Numerical prediction of compressible potential flow for arbitrary geometries --- in airliner air-intake systems

Software engineering system requirements

Optimal GPS regulation program design --- Gas Turbine Engine

Analytical investigation of the landing dynamics of a large airplane with a load-control system in the main landing gear

Tactical analysis of conflicts in an air traffic control system: Design and implementation of a provisional model

SOFTWARE program oblique in FL format user's manual [AD-1077095] p0257 880-19980


USSAREO computer program development, versions B and C [NASA-CR-3227] p0032 880-21262

Engineering and development program plan E [AD-1062077] p0046 880-24207

Air to air helicopter fire control equations and software generation [AD-1084119] p0056 880-27359

Maintainability index model data base study [AD-1087844] p0059 880-31324

Computational and simplified analytical treatment of transonic wing-fusealage-pylon-store interactions [AD-1085619] p0063 880-32363

SOFTWARE PROGRAMS

SOFTWARE SYSTEMS PROGRAMS

SOFTWARE INPUT/OUTPUT ROUTINES

SOFTWARE DATABASE

SOFTWARE OPERATING SYSTEMS (COMPUTERS)
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A computer code to model swept wings in an adaptive wall transonic wind tunnel [AIAA PAPER 80-0156] p0100 880-19267

Advanced computer program for future automation and system performance improvements [AD-1087262] p0197 880-26810


Cost-drivers affecting the development of F-16 depot ITA/hardware test software --- Interface Test Adapter [AD-1085619] p0269 880-30004

Navy propgram for development of an Analog Test Program Generation system p0270 880-30008

F-16 independent assessment - An Air Force viewpoint p0285 880-32403

Software for a correlation velocity sensor --- for aircraft [AD-1084912] p0285 880-32455

The anatomy of an avionics system development and integration laboratory [AD-1085589] p0285 880-32455

Software engineering system requirements [AD-1084912] p0285 880-32455

Comparision of aircraft noise-contour prediction programs [AIAA PAPER 80-1057] p0301 880-35598

Simulation - Acquisition - Treatment in the case of large motions --- Numerical filtering and processing programs for aircraft aerodynamic data [AIAA PAPER B5-16-18] p0371 880-36047

Software/Hardware Integrated Critical Path Analysis /ICPA/ [AD-1084912] p0411 880-40352
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Simplifying the development of programs for digital engine controllers [ASME PAPER 80-GT-29] p0457 880-42163

Software for flight critical digital engine controllers [ASME PAPER 80-GT-119] p0461 880-42235

Redesign of structural vibration modes by finite-element inverse perturbation [ASME PAPER 80-GT-167] p0464 880-42276

The airport video information system of Interflug p0568 880-47909

Computer simulation of aircraft mounted antenna radiation patterns at frequencies above 300 MHz - II [AD-1080976] p0568 880-47906

An automated conflict-alert function for an air traffic control system [AD-1081827] p0621 880-52995

Rotor dynamics --- structural analysis software review [AD-1082041] p0624 880-53468

Analytic representation of turbine characteristics in form convenient for computer calculation of GTE parameters p0017 880-10024


A* digital bore-navey system software analysis [AIAA PAPER 80-16209] p0071 880-12998


The integrity of onboard computer programs: A solution p0112 880-14028

The avionics computer program: Practical experiences with a methodology --- Mirage F1 and Mirage 2000 aircraft p0112 880-14037

Modification of axial compressor streamline program for analysis of engine test data [NASA-TE-79312] p0113 880-14051

A computerized method for calculating flutter characteristics of a system characterized by two degrees of freedom [NASA-TE-60153] p0114 880-14055

An adaptation of validation of a primitive variable mathematical model for predicting the flows in turbojet test cells and solid fuel rockets [AD-1074187] p0121 880-14133


Computer program to prepare airfoil characteristic data for use in helicopter performance calculations [NASA-TE-78627] p0126 880-15031

Data reduction software for LORAN-C flight test evaluation [NASA-CR-162730] p0126 880-15064

Development of panel methods for subsonic analysis and design [NASA-CR-3228] p0167 880-16033

An evaluation of the ADINA finite element program for application to aircraft overpressure vulnerability [AD-1074261] p0169 880-16056

Accuracy of hydrofoil loading predictions obtained from a lifting-surface computer program [AD-1076621] p0173 880-16233

Digital flight control software validation study [AD-1076021] p0180 880-17082

Additional information about PALSTAF fighter aircraft loading standard for fatigue evaluation [MBR-TS-79056-0] p0186 880-17058
Application of automated system to air traffic control — Russian book
p0050 80-180370

Modular strapdown guidance unit with embedded microprocessors
[IAEPAPEB 78-1239]
p0097 80-180534

Automation and air traffic control
p0098 80-191722

CADD on the F-18 program — Computer Aided Design and Drafting
p0193 80-263465

Advanced computer program — for future automation and system performance improvements
p0197 80-26810

Experience from testing the Viggen electronic systems utilizing existing computer capacity
p0296 80-27235

From tape measure to computer tape — development of flight recorders
p0207 80-27243

A second generation instrumentation system for measuring cross coupling derivatives — from wind tunnel data
p0265 80-29502

Test system requirements for 767 aircraft electrical components
p0271 80-300132

Advanced avionic architectures for the 1980's — A software view
p0280 80-324240

An overview of the Sperry flight management computer system for the Boeing 757/767 airplanes
p0282 80-32436

Integrated system design — DIAS — Digital Avionics Information System
p0285 80-324668

Advanced digital avionics for the DC-9 Super 80
p0286 80-32470

The Fault Tolerant Multiprocessor engineering model /A report/ — computer systems design for avionics systems
p0285 80-324727

Processing and analysis of the data from a two spool gas turbine engine
p0343 80-36149

Distributed computer architecture for the discrete address beacon system
p0367 80-37693

Flexible formats — The controller controls the computer
p0388 80-37697

Perforability evaluation of the SIFT computer — Software-implemented Fault Tolerance computer onboard commercial aircraft during transonic flight
p0390 80-38043

Educational aspects of multi-microprocessor design used in flight simulation applications (IAEA PAPER 80-1852)
p0371 80-43306

Avionics master plan data base mechanization architecture
[AD-A071545]
p0090 80-11083

Validation Methods for Fault-Tolerant Avionics and control systems, working group meeting 1
[WEA-CP-2114]
p0075 80-12741

Experience in producing software for the ground station of a remotely piloted helicopter system
p0112 80-14038

HSSC-2 operating system design requirements
[IAEA-CP-161396]
p0257 80-19861

Validation Methods Research for Fault-Tolerant Avionics and Control Systems: Working Group Meeting 2
[WEA-CP-2130]
p0357 80-23008

Software impact of selected-on route ATC computer replacement strategies
[AD-A071545]
p0362 80-23286

Analysis of expandability and modifiability of computer configuration concepts for ATC. Volume 1: Distributed concept
[AD-A084235]
p0430 80-32315

COMPUTER SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
Assessment of operational automated guideway systems-AIRWAYS, phase 2
[FB80-182538]
p0113 80-32302
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An assessment of and approach to the validation of
digital flight control systems
Computer prediction of three-dimensional potential
flow fields in which aircraft propellers
operate: Computer program description and users
manual
Nondestructive evaluation of airport pavements.
Volume 2: Operational manual for FABEN program
at NTC
Formal methods for achieving reliable software
An analysis of software reliability prediction
models
Software development for TORNADO: A case history
from the reliability and maintainability aspect
Coordinated navigation computer system real-time
environmental simulator
Simulation for whole life development
A simulation support system, the development tool
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information management
USSABO computer program development, versions B
and C
Software impact of selected on route ARTC computer
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Flight software requirements and design support
system
Guidance and control software
An approach to the derivation and validation of
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Recent developments in flight simulation techniques
Computational aerodynamics on large computers
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aerodynamic research
Computer data base for 767 avionics interface
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Air Defense Ground environment — A case for
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The extraction of altitude data in a 3D radar
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production
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Identification method
Pilot performance during simulated approaches and
landings made with various computer-generated
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Algorithms and logic for incorporating ILS NASA
TCV B-737 airplane area navigation system
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of aircraft gas turbine engines. Volume 1: Final
report
Computer code for estimating installed performance
of aircraft gas turbine engines. Volume 2: Users
manual
Computer code for estimating installed performance
of aircraft gas turbine engines. Volume 3: Library of
maps
An extension of engine weight estimation
techniques to compute engine production cost
On interfacing structural information and loading
data in aeroelastic analysis — using computer
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Computer synthesis of flight simulation visuals
Computerized systems analysis and optimization of
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cycle costs
Mathematical modelling in military aircraft weapon
system design
Computerized control
Numerical control
Computerized design
Computerized systems analysis and optimization of
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cycle costs
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Computer calculation of stationary temperature
fields in cooled turbine discs
Developing an aircraft configuration using a
minicomputer
Mathematics for computer graphics Book on
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Design of elastomer dampers for a high-speed
flexible rotor
Numerical design engineering of aerospace systems
Design of airfoil in a high performance jet trainer
A pre-design code for predicting engine
acquisition costs
Assessment of analytic methods for the prediction
of aerodynamic characteristics of arbitrary
bodies at supersonic speeds
Weight Integrated Sizing Evaluation (WISER) — A
tool for preliminary design
Methods of computer-aided aircraft design —
Russian book
Optimization methods in fine-finishing and
designing gas-turbine engines — Russian book
The shapes of things to come - An introduction to
the capabilities of the British Aerospace
Numerical model for computer-aided design and manufacturing of
aerodynamic surfaces
An application of model-following control

CADD on the F-18 program — Computer Aided Design and Drafting

Composite structural materials

A contribution to the design of radial engine impellers with double-curved blades

CAD/CAM in packaging aerospace electronics

Use of a simulator in the development of an RFP system

Computer-aided design of temperature fields for cooled gas-turbine blades

Numerical design and optimization of propellers, II

CAD produced aircraft drawings
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Criteria for technology — computer aided design techniques applied to aircraft design cost benefit assessment

An acceptable role for computers in the aircraft design process

The use of computer based optimization methods in aircraft studies

Some fundamental aspects of transport aircraft conceptual design optimization

Computer graphics, related design and manufacture process at Dornier

Computer graphics and related design processes in the UK

Using the computer to produce electric schemes — information management

The use of the computer in the design of aerodynamic configurations

Wing design process by inverse potential flow computer programs

The role of computational aerodynamics in airplane configuration development

Computational aerodynamic design tools and techniques used at fighter development

Use of computers in the aerodynamic design of the F15 fighter

Numerical methods for design and analysis of an aerodynamic design tool for modern aircraft

Structural optimization with static and aeroelastic constraints

Computer programs for the design and performance evaluation of nacelles for high bypass-ratio engines

Interactive aided design system for aircraft dynamic control problems

An experimental evaluation of a helicopter rotor section designed by numerical optimization

Civil component program wing section

Predimensioning of a supercritical wing

Interactive design system for aircraft dynamic control problems

Technical evaluation report on the Flight Mechanics Panel Symposium on the use of Computers as a Design Tool
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Criteria for technology — computer aided design techniques applied to aircraft design cost benefit assessment
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The use of computer based optimization methods in aircraft studies

Some fundamental aspects of transport aircraft conceptual design optimization

Computer graphics, related design and manufacture process at Dornier

Computer graphics and related design processes in the UK

Using the computer to produce electric schemes — information management

The use of the computer in the design of aerodynamic configurations

Wing design process by inverse potential flow computer programs

The role of computational aerodynamics in airplane configuration development

Computational aerodynamic design tools and techniques used at fighter development

Use of computers in the aerodynamic design of the F15 fighter

Numerical methods for design and analysis of an aerodynamic design tool for modern aircraft

Structural optimization with static and aeroelastic constraints

Computer programs for the design and performance evaluation of nacelles for high bypass-ratio engines

Interactive aided design system for aircraft dynamic control problems

An experimental evaluation of a helicopter rotor section designed by numerical optimization

Civil component program wing section

Predimensioning of a supercritical wing

Interactive design system for aircraft dynamic control problems

Technical evaluation report on the Flight Mechanics Panel Symposium on the use of Computers as a Design Tool

The use of computers as a design tool

The use of computer aided design methods in airborne systems evaluation

Criteria for technology — computer aided design techniques applied to aircraft design cost benefit assessment

An acceptable role for computers in the aircraft design process

The use of computer based optimization methods in aircraft studies

Some fundamental aspects of transport aircraft conceptual design optimization

Computer graphics, related design and manufacture process at Dornier

Computer graphics and related design processes in the UK

Using the computer to produce electric schemes — information management

The use of the computer in the design of aerodynamic configurations

Wing design process by inverse potential flow computer programs

The role of computational aerodynamics in airplane configuration development

Computational aerodynamic design tools and techniques used at fighter development

Use of computers in the aerodynamic design of the F15 fighter

Numerical methods for design and analysis of an aerodynamic design tool for modern aircraft
Numerical derivation of linear perturbation model from nonlinear real-time vehicle simulations - A means of validation and increased credibility - computerized simulation for aircraft control

Computer simulated passenger service levels for airport terminals

Flying qualities research for highly segmented aircraft

A study to develop optimization algorithms for aircraft wing structures

A literature search and review of the dynamics of aircraft-surface interaction

Improvement of Maintenance Engine Simulation model: ONES 2

Evaluation of transponder antenna coverage/ATC/ADS

Computer simulation as a first step towards the testing of attack aircraft

Simulated transonic flows for aircraft with nacelles, pylons, and winglets

Dynamics investigation model

Simulation of a surveillance and control system of surface traffic in an airport

An air traffic channel simulation by means of ray-tracing techniques

Pilot control through the TAPCOS automatic flight control system

Quick Clean Short-haul Experimental Route (QCSER)

The Aircraft Reply and Interference Environment Simulator (ARIES). Volume 2: Principles of operation

The Aircraft Reply and Interference Environment Simulator (ARIES). Volume 2: Appendices to the principles of operation

Review and evaluation of national airspace system models

Computer study of Tulsa International Airport runway 17B glide slope sites

New remotely piloted vehicle launch and recovery concepts: Computer program listings

Easy ACLS Dynamic analysis, volume 2. Part 2: Component computer programs

A simulation program for the determination of system reliability of complex avionic systems

Computer simulation model of the logistic support system for electrical engineering test equipment

Modeling and Simulation of Avionics Systems and Command, Control and Communications systems --- conferences

Remarks on simulation. Objectives/areas of use/possibilities/limitations: An overview

Real-time simulation: An indispensable but overused evaluation technique

Design and simulation of a C3 system for surveillance purpose

The application of modeling and simulation to the development of the E-3A

Air-to-air engagement simulation
Prestrained pavements for airports  
([SIE PAPER 800764])  p0577 A80-49709

Shrinkage-compensating cement for airport  
pavement, phase 2  
[A0-AD07539]  p0573 B80-16197

The Shock and Vibration Bulletin. Part 3:  
Structure medium interaction, case studies in  
Dynamics  
[H. KA-B-162473]  p0184 H80-17293

CONDUCTOR RADIATORS  
U HEAT RADIATORS

CONDITIONS  
MT FLIGHT CONDITIONS  
MT HYDRA ConditionS

CONTACTING MEDIA  
U CONDUCTORS

CONDUCTIVE HEAT TRANSFER  
effects of idealizing three-dimensional geometry  
with two-dimensional models in temperature and  
stress analysis of engine components  
[HASA-CB-162473]  p0184 B80-17293

Evaluation of finite element formulations for  
transient conduction forced-convection analysis  
--- of heat transfer for active cooling of  
hypersonic airframe and engine structures  
[AD-A088741]  p0154 A80-21126

Solution of the steady-state heat conduction  
problem by a probability method --- temperature  
calculation for gas turbine engine components  
[AND-A60-47818]  p0565 A80-37330

Conduction heat transfer analysis in composite  
materials  
[PAC-A60-8874]  p0651 H80-33499

CONDUCTORS  
MT BOS CONDUCTORS  
MT ELECTRIC WIRE  
MT SUPERCONDUCTORS

Radar cross sections of conducting bodies over a  
loosely half space  
[p0384 A80-37409

COVERS  
MT CONICAL BODIES  
MT SLENDER BODIES

CONFERENCEs  
A link between science and applications of  
avtomatic control; Proceedings of the Seventh  
Triennial World Congress, Helsinki, Finland,  
June 12-16, 1978. Volumes 1, 2, 3 & 4  
[p0051 A80-14794

Seminar on Vibration Control, Pennsylvania State  
University, University Park, Pa., October 6-12,  
1979, Proceedings  
[p0059 A80-16271

Welding in the aerospace industry - Design,  
materials, welding methods, maintenance;  
International Conference, 1st, Berlin, West  
Germany, December 7, 8, 1978, Reports  
[p0061 A80-16554

Composite materials: Testing and design;  
Proceedings of the Fifth Conference, New  
Orleans, La., March 20-22, 1978  
[p0147 A80-21216

Reliability of aircraft mechanical system and  
equipment; Proceedings of the Conference,  
[p0149 A80-21330

Royal Society, Discussion on New Fibres and Their  
Composites, London, England, May 18, 19, 1978,  
Proceedings  
[p0154 A80-22253

Navigation satellite users; Proceedings of the  
National Aerospace Symposium, Springfield, Va.,  
March 6-9, 1979  
[p0190 A80-25141

Fatigue and microstructure; Proceedings of the  
Materials Science Seminar, St. Louis, Mo.,  
October 14, 15, 1978  
[p0196 A80-26730

Advanced composites - Special topics; Proceedings  
of the Conference, El Segundo, Calif., December  
4-6, 1979  
[p0197 A80-26078

Aerodynamic Testing Conference, 11th, Colorado  
Springs, Colo., March 18-20, 1980, Technical  
Papers  
[p0198 A80-26929

Flow in primary, non-rotating passages in  
turbomachines; Proceedings of the Winter Annual  
Meeting, New York, N.Y., December 2-7, 1979  
[AD-A0-27732

Avoiding divergent stall is control configured  
aircraft by using a canard arrangement  
[p0210 A80-27732

Remote piloted vehicles: International  
Conference, Bristol, England, September 3-5,  
1979, Conference Papers and Supplementary Papers  
[p0265 A80-29651

AUTOSTESTCO '79; Proceedings of the International  
Automatic Testing Conference, Minneapolis,  
Minn., September 19-21, 1979  
[p0269 A80-29993

Acoustics-aerodynamics Conference, 6th, Ecole  
Nationale Superieure des Techniques Avancees,  
[p0273 A80-30806

The evolution of aircraft wing design; Proceedings  
of the Symposium, Dayton, Ohio, March 18, 19, 1980  
[p0275 A80-31001

Challenge of the ’80s; Proceedings of the Third  
Digital Avionics Systems Conference, Port Worth,  
Tex., November 6-8, 1979, and Addendum  
[p0280 A80-32417

Hydrogen in air transportation; Proceedings of the  
International Symposium, Stuttgart, West  
Germany, September 11-14, 1979, and Supplement  
[p0382 A80-37330

Community noise; Proceedings of the Symposium,  
Kansas City, Mo., May 26-28, 1978  
[p0396 A80-37601

Economics and technology of airships;  
International Symposium, Paris, France, March  
24-30, 1979, Proceedings. Volumes 1 & 2  
[p0405 A80-39281

Canadian Reliability Symposium, Toronto, Canada,  
May 16, 16, 1980, Proceedings  
[p0406 A80-39918

Atmospheric Flight Mechanics Conference, Davers,  
Mass., August 11-15, 1980, Collection of  
Technical Papers  
[p0514 A80-85855

Fabrication techniques for advanced reinforced  
plastics; Proceedings of the Symposium,  
University of Salford, Salford, Lancs., England,  
April 22, 23, 1980  
[p052A A80-47200

Nav and navigation; Proceedings of the  
International Congress, University of Sussex,  
Volumes 1 & 2  
[p0569 A80-48135

Risk and failure analysis for improved performance  
and reliability; Proceedings of the Twenty-fourth  
Sagamore Army Materials Research Conference,  
Enqueue Lake, N.Y., August 21-26, 1977  
[p0572 A80-48292

Long-life aircraft structures; Proceedings of the  
Spring Convention, London, England, May 14, 15,  
1980  
[p0582 A80-50580

Fracture mechanics in engineering application;  
Proceedings of the International Conference,  
Bangalore, India, March 26-30, 1979  
[p0623 A80-53426

Safety and efficiency: The next 50 years;  
Proceedings of the Symposium on Human Factors in  
Civil Aviation, The Hague, Netherlands,  
September 3-7, 1979  
[p0624 A80-53554

Workshop on Thrust Augmenting Ejectors  
[HASSA-CP-2093]  p0222 A80-10107

Aerocropulsion 1979 --- conferences  
[HASSA-CP-2092]  p0280 A80-10205

Advances in Guidance and Control Systems Using  
Digital Techniques  
[AGADD-CP-272]  p0111 H80-14017

On radar in air traffic control --- conference,  
Rome, Jul. 1979  
[FJ-80-41117]  p0115 H80-14065

Quiet powered-lift propulsion  
[HASSA-CP-2077]  p0136 H80-15127

Technical evaluation report on the 28th Guidance  
and Control Panel Symposium on Advances in  
Guidance and Control Systems Using Digital  
Techniques  

Low-cost aircraft flutter clearance test  
conference  
[AGADD-CP-278]  p0130 H80-15141
Aerodynamic characteristics of controls — conference

[AGABD-CP-262] p0139 880-15149

Proceedings of the 7th Ann. Tri-Service Meeting for Aircraft Engine Monitoring and Diagnostics — conference

[AD-4076126] p0225 880-18045

Workshop on Aircraft Surface Representation for Aeroelastic Coaposition

[NASA-TR-81170] p0232 880-19025

Proceedings of a Workshop on V/STOL Aircraft Aerodynamics, volume 2 — conference

[AD-4078099] p0233 880-19042

Proceedings of a Workshop on V/STOL Aircraft Aerodynamics, volume 1 — conference

[AD-4079117] p0237 880-19074

Parameter Identification — conference on techniques applied to aircraft flight test data

[AGABD-LS-108] p0240 880-19094

The 4th International Symposium on Air Breathing Engines

[AD-4087065] p0242 880-19114

Avionics Reliability, Its Techniques and Related Disciplines — conference

[AGABD-CP-261] p0250 880-19519

Modeling and Simulation of Avionics Systems and Command-Control and Communications systems — conference

[AGABD-CP-268] p0253 880-19809


[AD-4077877] p0258 880-20018

The use of computers as a design tool — conference

[AGABD-CP-280] p0298 880-21243

Advanced technology airfoil research, volume 2 — conference

[NASA-CP-2046] p0302 880-21263

Global positioning system for general aviation: Joint FAA/RASA Seminar — conference

[NASA-TR-81017] p0304 880-21299

Active Control Technology, volume 2

[AGABD-CP-268] p0308 880-21340

Lightning Technology: Proceedings of a technical symposium

[NASA-CP-2128] p0312 880-21927

General Aviation Propulsion

[NASA-CP-2126] p0350 880-22327

Eighth EASTON Engineer's Colloquium

[NASA-CP-2131] p0426 880-26648

Technical evaluation report on the 5th (A) Propulsion and Energy Panel Meeting on Advanced Control Systems for Aircraft Powerplants

[AGABD-AR-152] p0436 880-25387

Technical evaluation report on the 29th Guidance and Control Panel Symposium on Air Breathing Management. Civil/Military Systems and Technologies

[AGABD-AR-149] p0479 880-26291

Air Traffic Management: Civil/Military System and Technologies — conference

[AGABD-CP-273] p0491 880-27323

APSO Contractors Meeting on Air-Breathing Combustion Dynamics and Kinetics, 1979 Abstracts

[AG-AB083651] p0497 880-27367

Combustor Modelling — conference

[AGABD-CP-275] p0497 880-27371

Technical evaluation report on the Flight Mechanics Panel Symposium on the Use of Computers as a Design Tool

[AGABD-AR-158] p553 880-28398

Selected NASA research in composite materials and structures

[NASA-CP-2192] p553 880-28936

First Commercial Air Carrier Safety Symposium

[AD-4085628] p554 880-29260

Aircraft Research and Technology for Future Fuels

[NASA-CP-2146] p554 880-29300

Ceramics for turbine engine applications

[NASA-CP-2176] p555 880-29342

CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT

Weight Integrated Sizing Evaluation /WISE/ — A tool for preliminary design

[SAM PAPER 1312] p0105 880-20664

Technology to increase aircraft capacity

[AIAA PAPER 80-0920] p0320 880-32890

Aerodynamic development of the engine nacelle combination for the Boeing 767 airplane

[SAM PAPER 800731] p0574 880-45683

Flight evaluation of configuration management system concepts during transition to the landing approach for a powered-lift STOL aircraft

[NASA-TR-81146] p0245 880-19127

Synthesis of a theoretical approach for employing adaptive configuration management in aeronautical weapon system programs

[AD-A075256] p0350 880-23196

CONFESSION

U CONFESSION

CONFESSIONAL REAPING

Confrontational mapping analysis of multiscale airfoils with boundary-layer corrections

[AIAA PAPER 80-0069] p0093 880-18261

CONFESSIONAL TRANSFORMATIONS

U CONFESSION

CONFESSIONAL REAPING

CONFESSIONAL REPORTS

Small transport aircraft technology. A report for the committee on commerce, science, and transportation, United States Senate

[NASA-TR-80013] p0085 880-19393

Oversight: FAA R and D programs — air traffic control and collision avoidance

[AD-A083651] p0497 880-19988

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Authorization Act, 1981, program review, volume 2

[SGPO-56-220] p0257 880-20018

National Aeronautics and Space Administration Authorization Act, 1981

[SGPO-56-220] p0257 880-20018

PlA's collision-avoidance program

[SGPO-40-611] p0631 880-32365

Aviation safety: DC-10 crash of May 25, 1979

[SGPO-56-572] p0634 880-33383

CONFESSIONAL BODIES

ST NLFREED COMES

Hysteresis of aerodynamic characteristics — for wing models and segmented conical bodies of revolution

[AGABD-CP-275] p0285 880-27167

Aerodynamic characteristics of configurations consisting of half-cones and flat delta wings with supersonic leading edges

[AGABD-CP-275] p0285 880-27167

Limiting values of the lift coefficient of lifting bodies with a flat surface at supersonic speeds

[AGABD-CP-275] p0285 880-27167

Real-gas effects on the aerodynamics of blunt cones as measured in a hypervelocity range

[AGABD-CP-275] p0285 880-27167

CONFESSIONAL CARRER

Bevel cambered delta wings with leading edge separation

[AGABD-CP-275] p0285 880-32527

Conically cambered delta wings in supersonic flow.

II - Optimal solutions

[AGABD-CP-275] p0286 880-32531

CONFESSIONAL FLOW

Performance of conical diffusers up to the choking condition

[AGABD-CP-275] p0286 880-32531

Careful numerical study of flowfields about axisymmetric external conical corers

[AIAA PAPER 80-1329] p0451 880-41562

Concerning the separated flow about an inflating parachute

[SGPO-4-103] p0628 880-32366

CONFESSIONAL SHESHES

Turbulent-boundary-layer excitation and response thereto for a high-performance conical vehicle — reentry

[AGABD-CP-275] p0628 880-32366

CONFESSIONAL SHESIS

CONFESSIONAL BODIES

CONFESSIONAL REAPING

CONFESSIONAL BODIES

CONFESSIONAL REAPING

CONFESSIONAL REAPING

CONFESSIONAL REAPING

CONFESSIONAL REAPING

CONFESSIONAL REAPING
[AD-A085310] p0590 N80-30307

CONSTANT SPEED PROPELLERS
U VARIABLE PITCH PROPELLERS

CONSTANT VOLUME BALLOONS
U SUPERPRESSURE BALLOONS

CONSTANTS

CT TIME CONSTANT
Gladstone-Dale constant for CP4 — experimental design

CONSTRAINTS

MT METEOROLOGICAL PARAMETERS
The strength of occupant restraint system in light aircraft: An experimental evaluation

CONSTRUCTION

Construction problems for high Reynolds number wind tunnel models
[NASA-TR-76-17] p0072 N80-12101

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
MT AIRCRAFT CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
Method of determining the load classification number, LCN, of a semirigid composite runway surface
p0002 A80-10237

Aircraft gas turbine materials and processes
p0327 A80-34631

Fire-resistant materials for aircraft passenger seat construction
[NASA-TR-76-17] p0083 N80-13255

CONSULABLES (SPACECRAFT)
MT PROPELLER STORAGE U WT WORKING FLUIDS

A-129

CONSUMPTION

MT ENERGY CONSUMPTION
MT FUEL CONSUMPTION

CONTACT MATERIALS

Electrical charging of fabric and film materials
p0019 N80-10048

CONTACTS (ELECTRIC)
U ELECTRIC CONTACTS

CONTAMINATION

MT FUEL CONTAMINATION
Transport phenomena in labyrinth seals of turbomachines — French thesis
p0160 A80-23374

Fluid contamination of aircraft-cabin air and breathing oxygen
p0543 N80-29268

CONTACTS

MT AUSTRALIA
MT EUROPE

CONTINUITY

The en route alternate and a rational basis for contingency fuel
p0622 A80-52997

CONTROLLERS

Optimized discretization of two-dimensional continuous contours
p0263 A80-29228

Development of a new contouring device — for isolatessce weather curve generation in ATC radar displays
p0389 A80-37708

Use of Wagner functions in airfoil design optimization
p0045 N80-10139

Non-contacting electro-optical contouring of helicopter rotor blades
[AD-A0700806] p0118 N80-14111

CONTACT MANAGEMENT

Product performance enhancement in the United States Air Force
[AI1A PAPER-80-1816] p0512 A80-45738

CONTROL

Handed engineering flight simulation validation, Part 1. Simulation requirements and simulator motion system performance
[AD-A071399] p0231 N80-10235

Linear systems analysis program, L224 (QB). Volume 1: Engineering and usage

Technical evaluation report on the 28th Guidance and Control Panel Symposium on Advances in Guidance and Control Systems Using Digital Techniques
[AGARD-AR-148] p0110 N80-15140

Power system control study. Phase 1: Integrated control techniques
Mechanical power system for aircraft int download utility functions --- systems engineering of using flywheels for aircraft control equipment [AIAA 80-10320]

Means for controlling aerodynamically induced twist --- equipment to control twisting of slender wings due to aerodynamic loads [NASA-CASE-LAB-12175-1]

Microprocessor controlled ejection seat [AD-A077497] p0238 A80-19049

Research and development of control actuation systems for aircraft, volume 1 [AD-A080133] p0310 B80-21357

A hybrid simulator for the BGM-34C multimission BPV modern controls and the hybrid computer revisited [NASA-CASE-LAB-12175-1] p0169 B80-16055

A flight control system using the DAIS architecture [NASA-CR-135049] p0135 B80-15118

Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine (QCSEE) over-the-wing engine and control simulation results [NASA-CR-135049] p0135 B80-15118

CONTROL STABILITY

Active flutter control in transonic conditions [OBERT, TP 80-1979-100] p0055 A80-16052

Control system techniques for improved departure/spin resistance for fighter aircraft [SAGE PAPER 790683] p0194 A80-26639

Minimum sensitivity controllers with application to VTOL aircraft [NASA CR-11908] p0319 A80-32759

The stability and control characteristics of the aerocruise hybrid heavy lift vehicle [OBERT, TP 80-1979-100] p0055 A80-16052

An adaptive controller synthesis with an observer [AIAA 80-1632] p0520 A80-45920

Comparison of stability and control parameters for a light, single-engine, high-winged aircraft using different flight test and parameter estimation techniques [NASA-TR-60016] p0262 A80-29215

Aircraft control by propeller cyclic blades [NASA CR-2312] p0355 B80-11031

Helicopter stability and control test methodology [AIAA 80-1650] p0518 A80-45902

Analysis of stability and control characteristics in the presence of random effects [NASA CR-3121] p0262 A80-29215

An adaptive controller synthesis with an observer [AIAA 80-1632] p0520 A80-45920

The stability and control characteristics of the aerocruise hybrid heavy lift vehicle [OBERT, TP 80-1979-100] p0055 A80-16052

Practical input signal design -- for identifying stability and control derivatives [NASA CR-2312] p0262 A80-29215

Factors influencing stability and control derivatives [NASA CR-2312] p0262 A80-29215

Aspects of flight test instrumentation methods to derive aircraft performance and stability and control characteristics [NASA CR-2312] p0262 A80-29215

Analysis of aircraft performance stability and control measures [NASA CR-2312] p0262 A80-29215

CONTROL STICKS

Flying qualities design requirements for sidestick controllers [AD-A085085] p0537 A80-28375

A pilot modeling technique for handling-qualities research [AIAA 80-1624] p0519 A80-45912

An experimental investigation of VTOL flying qualities requirements in shipboard landings [AIAA 80-1625] p0519 A80-45912

A hybrid simulator for the BGM-34C multimission BPV fire control using cockpit displays [NASA-CASE-LAB-12175-1] p0169 B80-16055


Modern controls and the hybrid computer revisited --- simulation systems for aircraft development and design [NASA-CASE-LAB-12175-1] p0169 B80-16055
CONTROLLABILITY

A critique of handling qualities specifications for U.S. military helicopters [AFRA-80-1592] p0517 A80-45887

A pilot modeling technique for handling-qualities research [AFRA-80-1628] p0519 A80-45912

An experimental investigation of VTOL flying qualities requirements in shipboard landings [AFRA-80-1625] p0519 A80-45913

Flying-qualities criteria for wings-level-turn maneuvering during an air-to-ground weapon delivery task [AFRA-80-1628] p0520 A80-45916

Quantification of V/STOL equivalent system characteristics through analysis and ground-base simulation [AFRA-80-1629] p0520 A80-45917

Lifting surface divergence and control effectiveness [AFRA-80-12004] p0065 A80-12004

Pilot control through the TAPCOS automatic flight control system [NASA-Th-81512] p0122 A80-14138

Flight evaluation of configuration management system concepts during transition to the landing approach for a powered-lift STOL aircraft [NASA-Th-81116] p0245 A80-19127

Preparatory airworthiness evaluation, including with the airborne target acquisition fire control system and the heliborne modular missile system installed [AD-A078340] p0291 A80-20265

The flying qualities of aircraft with augmented longitudinal and directional stability [NASA-Th-81349] p0300 A80-21343


Precise controllability of the TF-17 airplane [NASA-Th-81677] p0366 A80-23277

Measurement of the handling characteristics of two light airplanes [NASA-Th-81636] p0436 A80-25365


Exploratory pilot simulator study of the effects of windmills on handling qualities of a representative agricultural airplane [NASA-Th-81847] p0536 A80-28370

Evaluation of lateral and directional characteristics and spinning behavior [NASA-Th-81349] p0597 A80-31336

CONTROLLED ATMOSPHERES

NT CABIN ATMOSPHERES

CONTROLLED STABILITY

NT CONTROL

CONTROLLERS

NT SERVOMECHANISMS

NT SENSORS

Controllers for aircraft motion simulators [AFRA paper-80-0005] p0092 A80-18252

Aircrew displays and avionics for application in a future national airspace system [NASA-Th-80095] p0036 A80-11052

Solid state power controller verification studies [AD-A078238] p0249 A80-19429

In flight tests of a parameter insensitive controller [NASA-TP-565] p0310 A80-21358

Investigations of the design of active vibration isolation systems for helicopters with rigid and elastic modeling of the fuselage [NASA-TP-556] p0363 A80-23300

COEVAL MILITARY AIRCRAFT

U MILITARY AIRCRAFT

CONVECTION

NT FORCED CONVECTION

CONVECTIVE FLOW

Radiation in a wall jet flow environment --- mathematical models for noise reduction of STOL airplanes [NASA-TP-700] p0278 A80-31816

SUBJECT INDEX

CONVECTION HEAT TRANSFER


Convective-film cooling of nozzle-type turbine blades [BTSB-11B-80-8] p0478 A80-43399

Aerothermal analysis of a wing-elevator cove with variable leakage [NASA-TP-1703] p0639 A80-32692

CONVEYORS

The freight forwarder as an air carrier [BTSB-11B-80-8] p0478 A80-43399

CONVERGENCE

Effect of initial value on the behaviour of flow calculations for blade-to-blade flow through a turbomachine [NASA-TP-1703] p0639 A80-32692

CONVERGENCE NOISES

Wing effect on jet noise propagation [NASA-TP-1703] p0639 A80-32692

CONVERGENCE-DIVERGENCE NOISES

Characteristics of a Laval nozzle with gasdynamic regulation [NASA-TP-1703] p0639 A80-32692

CONVERGING NOISES

Characteristics of a Laval nozzle with gasdynamic regulation [NASA-TP-1703] p0639 A80-32692

CONVERGING-DIVERGENCE NOISES

Characteristics of a Laval nozzle with gasdynamic regulation [NASA-TP-1703] p0639 A80-32692

COOLANTS

NT ENGINE COOLANTS

An investigation of ingress for a simple shrouded rotating disc system with a radial outflow of coolant [NASA-Paper-80-1047] p0458 A80-42181

COOLING

NT AIR COOLING

NT ENGINE COOLING

NT GAS COOLING

NT LIQUID COOLING

NT QUENCHING (COOLING)

Influence of angle of attack on profile losses in turbine cascade with porous cooling [NASA-TP-1703] p0615 A80-51884

On determining the temperatures at given points of cooled turbine blades made from multilayer perforated materials [NASA-TP-1703] p0616 A80-51889

COOLING SYSTEMS

Experimental and theoretical investigation of the internal-duct hydraulics of stator and rotor blades for a semienclosed-cylinder air cooling system for gas turbines [NASA-TP-1703] p0071 A80-14097


Chilled recirculation ECS for aircraft [ASME Paper 79-EMAS-5] p0055 A80-15230


Chilled recirculation ECS for aircraft [NASA-TP-1703] p0055 A80-15227


Qualification of cooling systems design for high temperature on a turbine facility [ASME Paper 79-EMAS-2] p0055 A80-15230

Qualification of cooling systems design for high temperature on a turbine facility [ASME Paper 79-EMAS-2] p0055 A80-15230

Notor blade cooling in high pressure turbines [NASA-TP-1703] p0304 A80-36156

Notor blade cooling in high pressure turbines [NASA-TP-1703] p0304 A80-36156

A-132
On film-cooling of turbine blades
The development and application of improved combustor wall cooling techniques
[NASA PAPER 80-6540-6] p0459 A80-42196
Heat pipe avionic thermal control systems
Effect of pulsed airupstream on the drag and performance of the engine cooling system for a general aviation twin-engine aircraft
[NASA PAPER 80-1675] p0472 A80-43315
On calculating gas turbine efficiency reduction under the influence of air injection
Studied of combined operation of self-evacuating vortex tube with diffuser
On the characteristics of centrifugal-reciprocating machines — cryogenic coolers
[NASA-CR-162881] p0249 H80-19599
Some advantages of methane in an aircraft gas turbine
[NASA-TH-81559] p0556 H80-29502
Low-temperature solder for joining large cryogenic structures — cooling coils for the National Transonic Facility
[NASA-TH-81836] p0637 H80-32490
COORDINATE SYSTEMS
U COORDINATES
COORDINATES
MY GEOMETRIC COORDINATES
Results of a Looth-C flight test using an absolute data reference
[NASA-CR-162751] p0169 H80-16501
COPILOTS
U AIRCRAFT PILOTS
COPPER ALLOYS
MY BRONZES
CORE FLOW
Effect of the relative area of the flow core on the performance of a hypersonic wind tunnel
Experimental study of low aspect ratio compressor blading
[ASME PAPER 80-GT-7-6] p0456 A80-42197
Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine
[QCSEE]. Aerodynamic and aeromechanical performance of a 50.6 cm (20 inch) diameter PE variable pitch fan with core flow
COREFLOW CORRELATION
Careful numerical study of flowfields about asymmetric external conical corners
[ASME PAPER 80-1329] p0451 A80-41562
Numerical solution of the Navier-Stokes equations for a family of three-dimensional corner geometries
[ASME PAPER 80-1349] p0451 A80-41574
A simplified shock-fitting solution to a supersonic internal corner flowfield
[ASME PAPER 80-1425] p0452 A80-41615
The aerodynamic significance of fillet geometry in turbocompressor blade rows
[ASME PAPER 80-GT-41] p0458 A80-42174
An investigation of corner separation within a thrust augmenter having Coanda jets
[NCAC-76153-30] p0023 H80-10122
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CORRELATION
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MY SIGNAL ANALYSIS
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Sem-empirical correlations for gas turbine emissions, ignition, and flame stabilization
[NCAC-76153-30] p0023 H80-10122
CORRELATION DETECTION
A unifying theory for determining human response to sound — aircraft noise
Interferometric locating system
[NASA-CASE-80-72373-1] p0630 H80-32359
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CORRELATORS
MY IMAGE CORRELATORS
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MY CAVITATION CORROSION
MY FUEL CORROSION
MY HOT CORROSION
MY STRESS CORROSION
CORROSION PREVENTION
Corrosion protection in agricultural aircraft technology — Russian book
Evaluation of coatings for wear and corrosion — Protection in air/fluid accumulators — for Navy aircraft carriers
Development of corrosion-inhibited lubricants for gas turbine engines and helicopter transmissions
Materials Coating Techniques
Applications of sprayed coatings
CORROSION RESISTANCE
MY OXIDATION RESISTANCE
Fiberglass rotor produced
Main erosion of lightning protection coatings for carbon fibre composites
The fatigue performance of service aircraft and the relevance of laboratory data
Evaluation of coatings for wear and corrosion — Protection in air/fluid accumulators — for Navy aircraft carriers
Airline view of long life structures
Gas and steam turbines, general: Corrosion and erosion. Citations from the engineering index data base
Manufacturing process development for dust and rain erosion resistant coated metallic clads for helicopter rotors
[ASME PIPES 80-4H-6C-3] p0467 B80-25343
CORROSION TESTS
MY SALT SPRAY TESTS
Comparative resistance of Beta-Si3B4 solid solutions to molten silicon attack
Development of corrosion-inhibited lubricants for gas turbine engines and helicopter transmissions
[ASME PIPES 80-4H-6C-3] p0467 B80-25343
Corrosion fatigue behavior of coated 3404 steel for blade retention bolts of the AB-1 helicopter
[ASME PIPES 80-4H-6C-3] p0467 B80-25343
CORSAIR AIRCRAFT
U A-7 AIRCRAFT
CUBER
U ALUMINUM OXIDES
CUBER SATELITES
The Russian satellite navigation system
A general statistical approach for using auxiliary design study in crack patching
Antoscan-L ultrasonic fatigue-crack detector
Evaluation and comparison of nondestructive damage tolerant design handbook: Guidelines for the analysis and design of damage tolerant aircraft structures, revision A
Experimental investigation of the crack growth gage
Cryogenics

A theoretical analysis of simulated transonic boundary layers in cryogenic-nitrogen wind tunnels [NASA-TM-81494]

Modeling and control of transonic cryogenic wind tunnels [NASA-CR-163588]

The cyclic loads on the characteristics of centrifugal-reciprocating machines — cryogenic coolers [NASA-CR-162681]

Cryogenic wind tunnels: A selected, annotated bibliography [NASA-TM-80168-SUPPL]

Numerical Master Geometry System

Cryogenic wind tunnels: another option for the European Transonic Facility [NASA-CR-163588]

Low-temperature solder for joining large cryogenic structures — cooling coils for the National Transonic Facility [NASA-TM-81036]

Crack development in panels of a pressurized fuselage under the combined effect of pressurization-induced cyclic loads and high-frequency vibrations [NASA-CR-163588]

Theoretical study of nonadiabatic boundary-layer stabilization in a cryogenic wind tunnel for typical stainless steel wing and fuselage models [NASA-TM-80212]

Fatigue crack propagation in aluminum alloy sheet materials under an ensemble spectrum and constant amplitude loading [NASA-CR-163588]

The significance of peel stresses in cyclic debonding [NASA-CR-163588]

The shapes of things to come - An introduction to the capabilities of the British Aerospace Numerical Master Geometry System — computer-aided design and manufacturing of aerodynamic surfaces

The use of the spectral summation of fatigue damage in order to examine the combined stress state of structures [NASA-CR-163588]

Life prediction of turbine blades under low-cycle fatigue and creep [NASA-CR-163588]

The delta wing in oscillatory gusts [NASA-CR-163588]

Crack development in panels of a pressurized fuselage under the combined effect of pressurization-induced cyclic loads and high-frequency vibrations [NASA-CR-163588]
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The theoretical study of nonadiabatic boundary-layer stabilization in a cryogenic wind tunnel for typical stainless steel wing and fuselage models [NASA-TM-80212]

Fatigue crack propagation in aluminum alloy sheet materials under an ensemble spectrum and constant amplitude loading [NASA-CR-163588]
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Low-temperature solder for joining large cryogenic structures — cooling coils for the National Transonic Facility [NASA-TM-81036]

The theoretical study of nonadiabatic boundary-layer stabilization in a cryogenic wind tunnel for typical stainless steel wing and fuselage models [NASA-TM-80212]

Fatigue crack propagation in aluminum alloy sheet materials under an ensemble spectrum and constant amplitude loading [NASA-CR-163588]

The significance of peel stresses in cyclic debonding [NASA-CR-163588]

The use of the spectral summation of fatigue damage in order to examine the combined stress state of structures [NASA-CR-163588]

Life prediction of turbine blades under low-cycle fatigue and creep [NASA-CR-163588]

The delta wing in oscillatory gusts [NASA-CR-163588]

Crack development in panels of a pressurized fuselage under the combined effect of pressurization-induced cyclic loads and high-frequency vibrations [NASA-CR-163588]
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Cryogenic wind tunnels: A selected, annotated bibliography [NASA-TM-80168-SUPPL]

Numerical Master Geometry System

Cryogenic wind tunnels: another option for the European Transonic Facility [NASA-CR-163588]

Low-temperature solder for joining large cryogenic structures — cooling coils for the National Transonic Facility [NASA-TM-81036]

The theoretical study of nonadiabatic boundary-layer stabilization in a cryogenic wind tunnel for typical stainless steel wing and fuselage models [NASA-TM-80212]

Fatigue crack propagation in aluminum alloy sheet materials under an ensemble spectrum and constant amplitude loading [NASA-CR-163588]

The significance of peel stresses in cyclic debonding [NASA-CR-163588]

The use of the spectral summation of fatigue damage in order to examine the combined stress state of structures [NASA-CR-163588]

Life prediction of turbine blades under low-cycle fatigue and creep [NASA-CR-163588]

The delta wing in oscillatory gusts [NASA-CR-163588]

Crack development in panels of a pressurized fuselage under the combined effect of pressurization-induced cyclic loads and high-frequency vibrations [NASA-CR-163588]
Cylindrical Chambers
Effect of flow swirling on heat transfer in the cylindrical part of the prenozzle volume of a model chamber

Cylindrical Shells
On sound transmission into a stiffened cylindrical shell with rings and stringers treated as discrete elements
Sound transmission into a laminated composite cylindrical shell

Cylinders
U Cylindrical Bodies

Data Acquisition
Real-time data acquisition system for the NASA Langley transonic dynamics tunnel

Damping
U Moisture content
Dampener
U Hazards

Damping
Helicopter electro-optical system display requirements: 3. The effects of CBT display size and luminance on dark adaptation of helicopter pilots

Data Turboprop Engines
U Turboprop Engines

Dassault Aircraft
NT Mirage aircraft
NT Mirage 3 aircraft
The development of the world’s first triengine business jet, the Mystere Falcon 50
The avionics computer program: Practical experiences with a methodology —— Mirage F1 and Mirage 200 aircraft
The development of the world’s first triengine business jet, the Mystere Falcon 50

Dassault Mirage 3 aircraft
U Mirage 3 aircraft
Data Acquisition
Real-time data acquisition system for the NASA Langley transonic dynamics tunnel
Use of an 'off-the-shelf' data acquisition system for wind tunnel data processing
Experimental techniques developed at ONERA for advanced compressor testing
Concerning the information efficiency of aerodynamic experiments
Control and data acquisition aircraft for ALCM flight tests — Air Launched Cruise Missile
A low cost airborne data acquisition system
A second generation instrumentation system for measuring cross coupling derivatives —— from wind tunnel data
Experiences of a 50 MBPS video recording and processing system for FLIR images
Unsteady pressure measurements and data analysis techniques in axial-flow compressors
Processing and analysis of the data from a two-spool gas turbine engine
Determination of instrumentation errors from measured data using maximum likelihood method
AVC separation standards
Navy combat Search and Rescue
Analysis of low-speed helicopter flight test data
Maritime likelihood identification of aircraft parameters with unsteady aerodynamic modeling
The accelerometer methods of obtaining aircraft performance from flight test data dynamic performance testing
Evaluation of an improved parachute test data acquisition system
Wind tunnel investigation of an all flux orifice air data system for a large subsonic aircraft
— conducted in a langley 6 foot supersonic pressure tunnel
DATA BASES

Computer data base for 767 avionics interface control

Avionics master plan data base mechanization architecture
[AD-A071545] p0040 N80-11083

Aerodynamic data base user guide
[AD-A076445] p0175 N80-17022

Compilation of data covering aircraft servicing facilities aboard aviation and amphibious aviation ships
[AD-A076443] p0175 N80-17022

Mechanization architecture for enhancement of avionics planning data base
[AD-A075572] p0292 N80-20267

Maintainability index model data base study
[AD-A0757046] p0595 N80-31224

A comparison of flight and simulation data for three automatic landing system control laws for the J-Aggressor wing jet STOL research aircraft

Initial data bank report: Fall 1978; winter, spring, summer, fall 1979, winter 1980
[AD-A0882089] p0632 N80-32372

System description for the Airborne-Omega Data Bank
[NASA-CR-152706] p0632 N80-32373

DATA Bases

U CHANNELS (DATA TRANSMISSION)

DATA COLLECTION PLATFORMS
A 94/163 GHz aircraft radiometer system for Project Storm Fury

DATA CONVERSION ROUTINES

DATA SUBROUTINES

DATA CORRELATION

Achieving effective Radar Cross Section flight profiles on the B-1 aircraft

Investigation of engine performance degradation of TF33-P-7 engines
[AD-A079078] p0205 N80-27227

Development of a standard methodology for the correlation and extrapolation of elevated temperature creep and rupture data. Volume 2: A state-of-the-art review

Wind-tunnel/fly flight correlation study of aerodynamic characteristics of a large flexible supersonic cruise airplane (X-20-D). 3: A comparison between characteristics predicted from wind-tunnel measurements and those measured in flight

Analysis and correlation of test data from an advanced technology rotor system --- helicopter performance prediction
[NASA-CR-152366] p0642 N80-33351

DATA HANDLING SYSTEMS

U DATA SYSTEMS

DATA LINKS

A fiber-optic link for high-speed, DAS-to-computer data transmission --- Digital Data Acquisition System from runway jet engine test cell to base central data processing center
[AD-A082154] p0190 N80-12637

Application of Nd:YAG optical communications technology for aircraft to satellite links
[AD-A076356] p0190 N80-12637

Influence of air traffic on the concept of air traffic control

Communication to RFV --- data link design for information transfer from ground terminal or other RFV
[AD-A079078] p0216 N80-28488

ATC flow management - Fuel in the spur and data links the key
[AD-A079078] p0216 N80-29574

LSI radar signal processor
[AD-A079078] p0216 N80-30575

DATA BASES

Computer data base for 767 avionics interface control

Avionics master plan data base mechanization architecture
[AD-A071545] p0040 N80-11083

Aerodynamic data base user guide
[AD-A076445] p0175 N80-17022

Compilation of data covering aircraft servicing facilities aboard aviation and amphibious aviation ships
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Mechanization architecture for enhancement of avionics planning data base
[AD-A075572] p0292 N80-20267

Maintainability index model data base study
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A comparison of flight and simulation data for three automatic landing system control laws for the J-Aggressor wing jet STOL research aircraft
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System description for the Airborne-Omega Data Bank
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DATA COLLECTION PLATFORMS
A 94/163 GHz aircraft radiometer system for Project Storm Fury
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DATA CORRELATION

Achieving effective Radar Cross Section flight profiles on the B-1 aircraft

Investigation of engine performance degradation of TF33-P-7 engines
[AD-A079078] p0205 N80-27227

Development of a standard methodology for the correlation and extrapolation of elevated temperature creep and rupture data. Volume 2: A state-of-the-art review

Wind-tunnel/fly flight correlation study of aerodynamic characteristics of a large flexible supersonic cruise airplane (X-20-D). 3: A comparison between characteristics predicted from wind-tunnel measurements and those measured in flight

Analysis and correlation of test data from an advanced technology rotor system --- helicopter performance prediction
[NASA-CR-152366] p0642 N80-33351

DATA HANDLING SYSTEMS

U DATA SYSTEMS

DATA LINKS

A fiber-optic link for high-speed, DAS-to-computer data transmission --- Digital Data Acquisition System from runway jet engine test cell to base central data processing center
[AD-A082154] p0190 N80-12637

Application of Nd:YAG optical communications technology for aircraft to satellite links
[AD-A076356] p0190 N80-12637

Influence of air traffic on the concept of air traffic control

Communication to RFV --- data link design for information transfer from ground terminal or other RFV
[AD-A079078] p0216 N80-28488

ATC flow management - Fuel in the spur and data links the key
[AD-A079078] p0216 N80-29574

LSI radar signal processor
[AD-A079078] p0216 N80-30575
A distributed processing system for radar data presentation

Programs for the transonic wind tunnel data processing installation. Part 7: Extended focal
[AD-A073414] p0226 B80-18054

Aircraft integrated data systems --- conference proceedings, Friedrichshafen, West Germany, 26-27 Sep. 1979
[SPVLR-MIT-79-03] p0429 B80-25275

Processing of AIDS flight recorder data for a quick-look with the aid of a hybrid system
p0630 B80-25290

Applications of microprocessors in air traffic
p0493 B80-27341

Fatigue damage estimation for the Baeam aircraft
p0589 B80-30301

A data analysis test of the Modular Automated Weather System (MAWS)
[AD-A087070] p0612 B80-32030

System description for the Airborne-Omega Data Bank
[AD-A087606] p0632 B80-32373
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NT DATA PROCESSING TERMINALS
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NT HYBRID COMPUTERS
NT MICROCOMPUTERS
NT MICROPROCESSORS
NT MILICOMPUTERS

DATA PROCESSING TERMINALS

AEGP - Message and data switching systems for aeronautical operations
p0101 A80-19579

Flight data management using the terminal information processing system
p0368 A80-37699

DATA RECORPER SYSTEMS

U DATA SYSTEMS
U DISPLAY DEVICES

DATA RECORDERS

Application of the SIES concept to Navy helicopters --- systems analysis of flight recorder data of flight conditions of helicopters for structural analysis [AD-A074481] p0126 B80-15030

DATA RECORDING

A system for measuring and recording wind-tunnel balance data
p0191 A80-25221

Experiences of a 50 MBPS video recording and processing system for FMR images
p0323 A80-38163

Measurement of radiation patterns of aircraft antennas in non-steady flight
[ANL-TH-78016-2] p018a B80-17386

DATA REDUCTION

NT DATA ACQUISITION

First experience with telemetry and real time data reduction at Gates Learjet
p0205 B80-27228

Airborne video instrumentation/data reduction
p0205 B80-27232

Aircraft motion analysis using limited flight and radar data
p0206 B80-27207

Unsteady aerodynamic measurement techniques for turbulence research
p0342 A80-36142

An analog editing system for inlet dynamic flow distortion, DYNAD - Past, present and future [AIAA PAPER 80-1108] p0447 A80-41181

Excitation and analysis technique for flight flutter tests [B8B-DFR-1446(0)] p0122 B80-14140

Data reduction and analysis of graphite fiber release experiments [NASA-CR-159032] p0236 B80-19048

DATA SAMPLING

Optimal design of a linear sampled data control system using round robin output feedback
p0165 A80-24267

Calibration of a two probe synchronized sampling technique for measuring flows behind rotors
p0263 B80-29481

DATA SMOOTHING

A variational technique for smoothing flight-test and accident data
[AD-A078468] p0145 B80-15983

DATA STORAGE

Aerodynamic data base users guide
[AD-A074468] p0145 B80-15983

DATA SYSTEMS

Design of a strapdown navigator aided by position measurements
p0007 A80-11187

Some practical aspects of the calibration of air data systems
p0098 A80-18865

Computer/experiment integration for unsteady aerodynamic research
p0264 A80-29501

Interferometer design and data handling in a high-vibration environment. II - Data handling
p0466 A80-42832

Concept of a research aircraft for remote sensing, using an integrated sensor/data system
[AIAA 80-051] p0523 B80-46300

Airborne integrated data systems
p0589 A80-50957

Evaluation of a Central Data Entry System (CDES) for transport aircraft
[SPVLR-PB-79-23] p0304 B80-21298

Evaluation of an improved parachute test data acquisition system
p0345 B80-22268

DATA TRANSMISSION

A fiber-optic link for high-speed, DDM5-to-computer data transmission --- Digital Data Acquisition System from ramjet engine test cell to base central data processing center
p0014 A80-12637

UHF coplanar-slot antenna for aircraft-to-satellite data communications
p0055 A80-13064

The Ti data flow architectures - The power of concurrency for avionics
p0280 A80-32421

High integrity fiber optic data transmission
p0308 B80-21342

DATA ACQUISITION

U TIME MEASUREMENT

DC (CURRENT)

U DIGITAL CURREN

DC 8 AIRCRAFT

The DC-8 re-engining program
p0325 A80-34210

DC 9 AIRCRAFT

Assessment of airframe noise
p0054 A80-15121

Advanced digital avionics for the DC-9 Super 80
p0285 A80-32470

Development of a Kevelar/PHR-15 reduced drag DC-9 nosecone fairing
[AIAA PAPER 80-1194] p0448 A80-41193

Roughness effects on fuel consumption for two commercial aircraft: 85%Douglas DC-9 and DC-10
[FFA-AD-1456] p0350 B80-22320

Carbon/graphite fiber risk analysis and measurement study: An assessment of the risk to Douglas commercial transport aircraft [NASA-CR-135212] p0650 B80-33488

DC 10 AIRCRAFT

Wind tunnel investigation of active controls technology applied to a DC-10 derivative [NASA-80-0771] p0333 A80-35062

Reduced bleed air extraction for DC-10 cabin air conditioning
[AIAA PAPER 80-1197] p0448 A80-41194
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DB HAVILLAND AIRCRAFT

De Havilland - The changes ahead

p0159 880-23304

DB LAVAL NOZZLES

O CONVERGENT-DIVERGENT NOZZLES

DEADWEIGHT

O STATIC LOADS

DEHAIL:

Inadequate harnesses as a cause of death in two light aircraft accidents

p0580 880-50116
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DECAY

HT ACOUSTIC EMISSION

HT ELECTRON EMISSION

HT INCANDESCENCE

HT PARTICLE EMISSION

HT STIMULATED EMISSION

DECAY RATfES

Jet decay rate effects on hover jet-induced loads

p0527 880-47324

DEBBA NAVIGATION

The use of single-frequency Decca Navigator signals for remote position monitoring

p0807 880-39562

DECELATION

BY SPIN REDUCTION

DE MANNING

Adaptive allocation of decision-making responsibility between human and computer in multitask situations

p0901 880-18022

Design synthesis of an advanced technology agricultural aircraft for the 1979 AIAA/Bendix design competition

p0513 880-45703

Aircraft emergency decisions: Cognitive and situational variables

[AD-A077413] p0234 880-19051

Effects of technologies selected on the reliability and operational availability of equipments. Cost considerations

p0251 880-19536

Adaptive estimation of information values in continuous decision making and control of advanced aircraft

[AD-A077917] p0294 880-20281

Low cost simulation of piloting tasks

[AD-A080056] p0883 880-26332

The use of simulators for training in-flight and emergency procedures

[AD-A07-248] p0606 880-31412

Effects of criteria on flight simulation study 1: Heading deviation tolerance

[AD-A08498] p0650 880-33423

DECISION THEORY

Decision analysis of Advanced Scout Helicopter candidates

[AD-A081483] p0363 880-23298

DECORPRESION

O PRESSURE REDUCTION

DECOUPLING

Active multivariable isolation for an helicopter by decoupling and frequency domain methods

p0525 880-14825

Output feedback non-linear decoupled control synthesis and observer design for manoeuvring aircraft

p0374 880-36685

DEFECTS

Advanced composites serviceability program - Status review --- inspection of aircraft structures

p0197 880-26890

First report of the NDE Aerospace Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) Sub-Committee

[BAE-M-STRUCT-960] p0426 880-24639

DEFENSE INDUSTRY

Criteria for applying commercial aircraft warranties in USAF aircraft purchases

[AD-A080776] p0640 880-33333

DEFENSE PROGRAM

An assessment of Sea Based Air Master Study

[AD-A080673] p0513 880-65799

DEFERIGATION

Ignition, combustion, detonation, and quenching of reactive mixtures

[AD-A080737] p0499 880-27456

DEFLECTORS

O INFLATABLE STRUCTURES

O PRESSURE REDUCTION

DEFLECTION

Influence of wing deformation on trailing-edge flap deflections

p0394 880-11012

Two-dimensional finite-element analyses of simulated rotor-fragment impacts against rings and beams compared with experiments in
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O BLAST DEFLATORS

DEFORMATION
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O ELASTIC BENDING
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Experimental check of a direct method for optimizing the aerodynamic shape of bodies in supersonic flows

p056 880-15477

Lift improvement of an aerofuselage by periodic deformations

p0474 880-43379

Analytical complexes and the analysis of the dynamics of objects

p0617 880-51990

On the nonlinear deformation geometry of Euler-Bernoulli beams --- rotary wings

p0297 880-20619

DEGRADED

O THERMAL DEGRADATION

Overlay coatings for gas turbine airfoils

p0380 880-25506

DEGREES OF FREEDOM

Effect of damping on impact response of a two degrees of freedom system

p0728 880-31817

The equations of motion of an aircraft embracing its whole-body and deformational degrees of freedom

[BAE-M-79010] p079 880-13037

A computerized method for calculating flutter characteristics of a system characterized by two degrees of freedom

[NASA-TR-80153] p0114 880-14055

The identification of the flutter mechanism from a large-order flutter calculation

[ARCE-7-B-3832] p0101 880-17085

DEHYDRATION

Dehydration of aircraft fuels and lubricants --- Russian book

p0272 880-30442

DEICES

Selection of tube diameters for aircraft deicing systems

p0527 880-67190

Mathematical formulation of the problem of selecting the tube diameters of aircraft deicing systems

p0564 880-74005

Engine inlet anti-icing system evaluation procedure

[AD-A085179] p0535 880-20836

DEICING

Aircraft anti-icing/de-icing

[AD-A078128] p0130 880-15078

DEICING SYSTEMS

O DEICES

A-142
DELTA wings On supersonic flow with attached shock waves over delta wings
Steady flow over the pressure side of a piecewise-flat delta wing with supersonic leading edges
Analytical investigation of aerodynamic characteristics of highly swept wings with separated flow
Investigation of leading-edge devices for drag reduction of a 60-deg. delta wing at high angles of attack
\[ \text{(AIAA PAPER 80-0310)} \]
\[ \text{(AIAA PAPER 80-0126)} \]
\[ \text{(AIAA PAPER 80-3500)} \]
\[ \text{(AIAA 80-0444)} \]
\[ \text{(AIAA 80-08698)} \]
\[ \text{(AIAA 80-0269)} \]
\[ \text{(AIAA 80-3942)} \]
\[ \text{(AIAA 80-0269)} \]

Hypersonic slipflow of a viscous gas over a slender delta wing
Delta wing of optimal configuration in supersonic flow
Calculation of the supersonic flow past a winged bielliptical body
The nonlinear supersonic potential flow over delta wings
\[ \text{(AIAA PAPER 80-0269)} \]
\[ \text{(AIAA 80-0269)} \]
\[ \text{(AIAA 80-0269)} \]
\[ \text{(AIAA 80-0269)} \]

Numerical modeling of supersonic flow near a thin delta wing with discontinuous edge
Calculation of minimum-weight and maximum-rigidity structures in the presence of design constraints
Similarity of the aerodynamic characteristics of delta wing at supersonic speeds
The delta wing in oscillatory gusts
Conically cambered delta wings in supersonic flow. I - Basic solutions
Reflex cambered delta wings with leading edge separation
Conically cambered delta wings in supersonic flow. II - Optimal solutions
Types of leeside flow over delta wings
Stationary flow past the lower surface of a piecewise planar delta wing with supersonic leading edges

Measurement of shock waves around a delta-wing sailplane
Careful numerical study of flowfields about asymmetric external conical corners
Non-equilibrium flow over delta wings with detached shock waves
Performance improvement of delta wings at subsonic speeds due to vortex flaps
A vortex-lattice method for the calculation of the nonsteady separated flow over delta wings
Calculation of the supersonic flow past a slender delta wing at angles of attack and sideslip
Contribution to the theory of hypersonic flow past three-dimensional wings
Aerodynamic characteristics of configurations consisting of half-cones and flat delta wings with supersonic leading edges
Limiting values of the lift coefficient of lifting bodies with a flat surface at supersonic speeds
Contribution to the theory of the small-aspect-ratio wing in hypersonic flow
Flow-around small-aspect-ratio delta wing with vortex "bursting"
Overall aerodynamic characteristics of caret and delta wings at supersonic speeds
Leading edge vortex-flap experiments on a 74 deg delta wing
Normal force derivative and center of pressure movement due to Mach number on wing-body combinations with triangular wings of the same span and different aspect ratios at supersonic speeds
Aerodynamic characteristics of a hypersonic research airplane concept having a 70 deg swept double-delta wing at Mach numbers from 0.80 to 1.20, with summary of data from 0.20 to 6.0 — Langley 8-ft transonic wind tunnel
Summary of theoretical and experimental investigations of vortex lift at high angles of attack
Aerodynamics of the new generation of combat aircraft with delta wings
Leeuward flow over delta wings at supersonic speeds
Lee side flow for slender delta wings of finite thickness
Calculations by a first order theory of supersonic flow around delta wings
Supersonic pitch damping of a delta wing aircraft determined from flight measurements

Demand (ECONOMICS)
Discriminant analysis of purchasers of general aviation aircraft avionics
Demand evolution in heavy transport
Cargo Logistics Airlift System Study (CLASS) - Volume 4: Future requirements of dedicated freighter aircraft to year 2008
Dehmodulatores

Density (MASS/VOLUME)

Density (MASS/VOLUME)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT INDEX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DIESEL ENGINES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lightweight diesel aircraft engines for general aviation [AIAA PAPER 80-1077] p0396 A80-38896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A 150 and 300 kW lightweight diesel aircraft engine design study [NASA-CH-3260] p0292 N80-20271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lightweight diesel aircraft engines for general aviation [NASA-CH-3260] p0350 N80-22236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIESEL FUELS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparative analysis of the basic combustion characteristics of some heavy hydrocarbon fuels in application to aircraft gas turbine engines Dynamics of diesel fuel combustion in turbulent flow Evaluation of fuel character effects on JT9 engine combustion system Autoignition characteristics of aircraft-type fuels [NASA-CH-150806] p0592 N80-30553</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIFFUSERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A 150 and 300 kW lightweight diesel aircraft engine design study [NASA-CH-3260] p0292 N80-20271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lightweight diesel aircraft engines for general aviation [NASA-CH-3260] p0350 N80-22236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIFFUSIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparative analysis of the basic combustion characteristics of some heavy hydrocarbon fuels in application to aircraft gas turbine engines Dynamics of diesel fuel combustion in turbulent flow Evaluation of fuel character effects on JT9 engine combustion system Autoignition characteristics of aircraft-type fuels [NASA-CH-150806] p0592 N80-30553</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEUTERIUM DECAY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Influence of the heterogeneity of flow at the rotor outlet on the performance of the diffuser of a centrifugal compressor

Performance variations in high aspect ratio subsonic diffusers due to geometric constraints in supersonic tactical aircraft inlet installations

The hybrid diffuser --- for gas turbine engines

An investigation of vane-inland diffusers at high swirl

Study of combined operation of self-evacuating vortex tube with diffuser

Digital load control applied to full-scale airframe fatigue tests

Simulation - Acquisition - Treatment in the case of large motions --- numerical filtering and processing programs for aircraft aerodynamic data

Filtering of synthetic radar data

Digital navigation

Optical receivers and discrete-signal processors for hyperbolic radio navigation systems

Theory of correlation-extrema navigation systems --- Russian book

Verification of digital autopilot microcomputer hardware and software via hardware-in-the-loop simulation

A description of a velocity-damped Schuler erected ABBS system --- Attitude and Heading Reference System

A navigation algorithm for single channel low-cost GPS receiver

Theoretical principles of long distance navigation. IV

ATC separation standards

Optimal algorithms and secondary processing devices --- for aircraft trajectory measurements and a safe operation of high-speed aircraft

Hardware-in-the-loop simulation of a digital autopilot

Study for incorporating time-synchronized approach control into the CR-47/VALT digital navigation system

Navigation systems for approach and landing of VTOC aircraft

Inertial navigation and guidance. Citations from the NTIS data base

Digital radar systems

Radar ranging --- command and control center systems for military air operations

Bit slices in a radar processor --- for target detectability improvement

An LSI digital signal processor for airborne applications --- on-board computer for radar systems

Survey of radar data-processing techniques in air-traffic-control and surveillance systems

Low-cost and short-range (0-2 hour) forecast of thunderstorms and severe convective weather for one in air traffic control

Digital simulation

The array processor AP-120B/90L for simulation applications

A numerical simulation of fog dissipation using passive burner lines. I - Model development and comparison with observations. II - Sensitivity experiments

Continuous-to-discrete transformations for control system simulation --- digital flight control filters for fan-in-the-loop systems

PAA Technical Center Digital Cockpit Simulation Facility navigation, guidance, and control software architecture

A method for evaluating aircraft take-off performance

Local linearization in turbulent diffusion flames

Digital digital data links

Digital data links and small digital computers for avionics navigation systems

An observer system for sensor failure detection and isolation in digital flight control systems

Fire control for air-to-air gunnery in high performance fighter aircraft

Digital data

A fiber-optic link for high-speed, DDAS-to-computer data transmission --- Data Acquisition System from ramjet engine test cell to base central data processing center

DDAS data link avionics terminal

Digital Avionics Information System (DAIS): Mission software

Reliability and maintainability improvement programs for the AV-8 A/TAV-8A harrier head-up display set. Volume I: Modifications to digital display indicator IP-1351/AVQ-30 (v)

Digital filters

Advanced signal processing concepts for multi-function radio systems --- in airborne receiver design

SUBJECT INDEX

A-146
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT INDEX</th>
<th>DIGITAL SYSTEMS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SESAME: A system of equations for the simulation of aircraft in a modular environment (NASA-TR-79008)</td>
<td>Digital system for dynamic turbine engine blade displacement measurements p0343 B80-36151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closed loop models for analyzing engineering requirements for simulators</td>
<td>Simplifying the development of programs for digital engine controllers p0457 B80-82163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verification and validation of avionic simulations</td>
<td>Software for flight critical digital engine controls p0461 B80-42235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New possibilities offered by a radio-inertial hybrid guidance system digital simulation study</td>
<td>Modem controls and the hybrid computer revisited --- simulation systems for aircraft development and design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design of a nonlinear adaptive filter for suppression of shuttle pilot-induced oscillation tendencies</td>
<td>A digital system for panoramic video display in flight simulators p0584 B80-50990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotorcraft flight simulation, computer program</td>
<td>Multivariable digital control systems p0030 B80-11026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C81. Volume 1: Engineer's manual</td>
<td>Evaluation of data technology applied to the integrated navigation system of a tactical transport p0037 B80-11061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The USAF stability and control digital database</td>
<td>Redundancy management considerations for a control-configured fighter aircraft multiplex digital fly-by-wire flight control system p111 B80-14026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot/vehicle model analysis of visual and motion cue requirements in flight simulation --- helicopter hovering</td>
<td>Failure detection, isolation and isolation in highly integrated digital guidance and control systems p112 B80-14027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital avionics - Pros to research to production</td>
<td>Integration of flight and fire control --- systems analysis of digital controlled integrated flight and fire control systems p112 B80-14036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-organizing bus control --- on avionics modules and interfaces</td>
<td>Digital system for dynamic turbine engine blade displacement measurements p113 B80-18043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The TI data flow architectures - The power of concurrency for avionics</td>
<td>Local digital phase-locked loop and BF front-end system error analysis p118 B80-18113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applications of LSI to digital systems - An overview of expectations and reality --- signal processing in avionics</td>
<td>Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine (QCEP) under-the-wing engine digital control system design report p129 B80-15065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DACS - A prototype general aviation digital avionics control system</td>
<td>Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine (QCSEP) over-the-wing control system design report p132 B80-15090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preliminary design of an integrated redundant digital flight control system for the maritime patrol aircraft</td>
<td>Digital adaptive controllers for VTOL vehicles. Volume 1: Concept evaluation p137 B80-16065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design considerations for the automated maintenance of computerized avionics systems</td>
<td>Digital adaptive controllers for VTOL vehicles. Volume 2: Software documentation p137 B80-16066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conclusion of the impact of digital avionics on equipment maintenance</td>
<td>Digital flight control software validation study p137 B80-17002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The crew adaptive cockpit - Firefox, here we come --- technology assessment of micrew/aircraft digital avionics systems in military aircraft</td>
<td>VSTOL avionics systems flight-test data on a US-AH helicopter p137 B80-18047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total aircraft flight-control system Balanced open- and closed-loop control with dynamic trim maps</td>
<td>Trends in reliability modeling technology for fault tolerant systems p125 B80-19530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Issues in avionics standardization</td>
<td>Broadband electromagnetic sensors for aircraft lightning research --- electromagnetic effects of lightning on aircraft digital equipment p0312 B80-21930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIES - An integrated CNI system in hardware feasibility demonstration --- Communication, Navigation and Identification</td>
<td>The application of output predictive digital control to wing flutter suppression and terrain following problems p0354 B80-22361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The U.S. Army Digital Avionics Technology program</td>
<td>Inherent error in asynchronous digital flight controls p1265 B80-22361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEAS - A flexible data handling system for F-15 software performance evaluation</td>
<td>Experimental full-authority digital engine control on Concorde p0458 B80-26308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The anatomy of an avionics systems development and integration laboratory</td>
<td>A combined parallel-digital and pulse-duration modulated fuel metering system p0458 B80-26313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced digital data processing for onboard missile guidance and control</td>
<td>A unified digital approach to the control of a diverse range of engines p0458 B80-26323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 1: Engineer's manual</td>
<td>Advantages of the digital technology for the realization of engine control systems p0458 B80-26324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 2: Implementation of Datcom methods</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Investigation of critical burning of fuel droplets

Some effects of using water as a test fluid in dispersion of sound in a combustion duct by fuel

Study of size distribution of oil drops formed in store separation testing techniques at the Arnold

study of size distribution of oil drops formed in

Full-scale wind-tunnel investigation of the high angle-of-attack aerodynamic effects of wing leading-edge modifications on a low-wing general aviation airplane

[AD-A074233] p0125 H80-14853

Experimental evaluation of a low emissions high performance duct burner for Variable Cycle Engines (VCE)

[NASA-CR-159694] p0180 H80-17074

DUCTED BODIES
Study for conceptual design of VEO, VTOL exhaust nozzle

[NASA-CR-152388] p0646 H80-33397

DUCTED FAN ENGINES
Theory of by-pasts ducted-fan engines --- Russian book

New developments in US military fighters engines

[AD-A089067] p0628 A80-33413

High speed ejectors investigation of ejector performance in compressible flow

[AD-A078439] p0244 H80-19120

Effect of non-rotating passages on performance of cross flow fan experiment development and finite element modeling

[NASA-CB-159149] p0027 N80-10195

[AD-A074595] p0121 N80-14132

[NASA-CB-159694] p0167 H80-16035

[HASA-TH-80129] p0022 H80-11006

The minimum induced drag of aerfoils

[NACA-121] p0126 H80-15038

Direct side force and drag control with the aid of pylon split flaps

[AD-A087490] p0599 H80-31358

Effects of discontinuous drooped wing leading-edge modifications on the spinning characteristics of a low-wing general aviation airplane

[AD-A0876704] p0587 H80-30284

Store separation testing techniques at the Arnold Engineering Development Center. Volume 4: Description of dynamic drop store separation testing

[AD-A087790] p0599 H80-31358

Study of size distribution of oil drops formed in GTS oil system lines

[AD-A0776688] p0238 H80-19081

Aerodynamic investigation of C-141 leading edge modification for cruise drag reduction, volume 1.

[AD-A0776610] p0178 H80-17063

Aerodynamic investigation of C-141 leading edge modification for cruise drag reduction, volume 2

[AD-A0777859] p0252 H80-19567

DROOPED AIRFOILS
Effects of discontinuous drooped wing leading-edge modifications on the spinning characteristics of a low-wing general aviation airplane

[AD-A087843] p0470 A80-63301

Full-scale wind-tunnel investigation of the effects of wing leading-edge modifications on the high angle-of-attack aerodynamic characteristics of a low-wing general aviation airplane

[AD-A0878439] p0470 A80-63302

DROP SIZE
Study of size distribution of oil drops formed in GTS oil

[AD-A078790] p0021 H80-10088

DROP TESTS
Store separation trajectory analysis

[AD-A0850970] p0211 A80-27742

Store separation testing techniques at the Arnold Engineering Development Center. Volume 4: Description of dynamic drop store separation testing

[AD-A0850970] p0211 A80-27742

Study of size distribution of oil drops formed in GTS oil system lines

[AD-A078790] p0021 H80-10088

DROP TESTS
O DROP TESTS
DROPS (LIQUIDS)
Study of size distribution of oil drops formed in GTS oil system lines

[AD-A078790] p0021 H80-10088

Dispersion of sound in a combustion duct by fuel droplets and soot particles

[AD-A078790] p0021 H80-10088

Some effects of using water as a test fluid in fuel nozzle spray analysis

[AD-A078790] p0021 H80-10088

Investigation of critical burning of fuel droplets

[NASA-CR-159967] p0072 H80-12142

Heat, mass and momentum transfer through sprays --- cross flow

[AD-A078790] p0021 H80-10088

DROPS
O DROP TESTS
DROP TESTS
O DROP TESTS
DROPS (GASES)
Study of size distribution of oil drops formed in GTS oil system lines

[AD-A078790] p0021 H80-10088

Dispersion of sound in a combustion duct by fuel droplets and soot particles

[AD-A078790] p0021 H80-10088

Some effects of using water as a test fluid in fuel nozzle spray analysis

[AD-A078790] p0021 H80-10088

Investigation of critical burning of fuel droplets

[NASA-CR-159967] p0072 H80-12142

Heat, mass and momentum transfer through sprays --- cross flow
DYABIC MODELS OF ELASTICITY

Validity of small scale tests for turret/fairing loads and cavity effects

Pavement evaluation and overlay design using vibratory nondestructive testing and layered elastic theory. Volume 1: Development procedure

DYABIC MODELS

A multiple transfer function model for air traffic control systems

Embracing dynamic model fidelity for improved prediction of turbofan engine transient performance

[IAA PAPER 80-1083]

A computerized VTSOL/small platform landing dynamics investigation model

[AD-A073587]

General aviation dynamics: The impact of cost recovery

A dynamic model of the air transport industry

DYABIC MODULUS OF ELASTICITY

Shock loading on reinforced splice joints of ultra high modulus graphite/epoxy cone frustums --- advanced interceptor structures

DYABIC PRESSURE

Estimation of dynamic windblast pressure on aircrewman ejection systems

[AD-A060575]

DYABIC PROGRAMMING

Differential games of interception and aerial combat: Solution by differential dynamic programming

DYABIC PROPERTIES

U DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS

DYABIC RESPONSE

BT TRANIENT RESPONSE

Have Bounce --- validation of computer simulations of F-4 dynamic response to multiple runway repairs

Non-linear dynamic analysis of rotors by finite element method

The effects of inhomogeneities in atmospheric turbulence on the dynamic response of an aircraft

Flapping response of lifting rotor blades to spanwise nonuniform random excitation

Flying qualities research for highly augmented aircraft

A comparison of the pitching and plunging response of an oscillating airfoil

Linear systems analysis program, L224(QR). Volume 1: Engineering and usage

Unsteady flow and dynamic response analyses for helicopter rotor blades

Application of random time domain analysis to dynamic flight measurements --- B-1 aircraft

Initial study of the response of an aircraft to lateral gusts

Calculation of natural frequencies and mode shapes of mass loaded aircraft structures


Damping in tapered annular seals for an incompressible fluid

Axial flow rotor unsteady performance

Dynamic behavior of a beam drag-force aerometer

Aircraft dynamic response to damaged runways

UK approach to aircraft dynamic response on damaged and repaired runways

SUBJECT INDEX

Parameters affecting aircraft performance on runways in bad condition

Rotor-bearing dynamics technology design guide.

Recent advances in helicopter vibration control

Dynamic stall on advanced airfoil sections

A time response approach to equivalent aircraft dynamics

Flow induced spring coefficients of labyrinth seals for application in rotor dynamics

Pavement evaluation and overlay design using vibratory nondestructive testing and layered elastic theory. Volume 1: Development procedure

DYABIC STABILITY

BT AEROHYDRODINAMIC STABILITY

BT AIRCRAFT STABILITY

BT ATTITUDE STABILITY

BT BOUNDARY LAYER STABILITY

BT COMBUSTION STABILITY

BT CONTROL STABILITY

BT DIRECTIONAL STABILITY

BT FLARE STABILITY

BT FLOW STABILITY

BT FREQUENCY STABILITY

BT GYROSCOPIC STABILITY

BT HOVERING STABILITY

BT LATERAL STABILITY

BT LONGITUDINAL STABILITY

BT LOW SPEED STABILITY

BT MAGNETOHYDRODINAMIC STABILITY

BT MOTION STABILITY

BT ROTARY STABILITY

Stability derivatives of blunt slender cones at high Mach numbers

A new look at C sub n beta, dyn slender aircraft flight stability dynamic equilibrium

Conditions for exciting natural vibrations in a tricycle rolling along a straight line

Influence of optimizing the strength of a structure on the node shapes and frequencies of the normal modes --- of flight vehicles

Research on the stability of air cushion systems

Dynamics stability derivatives of space shuttle orbiter obtained from wind-tunnel and approach and landing flight tests

Optimization of the mathematical model of a structure

Active feedback control for stabilization of vibration in rotating machinery

A-154
The effects of subsonic aerodynamic nuclear gust on supersonic transport [NASA CR-163576] p0632 80-32357

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

A vital economic benefit through engine development [AIAA Paper 80-1841] p0470 80-43299

ECONOMIC FACTORS

The next supersonic transport Small Transport Aircraft Technology [ p0103 80-20214


ECONOMIC IMPACT

The energy problem: its effect on aircraft design 1 - Supply and demand The economic impact of materials technology on supersonic transport selection [AIAA Paper 80-1842] p0470 80-63300

General aviation dynamics: The impact of cost recovery A dynamic model of the air transport industry p0488 80-27300

ECONOMICS

NT DERIVED (ECONOMICS)

The economics of air traffic control p0098 80-18723

Thrombosiskyphoses --- circular planform airships p0483 80-39289

EDDIES

U VORTICES

U TURBULENT DIFFUSION

U Viscosity Noise generated by an eddy p0316 80-22253

LOADING

Stress-intensity factors for two symmetric corner cracks p0161 80-23876

Fracture analysis of ductile material p0618 80-52182

EDGES

NT LEADING EDGES

NT SHARP LEADING EDGES

NT TRAILING EDGES Noise radiation from the side edges of flap p0272 80-30568

Propagation of edge cracks in laterally excited stiffened panels p0623 80-53465

EDUCATION

NT PILOT TRAINING

NT PILOT TRAINING

EFFECTIVE PERCEIVED NOISE LEVELS Supporting statement for community study of human response to aircraft noise [NASA TM-81603] p0486 80-26885

Reaction of the French population to the supersonic bang [NASA TM-75487] p0539 80-28964

Correction procedures for aircraft noise data. Volume 4: Tone perception [AD-A083075] p0540 80-30157


EFFECTIVENESS

NT COST EFFECTIVENESS

NT SYSTEM EFFECTIVENESS

EFFECTOR CONTROL EQUIPMENT

EFFECTS

The VISHA-8 subsonic aerodynamic nuclear gust vulnerability code
ELECTRIC APPLIANCES

ELECTRIC APPLIANCES
  • ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT
  • ELECTRIC BATTERIES
  • LEAD ACID BATTERIES
  • NICKEL CADMIUM BATTERIES
  • NICKEL-ZINC BATTERIES
  • OVERVIEW OF NASA BATTERY TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM

ELECTRIC BATTERIES

ELECTRIC BATTERY SUPPLIES

ELECTRIC COILS

ELECTRIC CONTACTS

ELECTRIC CURRENT

ELECTRIC CURRENTS

ELECTRIC DISCHARGES

ELECTRIC DISCHARGES

ELECTRIC DISCHARGES

ELECTRIC DISCHARGES

ELECTRIC ENERGY STORAGE

EVALUATION OF EQUIPMENT VULNERABILITY AND POTENTIAL SHOCK HAZARDS — CARBON FIBERS \( p_{2247} B80-19197 \)

LARGE-SCALE FIBER RELEASE AND EQUIPMENT EXPOSURE EXPERIMENTS — AIRCRAFT FIRES \( p_{2247} B80-19198 \)

SURVEYS OF FACILITIES FOR THE POTENTIAL EFFECTS FROM THE FALLOUT OF AIRBORNE GRAPHITE FIBERS \( p_{2247} B80-19199 \)

AN INVESTIGATION OF POSSIBLE ELECTRICAL HAZARDS OF CARBON FIBER COMPOSITES \( p_{0538} B80-28842 \)

EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL STUDIES FOR THE NASA CARBON FIBER RISK ASSESSMENT \( p_{0651} B80-33490 \)

ELECTRIC FIELD STRENGTH

PHENOMENOLOGY OF LIGHTNING/AIRCRAFT INTERACTION \( p_{0609} B80-31776 \)

ELECTRIC FIELDS

ELECTRIC FILTERS

ELECTRIC FILTERS

ELECTRIC FILTERS

ELECTRIC FILTERS

ELECTRIC FILTERS

ELECTRIC FILTERS

ELECTRIC FILTERS

ELECTRIC FIELD STRENGTH

PHENOMENOLOGY OF LIGHTNING/AIRCRAFT INTERACTION \( p_{0609} B80-31778 \)

ELECTRIC FILTERS

ELECTRIC FILTERS

ELECTRIC FIELD STRENGTH

PHENOMENOLOGY OF LIGHTNING/AIRCRAFT INTERACTION \( p_{0609} B80-31778 \)

ELECTRIC FILTERS

ELECTRIC FILTERS

ELECTRIC FILTERS

ELECTRIC FILTERS

ELECTRIC FILTERS

ELECTRIC FILTERS

ELECTRIC FILTERS

ELECTRIC FILTERS

ELECTRIC FILTERS

ELECTRIC FILTERS

ELECTRIC FILTERS

ELECTRIC FILTERS

ELECTRIC FILTERS

ELECTRIC FILTERS

ELECTRIC FILTERS

ELECTRIC FILTERS

ELECTRIC FILTERS

ELECTRIC FILTERS

ELECTRIC FILTERS

ELECTRIC FILTERS

ELECTRIC FILTERS

ELECTRIC FILTERS

ELECTRIC FILTERS

ELECTRIC FILTERS

ELECTRIC FILTERS

ELECTRIC FILTERS

ELECTRIC FILTERS

ELECTRIC FILTERS

ELECTRIC FILTERS

ELECTRIC FILTERS

ELECTRIC FILTERS

ELECTRIC FILTERS

ELECTRIC FILTERS

ELECTRIC FILTERS

ELECTRIC FILTERS

ELECTRIC FILTERS

ELECTRIC FILTERS

ELECTRIC FILTERS

ELECTRIC FILTERS

ELECTRIC FILTERS

ELECTRIC FILTERS

ELECTRIC FILTERS
Centralized group p---t systems conserve energy p0091 A80-180000
Constant speed 400 E. aircraft electric generation system [SAND PAPERS 791067] p0194 A80-266300
Effects of electrical fluctuations in electric power systems of flight vehicles p0316 A80-351865
Down to earth operations --- centralized ground-based power distribution systems for aircraft fuel savings p0528 A80-466615
Integrated control techniques for advanced aircraft electrical power systems p0570 A80-482165 p0570 A80-482175
Electrical Power Transmission
Down to earth operations --- centralized ground-based power distribution systems for aircraft fuel savings p0528 A80-466615
Flat bus fault sensors [AD-A077060] p0249 A80-194355
Electric propulsion [LASER PROPULSION] [AD-A086166] p0555 A80-293715
Electrical Sparks
Electrical charging of fabric and film materials p0409 A80-900465
High voltage spark carbon fiber detection system [NASA-CR-162995] p0355 A80-223675
Electrical Winding
Electrical Breakdown U ELECTRICAL FAULTS U ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY U ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY
Electrical Engineering
Power system design for an all electric airplane p0570 A80-482175
Computer simulation model of the logistic support system for electrical engineering test equipment p0252 A80-195605
Using the computer to produce electric schemas --- inventory management p0299 A80-212565
Electrical faults
Effects of electrical fluctuations in electric power systems of flight vehicles p0336 A80-351855
Evaluation of equipment vulnerability and potential shock hazards --- carbon fibers p0247 A80-191975
Surveys of facilities for the potential effects from the fallout of airborne graphite fibers p0247 A80-191995
An assessment of the risk arising from electrical effects associated with the release of carbon fibers from general aviation aircraft fires p0464 A80-263915
Electrical Impedance
NT ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE NT IMPEDANCE
Electrical Insulation
Airborne lightning characterization p0313 A80-219355
Electrical Properties
NT ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE NT ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY NT POLARIZATION CHARACTERISTICS NT IMPEDANCE
Electrical Resistance
Specification for the installation of electrical resistance strain gauges on aircraft --- to monitor fatigue damage [AD-A071363] p0229 A80-183695
Electrical Reliability Investigation of the wear debris content in oil by measurements of the resistence and eddy current losses in an electric circuit p0099 A80-190535
Electrical charging of fabric and film materials p0019 A80-100485
Electromagnetism
NT ATMOSPHERIC ELECTRICITY NT STATIC ELECTRICITY
Electroconviction
Susceptibility of avionics to lightning indirect effects p0609 A80-317475
Electro-optics
A microprocessor controlled system for determining the height of clouds p0324 A80-341865
The HOD optoelectronic projection indicator system, I p0466 A80-427985
The HOD optoelectronic projection indicator system, II p0569 A80-481245
Study of a stereo electro-optical tracker system for the measurement of model deformations at the national transonic facility [NASA-CR-159745] p0033 A80-180475
Non-contacting electro-optical contouring of helicopter rotor blades [AD-A070806] p0118 A80-14115
Angular vibration measurement techniques --- airborne electro-optical package disturbances p0228 A80-182225
EMP hardening of airborne systems through electro-optical techniques design guidelines [AD-A086065] p0358 A80-231865
Non-contacting electro-optical contouring of helicopter rotor blades [AD-A005820] p0566 A80-292935
Helicopter electro-optical system display requirements. 3: The effects of CFP display size and luminance on dark adaptation of helicopter pilots [AD-A088527] p0635 A80-323915
Electromechanical Transducers
NT MICROPHONES NT ELECTROCHEMICAL CELLS
NT ELECTRICAL BATTERIES NT LEAD ACID BATTERIES NT NICKEL CADMIUM BATTERIES NT NICKEL ZINC BATTERIES
Electrochemistry
NT ELECTROLYSIS
Multicolor electrochromic dot-matrix display investigation [AD-A005453] p0555 A80-294655
Electrodeposition
Electrodes
NT PLASMA ELECTRODES NT ELECTRODEPOSITIONS
NT ELECTRODEGENERATORS NT ELECTRIC GENERATORS NT ELECTRIC HYDRAULIC CONTROL NT ELECTRIC RESISTANCE NT ELECTROCHEMICAL LAMPS NT LUMINAIRES
Electrolysis
Hydrogen from fossil fuels p0382 A80-373335
Electromagnetic Absorption
NT POLAR CAP ABSORPTION NT ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY
Electromagnetic Compatibility
Currents induced on crossed cylinders excited by a plane electromagnetic pulse --- effects on aircraft internal circuits p0058 A80-158855
EMC in lightweight helicopters - Special problems and experience in design and control p0212 A80-277735
Modelling of aircraft responses to EMP p0212 A80-277785
System EMC - Tendencies of a worldwide standardization and cooperation p0212 A80-277845
Electro-magnetic compatibility --- the effect of interference on aircraft systems
ELECTROMAGNETIC CONTROL

ELECTROMAGNETIC CONTROL
U ELECTROMAGNETIC
U REMOTE CONTROL
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS
MT FAR FIELDS
MT NEAR FIELDS
Experimental measurement of fields excited inside the fuselage of an aircraft

Swedish EMP research
p0212 A80-27766
French in-flight program of study on the electromagnetic effects of lightning [ONERA, TP No. 1980-59]
p0494 A80-40820
Airborne lightning characterization
p0313 B80-21935

ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERACTIONS
Computational techniques for EMP interaction
p0212 A80-27777
The SEM description of interaction of a transient electromagnetic wave with an object
p0313 B80-21941
State-of-the-art methods for computing the electromagnetic interaction of lightning with aircraft
p0313 B80-21948

ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFERENCE
MT ELECTROMAGNETIC NOISE
MT JAMMING
MT RADIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE
Experimental procedure to determine limits of ISM interference affecting navigational ILS equipment --- Industrial, Scientific and Medical
p0212 A80-27760
Evaluations of the performance of a defruiter for an SSR monopulse system --- Secondary Surveillance Radar
p0195 A80-38630
Evaluation of the effect of asynchronous interference on a monopulse radar in a network of secondary sensors
p0395 A80-38631
Analysis of tactical communications jamming problems
p0626 A80-53912
Performance evaluation methods of a secondary radar network
p0115 B80-14668
Atmospheric electricity and military operations
[AD-A070882] p0253 B80-19693
Shield topology in lightning transient control
p0213 B80-21940
Electro-magnetic compatibility --- the effect of interference on aircraft systems
p0597 B80-31339

ELECTROMAGNETIC MEASUREMENTS
Experimental procedure to determine limits of ISM interference affecting navigational ILS equipment --- Industrial, Scientific and Medical
p0212 A80-27760
Broadband electromagnetic sensors for aircraft lightning research --- electromagnetic effects of lightning on aircraft digital equipment
p0112 B80-21934
Airborne lightning characterization
p0313 B80-21935

ELECTROMAGNETIC NOISE
Interference and noise in and adjacent to the Loran-C spectrum at airports [AD-A086043]
p0544 B80-29281
Analysis of electrical transients created by lightning [NASA-CR-159308]
p0593 B80-30645

ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPAGATION
U ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE TRANSMISSION
U ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPERTIES
MT ABSORPTIVITY
MT COLOR
MT OPAcity
MT OPTICAL REFLECTION
MT PHOTOLUMINESCENCY
MT REFRACTIVITY
MT TRANSPARENCY

ELECTROMAGNETIC PULSES
Currents induced on crossed cylinders excited by a plane electromagnetic pulse --- effects on aircraft internal circuits
p0050 A80-15865
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Swedish EMP research
p0212 A80-27766
Computational techniques for EMP interaction
p0212 A80-27777
Modelling of aircraft responses to EMP
p0212 A80-27778
Induced effects of lightning on an all composite aircraft
p0212 A80-27783
The study of an EMP dipole antenna type simulator
p0406 A80-39411
FAA lightning protection study: Report of investigations relative to providing lightning protection for the Remote Center Air-to-Ground (RCAG)
[AD-A076942]
p0173 B80-16259
State-of-the-art methods for computing the electromagnetic interaction of lightning with aircraft
p0313 B80-21948
EMP hardening of airborne systems through electro-optical designs guidelines [AD-A085550]
p0358 B80-23146
B-3A EMP flat plate test program
[AD-A087725]
p0370 B80-23536

ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION
MT ELECTROMAGNETIC PULSES
MT INFRARED RADIATION
MT MILLIMETER WAVES
MT SKY RADIATION
Application of electromagnetic methods and means of nondestructive inspection in series production of aircraft
p0521 A80-66064
Helicopter canopy internal reflection study
[AD-A073084]
p0076 B80-12687
The SEM description of interaction of a transient electromagnetic wave with an object
p0313 B80-21941

ELECTROMAGNETIC SCATTERING
MT LIGHT SCATTERING
MT MICROWAVE SCATTERING
MT RAMAN SPECTRA
Code optimization for solving large 3D EMP problems --- electromagnetic scattering by aircraft structures
p0101 A80-19764
Aircraft radar echoes characterization
[ONERA, TP No. 1980-30]
p0522 A80-66230
Swept frequency scattering measurements of aircraft --- target identification
[AD-A071847]
p0032 B80-10420
The SEM description of interaction of a transient electromagnetic wave with an object
p0313 B80-21941

ELECTROMAGNETIC SHIELDING
p0312 B80-21927
Shield topology in lightning transient control
p0313 B80-21940
Analysis and measurements of low frequency lightning component penetration through aerospace vehicle metal and graphite skine
p034 B80-21951
Atmospheric electricity interactions with aircraft: An overview
p0608 B80-31744

ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECTRA
MT RAMAN SPECTRA
MT VIBRATION SPECTRA
MT ELECTROMAGNETIC FILTERS
MT DIGITAL FILTERS
MT MATCHED FILTERS
MT RADAR FILTERS
MT TRACKING FILTERS

ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE TRANSMISSION
MT ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPAGATION
MT LIGHT SCATTERING
MT LIGHT TRANSMISSION
MT ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE TRANSMISSION
MT MULTIPLICITY TRANSMISSION
MT RADAR TRANSMISSION
MT RADIO TRANSMISSION
MT SHORT WAVE RADIO TRANSMISSION
MT SINGLE SIDEBAND TRANSMISSION
MT SPREAD SPECTRUM TRANSMISSION

Transient corona effects on a wire over the ground
p0313 B80-21942
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT INDEX</th>
<th>ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT TESTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES</td>
<td>Simplifying the development of programs for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION</td>
<td>digital engine controllers [ASME PAPER 80-GT-29]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELECTROMAGNETICS</td>
<td>Application of a microprocessor for avionics, electrical generator control and protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U ELECTROMAGNETOSTATIC</td>
<td>[p0571 A80-48210]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELECTROMAGNETHES - A rotor supported without contact - Theory and application</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0163 A80-23980</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELECTROMAGNETS - MT SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNETS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNETS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A jet engine integrated generator [p0570 A80-48215]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELECTROMECHANICAL DEVICES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced flight controls for transport aircraft [p0153 A80-21897]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electro mechanical flight control actuator [NASA-CR-160180]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electro mechanical actuation development [AD-A055047]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELECTRON BEAR WELDING</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series EB welding of high-loaded titanium structures [p0061 A80-16963]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electro beam and diffusion welding as an economic procedure for building</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airbus-flap tracks [p0061 A80-16970]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inertia and electron beam welded turbine engine power shaft [p0579 A80-50048]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELECTRON BEARS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overlay coatings for gas turbine airfoils [p0438 A80-25506]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELECTRON EMISSION</td>
<td>Application of the method of electron emission to the quality control of gas-turbine engine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>components [p0409 A80-39917]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELECTRON RADIATION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT ELECTRON BEAMS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELECTRON SIGHTHENG                    U S WEEP FREQUENCY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELECTRON TUBES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT CATHODE RAY TUBES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT TRAVELING WAVE TUBES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT VIDICORS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELECTRONIC AIRCRAFT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced electronic warfare test set - Realistic or futuristic [p0270 A80-30010]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPP for air defence aircraft - Identification [p0322 A80-34157]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friend or Foe</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Front office for the new technology transport - 1990 [p0410 A80-40339]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pilot-all electric aircraft systems</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power system design for an all electric airplane [p0570 A80-48217]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-3A EMP evaluation program [AD-A081725]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic fuel injection techniques for hydrogen powered I.C. engines [p0150 A80-23205]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic flight rules /EPR/ - A concept for enhanced freedom of airspace [p0215 A80-28302]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reactance-controlled short-backfire array [p0263 A80-29443]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microwave in a EPV system [p0267 A80-29673]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DACS - A prototype general aviation digital avionics control system [p0281 A80-32430]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survivable C3 - command, control and communication centers in military</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>electronics defense [p0322 A80-34156]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronically steered antennas [p0123 A80-34169]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practical design considerations for a flightworthy higher harmonic control</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>system for flight testing on OH-6A helicopter [AIAA 80-0668] [p0335 A80-35100]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flight test of all-electronic propulsion control system [AIAA PAPER 80-1147] [p0408 A80-41187]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accelerating reliability growth of electronic propulsion controls in the</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980's [AIAA PAPER 80-1148]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[p0408 A80-41188]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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CF6 jet engine performance improvement: Hew fan (NASA CR-159786)

Impact of new instrumentation on advanced turbine technology program: Status and description (NASA CR-159786)

Cost of two design methods for active flutter suppression and wind-tunnel test results (AIAA 80-1090)

Microbial deterioration of hydrocarbon fuels from oil shale, coal, and petroleum. I. Exploratory experiments (AD-A073761)

Fuel consumption modeling for alternate energy sources (AIAA PAPB 80-1030)

Estimation of fuel consumption of commercial jet aircraft from path profile data (NASA PAPB 800746)

Preliminary evaluation of coal-fired fluid bed combustion-augmented compressed air energy storage power plants (NASA CR-159786)

Outlook for alternative energy sources - aviation fuels (NASA CR-159786)

Hydrogen technology: Foreign, change 1 (NASA CR-159786)

Hydrogen use as a fuel. Citations from the HTIS (NASA CR-159786)

Vertical axis wind turbine development (NASA CR-159786)

Preliminary results from tests on a high work transonic turbine for an energy efficient engine (NASA CR-159786)
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ENGINE COOLANTS

On some realistic applications of identification methods
Analysis of programs for regulating helicopter turbine engines p0053 80-14859
Integrated circuit characteristics at 260 °C for aircraft engine-control applications p0062 80-17143
Frequency dependent precopensation for dominance in a four input/output trade-off problem model p0103 80-20112
Design of a turbojet engine controller via eigenvalue/eigenvector assignment - A new sensitivity formulation p0169 80-24922
Multivariable synthesis with inverses p0169 80-24924
Optimal output feedback for systems having direct feedthrough of control --- applied to turbofan engine regulator design p0165 80-20266
Full authority microprocessor digital control --- for advanced technology engine [AIAA PAPER 80-1149] p0398 80-38938
Flight test of all-electronic propulsion control systems [AIAA PAPER 80-1147] p0488 80-41187
Simplifying the development of programs for digital engine controllers [ASME PAPER 80-GT-29] p0457 80-42163
Software for flight critical digital engine controls [AIAA PAPER 80-GT-119] p0461 80-42235
New tasks and progressive integration in the area of flight and power plant control [SCIS PAPERS 80-048] p0523 80-46298
Control technology p0029 80-10215
Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine (QCSEB) over-the-wing control system design report [NASA-CR-135377] p0132 80-15092
Alternatives for jet engine control [NASA-CR-162911] p0293 80-20273
Data analysis of F sub S sub P sub S sub S noseboom probe testing on F 100 engine P680072 at NASA Lewis Research Center [NASA-CR-150916] p0307 80-21334
Technical evaluation report on the 5th(a) Propulsion and Energetics Panel Meeting on Advanced Control Systems for Aircraft Powerplants [AGARD-AR-152] p0436 80-25347
Experimental full-authority digital engine control on Concorde p0481 80-26308
Transducers for engine control systems p0481 80-26312
The application of microprocessors to the regulation of military aircraft engines: The design of electronic regulators p0481 80-26314
Design, evaluation and test of an electronic, multivariable control for the F100 turbofan engine p0481 80-26316
Determining the optimal control laws for setting the rpm's of a turbojet engine p0482 80-26318
Node control: A flexible control concept for military aircraft engines p0482 80-26319
Redundancy concepts in full authority electronic engine control, particularly dual redundancy p0482 80-26320

ENGINE COOLANTS
Control of the engines for the new Airbus family p0042 80-26321
A unified digital approach to the control of a diverse range of engines p0042 80-26323
Advantages of the digital technology for the realization of engine control systems p0042 80-26324
The digital control system as part of an integrated accessory fit for future engines p0483 80-26325
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Flite test of all-electronic propulsion control systems for advanced technology engine [AIAA PAPER 80-1149] p0398 80-38938
Optimal output feedback for systems having direct feedthrough of control --- applied to turbofan engine regulator design p0165 80-20266
Flight test of all-electronic propulsion control systems [AIAA PAPER 80-1147] p0488 80-41187
Simplifying the development of programs for digital engine controllers [ASME PAPER 80-GT-29] p0457 80-42163
Software for flight critical digital engine controls [AIAA PAPER 80-GT-119] p0461 80-42235
New tasks and progressive integration in the area of flight and power plant control [SCIS PAPERS 80-048] p0523 80-46298
Control technology p0029 80-10215
Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine (QCSEB) over-the-wing control system design report [NASA-CR-135377] p0132 80-15092
Alternatives for jet engine control [NASA-CR-162911] p0293 80-20273
Data analysis of F sub S sub P sub S sub S noseboom probe testing on F 100 engine P680072 at NASA Lewis Research Center [NASA-CR-150916] p0307 80-21334
Technical evaluation report on the 5th(a) Propulsion and Energetics Panel Meeting on Advanced Control Systems for Aircraft Powerplants [AGARD-AR-152] p0436 80-25347
Experimental full-authority digital engine control on Concorde p0481 80-26308
Transducers for engine control systems p0481 80-26312
The application of microprocessors to the regulation of military aircraft engines: The design of electronic regulators p0481 80-26314
Design, evaluation and test of an electronic, multivariable control for the F100 turbofan engine p0481 80-26316
Determining the optimal control laws for setting the rpm's of a turbojet engine p0482 80-26318
Node control: A flexible control concept for military aircraft engines p0482 80-26319
Redundancy concepts in full authority electronic engine control, particularly dual redundancy p0482 80-26320
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Advanced Control Systems for Aircraft Powerplants p0041 80-10035
Computer calculation of stationary temperature fields in air-cooled turbine rotor blades p0033 80-10012
Selection of optimal parameters of heat-pipe heat exchanger for a gas turbine engine p0004 80-10013
Computer calculation of stationary temperature fields in cooled turbine discs p0004 80-10014
Systematization of simple detail parts of reguillable nozzle of gas turbine engine p0004 80-10016
Development of an aircraft-derivative gas turbine with high performance and large output p0005 80-10023
Characteristics and operational conditions of aircraft turbojet engines --- Russian book p0009 80-13775
New trends and possibilities of propeller development p0053 80-15082
Design solutions for highly loaded stages of radial compressors p0053 80-15084
Analytical modeling of the dynamics of aircraft powerplant subassembly units p0054 80-15088
Theory of aircraft gas turbines /3rd revised and enlarged edition/ --- Russian book p0059 80-16395
Engine airframe commonality p0060 80-16550
Preparing aircraft propulsion for a new era in energy and the environment p0090 80-17737
Computer simulation of engine systems --- for aircraft design [AIAA PAPER 80-0051] p0092 80-18253
Multi-variable cycle optimization by gradient methods --- for variable-cycle engines [AIAA PAPER 80-0052] p0092 80-18254
Regression techniques applied to parametric turbine engine simulations [AIAA PAPER 80-0053] p0092 80-18255
Flow in transonic compressors [AIAA PAPER 80-0124] p0096 80-18357
Technology of the Rolls-Royce RB211 engine p0098 80-18664
A pre-design code for predicting engine acquisition costs [AIAA PAPER 80-0055] p0099 80-19269
Installation effects on cycle selection for small turbo-fan engines [AIAA PAPER 80-0106] p0099 80-19280
Technologies conceived for the utilization of ceramics in turboengines [GOMMA, TV SO. 1975-132] p0102 80-20076
Research developments for aircraft safety p0154 80-22188
A cooled laminated radial turbine technology demonstration [AIAA PAPER 80-0300] p0156 80-22748
Designing aircraft-engine air ducts --- Russian book p0156 80-23067
Optimization methods in fine-finishing and designing gas-turbine engines --- Russian book p0158 80-23071
Frequency dependent precompensation for dominance in a four input/output these problem  
[IAIA PAPER 80-22925]

Design of a turbojet engine controller via eigenvectors/complex eigenvalues - a new  
sensitivity formulation  
[IAIA PAPER 80-22929]

Effects of idealizing three-dimensional geometry with two-dimensional models in temperature and  
stress analysis of engine components  
[IAIA PAPER 80-24310]

One-dimensional aerodynamic control calculations for cooled gas turbines  
[IAIA PAPER 80-26305]

Theory of by-pass ducted-fan engines - Russian book  
[IAIA PAPER 80-26349]

Opportunist maintenance policies for economic replacement of internal life-limited components in  
modular aircraft engines  
[IAIA PAPER 79-1011]

A contribution to the design of radial compressor impellers with double-curved blades  
[P0261 A80-29113]

Power units for mini-BPF's  
[P0266 A80-29662]

The design and manufacture of a prototype cost-effective R.P.V. engine  
[P0266 A80-29663]

Design and test of mini-BPF demonstrator engines  
[P0267 A80-29671]

A study of light aircraft noise. I - Exhaust noise  
[P0274 A80-30812]

The future of civil turbofan engines  
[IAIA PAPER 80-0893]
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Thrust vectoring to eliminate the vertical stabilizer — to provide directional stability for F-111 aircraft while decreasing radar detectability


A method of determining the degree of variation of a function, caused by a change in one of its arguments — Contribution to the problem of factor analysis of the increment in the special-purpose efficiency of an aircraft

Lightning research — effects of lightning on aircraft digital equipment

F-105 ENGINE
Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of a conformal variable-ramp inlet for the F-16 airplane

Effect of conventional and square stores on the longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of a F-16 aircraft with supersonic speeds — in the Langley unitary plan wind tunnel

F-106 AIRCRAFT
Broadband electromagnetic sensors for aircraft
Failure tolerant design and test considerations in the engine structural integrity program — for aircraft turbines

Analysis of fault isolation criteria/techniques

Fault-tolerant system optimization

The objective necessity of the fail-safe design philosophy

Digital active controls for L-1011

Failure detection, isolation and indication in highly integrated digital guidance and control systems

Report on the FAA task force on aircraft separation assurance. Volume 2: Concept description

Failure Analysis

Reliability of aircraft disconnect joints — Russian book


Evaluation of the effectiveness of case-hardening gas-turbine-engine components on the basis of fatigue-failure similarity equations

Acceleration of multicycle fatigue testing on aluminum structural alloys

On determining the probabilities of the consequences of airplane system failures in evaluating the level of flight safety

Reliability pays off — reliability program case history for Lead Computing Optical Sight System for Northrop F-5-5 aircraft

Analysis of fault isolation criteria/techniques

Common Cause Failures — A dilemma in perspective

Some applications of the methods of failure mechanics in analyzing the strength and service life of aircraft structures

Risk and failure analysis for improved performance and reliability; Proceedings of the Twenty-fourth Sagamore Army Materials Research Conference, Baguette Lake, B.Y., August 21-26, 1977

On turbine blade creep and fatigue analysis by special kinematic assumptions

An Investigation of advanced prognostic analysis techniques — failure analysis and wear tests of mechanical drive gears

Ferrogaphic and spectrographic analysis of oil sampled before and after failure of a jet engine

A simulation program for the determination of system reliability of complex avionic systems

Failure analysis in aviation

The failure of aircraft structures

Far-ahead control approach (RFACON) primary input power supply study

Localization of faults in jet engines by calculation of component characteristics

An automatic fault identification system (AFIS) on board

Failure analysis

Some experience in the design and evaluation of ceramic combustion chambers

Significance of a rotor blade failure for fleet operation, inspection, maintenance, design and certification

Response of nonlinear panels to random loads

Failure Modes

Common Cause Failures — A dilemma in perspective

Software/Hardware Integrated Critical Path Analysis (ICPAD)

Reliability prediction techniques for second generation marine and industrial gas turbines

Incendescent lamp life under random vibration

Nonoperating failure rates for avionics study

Fault-Tolerant System Optimization

U Military Aircraft

Airfield

'Fish-edge' fairing structure — of aircrafts

Development of a Kovar/PBN-15 reduced drag DC-9 nose fairing

Influence of mistuning on blade torsional flutter

Far field monitor for instrument landing systems, acquisition and application of transonic wing and divide-tip noise

Far field radiation of AFT turbofan noise

Acquisition and application of transonic wing noise to on the radiated noise of a large wind turbine

Far-field radiation of AFT turbofan noise

Some calculated effects of non-uniform inflow on far-field test data for three-dimensional wind turbine

The study of an EMP dipole antenna type simulator

Far-field radiation of AFT turbofan noise

Some calculated effects of non-uniform inflow on the radiated noise of a large wind turbine

Failure analysis

Some experience in the design and evaluation of ceramic combustion chambers

Significance of a rotor blade failure for fleet operation, inspection, maintenance, design and certification

Response of nonlinear panels to random loads

Failure Modes

Common Cause Failures — A dilemma in perspective

Software/Hardware Integrated Critical Path Analysis (ICPAD)

Reliability prediction techniques for second generation marine and industrial gas turbines

Incendescent lamp life under random vibration

Nonoperating failure rates for avionics study

Fault-Tolerant System Optimization

U Military Aircraft

Airfield

'Fish-edge' fairing structure — of aircrafts

Development of a Kovar/PBN-15 reduced drag DC-9 nose fairing

Influence of mistuning on blade torsional flutter

Far field monitor for instrument landing systems, acquisition and application of transonic wing and divide-tip noise

Far field radiation of AFT turbofan noise

Acquisition and application of transonic wing noise to on the radiated noise of a large wind turbine

Far-field radiation of AFT turbofan noise

Some calculated effects of non-uniform inflow on far-field test data for three-dimensional wind turbine

The study of an EMP dipole antenna type simulator

Far-field radiation of AFT turbofan noise

Some calculated effects of non-uniform inflow on the radiated noise of a large wind turbine

Failure analysis

Some experience in the design and evaluation of ceramic combustion chambers

Significance of a rotor blade failure for fleet operation, inspection, maintenance, design and certification

Response of nonlinear panels to random loads
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)

NT METAL FATIGUE

NT STRUCTURAL FATIGUE

NT THRESHOLD FATIGUE

The use of the spectral summation of fatigue damages in order to examine the combined stress state of structures

Walking-gate spatial signal averaging signal processing for fatigue crack ultrasonic inspection system

Autoscan-1 ultrasonic fatigue-crack detector --- for military aircraft fastener sites

The relevance of service experience data in the fatigue evaluation process of the F27

Improved methods for predicting spectra loading effects, phase 1 report, Volume 1: Results and discussion

Fracture and fatigue properties of 1Cr-0.5-V bainitic turbine rotor steels

Review of investigations into aeronautics related fatigue Federal Republic of Germany --- [LBF-S-142]

Collection and analysis of in service flight histories of the initiation of fatigue damage [FBMI-FBVT-79-117]

Specification for the installation of electrical resistance strain gauges on strain pairs counter aircraft --- to monitor fatigue damage [AD-RE01363]

An investigation of residual stresses in simulated wing panels of 7075-T6 aluminum [AD-A808683]

The Engine Usage Monitoring System (EUMS): An heuristic approach to cost effective flight data monitoring and analysis

Materials for helicopter gears [NASA-CH-163368]

Analysis of ground calibration data from strain gauges attached to the airframe of CV-4 airtrainer X-v-031 [AD-A046970]

Evaluation and comparison of nondestructive service inspection methods [KLB-PF-79005-5]

Flight simulation fatigue crack propagation in 7010 and 7075 aluminum alloy plates [KLB-PF-79019-9]

FATIGUE LIFE

Design and operation of multi-specimen fully reversed fatigue system for advanced composite materials

Influence of burring on the structure and durability of elements operating under variable loads

Fatigue life prediction of a bonded splice joint [AIAA PAPER 80-0305]

Practical method of fatigue crack growth analysis for damage tolerance assessment of aluminum structure in fighter type aircraft [AIAA PAPER 80-0405]

Low cycle fatigue life model for gas turbine engine disks

Fiber glass rotor produced

Applying pressure . . . Relieving stress --- stress coining aircraft structures

Acceleration of multicycle fatigue testing on aluminum structural alloys

The fatigue performance of service aircraft and the relevance of laboratory data

Avoiding divergent stall in control configured aircraft by using a canard arrangement

A quantitative assessment of the variables involved in crack propagation analysis for in-service aircraft

SUBJECT INDEX

FATIGUE TESTS

[AIAA 80-0752] p0332 800-35047

Effect of some aircraft loading program modifications on the fatigue life of open hole specimens

Current developments in aircraft fatigue evaluation procedures [AICP PAPER 80-38687]

High pressure turbine blade life sensitivity [AIAA PAPER 80-1112] p0398 800-38920

Endurance and failure characteristics of modified Vaco Z-2, CBS 600 and AIST 9310 spool gears

Some applications of the methods of failure mechanics in analyzing the strength and service life of aircraft structures

Fatigue strength of some materials used in airframe structures

Living with the ageing structure --- aircraft inspection and maintenance

Material considerations for gas turbine engines

Improved methods for predicting spectra loading effects, phase 1 report, Volume 1: Results and discussion

Fracture and fatigue properties of 1Cr-0.5-V bainitic turbine rotor steels

Review of investigations into aeronautics related fatigue Federal Republic of Germany --- [LBF-S-142]

Collection and analysis of in service flight histories of the initiation of fatigue damage [FBMI-FBVT-79-117]

Specification for the installation of electrical resistance strain gauges on strain pairs counter aircraft --- to monitor fatigue damage [AD-RE01363]

An investigation of residual stresses in simulated wing panels of 7075-T6 aluminum [AD-A808683]

The Engine Usage Monitoring System (EUMS): An heuristic approach to cost effective flight data monitoring and analysis

Materials for helicopter gears [NASA-CH-163368]

Analysis of ground calibration data from strain gauges attached to the airframe of CV-4 airtrainer X-v-031 [AD-A046970]

Evaluation and comparison of nondestructive service inspection methods [KLB-PF-79005-5]

Flight simulation fatigue crack propagation in 7010 and 7075 aluminum alloy plates [KLB-PF-79019-9]

FATIGUE LIFE

Design and operation of multi-specimen fully reversed fatigue system for advanced composite materials

Influence of burring on the structure and durability of elements operating under variable loads

Fatigue life prediction of a bonded splice joint [AIAA PAPER 80-0305]

Practical method of fatigue crack growth analysis for damage tolerance assessment of aluminum structure in fighter type aircraft [AIAA PAPER 80-0405]

Low cycle fatigue life model for gas turbine engine disks

Fiber glass rotor produced

Applying pressure . . . Relieving stress --- stress coining aircraft structures

Acceleration of multicycle fatigue testing on aluminum structural alloys

The fatigue performance of service aircraft and the relevance of laboratory data

Avoiding divergent stall in control configured aircraft by using a canard arrangement

A quantitative assessment of the variables involved in crack propagation analysis for in-service aircraft
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Fatigue testing of vampire vings

Fatigue damage estimation for the Blel aircraft

Summary of 1979 independent research on risk

Study of the reinforcement required for cutouts in airframe structures

Evaluation of forged helicopter components processed with controlled solidification and thermal mechanical treatments

Fatigue testing of vampire wings

Experimental investigation of the crack growth gage

Fatigue crack propagation in 7010 and 7075 aluminum plate

Current developments in aircraft fatigue evaluation procedures

Low cycle fatigue testing, a necessary part of advanced development --- for military fighter aircraft gas turbine engines

A quick look at current results of accelerated aircraft gas turbine engine tests --- for gas turbine engines

Application of the method of exponential emission to the quality control of gas-turbine engine components

Application of electromagnetic methods and means of nondestructive inspection in series production of aircraft

Endurance and failure characteristics of modified Vaso X-2, CBS 600 and AAS 9310 spar gears

Scatter of fatigue-life data for elements of full-scale light-aircraft wings under steady loads

Fatigue strength of some materials used in airframe structures

Digital load control applied to full-scale airframe fatigue tests

Model 540 rotor blade crack propagation investigation

Application of composite materials to turbofan engine fan exit guide vanes

H/2 rotor box beam fatigue test

Ultrasonic and acoustic emission detection of fatigue damage in alloy-6061-T651 aluminum plate

Generation of a representative load sequence for the fatigue testing of Macchi HB 326G spar booms

Fatigue crack propagation in alloys of aluminum sheet materials under maneuver spectrum and constant amplitude loading

Gust severity effects on fatigue crack propagation in aluminum alloy sheet materials

A study of the reinforcement required for cutouts in aircraft semi-monocoque structure

La Parcheche Aerospaetiale, Bimonthly Bulletin no. 1979-5

Summary of 1979 independent research on risk analysis methods in aircraft gas turbine engines

Fatigue damage estimation for the Blisk aircraft fatigue data analysis system

Evaluation of forged helicopter components processed with controlled solidification and thermal mechanical treatments

Maneuver spectrum fatigue crack propagation in aluminum alloy sheet materials -- airframe materials


Remanent of service life by comparative specimen tests --- fighter aircraft structures

Fatigue testing of vampire wings

Experimental investigation of the crack growth gage

Fatigue Tolerance

FCC LATTICES

FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS

FEEDBACK CONTROL

MT CASCADE CONTROL

FAULT MECHANICS

FAULT MECHANICS
Application of a ground based minicomputer system for real time, closed loop control of remotely piloted aircraft models in stall/spin research.

Total aircraft flight-control system - Balanced open- and closed-loop control with dynamic maps

Minimise sensitivity controllers with application to YFOL aircraft

Future of helicopter rotor control

Active flutter suppression control law definition - via least order synthesis

Recent development of the YF-17 active flutter suppression system

Wind tunnel investigation of active controls technology applied to a B-10 derivative.

Output feedback non-linear decoupled control synthesis and observer design for maneuvering aircraft

Tests of an improved rotating stall control system on a J-85 turbojet engine

Environmental control system concept study for a Navy Y/F-2/0L aircraft

A model for helicopter guidance on spiral trajectories

A new approach to active control of rotorcraft vibration

An approximate feedback solution of a variable speed non-linear pursuit-evasion game between two airplanes in a horizontal plane

A direct method for synthesizing low-order optimal feedback control laws with application to flutter suppression

A pilot modeling technique for handling-qualities research

Man-in-the-loop simulation system - aircraft fire control using cockpit displays

Hardware-in-the-loop simulation of a digital autopilot

Aircraft trajectory optimization using singular perturbation methods

Application of optimal constant output feedback to flight control system design

Entropy analysis of feedback flight dynamic control systems

Design criteria for optimal flight control systems - study of optimal flight control systems engineering for feedback control

Closed loop models for analyzing engineering requirements for simulators

Closed loop aspects of aircraft identification

Tests of an improved rotating stall control system on a J-85 turbojet engine

Variable cycle engine multivariable control synthesis: Control structure definition

Active control technology

Research in advanced flight control design

The design of aircraft automatic ride-smoothing systems using direct lift control

Inherent error in asynchronous digital flight controls

FIBER OPTICS

A fiber-optic link for high-speed, DDAS-to-computer data transmission - Digital data acquisition systems from ramjet engine test cell to base central data processing center

Engine environmental effects on composite behavior

Selected NASA research in composite materials and structures

FIBER COMPOSITES

nst carbon fiber reinforced plastics

Mt glass fiber reinforced plastics

Composites in aircraft manufacturing - An impressive rise - in Western Europe

Principles of design of a carbon fiber composite aircraft wing

Non-destructive examination of fiber composite structures by thermal field techniques

Real life aging properties of composites

Current and projected use of carbon composites in United States aircraft

Aeroelastic tailoring of forward swept composite wings

Technology of graphite-resin composite materials and their application in the aeronautical industry

Optical design studies on composite wings with static and dynamic constraints

Fiber structures on the Mirage 2000 and Mirage 4000

Determining stress intensity factors in composite structural elements

Plastic ribbons based on thermally stable low-modal fibers for the autoclaveless forming of glass-plastic aircraft components

Fiber composites for advanced gas turbine engine components

Novel approaches for alleviation of electrical hazards of graphite-fiber composites - Aircraft safety

Application of composite materials to turbofan engine fan exit guide vanes

Carbon and graphite. Part 1: Carbon and graphite fibers and fiber composites, volume 4. A bibliography with abstracts

Assessment of risk due to the use of carbon fiber composites in commercial and general aviation

Perspective on the results

Engine environmental effects on composite behavior

Selected NASA research in composite materials and structures
FIBER REINFORCED COMPOSITES

Fiber optic sensors for measuring angular position and rotational speed — air breathing engines
[BASA-TS-81454] p0111 B80-14025

High integrity fiber optic data transmission
[NASA-TP-81454] p0229 B80-18368

NMR hardening of airborne systems through electro-optical techniques design guidelines
[AD-400650] p0358 B80-23146

Applications of advanced electric/electronic technology to conventional aircraft
[NASA-CP-163576] p0632 B80-32375

Intercommunications in real time, redundant, distributed computer system
[NASA-CP-163604] p0652 B80-33642

FIBER REINFORCED COMPOSITES

Progress report 3 of cooperative program for design, fabrication, and testing of high modulus composite helicopter shafting
[NASA-TS-82272] p0602 B80-31387

FIBER RELEASE

Carbon/graphite composite material study — risk and hazards of fiber release
[PB80-175235] p0555 B80-29442

Carbon/graphite fiber risk analysis and assessment study: Assessment of risk to the Lockheed Model L-1011 commercial transport aircraft
[NASA-CP-159210] p0650 B80-33887

Carbon/graphite fiber risk analysis and assessment study: An assessment of the risk to Douglas commercial transport aircraft
[NASA-CP-159212] p0650 B80-33888

Experimental and analytical studies for the NASA carbon fiber risk assessment
[NASA-CP-159214] p0651 B80-33940

Carbon fiber plume sampling for large scale fire tests at Dugway Proving Ground — fiber release during aircraft fires
[NASA-CP-159215] p0651 B80-33942

Process modifications for improved carbon fiber composites: Alleviation of the electrical hazards problem
[NASA-CP-163631] p0651 B80-33949

FIBER STRENGTH

High modulus/high strength organic fibers
p0521 A80-46009

FIBERGLASS

U GLASS FIBERS

FIBERS

US CARBON FIBERS

US GLASS FIBERS

US REINFORCING FIBERS

US SYNTHERIC FIBERS

FIELD INTENSITY MEASURES

Development of nosecheck technology for measuring aircraft nose exposure
[AD-4008033] p0639 B80-33182

FIELD STRENGTH

US ELECTRIC FIELD STRENGTH

FIELD THEORY (ALGEBRA)

US QUADRATIC EQUATIONS

FIELD THEORY (PHYSICS)

On disturbance fields of moving singularities in aerodynamics and aeroacoustics
[AGA-PT-570] p0360 B80-23269

FIGHTER AIRCRAFT

NT ALPHA JET AIRCRAFT

NT F-8 AIRCRAFT

NT F-15 AIRCRAFT

NT F-16 AIRCRAFT

NT F-18 AIRCRAFT

NT F-22 AIRCRAFT

NT F-35 AIRCRAFT

NT F-40 AIRCRAFT

NT F-41 AIRCRAFT

NT F-42 AIRCRAFT

NT F-43 AIRCRAFT

NT F-44 AIRCRAFT

NT F-45 AIRCRAFT

NT F-46 AIRCRAFT

NT F-47 AIRCRAFT

NT F-48 AIRCRAFT

NT F-49 AIRCRAFT

NT F-50 AIRCRAFT

NT F-51 AIRCRAFT

NT F-52 AIRCRAFT

NT F-53 AIRCRAFT

NT F-54 AIRCRAFT

NT F-55 AIRCRAFT

NT F-56 AIRCRAFT

NT F-57 AIRCRAFT

NT F-58 AIRCRAFT

NT F-59 AIRCRAFT

NT F-60 AIRCRAFT

NT F-61 AIRCRAFT

NT F-62 AIRCRAFT

NT F-63 AIRCRAFT

NT F-64 AIRCRAFT

NT F-65 AIRCRAFT

NT F-66 AIRCRAFT

NT F-67 AIRCRAFT

NT F-68 AIRCRAFT

NT F-69 AIRCRAFT

NT F-70 AIRCRAFT

NT F-71 AIRCRAFT

NT F-72 AIRCRAFT

NT F-73 AIRCRAFT

NT F-74 AIRCRAFT

NT F-75 AIRCRAFT

NT F-76 AIRCRAFT

NT F-77 AIRCRAFT

NT F-78 AIRCRAFT

NT F-79 AIRCRAFT

NT F-80 AIRCRAFT

NT F-81 AIRCRAFT

NT F-82 AIRCRAFT

NT F-83 AIRCRAFT

NT F-84 AIRCRAFT

NT F-85 AIRCRAFT

NT F-86 AIRCRAFT

NT F-87 AIRCRAFT

NT F-88 AIRCRAFT

NT F-89 AIRCRAFT

NT F-90 AIRCRAFT

NT F-91 AIRCRAFT

NT F-92 AIRCRAFT

NT F-93 AIRCRAFT

NT F-94 AIRCRAFT

NT F-95 AIRCRAFT

NT F-96 AIRCRAFT

NT F-97 AIRCRAFT

NT F-98 AIRCRAFT

NT F-99 AIRCRAFT

NT F-100 AIRCRAFT

NT F-101 AIRCRAFT

NT F-102 AIRCRAFT

NT F-103 AIRCRAFT

NT F-104 AIRCRAFT

NT F-105 AIRCRAFT

NT F-106 AIRCRAFT

NT F-107 AIRCRAFT

NT F-108 AIRCRAFT

NT F-109 AIRCRAFT

NT F-110 AIRCRAFT

NT F-111 AIRCRAFT

NT FY-12 AIRCRAFT

NT HARRIER AIRCRAFT

NT MIG KIYABK AIRCRAFT

NT MIJAGE AIRCRAFT

NT MIRAGE 3 AIRCRAFT

NT SAAB 37 AIRCRAFT

NT BF-12 AIRCRAFT

NT BF-16 AIRCRAFT

In Soviet service. VII - Miyokon Foxbat --- Soviet Mig-25 program
p0066 A80-10900

The 'Viggen' multimode radar
p0077 A80-11171

Forward sweep - Rockwell's new broom
p0948 A80-13504

Some measurements of gun blast on a lighting aircraft
p0560 A80-18414

Experimental determination of pure rotary stability derivatives using curved and rolling flow wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 80-0309] p094 A80-18308

Effects of non-planar strake-wing on the vortex lift characteristics of a twin-flet fighter configuration
[AIAA PAPER 80-0329] p0955 A80-18318

Enhanced departure/ spin recovery of fighter aircraft through control of the forebody vortex orientation
[AIAA PAPER 80-0173] p0966 A80-18352

Multiple tactical aircraft combat performance evaluation system
[AIAA PAPER 80-0189] p0966 A80-18358

Missile design philosophy for fighter aircraft departure and spin resistance
[SAE PAPER 791081] p0194 A80-26637

Effects of forebody, wing and wing-body flowfields on high angle of attack aerodynamics --- Leading Edge extensions
[SAE PAPER 791082] p0194 A80-26638

Control system techniques for improved departure/spin resistance for fighter aircraft
[SACE PAPER 791107] p0194 A80-26669

An approach to the runway denial problem
[SACE PAPER 791108] p0196 A80-26665

Experience from testing the Viggen electronic systems utilizing existing computer capacity
[SACE PAPER 791081] p0196 A80-26650

Fundamentals of design. V - Fin design for combat aircraft
p0210 A80-27235

The light fighter market . . . and a European proposal
p0210 A80-27272

Induced effects of lightning on an all composite aircraft
p0212 A80-27783

Evolution of the hybrid wing - YF-17/F-18 type
[AIAA 80-0345] p0276 A80-31013

The crew adaptive cockpit - Firefox: D3535 A80-26405 --- technology assessment of aircrew/aircraft digital avionics systems in military aircraft
[NASA-CP-159223] p0324 A80-32446

A solid state /CCD/ cockpit television system
p0324 A80-34190

New developments in US military fighter engines
p0324 A80-34217

Unsteady airloads on a harmonically pitching wing with external store
[AIAA 80-0733] p0331 A80-35037

Active flutter suppression control law definition via least squares synthesis
[AIAA 80-0765] p0332 A80-35057

Wing/store flutter with nonlinear pylon stiffness
[AIAA 80-0792] p0334 A80-35075

Development and application concepts for trainer and combat-trainer versions of combat jet aircraft
[AIAA 80-0518] p0351 A80-35183

First results obtained by the ADB-BA Society on the rotating assembly of JRF Lille --- for wind tunnel aircraft spin testing
[AAAP PAPER 80-14] p0377 A80-36805

Limits of application of the damage tolerance concept to combat aircraft
[AAAP PAPER 80-32] p0379 A80-36866

Durable propulsion means more air power
[SACE PAPER 80-26405] p0385 A80-37484

Propulsion-system integration for tactical aircraft
[SACE PAPER 80-26405] p0385 A80-37483

Low cycle fatigue testing, a necessary part of advanced development --- for military fighter aircraft gas turbine engines
[AIAA PAPER 80-1153] p0399 A80-38940
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FIRE RETTINGHOURS

subject index

[AD-80-730] p0035 NASA-80-24280


Design concept for fuel fire facility scale-down [NASA-TD-800624] p0037 NASA-80-32006

Electromagnetic vulnerability to fire released carbon fibers [NASA-TP-802219] p0065 NASA-80-33491

FIRE RETTINGHOURS

Comparative evaluation of firefighting foam agents — extinguishing kerosene fires [AD-80-78690] p0003 NASA-80-12353

FIRE FIGHTING


Advanced concept in aircraft crash firefighting using carbon tetrafluoride [AD-80-2936] p0045 NASA-80-24281

FIRE PREVENTION

Fire on board transport aircraft and passenger safety [NASA-80-2079] p0032 NASA-80-34787

Hybrid composites that retain graphite fibers on burning [NASA-80-1654] p0009 NASA-80-11654

Large-scale and small-scale flammability tests for airplane cabin materials [NASA-80-10264] p0027 NASA-80-32006


FIRE PROTECTION


Design concept for fuel fire facility scale-down [NASA-AD-807864] p0037 NASA-80-32006

FIRES

Cabin hazards from a large external fuel fire adjacent to an aircraft fuselage [AD-80-73069] p0036 NASA-80-11050

Behavior of lightly confined high explosives in a jet-fuel fire [OCHEL-52659] p0063 NASA-80-11247

Airflow effects on fires, part 2 [NASA-AD-70786] p0083 NASA-80-13196

The potential for damage from the accidental release of conductive carbon fibers from burning compositions [NASA-80-80212] p0027 NASA-80-18108


Approach to the design of the hazard — fire released carbon fiber electrical effects [NASA-80-19194] p0027 NASA-80-19194


Large-scale fiber release and elevated exposure experiments — aircraft fires [NASA-80-19198] p0027 NASA-80-19198


FIREWORKS

U PHOTOGRAPHY

FIRE (LIGHTING)

U ROCKET FIRES

U STATIC FIRES

U TEST FIRES

FIRESTILLING

U TAN

FITTING


FIRE WINDS


FIXED-WING AIRCRAFT

U AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

U FIXED WINGS

FLAME PROPAGATION

U FLAME PROPAGATION

FLAME HOLDBERS

Conceptual model of turbulent flameholding for scramjet combustors [NASA-TP-1543] p0068 NASA-80-33409

FLAME INTERACTION

U CHEMICAL REACTIONS

U FLAME PROPAGATION


Influence of the thermal expansion of the gas on the rate of propagation of the flame front in a pulsed-jet-type combustion chamber [NASA-80-11050] p0053 NASA-80-47369

Airflow effects on fires, part 2 [NASA-80-13196] p0083 NASA-80-13196


Evaluation of existing flammability test methods and comparison of the flammability characteristics of interior materials [NASA-80-13137] p0037 NASA-80-25393

Conceptual model of turbulent flameholding for scramjet combustors [NASA-TP-1543] p0064 NASA-80-33409

FLAME QUENCHING

U QUENCHING (COOLING)

FLAME RETARDANTS

Materials for fire resistant passenger seats in aircraft [NASA-80-11769] p0010 A80-87575

FLAME SPECTROSCOPY


FLAME SPRAYING

Sprayed coatings [NASA-80-25503] p0037 NASA-80-25503

FLAME STABILITY

Local laminarization in turbulent diffusion flames [NASA-80-24819] p0019 NASA-80-24819


A-188
FLAMABILITY

Full-scale flammability tests with experiments on animals in the Aeronautical Test Center of Toulouse

Safety and comfort - The airliner cabin

Large-scale and small-scale flammability tests for airplane cabin materials

Aircraft fuel system simulator tests with antistatic kerosene (Jet A fuel with FS-9 additive) - flammability tests

Assessment of the flammability of aircraft hydraulic fluids

Evaluation of existing flammability test methods by comparison of the flammability characteristics of interior materials

Antistatic kerosene --- reduced flammability during aircraft accident circumstances

Hybridized polymer matrix composites

Electronic equipment vulnerability to fire released carbon fibers

FLAMMABLE GASES

ST GASOUS FUELS

FLASH CONTROL

U AIRCRAFT CONTROL

U FLAPS (CONTROL SURFACES)

FLAPPING

Propulsion characteristics of flapping wings

Experimental study of flapping wing lift and propulsion

Flapping response of lifting rotor blades to spanwise nonuniform random excitation

Works on theory of flapping wing --- considering boundary layer

Comparison of calculated and measured helicopter rotor lateral flapping angles

Examination of the flap-lag stability of rigid articulated rotor blades

Effects of primary rotor parameters on flapping dynamics

FLAPS (CONTROL SURFACES)

ST EXTERNALLY BLOWN FLAPS

ST JET FLAPS

ST LEADING EDGE FLAPS

ST TRAILING-EDGE FLAPS

WING FLAPS

Selecting the geometric parameters and position of a nose flap on the root profile of a swept wing using tunnel test data, part 2

Selection of geometric parameters and location of nose flap on swept wing root profile from tunnel test data, 1

Leading edge vortex-flap experiments on a 74 deg delta wing

Direct side force and drag control with the aid of pylon split flaps

In-flight measured characteristics of combined flap-spudder direct lift controls

Some investigations concerning the effects of gaps and vortex generators on elevator efficiency and of landing flap sweep on aerodynamic characteristics

Summary of data required for the AGARD REP activity standard aerelastic configurations - two-dimensional configurations

FLAP LAMPS

A comparison of underwater helicopter-escape lights

FLASH TUBES

U FLASH LAMPS

FLAT PLATES

Design of flat plate leading edges to avoid flow separation

Heat transfer at a breaking point of the leading edge of a plate in hypersonic flight

Jet decay rate effects on hover jet-induced loads

An experimental study of two-dimensional supersonic jet impingement on a flat plate

FLAT SURFACES

Experimental facility for studying the thermal effect of supersonic gas jets on targets

Construction of cyclic and rigid surfaces by the method of generalized inversion

PLAN DESTRUCTION

U NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS

PLANS

U EFFECTS

FLLEXIBILITY

Effect of a flexibly mounted store on the flutter speed of a wing

Flexible Bodies

Technical options for flexible dirigibles

Load specifications for the envelopes of a captive balloon and flexible airship

Demonstration of a unified approach to the balancing of flexible rotors
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[AD-A076025] p0295 A80-20341
Application of a laminar lighting device to the smoke visualization of flows in a wind tunnel
[p0316 A80-22242
Simple turbulence models and their application to boundary layer separation
Bholographic flow visualization. Citations from the EMD data base
[p0411 A80-24269
Bholographic flow visualization. Citations from the Engineering Index data base
[p0501 A80-27681
A brief investigation of the two-dimensionality of the flow over an airfoil in the 8 foot by 6 foot transonic wind tunnel
[EAB-TN-8020] p0600 A80-31368
Flow visualization study of the B-14 fighter aircraft configuration
[NASA-CR-163094] p0602 A80-31381
Pressure data for four analytically defined arrow wings in supersonic flow — Langley Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel tests
[NASA-TN-01835] p0628 B80-32332
Flow visualization study of the F-14 fighter aircraft configuration
[NASA-CR-163098] p0641 A80-33350
FLOWSTABILITY

STABILITY VARIATIONS

STABILITY THEORY

Near-wake structure and unsteady pressures at trailing edges of airfoils — as aeracoustic sound generators
[AD-A083987] p0497 B80-27368
SP-type flow stabilizers
[p0512 A80-45706

FLOW AMPLIFIERS

JT JET AMPLIFIERS

FLUID BOUNDARIES

FLUID DYNAMICS

GAS DYNAMICS

STROHARMIC DESIGNS

HYPERSONICS

SUPERSONICS

Technical evaluation report on the fluid dynamics panel Symposium on High Angle of attack aerodynamics — slender wings, bodies of revolution, and body-wing configurations
[AARAD-145] p0025 B80-10147
AFFDL experience in active control technology
[AD-145-158] p0141 A80-15159
Technical evaluation report on the Fluid Dynamics Panel Symposium on Aerodynamic Characteristics of Controls — active control and control configured vehicle
[AD-AB-145-158] p0983 A80-26330
Documentation of cascade unsteady pressure difference program
[AD-AB-145-158] p0987 B80-27368

FLOW VISUALIZATION

JT EXPERIMENTAL VISUALIZATION

Experimental techniques developed at OHEA for advanced compressor testing
[OHEA, TP NO. 1979-129] p0015 A80-13060
On the historical development of apparatus and techniques for smoke visualization of subsonic and supersonic flows
[AIAB 80-0420] p0198 A80-26936
Visualization of the laminar-turbulent transition in the flow over an airfoil using the smoke-wire technique
[AIAB 80-0421] p0199 A80-26936
Development of test methods for model scale model simulation of aerial applications in the NASA Langley Vortex Facility
[AIAB 80-0427] p0199 A80-26936
Diagrams of separated flow regions on wind-tunnel models using an infrared camera
[p0268 A80-22242
Measurement of shock waves around a delta-wing saxicone
[p0269 A80-22242
Experimental studies of the laminar separation bubble on a two-dimensional airfoil at low Reynolds numbers
[AIAB PAPER 80-1440] p0267 A80-41622
Interferometric measurements in a turbine cascade using image-plane holography
[AIAB PAPER 80-02-9] p0267 A80-42217
A technique for simulating the motion and ground effect of aircraft wake vortices
[p0274 A80-43666
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<th>FLUTTER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coupled bending-torsion flutter in cascades with applications to fan and compressor blades</td>
<td>MT VISCOS FLOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-synchronous whirling due to fluid-dynamic forces in axial turbo-machinery rotors</td>
<td>MT WALL FLOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluid forces on rotating centrifugal impeller with whirling motion</td>
<td>MT WEDGE FLOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A compendium of computational fluid dynamics at the Langley Research Center</td>
<td>Parameters of spatial flow past a hydrofoil near the free surface of a ponderable liquid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transport phenomena in labyrinth seals of turbomachines ---- French thesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aerodynamic investigations of a bypass turbofan stage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Influence of working-fluid insurance through a nozzle on the rate of flame front propagation in a pulsejet-type combustion chamber</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotary balance data for a typical single-engine general aviation design for an angle-of-attack range of 8 deg to 90 deg. 1: Low-wing model A fluid flow and vortices data for general aviation aircraft to determine aerodynamic characteristics for various designs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental and analytical studies of a true airspeed sensor</td>
<td>Fluid injection study of the F-14 fighter aircraft configuration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preliminary evaluation of coal-fired fluid bed combustion-augmented compressed air energy storage power plants</td>
<td>Fluid injection-- Russian book</td>
</tr>
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<td></td>
<td>The basic models of mechanics of liquids and gases in the theory of the wing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Experimental and analytical studies of a true airspeed sensor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Preliminary evaluation of coal-fired fluid bed combustion-augmented compressed air energy storage power plants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fluid injection-- Russian book</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Noise from a vibrating propeller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Effect of adding structural damping on a wing/nacelle hump type flutter mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nonlinear aeroelastic vibration of interfering surfaces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Active flutter suppression using linear Quadratic Gaussian theory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;AIAA 80-1758&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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FORCE FIELDS

Wing flapping with minimum energy — minimize the drag for a bending moment at the wing root [NACA TR-80-0177] p0203 A80-27143

FORCE FIELDS

U FIELD THEORY (PHYSICS)

Evaluation of finite element formulations for transient conduction forced-convection analysis — of heat transfer for active cooling of hypersonic airframe and engine structures p0215 A80-28284

FORCE OSCILLATION

FORCED OSCILLATION

FORCED VIBRATION

Analytical modeling of the dynamics of aircraft powerplant subassembly units p0056 A80-15088

Description of a new high-alpha, high-load, subsonic stability test mechanisms at AEDC [AIAA 80-0451] p0200 A80-26952

Forced vibrations of turbine discs under nonuniform gas flow conditions p0616 A80-51687

An analytical investigation of three-dimensional vibration in year-coupled rotor systems p0084 H80-13471

The identification of the flutter mechanisms from a large-order flutter calculation [ARC/4-R-3832] p0181 H80-17085

Recent advances in helicopter vibration control p0485 H80-26687

FORCE VIBRATORY MOTION EQUATIONS

U FORCED VIBRATION

FOEBODIES

FORCES

ST ROSES (FOEBODIES)

Enhanced departure/spin recovery of fighter aircraft through control of the forebody vortex orientation [AIAA PAPER 80-0173] p0076 A80-18352

An analytical and experimental study of a spite-shaped subsonic diffuser of a supersonic inlet [AIAA PAPER 80-0386] p0108 A80-22970

Effects of forebody, wing and wing-body-LT flowfields on high angle of attack aerodynamics — Leading Edge extensions [SAE PAPER 79082] p0194 A80-26638

Integration of ejectors into high-speed aircraft — forebody effects p0023 H80-10119

Effects of fuselage forebody geometry on low-speed lateral-directional characteristics of twin-tail fighter model at high angles of attack [NASA TP-1992] p0976 H80-13002

Forebody vortex blowing: A novel control concept to enhance departure/spin recovery characteristics of fighter and trainer aircraft p0143 H80-15172

FORECASTING

WT PERFORMANCE PREDICTION

WT PREDICTION ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES

WT PROFILE METHOD (FORECASTING)

WT TECHNOLOGICAL FORECASTING

WT WEATHER FORECASTING

An analysis of the future requirements for materials handling equipment in the military airlift command [AD-A087094] p0600 H80-31370

FORECASTING

U FORECASTING

FOREIGN POLICY

WT INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

WT INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

FORENSIC SCIENCES

U LAW (JURISPRUDENCE)

FORESTS

The Helicostat, a hybrid helicopter-balloon craft p0902 A80-39282

Conditions of airship utilization in forests p0906 A80-39314

FOREXING

Evaluation of forged helicopter components processed with controlled solidification and thermal mechanical treatments [AD-A086818] p0589 H80-30302

Low cost process for manufacturing of Oxide Dispersions Strengthened (ODS) turbine nozzle components [AD-A088019] p0636 H80-32399

FOREXING

FORGER

Using a language developed for aircraft simulators — advantages and disadvantages of using FORTRAN and assembly language p0255 H80-19831

FORWARD LOOKING INFRARED DETECTORS

U FLIR DETECTORS

FOSSIL FUELS

WT COAL

WT CRUDE OIL

WT NATURAL GAS

Hydrogen from fossil fuels p0382 A80-37333

FOURIER TRANSFORMATION

Map-matching techniques for terminal guidance using Fourier phase information p0067 A80-17517

Implementation of air traffic control radar receivers with fast Fourier transform computers [AD-A088019] p0636 H80-32399

The 18 and 13C Fourier transform NMR characterization of jet fuels derived from alternate energy sources [AD-A084169] p0500 H80-27513

FRACTOGRAPHY

Significance of a rotor blade failure for fleet operation, inspection, maintenance, design and certification [HSL-BP-79621-0] p0603 H80-31392

Evaluation and comparison of nondestructive service inspection methods [HSL-BP-79655-0] p0611 H80-31685

FRACTURE MECHANICS

Determination of the stress intensity factor of composite structural members p0950 A80-17958

Fatigue life prediction of a bonded splice joint [AIAA PAPER 80-0385] p0094 A80-18306

Fatigue and microstructure; Proceedings of the Materials Science Seminar, St. Louis, Mo., October 14, 15, 1978 p0196 A80-26730

Analysis of cracks at attachment lugs [AIAA 80-0053] p0312 A80-35048

Application of fracture mechanics to USAF aircraft structural integrity requirements [AAAP PAPER WT 79-25] p0378 A80-36660

Experimental methodology and application of fracture mechanics concepts to metals [AAAP PAPER WT 79-35] p0379 A80-36669

Determining stress intensity factors in composite structural elements p0382 A80-37289

Green's functions in fracture mechanics p0573 A80-69666

Fracture analysis of ductile materials p0618 A80-52182

Fracture mechanics in engineering application; Proceedings of the International Conference, Bangalore, India, March 26-30, 1979 p0623 A80-53462

Engineering application of fracture mechanics to flight simulation fatigue crack propagation p0623 A80-53439


A special crack tip element for three-dimensional crack problems [HSL/TUBC-9082-37a] p0074 H80-12436
Effects of free-stream turbulence on diffuser performance

Aeroacoustic characteristics of free jets

An experimental study of multiple jet mixing

Influence of the empennage on the effective thrust

Laboratory studies of flight mechanics using models in free flight

Investigations of the optimal configuration of instrument landing systems and VOR navigation systems

A standard for RF modulation factor --- for instrument landing systems and VOR navigation systems

Temperature and flow measurements on near-freezing aircraft fuels in a wing-tank model

Applications of sprayed coatings

Frequency-scanning particle size spectrometer

GPS NAVSTAR-4 and NT5-2 long term frequency stability and time transfer analysis (AD-A08809)
FRICTION COEFFICIENTS

FRICTION DRAG

MT SUPERSOIC DRAG
MT VISCOS DRAG

FRICTION COEFFICIENTS

U COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION

FRICTION MEASUREMENTS

An improved sensing element for skin-friction balance measurements --- supersonic drag measuring instrument

Investigation of the wear debris content in oil by measurement of the reluctance and eddy current loss in an electric circuit

The friction classification of runways using measurements made with the continuous recording roadway friction meter

FRICTION PRESSURE DROP

U BASIC PRESSURE DROP

FRICTION REDUCTION

Calculations of inviscid supercritical subsonic flow past a lifting profile of arbitrary thickness --- German thesis

Lubricating oil analysis for wear monitoring.
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U DIFFUSION PATTERNS

PROFILI100 A (E0R MOTOIOLOGY)

U FRONT: (METEOROLOGY)
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Further encounters with clear air turbulence in research aircraft

PRESTUS

Concerning the separated flow about an inflating parachute

[ER-TRANS-2031] p0626 B00-32336

FUEL COMBUSTION

Study of homogeneous combustion chamber temperature field nonuniformity with primary zone parameter variation

Burning sprays of Jet A fuel-water emulsions

Laminarisation of a supersonic air stream with fuel combustion before the critical nozzle section

Jet engine combustion noise - Pressure, entropy and vorticity perturbations produced by unstable combustion or heat addition

Local laminarization in turbulent diffusion flames

Post-crash fuel fire hazard measurements in a wide body aircraft cabin

A pulsed radiography technique for studying the internal structure of fuel injection jets

Combustion structure of burning sprays of Jet A fuel and its emulsions with water

HASA Broad-Specification Fuels Combustion Technology Program - Status and description

HASA Broad-Specification Fuels Combustion Technology Program - Status and description

The development and application of improved combustor wall cooling techniques

HASA Broad-Specification Fuels Combustion Technology Program - Status and description

Combustion effects of coal liquid and other Synthetic fuels in gas turbine combustors. I - Fuels used and subscale combustion results

HASA Broad-Specification Fuels Combustion Technology Program - Status and description

Low NOx/ high fuel combustor program

HASA Broad-Specification Fuels Combustion Technology Program - Status and description

Preliminary evaluation of coal-fired fluid bed combustion-augmented compressed air energy storage power plants

HASA Broad-Specification Fuels Combustion Technology Program - Status and description

Thermodynamics of heavy fuels operation in gas turbine

SUBJECT INDEX

[ASHE PAPER 80-07-171] p0864 A80-42279

The thermal impact of external pool fires on aircraft fuselages

p0509 A80-65496

Influence of the thermal expansion of the gas on the rate of propagation of the flame front in a pulsating-type combustion chamber

p0563 A80-47369

Influence of working-fluid issuance through a nozzle on the rate of flame front propagation in a pulsating-type combustion chamber

p0564 A80-47394

Comparative analysis of the basic combustion characteristics of some heavy hydrocarbon fuels in application to aircraft gas turbine engines

p0565 A80-47420

Development of gas turbine fuels and combustion; An overview

p0032 A80-10391

NASA broad-specification fuels combustion technology program: Status and description

p0120 A80-14126

Exhaust emission reduction for intermist combustion subsonic aircraft engines

p0121 A80-14130

Air pollution from aircraft

p0170 A80-16060

Analysis of NASA JP-4 fire tests data and development of a simple fire model

p0356 A80-22432

Semi-empirical correlations for gas turbine emissions, ignition, and flame stabilisation

p0898 A80-27393

Combustion modelling within gas turbine engines, some applications and limitations

p0498 A80-27394

Aircraft Research and Technology for Future Fuels

p0547 A80-29300

HASA Technology of the Bells-Boyce BB211 engine

p0549 A80-29316

Fuels research: Combustion effects overview

p0561 A80-29317

Effect of fuel molecular structure on soot formation in gas turbine combustion

p0569 A80-29322

Preliminary studies of combustor sensitivity to alternative fuels

p0570 A80-29323

FUEL CONSUMPTION

An engine fuel chemistry solution to the problem of jet fuel supplies

p0002 A80-10191

The role of technology as air transportation faces the fuel situation

p0051 A80-14700

Preparing aircraft propulsion for a new era in energy and the environment

p0090 A80-17737

Engine component improvement program - Performance improvement

p1000 A80-19300

Fuel conservation benefits and critical technologies of recuperative and advanced conventional cycle turboshaft engines

p1000 A80-19301

The next supersonic transport

p1003 A80-20214

Short haul transport for the 1990s

p1014 A80-22046

Looking ahead --- in aircraft design

p1014 A80-22046

Research developments for aircraft safety

p1014 A80-22046

Research programs in general aviation - Next generation aircraft

p1017 A80-22993

The Mitsubishi Diamond I - What are its chances on the current market

p1017 A80-22994

The potential for development of high performance light aircraft

p1019 A80-23507
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<td>[NASA-CB-135119] p0496 B00-27361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Lear Fan - A significant step toward fuel efficient airplanes</td>
<td>Improved performance deterioration of the CF6-JT9D, high-bypass ratio turbofan engines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-TP-1717]</td>
<td>[NASA-TS-81552] p0551 B00-29332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Down to earth operations --- centralized ground-based power distribution systems for aircraft fuel savings</td>
<td>Improved components for engine fuel savings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-TP-1717]</td>
<td>[NASA-TS-81577] p0604 B00-31402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airbuses airfoils cut fuel burn - High aspect ratio, thickness, low sweep contribute</td>
<td>Application of advanced technologies to small, short-haul transport aircraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AIAA PAPER 80-1866]</td>
<td>[NASA-CB-152363] p0629 B00-32353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propane propulsion for commercial air transports</td>
<td>The energy efficient engine project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[SAA PAPER 800733]</td>
<td>[NASA-TS-81566] p0635 B00-32395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[SAA PAPER 800745]</td>
<td>2: User manual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimation of fuel consumption of commercial jet aircraft from path profile data</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[SAA PAPER 800746]</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[SAA PAPER 800766]</td>
<td>FUEL CONSUMPTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Investigation of the influence of contaminated fuel on turbine vane surface deposition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA PAPER 80-1113]</td>
<td>[AIAA PAPER 80-1207]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FUEL CONTROL</td>
<td>Development of a full authority digital fuel control for a gas turbine engine using a hybrid computer system as a design aid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Influence of antiskidding polymer on aviation fuel breakup</td>
<td>Demonstration program for a flexible duct valve for ramjet engine fuel controls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AIAA PAPER 80-1207]</td>
<td>[AD-A076526]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A new fuel supply control system for small turbosmachines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AD-A084235]</td>
<td>The design concept and experimental results using the INTEL 8080/8085 microprocessor --- gas turbine engine fuel control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p0481 B00-26311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FUEL CONSUMPTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The chemical stability of hydro-treated fuels and</td>
</tr>
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<td></td>
<td>p0028 B00-10206</td>
</tr>
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modifications on the spinning characteristics of
a general aviation airplane

General aviation operating requirements for the
1980's
An acoustic sensitivity study of general aviation propellers
[NASA-PAPER 80-1071] p0580 N80-50191
Spinning for safety's sake
[NASA-TF-1677] p0580 N80-50225
Light airplane crash tests at three roll angles
[NASA-TP-9C80] p0393 N80-10512
New aircraft technology: Report on the
Parnasch International Air Show
[PB-29935/0] p0393 N80-11078
Light airplane crash tests at three pitch angles
[NASA-TF-1681] p0404 N80-11505
Rotary balance data for a typical single-engine
general aviation design for an angle-of-attack
range of 8 degrees to 35 degrees, 3, effect of
wing leading-edge modifications, model A
[NASA-CR-3102] p060 B80-12606
Exploratory study of the effects of
wing-leading-edge modifications on the
stall/spin behavior of a light general aviation airplane
[NASA-TP-1589] p0708 N80-13026
Exhaust emissions characteristics for a general
aviation light airplane Teledyne Continental Motors 6-250-A piston engine
[AD-A074336] p0800 N80-13042
Meteorological input to general aviation pilot training
p0124 N80-14634
Accident investigation
p0124 N80-14636
Design study of a low cost civil aviation GPS receiver system
The state-of-the-art of flutter substantiation procedures among US general aviation manufacturers
Transponder Performance Analysis (TPA)
[AD-A075783] p0168 N80-16008
Accident data systems study requirements analysis for a FAA accident data system
[AD-A075611] p0176 N80-17003
Exhaust emissions characteristics for a general aviation light airplane Avco Lycoming TIO-540-226D piston engine
[AD-A075355] p0179 N80-17070
A consideration of general aviation in the United Kingdom
[TT-79002] p0219 N80-17982
General aviation airplane structural crashworthiness programmer's manual
[AD-A075737] p0221 N80-18008
Study of research and development requirements of small gas-turbine coxstainers
Aeroacoustic wind-tunnel tests of a light twin-boom general-aviation airplane with free or shrouded-pusher propellers --- in the Langley full-scale tunnel
Rotary balance data for a typical single-engine general aviation design for an angle-of-attack range of 8 deg to 90 deg. 1: Low-wing model A --- fluid flow and vortices data for general aviation aircraft to determine aerodynamic characteristics for various designs
Estimation of the endurance of civil aircraft wing structures --- life estimate method for wing loading on general aviation aircraft
Assessment of risk due to the use of carbon fiber composites in commercial and general aviation aircraft
A spin-recovery parachute system for light general-aviation airplanes
A 150 and 300 kw lightweight diesel aircraft engine design study
Development and evaluation of a general aviation real world noise simulator
High speed turboprops for executive aircraft, potential and recent test results
Emergency in-flight egress opening for general aviation aircraft
Global positioning system for general aviation:
Joint FAA/NASA seminar --- conference
Designing low cost receivers for general aviation users
p0304 N80-21307
Design approaches for GPS receivers/processors
p0304 N80-21308
Airesearch QCGAT program --- quiet clean general aviation turboshaft engines
[NASA-CR-159758] p0306 N80-21311
General Aviation Propulsion
Airesearch QCGAT engine, airplane, and nozzle design features
p0350 N80-22328
Airesearch QCGAT engine performance and emissions tests
p0351 N80-22329
Airesearch QCGAT engine: Acoustic test results
p0351 N80-22330
QCGAT aircraft/engine design for reduced noise and emissions
p0351 N80-22331
Avco Lycoming QCGAT program design cycle, demonstrated performance and emissions
p0351 N80-22332
Avco Lycoming quiet clean general aviation turboshaft engine
p0351 N80-22333
New opportunities for future, small, General Aviation Turbine Engines (GATE)
[NASA-CR-163001] p0355 N80-22334
Lightweight diesel aircraft engines for general aviation
p0352 N80-22338
Low speed propellers: Impact of advanced technologies
p0352 N80-22342
Ultrafiltration in general aviation piston engines
[NASA-CR-163001] p0353 N80-22347
Accident in-flight egress opening for general aviation aircraft --- pilot bailout
p0369 N80-23511
A spin-recovery parachute system for light general-aviation airplanes
Airspeed noise reduction and aeroacoustic design in general aviation
p0369 N80-23512
Mathematical model for the separation of gust and manoeuvre loads of civil aircraft
[FP-7411979] p0370 N80-23674
Measurement of the handling characteristics of light aircraft
Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, US civil aviation issue number 8, 1979 accidents
[NASA-RA-60-5] p0478 N80-26286
An assessment of the risk arising from electrical effects associated with the release of carbon fibers from general aviation aircraft fires
[NASA-CR-159206] p0486 N80-26391
General aviation dynamics: The impact of cost recovery
p0488 N80-27300
Energy conservation potential of general aviation activity
[AD-A087165] p0495 N80-27355
Transparent materials for civil aircraft
[SHAE-792-111-100] p0533 N38-28346
Exhaust emissions characteristics for a general aviation light-airplane Avco Lycoming 0-320-T10-320-DIAD piston engine
[AD-A080933] p0535 N80-28364
General aviation activity and avionics survey, 1978
[AD-A078753] p0627 N80-32225
Rotary balance data for a typical single-engine general aviation design for an angle-of-attack range of 8 deg to 90 deg. 2: High-wing model C
General Aviation accidents: Postersh fires and smoke
p0629 N80-32354
Flight service evaluation of an advanced composite empennage component on commercial transport aircraft

Advanced risk assessment of the effects of graphite fibers on electronic and electrical equipment

Selected NASA research in composite materials and structures

Buckling and post-buckling research on flat and curved composite panels

High-temperature resin matrix composites for aerospace structures

Carbon/graphite composite material study — risk and hazards of fiber release

GRAVITY

Gravitometric investigation of the particle number density distribution function in the high speed cascade wind tunnel for laser-anemometry measurements

GRAVITATION

MT REDUCED GRAVITY

GRASSHOPPER ALGEBRA

W VECTOR SPACES

ADVANCED COMPOSITE MATERIALS

AV-8B Advanced Harrier

Advanced composite material applications to F-14A and Harrier AV-8B

Characterization of graphite/epoxy laminates for aeroelastic tailoring

AY-BB — a second generation V/STOL

Advanced composite material application of graphite composite aircraft structures

Composite components on commercial aircraft

Graphite/epoxy panel compression strength reduction due to local impact

Hybrid composites that retain graphite fibers on burning

Real-life aging properties of composites

A hybrid composite helicopter main rotor blade employing pneumatic lift control

Drilling composites with gun drills

Costs of graphite composite fabrication and repair

Shock loading on reinforced splice joints of ultra high modulus graphite/epoxy cone frustums — advanced interceptor structures

On experimental versus theoretical incident buckling of narrow graphite/epoxy plates in compression

Preliminary design of composite wing-box structures for global damage tolerance

Durability and consistency of composite components — for L-1011 aircraft vertical fins

Technology of graphite-resin composite materials and their application in the aeronautical industry

Technology of graphite-resin composite materials and their application in the aeronautical industry, II

Test and evaluation of graphite/epoxy composite structure

Quiet Clean Short-Haul Experimental Engine (QCSEE)

Qui t Clean Short-Haul Experimental Engine (QCSEE) composite fan frame subassembly test report

Quiet Clean Short-Haul Experimental Engine (QCSEE) composite fan frame design report

Novel approaches for alleviation of electrical hazards of graphite-fiber composites — aircraft safety

The 737 graphite composite flight spoiler flight service evaluation

Preliminary design of graphite composite wing panels for commercial transport aircraft

Composite material application to the L-1011 aircraft wing substructure

Application of composite materials to the JT9D engine fan exit guide vanes

High voltage spark carbon fiber detection system

Study of the influence of hole quality on composite materials

SUBJECT INDEX
GROUNDED EFFECT MACHINES

A nonlinear unsteady one-dimensional theory for wings in extreme ground effect

Major results of the asymptotic theory of a low-flying wing - Method of matched asymptotic expansions

A technique for simulating the motion and ground effect of aircraft wake vortices

VSTOL in-ground effect flows for closely spaced jets

The criticality of engine exhaust simulations on VSTOL model-measured ground effects

Effect of sweep and aspect ratio on the longitudinal aerodynamics of a spanloader wing

Fluid flow fields induced by two- and three-dimensional lift jets in ground effect

Ground plane effects on a contoured surface at low subsonic velocities

VSTOL propulsion-induced aerodynamics hover calculation method

Analysis of the effect of time selection of a signal reflected from a surface on the accuracy of ground speed measurements

Ground effect machines

The hovercraft comes of age

JEPP(A) mixed-flow model fan performance optimization

Research on the stability of air cushion systems

Air cushion craft development, first revision

Conceptual point design study of a new VSTOL STOLS vehicle

Computer simulation of an air cargo small package sorting system

Models for freight access to air terminals

Air cargo container utilization optimization through modeling

GROUND SPEED

Analysis of the effect of time selection of a signal reflected from a surface on the accuracy of ground speed measurements

GROUND STATIONS

Method for increasing the accuracy of an airborne geodetic radio rangefinder

Communication to RPVs data link design for information transfer from ground terminal or other RPV

Experience in producing software for the ground station of a remotely piloted helicopter system

Standard engineering installation package. Air Traffic Radio Channel Control (ATRCC) equipment

GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

Hyzdrants or airfield fuelers

The operation of airports: Maintenance and upkeep / Handbook / Russian book on maintenance and repair

SUBJECT INDEX

WEL - An international approach to range instrumentation support --- Worldwide Engineering and Logistics Support

BACIS - A new lighting control system for Gatwick

Airport equipment and know-how from England - An airport forum survey

Down to earth operations centralized ground-based power distribution systems for aircraft fuel savings

Compilation of data covering aircraft servicing facilities aboard aircraft and amphibious aviation ships

Design and fabrication of a Helicopter Ground Mobility System (HMS)

Increased standardization would reduce costs of ground support equipment for military aircraft

GROUND SUPPORT SYSTEMS

Controlling the technical servicing at an air technical base

Airport ground access

GROUND TESTS

Flight Cold Flow Tests

FLY STATIC Firing

Test and analysis of the ASALS-PTV insulated combustion chamber

The practical aircraft hydraulic test stand

Have Bounce - validation of computer simulations of F-4 dynamic response to multiple runway repairs

A quick look at current results of accelerated mission tests for gas turbine engines

New methods for ground tests of aeronautical structures

A simplified ground vibration test procedure for sailplanes and light aircraft

The minimum cost approach to flutter clearance

Improved test methods for determining lightning-induced voltages in aircraft

GROUND-AIR GROUND COMMUNICATIONS

Crew collisions

Present-day problems of air traffic control in ground-to-air communications

ATC flow management - Fuel is the core and data links the key

The Discrete Address Beacon System (DABS) data link --- surveillance and communication system for ATC

FAA lightning protection study: Report of investigations relative to providing lightning protection for the Remote Center Air-to-Ground (RCAG)

Comparison of measured data with IP-77 propagation model predictions

High frequency communication to small low flying aircraft

Enhanced Terminal Information Services (ETIS) utilizing the Discrete Address Beacon System (DABS) data link-concept description

JTIDS: An integrated communications navigation and identification system, and its potential for air traffic management
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**SUBJECT INDEX**

Discrete Address Beacon System (DABS) front end processor on route control computer complex protocol  
[AD-A085682] p0631 B80-32367

GROWTH

- DIRECTIONAL SOLIDIFICATION (CRYSTALS)

GUIDE AIRCRAFT

- A-6 AIRCRAFT
- F-11 AIRCRAFT
- F-111 AIRCRAFT

**Aims to begin V/STOL model tests full scale wind tunnel tests of Grumman aircraft**  
[AD-A080277] p0275 A80-30952

**GUIDANCE (NAVIGATE)**

- AIRCRAFT GUIDANCE
- INERTIAL GUIDANCE
- LASER GUIDANCE
- MAP MATCHING GUIDANCE
- STRAPDOWN INERTIAL GUIDANCE
- TERRAIN GUIDANCE

**Predictive guidance for interceptors with time lag in acceleration**  
p0319 A80-32682

Technical evaluation report on the 26th Guidance and Control Panel Symposium on Advances in Guidance and Control Systems Using Digital Techniques  
[AGARD-AR-146] p0138 B80-15140

**GUIDANCE SENSORS**

- Flight test of navigation and guidance sensor errors measured on STOL approaches  
[NASA-TN-B1154] p0090 B80-13041

**An observer system for sensor failure detection and isolation in digital flight control systems**  
p0111 B80-14023

**Automatic recovery after sensor failure onboard**  
p0111 B80-14024

**Improved Sun-sensing guidance system for high-altitude aircraft**  
[NASA-CASE-PEC-11052-1] p0290 B80-20249

**GUIDE WAVES**

- NAVY WAVES

**Acoustic fatigue failure of inlet guide vanes due to intake flow distortions in an aircraft engine**  
p0095 B80-16096

**Flow measurements in a turbine scroll**  
p0211 A80-27738

**Part-span variable inlet guide vanes for V/STOL fan thrust modulation**  
[AAEA PAPER 80-1268] p0011 A80-38987

**Design, durability and low cost processing technology for composite fan exit guide vanes**  
[NASA-CR-156777] p0071 B80-12091

**Pencil and moment data from a wind-tunnel test of a tilt-nacelle V/STOL propulsion system with an attitude control vane -- conducted in Ames 60" by 80 foot wind tunnel**  
[NASA-TR-B11157] p0077 B80-13003

**Application of composite materials to turbofan engine fan exit guide vanes**  
[NASA-TR-B11152] p0227 B80-18106

**GULF OF ALASKA**

- A 90/180 GHz multichannel radiometer for Convair CL-64/100 aircraft  
[NASA-CR-160032] p0639 B80-33047

**GULF STREAM**

- Air deployment of satellite-tracked drifters  
p0344 A80-36291

**GULPS**

- GULF OF ALASKA

**GUNDERSON**

- O RANGER (EXTREMES)

**GUN LUGGERS**

- Projectile/sabot discard aerodynamics  
[AD-A080538] p0346 B80-22269

**GUN TURRETS**

- A nonlinear observer/command generator tracker approach to the X-97 helicopter gun turret control law design  
p0107 A80-20879

**GUNFIRE**

- Some measurements of gun blast on a lightning aircraft  
p0050 A80-14414

**Evaluation of trainable gun with director fire control system**  
[AAEA 80-1710] p0510 A80-45520

**GUST LOADS**

- **Muzzle blast overpressure levels on the AB-15 helicopter tow sight unit**  
[AD-A080627] p0495 B80-27352

**GUNS (ORDNANCE)**

- Evaluation of trainable gun with director fire control system  
[AAEA 80-1710] p0510 A80-45520

**Muzzle blast overpressure levels on the AB-15 helicopter tow sight unit**  
[AD-A080627] p0495 B80-27352

**A plan for developing and validating a gun system design trade-off methodology**  
[AD-A087239] p0590 B80-33084

**GUST ALLEVIATION**

- Application of stochastic optimal reduced state feedback gain computation procedures to the design of aircraft gust alleviation controllers  
p0051 A80-14022

- A simple system for helicopter individual-blade-control and its application to gust alleviation  
[AAEA 80-0666] p0330 A80-39995

**Design for active flutter suppression and gust alleviation using state-space aerelastic modeling**  
[AAEA-800766] p0352 A80-35058

**Active controls for flutter suppression and gust alleviation in supersonic aircraft**  
[AAEA PAPER 19-0702] p0433 A80-40746

**Active control technology for gust alleviation**  
p0300 B80-21345

**Gust load alleviation**  
p0308 B80-21346

**Design, testing and evaluation of the B-52 individual-blade-control system as applied to gust alleviation for helicopters**  
[NASA-CR-15252] p0356 B80-22357

**Using vertical gust alleviation to improve the target tracking capability of the control configured YF-16**  
[AD-A080520] p0356 B80-22360

**Design, development and implementation of an active control system for load alleviation for a commercial transport airplane**  
[AGARD-R-683] p0367 B80-23331

**The design of aircraft automatic ride-smoothing systems using direct-lift control**  
[BAE-TR-79045] p0422 B80-24332

**Analytical design and evaluation of an active control system for helicopter vibration reduction and gust response alleviation**  
[NASA-CR-152377] p0536 B80-28369

**Open loop gust alleviation**  

**GUST LOADS**

- The delta wing in oscillatory gusts  
p0272 A80-30568

**Study on the dynamics of small flight vehicles -- under gust loading**  
p0327 A80-34653

**Review of nonstationary gust-responses of flight vehicles**  
[AAEA 80-0701] p0335 A80-35097

**Effect of some aircraft loading program modifications on the fatigue life of open hole specimens**  
p0341 A80-36076

**Aerodynamic coefficients in generalized unsteady thin airfoil theory**  
p0390 A80-38036

**Time-domain computation of aircraft gust covariance matrices**  
[AAEA 80-1615] p0510 A80-45905

**Covariance development of aircrew windshield protection concepts**  
[AD-A072013] p0307 B80-11055

**Effect of spanwise gust variations**  
p0125 B80-16639

**Average gust frequencies subsonic transport aircraft**  
[SSDO-60502-3-A-C-2] p0167 B80-16029

**The analysis of measured surface loads as a basis for the derivation of acceptable load limits for military aircraft components**  
[NDIO-PREP-79-93] p0175 B80-17038

**Initial study of the response of an aircraft to lateral gusts**  
[AAEA-WT-79-01] p0181 B80-17084

**Active control technology for gust alleviation**  
p0300 B80-21345
GUSTS
Gust load alleviation
Gust severity effects on fatigue crack propagation in aluminum alloy sheet materials
Mathematical model for the separation of gust and maneuver loads of civil aircraft
Applications of MASTRA in gust response analysis at Northrop
Optimization and simulation of flight control laws under parameter uncertainty and external disturbances
Reassessment of service life by comparative specimen tests — fighter aircraft structures
A glider in 2-dimensional gusts
Investigation of the oscillatory and flight behavior of rotor systems in relation with aeroelastic analyses
Gust response analysis by modal decomposition of the gust impingement distribution
An induction gyrocompass
Analysis of vibratory excitation of gear systems

GTBRO
GTBRO DEFORMATION
GT MOTION
Linear analysis of poststall gyrations
GYRO BORES
Some cases of instability of a gyrohorizon compass
GYROCOMPASS
Some cases of instability of a gyrohorizon compass
Development aspects of a dynamically tuned gyro for strapdown — ARHS — Atitude and Heading Reference System
An induction gyrocompass
GYRONEU
U HELICOPTERS
GYROSCOPES
 UT GEOSCAPES
GT GEOSCAPES
GT LASER GEOSCAPES
GT OPTICAL GEOSCAPES
Experience based upon experimental dry tuned gyro's
The experimental strapdown system of BFYRE — for inertial guidance and navigation of civil aircraft
Evaluation of packaging for the CH-320/ASB-108 ARHS displacement gyro, F-15 aircraft
GTDEPH
Gyroscopic stability
Some cases of instability of a gyrohorizon compass
Development aspects of a dynamically tuned gyro for strapdown — ARHS — Atitude and Heading Reference System
A strapdown inertial reference system for commercial airline use in navigation and flight control
An integrated strapdown guidance and control system for launch vehicle application
GYROSTATS
U GEOSCAPES

H
H-53 HELICOPTER
A compilation and analysis of helicopter handling
SUBJECT INDEX

AIRCRAFT DESIGN

AIRCRAFT ATTITUDE INDICATORS

AIRCRAFT CONTROL

Analysis of rotor-fuselage coupling and its effect on rotorcraft stability and response

EBC in lightweight helicopters: Special problems and experience in design and control

Active control of rotor blade pitch for vibration reduction — wind tunnel demonstration

Future of helicopter rotor control

The promise of multicyclic control for helicopter vibration reduction

A hybrid composite helicopter main rotor blade employing pneumatic lift control

A simple system for helicopter individual-blade-control and its application to gust alleviation

Multicyclic control for helicopters — Research in progress at Ames Research Center

Multicyclic control of a helicopter rotor considering the influence of vibration, loads, and control motion

Practical design considerations for a flightworthy higher harmonic control system — flight testing on OH-6A helicopter

The stability and control characteristics of the aerocore hybrid heavy lift vehicle

Thanks, Coast Guard — We needed that — Short Range Recovery Helicopter avionics

A model for helicopter guidance on spiral trajectories

The dynamics of a helicopter flight in limiting conditions

A critique of handling qualities specifications for U.S. military helicopters

AIRCRAFT SIMULATION

A composite helicopter design test methodology

A compilation and analysis of helicopter handling qualities data — Volume 1: Data compilation

Pilot assessment of two computer-generated display formats for helicopter instrument approach

The design, testing and evaluation of the MIT individual-blade-control system as applied to gust alleviation for helicopters

Navigation, guidance, and control for helicopter automatic landings

A comprehensive analytical model of rotorcraft aerodynamics and dynamics. Part 3: Program manual

HELI-CoPTER DESIGN

Analytical methodology for determination of helicopter IFB precision approach requirements

A pilot’s assessment of helicopter handling-quality factors common to both agility and instrument flying tasks

Analytical design and evaluation of an active control system for helicopter vibration reduction and gust response alleviation

A mathematical representation of an advanced helicopter for piloted simulator investigations of control system and display variability

Effects of rotor parameter variations on handling qualities of un-augmented helicopters in simulated terrain flight

A simulator study of control and display augmentations for helicopters

Advanced rotorcraft noise

Experimental study of electrostatic dischargers for helicopters

Aerospatiale’s double squirrel twin engined helicopter

A nonlinear observer/command generator tracker

HASA gear research and its probable effect on helicopter hovering
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HELICOPTER ENGINE

Opportunities for development of future helicopter operations
[S A E P A P E R 000742] p0575 A80-49692

Computer program to prepare airfoil characteristic data for use in helicopter performance calculations
[S A E P A P E R 000743] p0576 A80-49695

Effects of primary rotor parameters on flapping dynamics
[S A E P A P E R 000744] p0576 A80-49698

Synthesis of unsteady aerodynamic problems concerning helicopters
[S A E P A P E R 000746] p0576 A80-49699

The potential use of helicopters in an airline role
[S A E P A P E R 000747] p0576 A80-49691
A simple system for helicopter individual-blade-control and its application to gust alleviation [ILAA 80-06661]

Vibration reduction with higher harmonic blade feathering for helicopters with two-bladed teetering and four-bladed hingeless rotors [ILAA 80-06701]

Multicycle control for helicopters - Research in progress at ARMS Research Center [ILAA 80-06711]

Design, manufacturing, and operational behaviour of helicopter composite blades p0041 A00-40465

Helicopter wakes

Unsteady wake behind a profile at variable incidence [AAAP PAPER 80-10]

Prediction of helicopter rotor downwash in hover and vertical flight [ABL/AEREO-HEPT-150]

Operational implications of some NACA/NASA rotary wing induced velocity studies [NASA TM-80232]

Study of rotor wakes at very low advance ratios [ADB-A080711]

Comparison of calculated and measured model rotor loading and wake geometry [NASA TM-81110]

Development and validation of a combined rotor fuselage induced flow field computational method [NASA TP-1656]

Millicycle control for helicopters - Research in progress at ARMS Research Center [ILAA 80-06711]

Design, manufacturing, and operational behaviour of helicopter composite blades p0041 A00-40465

Helicopters

Helicopters breaking the 200 km barrier - Three systems could do it this decade p0572 A00-4625

Corrosion fatigue behavior of coated 8340 steel for blade retention bolts of the AH-1 helicopter p0572 A00-48935

Helicopters - A solution to urban commercial transportation needs [SAE PAPER 800739]

Mechanical components p0029 N80-10213

Prediction of helicopter rotor downwash in hover and vertical flight [ABL/AEREO-HEPT-150]

New aircraft technology: Report on the Fairchild International Air Show [FBA-293845/0]

Helicopter canopy internal reflection investigation [A07038]

Computer description of Black Hawk helicopter [AD-A073444]

Application of the SIS concept to Navy helicopters - systems analysis of flight data recorders of flight conditions of helicopters for structural analysis [AD-A074801]

Feasibility and concept study to develop the NASA/ARMS vertical motion simulator to a helicopter simulator [NASA CR-152193]

Experimental study of the aerodynamics of a helicopter rotor blade model in a unsteady flow regime during wind tunnel tests [AAFP-39-79-27]

Airborne evaluation of the production AH/ABN-133

Design study of prestressed rotor spar concept [NASA CR-15086]

Investigation of the crash-impact characteristics of advanced airframe structures [AD-A075163]

Detailed design and fabrication of a Helicopter Ground Mobility System (GMS) [AD-A076932]

A study of the canopy design for the advanced attack helicopter by use of computer graphics [AD-A076291]

NADC ABC rotor maps [AD-A078802]

Simulation of a night vision system for low level helicopter operations -- using helmet mounted display device [A075804a]

Botocraft flight simulation, computer program C81.

Volume 3: Programmers manual [A077345]

Cost analysis of a helicopter transmission and drive train [AD-A080518]

Preliminary investigation of motion requirements for the simulation of helicopter hover tasks [NASA TM-81801]

Parametric study of helicopter aircraft systems costs and weights [NASA CR-152315]

The effect of shaft angle on performance of a circulation control high-speed rotor at an advance ratio of 0.7 [AD-A080953]

Investigations into an active vibration isolation system for helicopters with rigid and elastic airframe modelling [ASA TT-531]

The verification of a computer model of internal light reflections for helicopter canopy design [AD-A080473]

Decision analysis of Advanced Scout Helicopter candidates [AD-A080483]

Investigations of the design of active vibration isolation systems for helicopters with rigid and elastic modelling of the fuselage [ASA TT-556]

A-233

Lateral rollover protection concepts
[A-D0-80-0367] p0046 880-24284

Helicopter remote wind sensor flight test Results
[A-D0-827470] p0040 880-24313

Materials for helicopter gears

Sensor for measuring instantaneous angle of attack of helicopter blades

Evaluation of new materials for rotor hub journal bearings -- self lubricating materials
[A-D0-813798] p0049 880-25665

The design concept and experimental results using the intime 8080/8085 microprocessor -- gas turbine engine fuel control
[A-D0-80-0367] p0041 880-26315

Heat reclamation from flight simulators
[A-D0-80-0367] p0048 880-26334

Helicopter air traffic management system with civil/military interoperability
[A-D0-80-0367] p0091 880-27326

Study of cost/benefit tradeoffs available in helicopter noise technology applications
[A-D0-835955] p0045 880-27354

Air to air helicopter fire control equations and software generation
[A-D0-80-0367] p0046 880-27359

System description and analysis. Part 1: Feasibility study for helicopter/VTOL wide-angle simulation image generation display system
[NASA-CR-152376] p0049 880-27397

Assessment of the environmental compatibility of differing helicopter noise certification standards
[A-D0-80-0367] p0050 880-29173

A comprehensive analytical model of rotorcraft aerodynamics and dynamics. Part 1: Analysis development
[NASA-FR-81182] p0052 880-29296

Flight evaluation of a radar cursor technique as an aid to airborne radar approaches
[A-D0-80-0367] p0053 880-28331

A pilot's assessment of helicopter handling-quality factors common to both agility and instrument flying tasks
[NASA-TM-81217] p0052 880-28361

Conceptual design of a helicopter composite truss tail boom
[A-D0-80-0367] p0052 880-28342

Impact of modern materials on the development of helicopters
[SA-75-210-123] p0053 880-28347

Advanced subsystem status monitor
[A-D0-813798] p0054 880-28351

A mathematical representation of an advanced helicopter for pilot simulator investigations of control system and display variations
[NASA-FR-81203] p0056 880-28371

Whexx helicopter/sonar dynamics study ARL program description and operation
[ARL/ARNO-NOTE-385] p0054 880-29268

Non-contacting electro-optical contouring of helicopter rotor blades
[A-D0-80-0367] p0056 880-29293

An experimental investigation of the effects of aeroelastic couplings on aeroelastic stability of a helicopter rotor blade
[A-D0-80-0367] p0056 880-29294

Investigation of helicopter wire strike protection concepts
[A-D0-80-0367] p0056 880-30285

Evaluation of forged helicopter components processed with controlled solidification and thermal mechanical treatments
[A-D0-80-0367] p0056 880-30302

Helicopter electro-optical system display requirements. 2: Performance of helicopter pilots when using a low-light-level television system during simulated nap-of-the-earth flight
[A-D0-80-0367] p0059 880-30308

Progress report 3 of cooperative program for design, fabrication, and testing of high modulus composite helicopter shafting
[NASA-TM-82272] p0062 880-31387

Wessex modernization: A preliminary simulation study
[A-D0-87799] p0066 880-31410

Reduction in swing of a sonar body received from the sea by a helicopter
[AIAA-80-0367] p0608 880-31668

Aerodynamic characteristics of three helicopter rotor airfoil sections at Reynolds numbers from model scale to full scale at Mach numbers from 0.35 to 0.90 -- conducted in Langley 6 by 28 inch transonic tunnel
[A-D0-80-0367] p0628 880-32333

[A-D0-80-0367] p0634 880-32397

OB-58C helicopter mast mounted night/designator safety statement
[A-D0-80-0367] p0635 880-32390

Helicopter electro-optical system display requirements. 3: The effects of CRT display size and arrangement on dark adaptation of helicopter pilots
[A-D0-80-0367] p0635 880-32391

Civil helicopter wire strike assessment study. Volume 1: Findings and recommendations
[NASA-CR-152389] p0644 880-33381

Sea King Mk. 50 helicopter sonar dynamics study. A simplified control system mathematical model
[A-80-061] p0646 880-33395

Installation of C-6533 X(2-2)/ABC ICS in OB-18 helicopter
[A-D0-80-0367] p0652 880-33650

An evaluation of a computer code based on linear acoustic theory for predicting helicopter main rotor noise ---- CH-53A and S-76 helicopters
[NASA-CR-159339] p0655 880-34217

HELIPORTS

Helicopters and helicopters -- where have they been and are they coming back
[SNAME PAPER 800740] p0575 880-49690

Airport studies and designs: Handbook
[80-51925] p0617 880-51925

HELONS

The Air Products/Prodair helium infrastructure at airship bases
[A-D0-80-0367] p0405 880-39305

HELIX TUBES

O TRAVELING WAVE TUBES

HELIXTS

A helicopter-launched system using C.C.D. technology
[80-10880] p0005 880-10880

Simulation of a night vision system for low level helicopter operations ------ using helmet mounted display device
[p0255 880-19832

Installation of C-6533 X(2-2)/ABC ICS in OB-18 helicopter
[A-D0-80-0367] p0652 880-33650

HERCULES AIRCRAFT

U C-130 AIRCRAFT

HEMTSH KNIGHTS

Runners of circumferential seals -- Requirements and performance
[SAND REPORT 79-IC-3B-1) p0505 880-15726

Sealed lead acid batteries for aircraft applications
[p0571 880-48082

HEMATITIC POLYKORAL

A mixed compact Hermitian method for the numerical study of unsteady viscous flow around an oscillating airfoil
[80-30258] p0391 880-30258

BETROCCYCLIC COMPOUNDS

HT HALOPHYLAI

HFB-320 AIRCRAFT

In-flight handling qualities investigation of Airbus A 310 DCL. Configurations on landing approach using the DVL/NM FBD-320 variable stability aircraft
[FVL/NL-FB-79-18] p0349 880-22319

BHX HELICOPTER

U H-51 HELICOPTER

HIGH ACCELERATION

Ejection seat for high G escape
[A-D0-72744] p0037 880-11059

HIGH ALTITUDE BALLOONS

S SUPERSEEDER BALLOONS

HIGH ALTITUDE ENVIRONMENTS

Propulsion/airframe integration considerations for high altitude hypersonic cruise vehicles
[AIAA PAPER 80-0111] p0093 880-18272

HIGH ALTITUDE FLIGHT

O FLIGHT
HIGH TEHPEBATUBB LOBBICABTS

SUBJECT ISDBI

Hinimizing the seqnenced delay time for escape
from high-speed, low-level flight profiles
. ,
.
p0559 H80-30017
The capabilities and operational roles of Boyal
Air Force Tornadoes
p0560 H80-30022
Combined linear theory/impact theory method for
analysis and design of high speed configurations
' [BASA-CH-3314]
p0587 H80-30273
Effect of cage design on characteristics of .
.high-speed-jet-lubricated 35-millimeter-bore
ball bearing — turbojet-engines
[HASA-TP-1732]
p0653 H80-33749
HIGH SPEED' FLIGHT
0 FLIGHT
0 HIGH SPEED
HIGH STBEHGTH
High modulus/high strength organic fibers
p0521 A80-46009
A review and analysis of fiber counting methods
[AD-A088240]
p0637 H80-32148
HIGH STBEHGTH ALLOTS
.
• . .
NT ASTBOLOT (TBADEHABK)
NT HIGH STBEBGTH STEELS
Beview of snperalloy powder metallurgy processing
for aircraft gas turbine applications
p0003 A80-10310
Low cost process for manufacturing of Oxide
Dispersion Strengthened (CDS) turbine nozzle
components
[AD-A088019]
p0636 N80-32399
HIGH STBEBGIH STEELS
Source book on materials for elevated-temperature
' applications: A comprehensive collection of
outstanding articles from the periodical and
reference literature
p0209 480-27622
HIGH IB1PEBATDBE
Development of a standard methodology for the
correlation and extrapolation of elevated
temperature creep and rupture data. Volume 2:
A state-of-the-art review
[EPBI-FP-1062-VOI-2]
.
p0172 B80-16152
Composite wall concept for high temperature
• turbine shrouds: Survey of low modulus strain
isolator materials
[NASA-TH-81443]
p0295 1180-20398
High-temperature ceramic heat exchanger
[EPBI-FP-1127]
p0426 H80-24588
High-temperature radial turbine demonstration'
[AD-A084120]
p.0497 N80-27370
Autoignition characteristics of aircraft-type fuels
[NASA-CB-159886]
p0592 N80-30535
HIGH TEHPEBATOBE ALLOTS
D HEAT BESISTANT ALLOTS
•
HIGH TBHPEHATDBE EITMOIHEITS
High temperature radial turbine demonstration
[AIAA PAPEfi 80-0301]
p0156 A80-22749
Source book on materials for elevated-temperature
applications: A coiprehensive collection of
. outstanding articles from the periodical and
reference literature
p0209 A80-27622
Qualification of cooling systems design for high
temperature on a turbine facility
[ONEBA, TP NO. 1980-15]
p0344 A80-36156
Calorimetric sensor for measuring temperature
fields generated by intense heat sources
p0526 A80-47179
Brittle materials design, high temperature gas
turbine
,
[AD-A0717SO]
pOODO H80-11090
High temperature turbine technology program.
Phase 2: Technology, test and support studies
[FE-2291-44A]
p0638 NBO-32721
HIGH TEBPEBATOBB FLUIDS
•
NT HIGH TEHPEBATOBE GASES .
HIGH TEHPEBATBBE GASES
Selection of optimal parameters of heat-pipe heat
exchanger for a gas turbine engine
p0004 A80-10613
Full coverage film-cooled blading in high
temperature gas turbines - Cooling
effectiveness, profile loss and thermal efficiency
[ASHE PAPEB 80-GT-37]
;
p0457 A80-42170
HIGH TEHPEBATOBE LUBBICARS
Lubricants for the aircraft gas turbine
pOOOS A80-10866

HIGH ALTITUDE TESTS
Swedish BHP research
p0212 A80-27766
HIGH ASPECT..B1TIO
Simulation of high bypass ratio engine jet noise
flight effects by nodel jet wind tnnnel test.
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1030]
p0340 A80-35980
Performance variations in high aspect ratio
subsonic diffusers doe to geometric constraints
in supersonic tactical aircraft inlet
installations
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1106]
p0447 A80-41180
A flatter-speed formula for vings of high aspect
ratio • , •
.
.- '
.
• • p0139 H80-15147
HIGH ASPECT -BATIO WINGS
• ,
D SIEHDEE RINGS
HIGH FBBQOEICIES
.
HF aircraft aerials - Some predicted and measured
results .
..
. '•
. ppOSB A80-15827
The role.of HF in air-ground communications: An
overview
.
.
p02«8 H80-19373
HF comnnhication to small low flying aircraft
p0248 N80-19374
Hodern BF communications for Ion flying aircraft
p0248 N80-19375
Assessment of BF communications reliability.
' p0249 H80-19377
Spectrum resource assessment in the 2.7-2.9 GBz
band phase 2: Badar signal processing
[PB80-129323]
p0425 N80-24547
Potential use of high frequency data transmission
for oceanic air traffic control improvement
[AD-A075810]
..
p0490 880-27313
High power HF and noise cancellation system
[AD-A084016]
pOSOO 880-27562
Theoretical feasibility of digital communication
over ocean areas by high frequency radio
[AD-A079424]
pOSOO H80-27568
HIGH HELTI1G COHPOUIDS
.
0 BBFBACTOBT HATEBIALS
HIGH PASS FILTEBS
The influence of simulator notion wash-out filters
on the performance of pilots when stabilizing
aircraft attitude in turbulence
[NLB-TB-78022-0]
p0182 H80-1709U
HIGH PBBSSDBB
Botor blade cooling in high pressure turbines
p0380 A80-36998
Bange'of applicability and energetic
characteristics of small-scale
high-pressure-gradient birotational turbines
pOS26 A80-47177
CF6 jet engine performance improvement program:
High pressure turbine aerodynamic performance:
improvement
[HASA-CH-159832]
p0480 880-26302
HIGH PBESSDHE OXYGEB
,
,
10VGOI mechanical impact tester assessment
[HASA-TH-74106]
p01<!4 H80-15179
HIGH BBSOLOTIOI
High-resolution intensified vidicon for low light
level applications
in aircraft flight
simulators
p0508 A80-44630
Deformographics:
High-resolution projection
display development for air traffic control
purposes
.
•
[AD-A078023] •'.
p0177 H80-17051
HIGH SPEED
.
,
Design of elastomer dampers for a high-speed
flexible rotor
[ASHE PAPEB 79-DET-88]
p0057 A80-15736
Calculation of high speed inlet flows using the "
Navier-Stokes equations
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1107]
p0397 A80r38917
Investigation of advanced thrust vectoring exhaust
systems for high speed propulsive lift
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1159]
' p0448 ASfl-41190
Plane stabilization by impinging jets in
high-speed flow
•
• '
.
. ,
,
• . -•
p0566 A80-47437
Economic study of multipurpose advanced .high-speed
transport configurations
[HASA-CB-159126]
p0086 H80-13986
High-speed, low-level flight survival on ejection
p0559 N80-30016
1-235
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HIGH TEMPERATURE MATERIALS

U REFRACTORY MATERIALS

HIGH TEMPERATURE PROPELLANTS
Development of a hot wire initiated pyrotechnic-propellant gas source for a parachute ejection system p0160 A80-23461

HIGH TEMPERATURE TESTS
Elevated temperature structural testing of advanced materials [AIAA 80-0012] p0335 A80-35093
Selection of assembly clearances for gas-turbine engine seals p0563 A80-087372

Brittle materials design, high temperature gas turbine [A80-70516] p0223 A80-18034

HIGH VOLTAGES
Development of lightweight transformers for airborne high-power supplies [A80-706215] p0185 A80-17366
High voltage spark carbon fiber detection system [NASA-CR-162945] p0355 A80-22367

HIGHWAYS
Application of the design diagram for a layered viscoelastic medium to the evaluation of the stress-strain state of road and runway surfaces for moving loads p0112 A80-12537
Application of the calculation scheme for a layered viscoelastic medium to the estimation of the stressed state of highway airport pavements with moving loads p0395 A80-38775
Airport ground access [AD-1068974] p0294 A80-20284

HELICOPTER MILITARY AIRCRAFT
HHELIX TUBES
Noise emitted by vortex tubes during their development p0621 A80-52913
Study of combined operation of self-evacuating vortex tube with diffuser p0021 A80-10085

HELICOPHERS
U TORQUE
HELDING ROTOR BLADES
U HINGES
U ROTARY WINGS
HELDINGLESS ROTORS
U HINGED ROTORS
HINGES
HELFAPPLING HINGES
Hinged vehicle equations of motion [AIAA PAPER 80-0364] p0095 A80-18336

ENGINEERS
de Havilland - The changes ahead p0159 A80-23304
On the historical development of apparatus and techniques for smoke visualization of subsonic and supersonic flows [A80-80-0420] p0198 A80-26934
Airfoil - Significance and early development [A80-80-3033] p0275 A80-31003
Evolution of modern air transport wings [NASA 80-3038] p0275 A80-31006
Evolution of the F-86 [AIAA 80-3039] p0276 A80-31008
ATFOL experience in active control technology p0141 A80-15159

BO-6 HELICOPTER
U OR-6 HELICOPTER
HIGHERGRAPHS
Variable-sweep optimization --- for hodograph-vector-control concept in maneuvering flight p0551 A80-14809
Reverse pseudo-unsteady aerodynamic calculation methods p0652 A80-33616

HOLDERS
ST PLATE HOLDERS

PROJECT FILTER HOLDER. Tests on 25 mm dust filter holders [T90-T-1638] p0371 A80-23867

HOLDERS
An analysis of residual stresses and displacements due to radial expansion of fastener holes [AD-1076370] p0252 A80-19596
Study of the influence of hole quality on composite materials p0423 A80-24367

HOLOGRAPHIC
Holographic flow visualization. Citations from the HTIS data base [PH80-800199] p0501 A80-27681
Holographic interferometry
The use of holographic speckle interferometry to study the stress-strain state of a gas turbine engine disk near a scarf joint with a blade p0409 A80-39916
Interferometric measurements in a turbine cascade using image-plane holography [ASME PAPER 80-GT-91] p0651 A80-42217
Holographic interferometer for aerodynamic flow analysis [ONRCA 75-48-090-107] p0623 A80-53292
Holographic interferometry of carbon fiber reinforced plastic winglets [NAS-TN-78105] p0176 A80-17041
HOLOGRAPHY
Nondestructive evaluation of graphite composite aircraft structures p0197 A80-26891
Holographic flow visualization. Citations from the HTIS data base [PH80-800199] p0501 A80-27681
Holographic flow visualization. Citations from the Engineering Index data base [PH80-80207] p0501 A80-27682

HORNS
On site determination of vertical beam location and characteristics using statistical method --- radar tracking antennas p0058 A80-15064

HORNET COMB STRUCTURES
Composites in aircraft manufacturing - An impressive rise --- in Western Europe p0453 A80-21923
A comparison of experimental and theoretical turbulence reduction from screens, honeycomb and honeycomb-screen combinations [AIAA 80-0433] p0199 A80-26943
Honeycomb sandwich joints for primary structure of aircraft [AIAA 80-0780] p0333 A80-35070
Some considerations of the performance of two honeycomb gas path seal material systems [NASA-TN-81398] p0172 A80-16163

HORIZONTAL FLIGHT
A comparison of first and second order techniques for computing optimal horizontal gliding trajectories --- for low level weapons delivery [AIAA PAPER 80-0061] p0093 A80-18260
The influence of the thrust direction on the level flight of light airplanes p0455 A80-40097
A glider in 2-dimensional gusts p0499 A80-81369
A new algorithm for horizontal capture trajectories [AIAA 80-808199] p0507 A80-22927

HORIZONTAL SPACECRAFT LANDING
Experience with an adaptive stick-gain algorithm to reduce pilot-induced-oscillation tendencies [AIAA 80-1571] p0516 A80-85870

HORIZONTAL STABILIZERS
STABILIZERS (FLIGHT DYNAMICS)

HORIZONTAL TAIL SURFACES
The influence of wing, fuselage and tail design on rotational flow aerodynamics data obtained beyond maximum lift with general aviation configurations [AIAA 80-0009] p0200 A80-26955
Fundamentals of design. VI - Tailplanes, tailless and canard design p0210 A80-27728
Effects of wing and tail location on the aerodynamic characteristics of an airplane for
HOBBS ABSTRACTS

The analysis of an elliptic twist reflecting Cassengrin antenna using GTD --- geometrical theory of diffraction

p0058 A80-15847

HOT CORROSION

Gas and steam turbines, general: Corrosion and erosion. Citations from the engineering index database

p0435 N80-25383

HOT GAS SYSTEMS

U HIGH TEMPERATURE GASES

HOT GLEYS

U HIGH TEMPERATURE GASES

HOT JET EXHAUST

U HIGH TEMPERATURE GASES

HOT JETS

U JET FLOW

HOT PRESSURE

Pratt and Whitney innovations --- turbineblading blade cast of superalloy hot isostatic pressing of turbine disks

p0191 A80-25448

Effects of thermally induced porosity on an as-HIPed powder metallurgy superalloy

p0269 A80-29990

Experience in extending the life of gas turbine blades

[ASME PAPER 80-GT-101]
p0465 A80-42285

Application of superalloy powder metallurgy for aircraft engines

p0507 A80-48290

HIP of Rene 95 --- Hot Isostatic Pressing

p0573 A80-49495

Application of superalloy powder metallurgy for aircraft engines

[NASA-TP-81666]
p0310 A80-21468

HIP silicon nitride

p0554 N80-29360

HOT-WIRE ANEMOMETERS

Flow measurements in a turbine scroll

p0211 A80-27738

Hot film anemometry. A bibliography with abstracts

[VIS/PF-79/099/6]
p0174 H80-16318

HOT-WIRE ANEMOMETERS

A directionally sensitive hot-wire probe for detection of flow reversal in highly unsteady flows

p0264 A80-29942

Measurement of the Reynolds stress tensor using a single rotating slanting hot wire

p0523 A80-46366

HOUSINGS

HT CONINGS

HT BARDONES

HOVERCRAFT

U GROUNDED EFFECT MACHINES

HOVERING

Jet decay rate effects on hover jet-induced loads

p0527 A80-67324

Prediction of helicopter rotor downwash in hover and vertical flight

[ASL/ABNO-ERPT-150]
p0035 N80-11032

Effects of tip platform on blade loading characteristics for a two-bladed rotor in hover

[NASA-TP-78615]
p0113 N80-14049

Development of VTOL flying qualities criteria for low speed and hover

[AD-A079911]
p0239 R80-19085

Preliminary investigation of motion requirements for the simulation of helicopter hover tests

[NASA-TP-81601]
p0347 N80-22304

VTOL propulsion-induced aerodynamics hover calculation method

[AD-A082608]
p0419 N80-28306

Works on theory of flapping wing --- considering boundary layer

[NASA-TP-75750]
p0478 R80-26275

Stability of nonsymmetric rotor blades in hover using a mixed formulation

[NASA-TP-81226]
p0653 N80-33777

HOVERING STABILITY

Examination of the flap-leg stability of rigid articulated rotor blades

p0054 A80-15123

Large scale model tests of a new technology V/STOL concept

[NASA PAPER 80-0233]
p1000 A80-19303

Operational implications of some NASA/ASA rotary wing induced velocity studies

p2029 A80-27599

Navy V/STOL hover and low-speed Flying Qualities Criteria Recent developments

[AD-A059159]
p0517 A80-45866

HOBBS-1 HELICOPTER

U OH-6 HELICOPTER

HOBBS-2 HELICOPTER

U OH-5 HELICOPTER

HOBBS-1 HELICOPTER

U OH-4 HELICOPTER

HUGHES

Advanced composite rotor hub preliminary design

--- A-60 Helicopter

[AD-A086951]
p0484 A80-28302

Evaluation of new materials for rotor hub journal bearings --- self lubricating materials

[AD-A082244]
p0411 A80-25665

HUGHES AIRCRAFT

U OH-6 HELICOPTER

HUGHES MILITARY AIRCRAFT

U MILITARY AIRCRAFT

HULLS (STRUCTURES)

U SHIP HULLS

HUMAN BEHAVIOR

Passenger behaviour and expectations at an airport

p0063 A80-17329

HUMAN ENGINEERING

U HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING

HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING

Recent and future engineering developments in flight training simulators

p0055 A80-10776

The interrelationships between engineering development simulation and flight simulation --- aircraft design development simulator technology transfer to flight simulator and training program improvements

p0005 A80-10777

Human factors in aircraft accidents

p0154 A80-21970

Aircraft collisions

p0163 A80-20427

High-angle-of-attack flying qualities --- An overview of current design considerations

[SAE PAPER 791085]
p0195 A80-26640

Wings for human-powered flight

[AD-A08-3035]
p0275 A80-31000

Innovations in control and display of aerodynamics and firepower increase cockpit efficiency

p3089 A80-37764

Synthesis of piloting properties of training simulators with allowance for the human factor

p0465 A80-42342

Safety and efficiency: the next 50 years


p0624 A80-53554

The advanced flight deck

p0629 A80-53556

Warning systems --- onboard commercial aircraft

p0629 A80-53557

Approach procedures --- human factors considerations for safe landing of aircraft

p0628 A80-53558

Chart design and flight procedures standardization

p0628 A80-53559

Human factors in incident investigation

p0625 A80-53566

Human factors in accident investigation

p0625 A80-53567

Ejection seat for high G escape

[AD-A072444]
p0037 N80-11054

NASA technical advances in aircraft occupant safety --- clear air turbulence detectors, fire resistant materials, and cranworthiness

[NASA-TP-80051]
p0128 R80-15060

Ground run-up noise control facilities for civil aircraft: a survey

[AD-A075348]
p0171 B80-16067

NASA aviation safety reporting system

[NASA-TP-78689]
p0221 B80-18010

A-237
The current role of alcohol as a factor in civil

The effect of viewing time, time to encounter, and

On the noisiness of steady state and intermittent
noise aircraft noise

An investigation of factors affecting aircraft
passenger attention to safety information
presentations

A dynamic evaluation of the Integrated Avionics
Control System (IACS)

Visual problems and sight landing guidance of the

Sysrex, airspace, and capacity requirements for
future AFB-systems

An experimental evaluation of load-up display
formats

Annoyance due to multiple airplane noise exposure
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Prediction of flyover noise from single and coannular jets

Static tests at nominal scale indicating rear-fuselage installation effects on engine exhaust noise

Model tests demonstrating under-wing installation effects on engine exhaust noise

Current problems and the future in advanced supersonic transport noise

Airframe self-noise studies on the Lockheed L 1011 TriStar aircraft

Acoustic characteristics of the external upper surface blowing propulsive-lift configuration

Subsonic transport noise

Pressure fields generated by instability waves and coherent structure in an impinging jet

A model for broadband jet noise amplification

Characteristics of internal- and jet-noise radiation from a multi-lobe, multiple-inlet suppressor nozzle tested statically and under flight simulation

Results from flight noise tests on a Viper turbojet fitted with ejector/suppressor nozzle systems

Nonlinear propagation of broadband jet noise

Wing effect on jet noise propagation

Free-noise source location from field measurements

Prediction of free-field noise levels from pole microphone measurements

Quiet Clean short-haul Experimental Engine (QCSEE) UTW engine powered-lift acoustic performance

A linearized theory for swirling supersonic jets and its application to shock-cell noise

Noise suppressors for jet engine testing

Location and propagation of shock associated noise from supersonic jets

Prediction of unpressurized jet engine exhaust noise in flight from static data

Preliminary analysis of minimum time and minimum noise landing approach trajectories

Infrasonic emission of the F-6A engine

Discrete frequency noise reduction modelling for application to fanjet engines

Visualization of the acoustic excitation of a subsonic jet
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Infrasonic characteristics of free jets

Experimental and numerical results on a shear layer excited by a sound pulse

A review of the research at NASA concerning the effects of flight on engine exhaust noise

Quiet Clean Short-Haul Experimental Engine (QCSEE) acoustic and aerodynamic tests on a scale model over-the-wing thrust reverser and forward thrust nozzle

Jet engine demonstrable test cell exhaust system phase: Coanda/refraction noise suppression concept, advanced development

Jet engine Class C test cell exhaust system phase: Coanda/refraction noise suppression concept, advanced development

Publications in acoustic and noise control from NASA Langley Research Center during 1960-1979

Experiments on lateral excess sound attenuation as determined from far part 36 aircraft noise certification measurements

Coanda/subsonic engines noise data handbook. Volume 1: F-16A in-flight crew noise

Review of turbofan-engine combustion and jet-noise research and related topics
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Noise suppression in jet inlets

Analytical investigation of fan tone noise due to ingested atmospheric turbulence
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Detection and assessment of secondary sonic booms in New England

Jet engine Class C test cell exhaust system phase: Coanda/refraction noise suppression concept, advanced development
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Jet engine Class C test cell exhaust system phase: Coanda/refraction noise suppression concept, advanced development
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Flight-measured afterbody pressure coefficients from an airplane having twin side-by-side jet engines for Mach numbers from 0.6 to 1.6.
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JET EXHAUST
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Pressure and velocity measurements in a three-dimensional wall jet
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Numerical investigation of unstable interaction of a supersonic jet with a plane barrier

Jet flap impingement noise from a full-scale STOL aircraft—wing system

Upper surface blowing noise of the NASA-Ames quiet short-haul research aircraft

Pressure fields generated by instability waves and coherent structures in an impinging jet

Experimental study of the interaction between a rapid subsonic aircraft wing and an engine nacelle at high dilution rate

Experimental study for investigating the thermal effect of supersonic gas jets on tanks

Flame stabilization by impinging jets in high-speed flow

A Navier-Stokes scheme for the calculation of three-dimensional impinging jet flows

An experimental study of two-dimensional supersonic jet impingement on a flat plate

An analytical solution of lift loss for a round planform with a central lifting jet

Recent development of a jet-diffuser ejector

Photon correlation laser velocimeter measurements in highly turbulent flow fields

An experimental model investigation of turbofan engine internal exhaust gas mixer configurations

Scale model performance test investigation of exhaust system mixers for an Energy Efficient Engine /8/-propulsion system
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT INDEX</th>
<th>p0203 A80-27193</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shock loading on reinforced splice joints of ultra high modulus graphite/epoxy composites --- advanced interceptor structures</td>
<td>p0329 A80-38111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collection and analysis of in service flight histories of the initiation of fatigue damage ([MAG-PB17-79-10])</td>
<td>p0104 A80-17518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On the fatigue life evaluation of jointed specimens undergoing load transfer with regard to stress concentration ([MAG-PB17-79-11])</td>
<td>p0105 A80-17518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study of the influence of hole quality on composite materials ([NASA-CH-159257])</td>
<td>p0423 A80-24367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-temperature solder for joining large cryogenic structures --- cooling cools for the National Transsonic Facility ([NASA-TC-81636])</td>
<td>p0537 A80-32490</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**JOWKUSKI TRANSFORMATION**

- Pressure distribution on Joukowski wings ([NASA-TC-336]) | p0126 A80-15036
- A rotor supported without contact - Theory and application | p0163 A80-23980
- Experimental evaluation of the predicted behavior of squeeze-film-bearing-supported rigid rotors | p0272 A80-30592
- Oil whirl and critical instabilities in rotor-bearing systems | p0074 A80-12412
- Evaluation of new materials for rotor hub journal bearings --- self lubricating materials ([AD-A082444]) | p0241 A80-25665
- Rotating-bearing dynamics technology design guide. Part 5: Dynamic analysis of incompressible fluid bearings ([AD-A085106]) | p0559 A80-28725
- A modeling technique for design and simulation of hydrostatic journal bearings | p0653 A80-33745

**JOURNALS (SHIFTS)**

- JP-6 JET FUEL
  - Charging of jet fuel on polyurethane foams | p0159 A80-23263
  - Analysis of NASA JP-6 fire tests data and development of a simple fire model ([NASA-CH-159290]) | p0356 A80-22432
  - Service test of two fuel conductivity additives ([NASA-CH-159290]) | p0638 A80-32540
- JP-5 JET FUEL
  - Evaluation of JP-5 turbine fuel in the single cylinder cme 1790 diesel engine ([AD-A078666]) | p0228 A80-18206
  - Effect of refining variables on the properties and composition of JP-5 | p0547 A80-29306

**JUPITER PROBES**

- GT CALLING PROBE
  - Wake field studies for Jovian probe ([NASA-CH-159235]) | p0287 A80-20230

**KALNAR FLYING**

- The target tracking problem using airborne radar under ECM environment | p0067 A80-1173
- Kalman-filter for terrain aided navigation | p0267 A80-29667
- An extended Kalmam filter for the estimation of target bearing and target speed errors to an airborne vehicle ([AIAA 80-1720]) | p0510 A80-45522
- The EM system identification technique and its application to high alpha/beta modeling of aircraft ([AIAA 80-1631]) | p0520 A80-45519
- Adaptive line filter tuning in the presence of an evolution noise of poorly known variance | p0315 A80-22225

**EC-130 AIRCRAFT**

- C-130 AIRCRAFT
- C-133 AIRCRAFT
- C-135 AIRCRAFT

**KERNEL FUNCTIONS**

- Evaluation of the kernel of an integral equation for a wing performing harmonic oscillations in subsonic flow | p0150 A80-21296
- Lifting and nonsinking lift functions for cascade and isolated airfoils | p0615 A80-51920
- Transonic kernel function method for unsteady flow calculations using a unified linear pressure panel procedure ([AD-A080227]) | p0345 A80-22267
- Viscois thin airfoil theory ([NASA-CH-163069]) | p0931 A80-25299

**KINCROD**

- Dynamics of diesel fuel combustion in turbulent flow | p0202 A80-10074
- Aircraft fuel system simulator tests with antiaesting kerosene (jet A fuel with PN-9 additive) --- flammability tests ([AIAA-PAPER-80-1257]) | p0123 A80-18256
- Restoring essential flow and ignition properties to antiaesting kerosine (ABK) for turbine aircraft operations ([AD-A081584]) | p0425 A80-28463
- Antiaesting kerosine --- reduced flammability during aircraft accident circumstances | p0549 A80-29319

**KEVLAR (TRADERS)**

- Composite components on commercial aircraft | p0209 A80-27597
- Study and experimental tests of fibrous acoustic treatment for reduction of fan noise from F100-1 turbofan engine ([AIAA PAPER 80-0988]) | p0337 A80-35953
- Development of a Kevlar/FNR-15 reduced drag DC-9 nacelle fairing ([AIAA PAPER 80-1194]) | p0448 A80-41193

**KETING**

- WAVE SHAPING KINETIC
- SLIDING KINETIC
- HYBRID KINETIC
- HYDRO_DYNAMIC KINETIC
- FLOW THEORY
- TRANSPORT THEORY
- Elements of the wing theory section and of the wing theory ([NASA-191]) | p0126 A80-15040

**KINETICS**

- HYDRAULIC KINETICS
- INTERNAL MASS SYSTEMS
- KINCKOFF-BELCHER KINETICS
- PIPE FLOW
- KINCKOFF-BUTTERS PRINCIPLE
- WAVE PROPAGATION
- EIRE BALLOONS
- TETHERED BALLOONS
- KINETIC SHIFTS
- NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE
- KINASE AEROSPACE OBSERVATORY
- C-161 AIRCRAFT

**L**

- L BAND
- ULTRASOUND FREQUENCIES

**L-1011 AIRCRAFT**

- The interior design of wide bodied aircraft | p063 A80-17332
- Application of advanced digital techniques and displays to the L-1011 flight engineer's station | p063 A80-32205
- Durability and consistency of composite components --- for L-1011 aircraft vertical fins ([AIAA 80-0611]) | p033a A80-35902
- Airframe self-noise studies on the Lockheed L 1011 Tristar aircraft ([AIAA PAPER 80-0611]) | p0341 A80-36000
- Digital active controls for L-1011 ([AD-A081684]) | p0524 A80-46680
- The role of a flight management system in terminal airspace ([SPE PAPER 800748]) | p0576 A80-49697
- Advanced composite aileron for L-1011 transport aircraft ([NASA-CH-162863]) | p0226 A80-18010
- Advanced manufacturing development of a composite empennage component for L-1011 aircraft ([NASA-CH-162862]) | p0226 A80-18010
- Evaluation of the impact of towing the L-1011 airplane at Boston-Logan Airport |
SUBJECT INDEX

[AO-8006977] p0589 A80-30303

LABORATORIES
RT ENGINE TESTING LABORATORIES
LAD (TRAY)
U TIRE LAG

LAGRANGE EQUATIONS OF MOTION
U EULER-LAGRANGE EQUATION
Lag EOC

Microwave radiometric aircraft observations of the Fabry-Perot interference fringes of an ice-water system p0507 A80-49232

LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER
Analysis of two-dimensional interactions between shock waves and boundary layers p0146 A80-21232
The laminar lightplane or the aircraft performance revolution is upon us p0159 A80-23306
Laminar separation bubble with transition /theory and experiment/ [OEHAA, TP NO. 1980-20] p0204 A80-27203
Three-dimensional self-similar laminar boundary layer with longitudinal and transverse pressure gradient p0376 A80-36786

Comparison of methods for prediction of transition by stability analysis [AIAPAPER 80-1375] p0452 A80-41588
Experimental studies of the laminar separation bubble on a two-dimensional airfoil at low Reynolds numbers [AIAPAPER 80-1944] p0453 A80-41622
Laminar boundary layer on swept wings of infinite span at an angle of attack p0467 A80-42964
Laminar boundary layer calculation from experimental pressure distribution p0018 A80-10045
Verification of the experimentally determined laminar-turbulent transition on a swept wing p0967 A80-12046
A theoretical analysis of simulated transonic boundary layers in cryogenic-nitrogen wind tunnels [NASA TP-1611] p0245 A80-19131
Exploratory study of a laminar-turbulent transition process close to laminar boundary layer separation p0316 A80-22246
Feasibility study of applying laminar flow control to an LTV vehicle [AO-408148] p0629 A80-32351

LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER SEPARATION
U LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER
LAMINAR FLOW
U FLAMES
U FLAMES
LAMINAR FLOW
Reynolds number and compressibility effects on dynamic stall of a NASA 0012 airfoil [AIAPAPER 80-0010] p0091 A80-18238
Local laminarization in turbulent diffusion flames p0189 A80-24861
Increasing aircraft efficiency through laminar flow control p0189 A80-28999
The development of a self-streamlining flexible walled transonic test section [AILA 80-0460] p0202 A80-26964
Numerical solution of the Navier-Stokes equation for a family of three-dimensional corner geometries [AIAPAPER 80-1309] p0451 A80-41574
A Navier-Stokes solution for laminar and turbulent flow through a cascade of airfoils [AIAPAPER 80-1426] p0452 A80-41616
Heat transfer of the critical air flow in a nozzle. IV - The flow and heat transfer characteristics of an accelerated transonic air flow in a divergent nozzle p0566 A80-47463

An artificial viscosity method for the design of supercritical airfoils p0067 A80-12051
A study of the prediction of cruise noise and laminar flow control noise criteria for subsonic air transports [NASA CR-159104] p0075 A80-12818
Near-field noise prediction for aircraft in cruising flight: Methods manual lamb莉 laminar flow control noise effects analysis [NASA CR-159105] p0075 A80-12819
Detection of the transitional layer between laminar and turbulent flow areas on a wing surface — using an accelerometer to measure pressure levels during wind tunnel tests [NASA CASC-LAB-12261-1] p0287 A80-20229
Design studies of Laminar Flow Control (LFC) wing concepts using superplastic forming and diffusion bonding (SFP/DB) [NASA CR-159220] p0479 A80-26293
Evaluation of laminar flow control system concepts for subsonic commercial transport aircraft [NASA CR-159254] p0602 A80-31384
A rapid implicit-explicit solution to the two-dimensional time dependent incompressible Navier-Stokes equations p0653 A80-33718

LAMINAR FLOW AIRFOILS
Visualisation of the laminar-turbulent transition in the flow over an airfoil using the smoke-wire technique [AIAA 80-0421] p0199 A80-26935
A parametric wing design study for a modern laminar flow wing [NASA TM-80154] p0127 A80-15050

LAMINAR FLOW CONTROL
U BOUNDARY LAYER CONTROL
LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER
LAMINAR FLOW TRANSFER
Unsteady compressible 3-dimensional boundary-layer flow near an asymmetric stagnation point with mass transfer p0625 A80-53582

LAMINAR JETS
U JET FLOW
U LAMINAR FLOW
LAMINAR WAKES
Investigations on vortex frequencies in wakes of cascade blades p0261 A80-29139

LAMINATED MATERIALS
U LAMINATES
LAMINATES
Determination of the stress intensity factor of composite structural members p0909 A80-17958
Advanced materials and the Canadair Challenger [SANEA PAPER 1204] p0115 A80-20632
Characterization of graphite/epoxy laminates for aeroelastic tailoring p0149 A80-21130
Failure mechanisms for advanced composite sandwich construction in hostile environments — naval aircraft structures p0197 A80-26808
Graphite-epoxy panel compression strength reduction due to local impact p0209 A80-27598
Composite center fuselage — Phase I p0278 A80-32068
NDI policy and techniques for advanced composites — nondestructive inspection p0329 A80-34765
A hybrid composite helicopter main rotor blade employing pneumatic lift control p0329 A80-34888
Release-rate calorimetry of multilayered materials for aircraft seats [AIAA 80-0759] p0332 A80-35052
Repair of advanced composite structures in damaged aircraft [AIAA 80-0776] p0333 A80-35066
Aeroelastic tailoring of a forward swept wing and comparisons with three equivalent aft swept wings [AIAA 80-0790] p0334 A80-35076
Technology of graphite-resin composite materials and their application in the aeronautical industry p0336 A80-35771
New materials and helicopter certification [AIAA PAPER NP 79-26] p0379 A80-36681
Optimal design studies on composite wings with static and dynamic constraints [AIAA PAPER NP 79-26] p0379 A80-36683
Determining stress intensity factors in composite structural elements p0382 A80-37289
An investigation into the feasibility of producing aircraft structural components using wet lay-up of carbon fibre fabric p0527 A80-47211
On determining the temperatures at given points of cooled turbine blades made from multi-layer perforated materials p0616 A80-51889
Sound transmission into a laminated composite cylindrical shell. p0620 A80-52272
The influence of bending-torsional coupling on the buckling load of general orthotropic, airplane symmetric and elastic plates (KEL/TR-77126-0) p0357 A80-22753
The viscoelastic behavior of a composite in a thermal environment [NASA-CR-163187] p0423 A80-24369
High temperature resin matrix composites for aerospace structures p0538 A80-24441

LANDS
U LAMINATES
LAMPS
U LAMINATES
LAMPS PROGRAM
U LIGHT AIRBORNE MULTIPURPOSE SYSTEM
LAND USE
Land use factors and airport operations safety [SAE PAPER 800751] p0576 A80-49699
LANDFORMS
AT ALPS MOUNTAINS (EUROPE)
AT GREAT BRITAIN
LANDING
AT AIRCRAFT LANDING
AT CRASH LANDING
AT DOWNCOMER LANDING
AT HORIZONTAL SPACECRAFT LANDING
AT SKID LANDING
AT SPACECRAFT LANDING
AT TOUCHDOWN
AT VERTICAL LANDING
Estimation of wind shear and thrust loss during STOL aircraft landing approach p0363 A80-23296
LANDING AIDS
AT AIRPORT BEACONS
AT AIRPORT LIGHTS
AT ALL-WEATHER LANDING SYSTEMS
AT APPROACH INDICATORS
AT ARRESTING GEAR
AT AUTOMATIC LANDING CONTROL
AT INSTRUMENT LANDING SYSTEMS
AT LANDING INSTRUMENTS
AT LANDING RADAR
AT MICROWAVE LANDING SYSTEMS
AT MICROWAVE SCANNING BEAM LANDING SYSTEM
AT RUNWAY LIGHTS
Follow-up and final-value control of a special non-linear process - A study on optimal aircraft guidance during the final landing phase p0502 A80-19426
The introduction of new systems in international civil aviation p0215 A80-20383
Visual problems and night landing guidance of the C-57 (Chinook) helicopter [ARL/TR-71-50] p0432 A80-25312
West Coast LOB-H-5606 flight test [AD-A080493] p0432 A80-25312
The development and test of a tactical, self-contained landing system - landing military helicopters when the safe corridor is unknown p0492 A80-27334
SINMAC-C TMA: Application of SINMAC-C in the terminal area, during landing and ground taxiing - integrated navigation, traffic control, collision avoidance and communication system p0931 A80-27338
Certification test procedures for aircraft approach control, AIR/SBN-41, revision [AD-A085311] A80-28322
Systems research and development service report of H and D activity - National aviation system and air traffic control [AD-A005629] p0593 A80-29273
A simulator study of control and display augmentations for helicopters [NASA-CR-163451] p0605 A80-31008
Shuttle OIT level C navigation requirements: On-orbit [NASA-TS-52205] p0660 A80-33263
LANDING GEAR
Optimization of aircraft undercarriages [AIAA PAPER 79-DET-09] p0057 A80-15737
The loads at landing impact -- for aircraft p0069 A80-17723
Have Bounce --- validation of computer simulations of F-4 dynamic response to multiple runway repairs p0208 A80-27382
Emergency landings on a carpet of foam p0322 A80-33292
Conditions for exciting natural vibrations in a tricycle rolling along a straight line p0449 A80-41621
Investigation of Air Force KEL-P-5606 hydraulic system malfunctions induced by chlorinated solvent contamination [ASLE PREPRINT 80-AM-SC-2] p0368 A80-43178
The linking of development problems with the example of thrust reversal and landing gear loads [DCAS PAPER 80-045] p0523 A80-46295
Application of the factor interpolation method in flight vehicle landing gear analytic design p0919 A80-10058
Analytical investigation of the landing dynamics of a large airplane with a load-control system in the main landing gear [NASA-TM-1555] p0075 A80-13025
Friction characteristic of steel skids equipped with skegs on a lakebed surface -- landing gear [NASA-TM-81347] p0076 A80-13027
Flatweight active control landing gear for a supersonic aircraft [NASA-CR-3931] p0494 A80-27350
Evaluation of the impact of towing DC-9 transport airplanes at Boston-Logan Airport [AD-1065687] p0589 A80-30297
Calibration of runway data undercarriage to determine wheel loads from measured strains [AD-106721] p0589 A80-30300
Evaluation of the impact of towing the L-1011 airplane at Boston-Logan Airport [AD-1068777] p0589 A80-30303
LANDING INSTRUMENTS
AT APPROACH INDICATORS
New commutated Doppler microwave landing system p0261 A80-36019
System for measurement of Category II ILS p0374 A80-36764
LANDING LOADS
The loads at landing impact --- for aircraft p0069 A80-17723
Have Bounce --- validation of computer simulations of F-4 dynamic response to multiple runway repairs p0208 A80-27382
Results from O'Hare pavement demonstration-validation study [SAE PAPER 800763] p0577 A80-49708
LANDING RADAR
Primary radar in IFR p0215 A80-28381
LANDING SIMULATION
Flight through thunderstorm outflow p0010 A80-11668
Optical washout for control of a moving base simulator of a tactical motion flight simulation using linear filter p0052 A80-14833
Design of an electronic model of a microwave aircraft landing system p0193 A80-26071
Pilot performance during simulated approaches and landings made with various computer-generated...
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Optimized laser turrets for minimum phase distortion
Cycle II.5 aircraft aeroptical turbulent boundary-layer/shear-layer measurements
F-111 AIRCRAFT
Lateral Control
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Design considerations for an active laser seeker
p0324 880-34189
KNEEJOINTS
Comparison of stack plane properties obtained from
aircraft and spacecraft measurements
p0402 880-39217
NETWORK ANALYSIS
BY CRITICAL PATH METHOD
The experimental strapdown system of DFVL — for
inertial guidance and navigation of civil aircraft
p0214 880-28218
NETWORK SYNTHESIS
Multivariable synthesis with inverses
p0164 880-24246

THEORETICAL-EXPERIMENTAL SYNTHESIS OF A
MULTICRITERIA ERGIC CONTROL SYSTEM
p0465 880-42348

NEUTRON RADIATION
Neutron radiography for nondestructive testing
p0443 880-40793

NEW ENGLAND (US)
Detection and assessment of secondary sonic booms
in New England
[AD-A088160] p0643 880-33362

NIOCELS (TRADERS)
BY MARICOL (TRADEMARK)
Review of superalloy powder metallurgy processing
for airframe gas turbine applications
p0573 880-49495
Material considerations for gas turbine engines
p0610 880-52127
Fatigue at high temperatures: Examination of the
behavior of gas turbine casting materials also in
simultaneous temperature and strain cycles
[SEMP-FP-79-26] p0368 880-23444
Shock wave thermo-mechanical processing of aircraft
gas turbine disk alloys
[AD-A082080] p0620 880-23439
NIOCELS CADMIUM BATTERIES
New separator materials for nickel-cadmium
aircraft batteries
p0571 880-48488
Airplane nickel-cadmium battery chargers and fault
warning systems
p0571 880-48485

NIOCELS (TRADERS)
BY MARICOL (TRADEMARK)
Review of superalloy powder metallurgy processing
for airframe gas turbine applications
p0573 880-49495
Material considerations for gas turbine engines
p0610 880-52127
Fatigue at high temperatures: Examination of the
behavior of gas turbine casting materials also in
simultaneous temperature and strain cycles
[SEMP-FP-79-26] p0368 880-23444
Shock wave thermo-mechanical processing of aircraft
gas turbine disk alloys
[AD-A082080] p0620 880-23439
NIOCELS CADMIUM BATTERIES
New separator materials for nickel-cadmium
aircraft batteries
p0571 880-48488
Airplane nickel-cadmium battery chargers and fault
warning systems
p0571 880-48485

NIGHT VISION
In-flight performance evaluation of experimental
information
[AD-A071701] p0400 880-11084
Tactical night terrain flight navigation
[AD-A086458] p0580 880-30288

NIGHT VISION
In-flight performance evaluation of experimental
information
[AD-A071701] p0400 880-11084
Simulation of a night vision system for low level
helicopter operations — using helmet mounted
display device
p0255 880-19832
Visual problems and night landing guidance of the
CH-47 (Chinook) helicopter
[ARL-GTS-TR-50] p0432 880-25312

NIMROD ENGINES
G HYDRAULIC ENGINES
NIMROD ALLOYS
Complex, precision cast columbium alloy gas
turbine engine nozzles coated to resist oxidation
p0551 880-29335
NITRATE ESTERS
BY ISOPROPYL NITRATE
NITRIC OXIDE REDUCTION
Reduction of nitric oxide emissions from a combustor
NITRITES
BY CYANAMIDES
BY SILICON NITRITES
NITROGEN
BY LIQUID NITROGEN
A theoretical analysis of simulated transonic
boundary layers in cryogenic-nitrogen wind tunnels
[NASA-TP-1631] p0245 880-19131
NITROGEN COMPOUNDS
BY ISOPROPYL NITRATE
BY NITRIC OXIDE
BY NITROGEN OXIDES
BY CYANAMIDES
BY SILICON NITRITES
Mechanisms of nitrogen heterocycle influence on
turbine fuel stability
p0550 880-29327

NITROGEN OXIDES
BY NITRIC OXIDE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT INDEX</th>
<th>NOISE MEASUREMENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pollutant emissions from 'partially' sized</td>
<td>The effect of intermittent aircraft noise on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>turbulent flames</td>
<td>sleep. III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low NOx/ heavy fuel combustor programs</td>
<td>Estimate of noise source strengths in a gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AIAA PAPER 80-0034]</td>
<td>turbine combustor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary of aircraft results for 1978 southeastern</td>
<td>Estimation of high harmonics influence on flight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia urban plane measurement study of ozone,</td>
<td>effects on jet noise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nitrogen oxides, and methane</td>
<td>Strouhal number influence on flight effects on jet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-TP-80146]</td>
<td>noise radiated from connecting groundpoles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced combustion systems for stationary gas</td>
<td>[AIAA PAPER 80-1053]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>engine and preliminary evaluation</td>
<td>Predicted airframe noise levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[PO80-175559]</td>
<td>[AIAA PAPER 80-1058]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced combustion systems for stationary gas</td>
<td>Sound generation in a flow near a compliant wall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>engine, Volume 1: Review and bench scale</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[P080-3129]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy efficient engine</td>
<td>[NASA-CS-159685]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-AB-159685]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROTOCYCLIC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U NAVIGATION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOISE (SOUND)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HT AERODYNAMIC NOISE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HT AIRCRAFT NOISE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HT ENGINE NOISE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HT JET AIRCRAFT NOISE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HT AERODYNAMIC NOISE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research on helicopter rotor noise</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[FN-AG07259]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study of cost/benefit tradeoffs available in</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>helicopter noise technology applications</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AD-AG07259]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOISE ATTENUATION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U NOISE REDUCTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOISE ELIMINATION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U NOISE REDUCTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOISE SOURCES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sound generation in a flow near a compliant wall</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[P0103 A80-20153]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise generation by a lifting wing/flip</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>combination at Reynolds numbers to 2.8 x 10 to</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the 6th</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AIAA PAPER 80-0035]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modelling low Mach number noise</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[P0156 A80-22729]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A study of production and stimulated emission of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sound by vortex flows</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[P0161 A80-23902]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The problem of aeracoustic interactions /Review/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An analysis of acoustic tone sources upstream of a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[P0270 A80-30009]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A collection of formulas for calculation of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rotating blade noise - Compact and noncompact</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>source resulting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AIAA PAPER 80-0996]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise measurement, noise assessment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[P0338 A80-35959]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A linearized theory for swirling supersonic jets</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and its application to shock-cell noise</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AIAA PAPER 80-1049]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrasonic emission of the NK 8-4 engine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[P0453 A80-41628]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discrete frequency noise reduction modeling for</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>application to fanjet engines</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[P0567 A80-47780]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aeracoustic characterization of free jets</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[P0580 A80-50228]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An experimental study of the structure and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acoustic field of a jet in a cross stream-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ames 7-ft by 10-ft wind tunnel tests</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-CS-162964]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identification of noise sources in FC centrifugal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fan rotors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[P0229 A80-18395]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptive linear filtering in the presence of an</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>evolution noise of poorly known variables</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[P0315 A80-22225]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**A-291**
Landing approach airframe noise measurements and analysis
[NASA TP-1602] p0125 A80-15028

Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine (QCSEE). Console engine noise measurements
[NASA CR-135160] p0132 A80-15093

A study of partial coherence for identifying interior noise sources and paths on general aviation aircraft
[NASA TP-80197] p0145 A80-15874

Status of cavity noise phenomena measurement and suppression on the B-1 aircraft
p0173 A80-16202

Aircraft noise monitoring at Naval Training Center and Marine Corps Recruit Depot, San Diego, California, in 1976 and 1979
[AIAA Paper 80-00265] p0314 A80-22049

Propeller driven light aircraft noise
p0315 A80-22237

Acoustic test and analyses of three advanced turboprop models
[NASA CR-159667] p0364 A80-23111

Spectral analysis of non-stationary random processes. Application to noise of flyover type

A comparison between an existing propeller noise theory and wind tunnel data
[NASA TP-81519] p0428 A80-25010

Correction procedures for aircraft noise data.
Volume 1: Pseudotones
[AD-A081962] p0503 A80-28157

Correction procedures for aircraft noise data. Volume 2: Background noise considerations
[AD-A082011] p0503 A80-28158

A new theory for rapid calculation of the ground pattern of the incident sound intensity produced by a maneuvering jet airplane
[NASA TP-1733] p0628 A80-32334

Development of noisecheck technology for measuring aircraft noise exposure
[AD-A0808033] p0639 A80-33102

Study of lateral excess sound attenuation as determined from far field aircraft noise certification measurements
[NASA TP-2138] p0639 A80-33103

USAF Bioenvironmental noise data handbook. Volume 119: C-135C airplane, near and far-field noise
[NASA TP-817953] p0640 A80-33108

Detection and assessment of secondary sonic booms in New England
[AD-A088160] p0642 A80-33362

Washington National Airport flight extension test.
Noise monitoring data report
[AD-A103117] p0654 A80-33966

NOISE POLLUTION

The effect of intermittent aircraft noise on sleep. III
p057 A80-15632

Airport noise, location rent, and the market for residential amenities
p0089 A80-17720

Local ground noise generated by supersonic transport planes
p0192 A80-26206

p0273 A80-30806

The nature of the annoyance and the noise-annoyance relation around airports
p0274 A80-30814

Aeropost de Paris and aircraft noise - Trajectory control and least nuisance procedures
p0274 A80-30816

Noise zoning around airports in the Netherlands
p0278 A80-31810

Evaluation of annoyance due to Concorde noise in the vicinity of Washington-Dulles International Airport
p0278 A80-31910

Some unique characteristics of supersonic cruise vehicles and their effect on airport community noise
[14AIA Paper 80-0059] p0319 A80-32861

The effects of sonic boom on the ecological environment
p0374 A80-36748

Community noise; Proceedings of the Symposium, Kansas City, Mo., May 24-26, 1978

A unifying theory for determining human response to sound - aircraft noise
p0386 A80-37605

Toward more effective evaluation and control of airport noise
p0387 A80-37609

Abatement of aircraft noise and related regulatory actions
p0387 A80-37611

Technical considerations in Federal regulation of aircraft noise at the source
p0387 A80-37612

Aircraft noise monitoring at airports
p0385 A80-30946

Effect of background levels on community responses to aircraft noise
p0514 A80-45045

On the noisiness of steady state and intermittent noises
p0620 A80-52820

Evaluating and minimizing noise impact due to aircraft flyovers
[14NASA CR-153987] p0371 A80-23178

Noise Abatement Economic Policy Analysis Model
[14NAPRA, Volume 2: User's guide]

Noise Abatement Economic Policy Analysis Model
[14NAPRA, Volume 1]

[14AD-1079493] p0502 A80-27840

FAA integrated noise model validation. Phase 1: Analysis of integrated noise model calculations for air carrier flyovers
[14AA011426] p0502 A80-27842

Disturbance caused by aircraft noise
[14NASA TP-75474] p0539 A80-28943

Annoyance due to multiple airplane noise exposure
[14NASA TP-1706] p0540 A80-28946

A new theory for rapid calculation of the ground pattern of the incident sound intensity produced by a maneuvering jet airplane
[14NASA TP-1733] p0542 A80-33343

Washington National Airport flight extension test. Noise monitoring data report
[AD-A103117] p0654 A80-33966

NOISE PREDICTION (AIRCRAFT)

Assessment of airframe noise
p0054 A80-15121

Rotational noise of helicopter rotors
p009 A80-17714

Acoustic considerations of flight effects on jet noise suppressor nozzle
[14AIAA Paper 80-0164] p0108 A80-20656

Aircraft noise assessment
p0158 A80-22147

Theory of cross-spectral densities of jet noise
p0161 A80-23909

Some analytical consideration in jet noise prediction
p0161 A80-23910

Importance of jet temperature on the prediction of jet noise in flight
p0161 A80-23922

The modeling of the noise emitted by a profile in a turbulent flow by means of unsteady aerodynamic theories
p0273 A80-30047

Progress and trends in propeller/prop-fan noise technology

Transmission of high frequency sound waves through a slanted flow jet

Experimental verification of propeller noise prediction
SUBJECT INDEX


Noise reduction and control for high-speed, propeller-driven aircraft

Sound transmission into a laminated composite cylinder shell with rings and stringers treated as discrete elements

Sound transmission into a laminated composite cylinder shell

Conical jets - Are they really quiet and why

Ground effects on aircraft noise — near grazing incidence

Acoustic characteristics of supersonic passenger planes

Implications of flight effects on multibarre suppressor systems

Aeroacoustics — Russian book

Advanced rotorcraft noise

Noise characteristics of supersonic passenger planes

Determination of the optimal fan silencer design for aircraft engines

Experimental study of fan-noise silencers of aircraft turbojet engines

Experimental investigation of sound absorption in a flow-carrying channel with a sound-absorbing lining

Noise suppression due to annulus shaping of an inverted-velocity-profile coaxial nozzle

Progress and trends in propeller/prop-fan noise technology

Comparison of several inflow control devices for flight simulation of fan tone noise using a JT15D-1 engine

Noise measurement, noise assessment

Noise suppressors for jet engine testing

Noise reduction characteristics of general aviation type dual-pane windows

Preliminary analysis of minimum time and minimum noise landing approach trajectories

A review of propeller discrete frequency noise prediction technology with emphasis on two current methods for time-dilation calculations

Navigation procedures to reduce aircraft noise

Advanced Olympus for the next generation supersonic transport aircraft

An acoustic sensitivity study of general aviation propellers

Discrete frequency noise reduction modeling for application to fanjet engines

On sound transmission into a stiffened cylindrical shell with rings and stringers treated as discrete elements

Sound transmission into a laminated composite cylinder shell
Aerodynamically swept rotor --- helicopter noise reduction [NASA-CASE-ARC-11106-1] p0118 880-14107
Quiet short-haul aircraft aft noise reduction techniques on a twenty inch (50.8 cm) diameter fan, volume 1 [NASA-CP-134850] p0131 880-15083
Demonstration of short-haul aircraft aft noise reduction techniques on a twenty inch (50.8 cm) diameter fan, volume 2 [NASA-CP-134851] p0131 880-15084
Demonstration of short-haul aircraft aft noise reduction techniques on a twenty inch (50.8 cm) diameter fan, volume 3 [NASA-CP-134851] p0131 880-15085
Acoustic analysis of aft noise reduction techniques measured on a subsonic tip speed 50.8 cm (twenty inch) diameter fan --- quiet engine program [NASA-CP-134891] p0133 880-15102
Evaluation of approximate methods for the prediction of noise shielding by airframe components [NASA-TP-1004] p0137 880-15129
Ground run-up noise control facilities for civil aircraft: A survey [AD-A075248] p0171 880-16067
Status of cavity noise phenomena measurement and suppression on the B-1 aircraft [NASA-TP-16202] p0173 880-16202
Experimental evaluation of active and passive means of alleviating rotor impulsive noise in descent flight [NASA-CP-15258] p0174 880-16839
Jet engine demountable test cell exhaust system phase: Coanda/refraction noise suppression concept, advanced development [AD-A076253] p0181 880-17090
Jet engine class C test cell exhaust system phase: Coanda/refraction noise suppression concept—advanced development [AD-A075277] p0182 880-17091
Research on helicopter rotor noise [AD-A075259] p0187 880-17024
An analytical investigation of the effect of varying rotor tip speed to reduce helicopter acoustic detection --- Advanced Scout Helicopters [AD-A076961] p0305 880-21319
Experimental evaluation of a spinning-mode acoustic-treatment design concept for aircraft inlets suppression of TF-102 engine fan noise [NASA-TP-1613] p0306 880-21323
Airesearch QCGAT program --- quiet clean general aviation turboshaft engines [NASA-CP-159763] p0306 880-21331
Noise suppression due to annulus shaping of conventional coaxial nozzle [NASA-TR-81461] p0314 880-22047
QCGAT aircraft/engine design for reduced noise and emissions [AD-A076961] p0305 880-21319
Avco Lycoming quiet clean general aviation turboshaft engine [NASA-CP-159763] p0306 880-21331
NASA propeller noise research [AD-A075277] p0351 880-22333
Forward acoustic performance of a shock-swallowing high-tip-speed fan (QF-13) [NASA-TP-1668] p0357 880-23100
QCGAT fan exhaust bulk absorber treatment evaluation [NASA-TR-81498] p0365 880-23114
Evaluating and minimizing noise impact due to aircraft flyover [NASA-CP-153167] p0371 880-23874
Interior noise control prediction study for high-speed-propeller-driven aircraft [NASA-CP-159200] p0428 880-25102
Analytical study of interior noise control by fuselage design techniques on high-speed, propeller-driven aircraft [NASA-CP-159222] p0429 880-25105
Study of cost/benefit tradeoffs available in helicopter noise technology applications [AD-A053955] p0495 880-27354
Costs and benefits of requiring new production of older aircraft types to meet amended noise standards [AD-A080130] p0495 880-27356
Cost/benefit tradeoffs available in aircraft noise technology applications in the 1980's [AD-A082028] p0495 880-27357
Influence of noise reduction on weight and cost of general aviation propellers [AD-A082120] p0497 880-27366
High power RF and noise cancellation system [AD-A080416] p0500 880-27562
Community noise exposure resulting from aircraft operations. Volume 7: Acoustic data on aircraft ground ramp noise suppressors [AD-A093701] p0216 880-27837
Noise suppression in jet inlets [AD-A055403] p0551 880-29334
Exploratory studies on the design of acoustic splitters for wind tunnels [NASA-TR-15929] p0607 880-31417
Multiple pure tone elimination strut assembly [NASA-CASE-PHC-11002-1] p0635 880-32393
Implications of requiring new production of older aircraft types (less than 75,000 pounds) to meet amended noise standards [AD-A080577] p0654 880-33967
NORE SPECTRA
Processing noise and vibration data for gas turbine engine development [AD-A081864] p0013 880-12612
Assessment of aircraft noise [AD-A081512] p0054 880-15121
Investigation of trailing-edge noise [AD-A081864] p0161 880-23901
Theory of cross-spectral densities of jet noise [AD-A081864] p0213 880-27902
Effect of temperature on surface noise [AD-A081864] p0216 880-28049
Acoustic effects on the flow and the noise spectrum of supersonic jets [AD-A081864] p0326 880-34402
Propeller light aircraft noise at discrete frequencies [AD-A084006] p0338 880-35960
A theoretical study of the coherence of jet noise [AD-A084007] p0339 880-35967
Propeller signatures and their use --- aircraft noise and vibration measurements and analysis [AD-A084006] p0340 880-35983
Comparison of aircraft noise-contour prediction programs [AD-A084006] p0341 880-35987
Aerodynamics of inlet turbulence and strut flow processes. Application to noise of flyover type [AD-A084007] p0521 880-52918
Nature of inlet turbulence and strut flow disturbances and their effect on turbomachinery A-295
NONFLAMMABLE MATERIALS
Materials for fire resistant passenger seats in aircraft
p0172 A80-48757

Development of fire-resistant, low smoke generating, thermally stable end items for commercial aircraft and spacecraft using a basic polyamide resin
[NASA-CR-160576] p0175 B80-132492

Design concept for fuel fire facility scale-down
[AD-A000462] p0063 B80-32066

NONLINEAR EQUATIONS
MT QUADRATIC EQUATIONS

A nonlinear problem of static aeroelasticity
p0149 A80-21264

Analytical investigation of the nonlinear characteristics of a small-aspect rectangular wing
p0151 A80-21317

Flight control design based on nonlinear model with certain parameters
p0214 A80-28018

Numerical derivation of linear perturbation model from nonlinear real-time vehicle simulations — A means of validation and increased credibility — computerized simulation for aircraft control
p0579 A80-99838

Theoretical prediction of nonlinear propagation effects on noise signatures generated by subsonic or supersonic propeller or rotor-blade tips
[NASA-TP-1660] p0345 B80-22265

NONLINEAR SYSTEMS
Follow-up and final-value control of a special non-linear process — A study on optimal aircraft guidance during the final landing phase
p0502 A80-14026

Factorial interpolational method of analyzing the accuracy of nonlinear automatic control systems in the presence of random effects
p0262 A80-29215

Output feedback non-linear decoupled control synthesis and observer design for maneuvering aircraft

Oscillations in aircraft engines — Russian book
p0381 A80-37109

Non-linear dynamic analysis of rotors by finite element method
p0443 A80-40730

Nonlinear aeroelastic vibration of interfering surfaces
p0949 A80-41366

Pseudosteady state analysis of nonlinear aircraft maneuvering
[AIAS 80-1600] p0651 A80-45493

Development and applicability methods for application to nonlinear aeroelastic optimization
p0667 B80-12052

Alternatives for jet engine control
[NASA-CR-162911] p0293 B80-20273

On the nonlinear deformation geometry of Euler-Bernoulli beams — rotary wings
[NASA-TP-1560] p0297 B80-20619

Analysis of T-2C high angle of attack flight test data with nonlinear system identification methodology
[AD-A0086327] p0589 B80-30298

NONLINEARITY
Nonlinear propagation of broadband jet noise
[AIAS PAPER 80-1039] p0394 A80-38645

Flutter analysis of an airplane with multiple structural nonlinearities in the control system
[NASA-TP-1620] p0214 B80-24329

Nonlinear transient analysis by energy minimization: A theoretical basis for the ACTION computer code — predicting the response of a lightweight aircraft during a crash
[NASA-CR-3287] p0986 B80-26697

Effects of nonlinearities on wing-store flutter
p0596 B80-31328

NOISEMIDITY
U FLEXIBILITY

NONREACTIVE FLOW
Effects of nonconstant enthalpy addition on engine loadings
p0958 A80-15124

Effect of wake-type nonuniform inlet velocity profiles on first appreciable stall in airplane
p0211 A80-27747

Influence of the heterogeneity of flow at the rotor outlet on the performance of the diffuser of a centrifugal compressor
[ONERA, TP No. 1980-60] p0444 A80-00808

Aerodynamics of wings in supersonic shear flow
[AIAS PAPER 80-1418] p0452 A80-41162

Forced vibrations of turbine discs under nonuniform gas flow conditions
p0616 A80-51887

The problem of wind tunnel flow nonuniformity in free-model aircraft dynamic stability
p0642 B80-33352

NONSPHERICAL FLOW
U TURBULENT FLOW
NORMAL FORCE DISTRIBUTION
U FORCE DISTRIBUTION
NORTH AMERICAN AIRCRAFT
MT B-1 AIRCRAFT
MT B-70 AIRCRAFT
MT F-86 AIRCRAFT
MT F-100 AIRCRAFT
MT T-2 AIRCRAFT
MT T-28 AIRCRAFT
MT T-39 AIRCRAFT

NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION (NATO)
Air Traffic Management: Civil/Military System and Technologies — conference
[AGARD-CP-273] p0491 B80-27324

Air traffic in NATO Europe: Its characteristics and its needs
p0491 B80-27325

NORTHERN HEMISPHERE
MT ARCTIC REGIONS
NORTHERN AIRCRAFT
MT B-7 AIRCRAFT
MT F-5 AIRCRAFT
MT F-18 AIRCRAFT
MT T-38 AIRCRAFT

ROSE TIPS
Effects of non-planar strake-wing on the vortex lift characteristics of a twin-jet fighter configuration
[AIAS PAPER 80-0329] p0995 A80-19318

Water-tunnel and analytical investigation of the effect of strake design variables on strake vortex breakdown characteristics
[NASA-TP-1676] p0529 B80-28304

ROSE TIPS
Comparison of predicted and experimental real-gas pressure distributions on space shuttle orbiter nose for shuttle entry air data system
[NASA-TP-1627] p0302 B80-21280

Active control of asymmetric vortex effects
[AD-A081648] p0359 B80-23254

ROSE TIPS
Evaluation of the impact of towing the L-1011 airplane at Boston-Logan Airport
[AD-A086977] p0589 B80-30303

ROSES (PHOBOS)
Control of forebody three-dimensional flow separations
p0141 B80-15164

ROSE TIPS
Stress-intensity factors for two symmetric corner cracks
p0161 A80-23876

ROSES COEFFICIENTS
U TURBULENT FLOW
ROSE DESIGN
Systematization of simple detail parts of a centrifugal compressor
p0004 A80-10616

On axial turbine stage rotor blade twist with tangential tilt of the stator vanes
p0004 A80-10630

Effects of nonconstant enthalpy addition on fan nozzle combinations
p059a B80-15124

AV-8B Advanced Harrier
p062 A80-16977

Acoustic considerations of flight effects on jet noise suppressor nozzles
[AIAS PAPER 80-0164] p0108 A80-20965
Flexible formats - The controller controls the computer

Air traffic control system measures and data

Full authority microprocessor digital control --- for advanced technology engine

Profile cutting with direct data allocation and real-time operations planning

Digital electrohydraulic control surface actuator, positioned by means of quick-acting solenoid valves

Integrated control techniques for advanced aircraft electrical power systems

Application of a microprocessor for aircraft electrical generator control and protection

Development of a full authority digital fuel control for a gas turbine engine using a hybrid computer system as a design aid

Deficiencies in flight safety --- using minicomputer control of extracted radar data

Optimal GTE regulation program design --- Gas Turbine Engine

A unified digital approach to the control of a diverse range of engines

Advantages of the digital technology for the realization of engine control systems

The digital control system as part of an integrated accessory fit for future engines

Numerical Flow Visualization

A numerical simulation of fog dissipation using passive barrier lines. I - Model development and comparison with observations. II - Sensitivity experiments

Reynolds number and compressibility effects on dynamic stall of a NASA 0012 airfoil

Engine aerodynamic installation by numerical simulation

Improved numerical simulation of high speed inlets using the Navier-Stokes equations

Numerical simulation of supersonic inlets using a three-dimensional viscous flow analysis

An experimental and numerical investigation of a three-dimensional shock wave afterbody separated turbulent boundary layer

Simulated transonic flows for aircraft with nacelles, pylons, and winglets

Numerical simulation of the wind tunnel environment by a panel method

Numerical modeling of supersonic flow near a thin delta wing with discontinuous edge

Transonic inlet flow calculations using a general grid-generation scheme

Numerical study of separated turbulent flow over airfoils

Non-symmetric blade row interaction in axial turbomachines

The determination of deviation angles at exit from the nozzles of an inward flow axial turbine

The status of theoretical methods for calculation of detached flows

Numerical simulation of three-dimensional boattail afterbody flow fields

Application of viscous analyses to the design of jet exhaust powered lift installations

Aerodynamic analysis of a supersonic cascade vibrating in a complex mode

Calculation of the supersonic flow past a slender delta wing at angles of attack and sideslip

Use of advanced computers for aerodynamic flow simulation

Aerodynamic performances of three fan startor designs operating with rotor having tip speed of 337 meters per second and pressure ratio of 1.54. Relation of analytical code calculations to experimental performance

Numerical flow field program for aerodynamic heating analysis. Volume 1: Equations and results


Airfoils at sonic velocity --- Tricomi equation

Computational and simplified analytical treatment of transonic wing-fuselage-pylon-store interactions

WFTD: Computer program for calculation of three dimensional potential compressible flow about wind turbine rotor blades

Numerical Integration

Continuous-to-discrete transformations for control system simulation --- digital flight control filters for man-in-the-loop systems

Integral methods of solving thermal conduction problems and their application to heat exchange calculations in gas turbine engine components

Direct integration of transient rotor dynamics

The response of turbine engine rotors to interference rubs

An integral-representation approach for time-dependent viscous flows

Numerical Stability

Steady state spurious errors in shock-capturing numerical schemes

O Ring Seals

Damping in tapered annular seals for an incompressible fluid

Damping in ring seals for compressible fluids

Oblique Shock Waves

Oblique detonation wave resonance

Steady state spurious errors in shock-capturing numerical schemes

Oblique Wings

Determination of an oblique wing aircraft's aerodynamic characteristics

Wind tunnel investigation of an oblique wing transport model at Mach numbers between 0.6 and 1.4

Some recent trends in aircraft flutter research

The oblique wing-research aircraft

A-300
Why have none of the airship projects conceived during the last fifteen years not been realized to the present.

The pilot face to face with concrete realities --- application of flight regulations and instructions to various flight problems

Impact of aircraft vs logistics characteristics on operational readiness

IAGM Legnum meeting --- airport problems and prospects

Operations Research

Airport capacity and delays

Mathematical modeling and analysis of the technological processes of air traffic control. I

Estimating the time required to transition aircraft fleets to new scheduled maintenance intervals

Development of an effective planning and evaluation model for Air Force Maintenance Organizations

The effect of the Western Union Weather Data System on the preflight briefing position at the Chicago Flight Service Station

Operational Performance

Flexible formats - The controller controls the computer

Operational Research

Method of conjugate gradients for optimal control problems with state variable constraints

OPERATORS (PERSONNEL)

BT AIRCRAFT PILOTS

BT PILOTS (PERSONNEL)

Allocation of limited airport facilities to improve utilization in the deregulation environment

SINGULAR PERTURBATION ANALYSIS

A fiber-optic link for high-speed, DDS-to-computer data transmission --- Digital Data Acquisition System from ramjet engine test cell to base central data processing center

Radio and optical flight support systems and communications in civil aviation --- Russian book

Application of Nd:YAG optical communications technology for aircraft to satellite links

Intercommunications in real time, redundant, distributed computer system

Optical Data Processing

Hybrid optical/digital processing for target identification

Optical Equipment

BT RANGES

BT RANGE FINDERS

BT PANORAMIC CAMERAS

BT TELEVISION CAMERAS

Reliability pays off --- reliability program case history for lead optical sight system for Northrop F-5R Aircraft

Aero-optics overview --- laser applications

Optical Gyrosopes

The laser gyro and its application to an helicopter navigation system

Optical Images

U IMAGES

Optical Hazards

U LINES

Optical Measurements

BT PHOTOGRAPHY

An optical technique for the investigation of flow in gas turbine combustors

Laser-optical blade tip clearance measurement system

Optical advances in laser transit anemometry

Vibration measurements on turbomachine rotor blades with optical probes

Optical Measuring Instruments

BT REPELLENTS

BT OPTICAL RANGE FINDERS

A non-destructive optical method for critical field inspection of aircraft canopy acrylic panels

A fast method to control tautness of fiber resin prepregs

Engine condition monitoring using fiberoptic probes

Optical Properties

BT ABSORPTIVITY

BT COLOR

BT OPACITY

BT OPTICAL REFLECTION

BT REFLECTIVITY

BT TRANSPARENCY

Optical Radar

Presentation of the STRADA trajectory system/landing trajectory system /

Methodology for target discrimination

Laser beacon system for aircraft collision hazard determination

Lidar visibility measurements

Optical Range Finders

A microprocessor controlled system for determining the height of clouds

Optical Reflection

The verification of a computer model of internal light reflections for helicopter canopy design

Optical Sensors

U OPTICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

Optical Signals

U OPTICAL COMMUNICATION

Optical Slant Range

Remote sensing methods for determination of slant range visibility

Optical Tracking

IR-camera for day and night fire control

TSTOL test techniques utilizing laser tracking

OPTICS

BT GEOMETRICAL OPTICS

Optimal Control

BT OPTIMAL CONTROL

The verification of a computer model of internal light reflections for helicopter canopy design

A singular perturbation analysis of optimal aerodynamic and thrust magnitude control
OPTIMUM CONTROL

Advanced technology effects on V/STOL propulsive system weight
[SAE Paper 1300] p0105 80-20640

Air cargo container utilization optimization through modeling
Optimization methods in fine-finishing and designing gas-turbine engines — Russian book
Value analysis and the optimization cost concept applied to aerospace
Optimal twisting of blades in axial turbomachines
Solution of a problem of analytical design — applied to aircraft and optimal multicriteria dynamic systems
Optimized discretization of two-dimensional continuous contours
Optimal wing profile in the flow of an ideal incompressible fluid
Calculation of axisymmetrical flows in the flow section of turbomachines in solving the problem of optimization of stages
Numerical design and optimization of propeller(s). II
An optimization method for the determination of the important flutter modes
Mem definition by the conventional topological method and optimization in finite element structural calculations
Fault-tolerant system optimization
Aircraft configuration optimization for ground attack mission
Propeller proplet optimization based upon analytical and experimental methods
Optimal evaluation of angular coordinates of aircraft in multichannel radio direction finding
Optimal design of shells and plates with discrete stiffeners
Wind-tunnel investigation of the validity of a non-locus-minimization concept — Langley Unitary wind tunnel tests for supersonic transport design
Use of wave functions in airfoil design optimization
A study to develop optimization algorithms for airfoil wing structures
Advanced simulator for pilot training (ASP): G-seat optimization
Fuel minimal take-off path of jet lift VTOL aircraft, log no. C5358
Development of stability methods for application to nonlinear aeroelastic optimization
The use of computers as a design tool
The use of computer based optimization methods in aircraft studies
Some fundamental aspects of transport aircraft conceptual design optimization
The use of the computer in the design of aerodynamic configurations
Finite elements and the optimization of aerostructural structures
Civil component program wing section
Predimensioning of a supercritical wing

Control system design using vector-valued performance criteria with application to the control rate reduction in parameter insensitive control systems
Numerical optimization of circulation control airfoils

OPTIMUM CONTROL

U S OPTIMUM CONTROL

G GATES (CIRCUITS)

GATE GATES

OESTRAL VELOCITY

Aerohaking and aerocapture for planetary missions

OESTRAL POSITIVE CERTIFICATION

The Russian satellite navigation system

Shuttle O/P level C navigation requirements: On-orbit

OESTRAL VELOCITY

Trajectories optimization in hypersonic flight

OESTRA

AT EARTH ORBITS

AT PLANETARY ORBITS

ORGANIC COMPOUNDS

AT CARBON TETRAFLUORIDE

High modulus/high strength organic fibers

Thermodynamics of organic compounds

ORIFICES

Use of nose cap and fuselage pressure orifices for determination of air data for space shuttle orbiter below supersonic speeds

ORGANICS

AT WEST PATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION (WATO)

FLOW

Use of nose cap and fuselage pressure orifices for determination of air data for space shuttle orbiter below supersonic speeds

ORGANISK

Wind tunnel investigation of an all flush orifice air data system for a large subsonic aircraft — conducted in a Langley 8 feet transonic pressure tunnel

ORION AIRCRAFT

8 P-3 AIRCRAFT

BOMBER AIRCRAFT

R Research Aircraft

ORTHOTROPIC PLATES

The influence of bending-torsional coupling on the buckling load of general orthotropic, midplane symmetric and elastic plates

OSCILLATING CYLINDERS

A mixed compact Hermitian method for the numerical study of unsteady viscous flow around an oscillating airfoil

The harmonically oscillating body in subsonic flow: Effect of compressibility

OSCILLATING FLOW

Transonic flow past oscillating airfoils Possibility of the onset of self-oscillations in cylindrical bodies situated in longitudinal liquid or gas flows in the case of crisis of drag

Computations of the pitching oscillation of a NASA 46A-010 airfoil in the small disturbance limit

Additional flow quality measurements in the Langley Research Center 6-Feet Transonic Pressure Tunnel

Digital processing of unsteady periodic signals with application to the turbulence structure around oscillating airfoils

The delta wing in oscillatory gusts

Analysis of rotating stall in variable-diameter compressors

Description and report on the calibration of an unsteady flow wind tunnel, part 1. The unsteady lift generated on an airfoil at moderate velocity

A-304
incidence to a flow containing streaming oscillations, part 2  [IC-AERO-79-04-P1-1/2] p0176 880-17040

dynamic stall on oscillating airfoils in oscillating free-streams
[AD-A076961] p0305 880-21319

transient effects on a stalled airfoil in a pululating flow: Comparison with results from a similar airfoil undergoing horizontal shaking --- during wind tunnel tests  [AAA-F-79-13] p0221 880-18003

oscillation dampers
experience with an adaptive stick-gain algorithm to reduce pilot-induced-oscillation tendencies  [AIAA 80-1571] p0516 880-45870

apparatus for damping operator induced oscillations of a controlled system --- using adaptive filters to damp oscillations in a flight control system [NASA-CASE-PSC-11044-1] p0296 880-20488

off-design correlation for losses due to part-span dampsers on transonic rotors  [NASA-TP-1693] p0530 880-28352

oscillations
mi barometric oscillations
mt pressure oscillations
mt self oscillation
mt stable oscillations
mt wing oscillations
oscillations in aircraft engines --- Russian book  p0381 880-37109

theoretical and experimental parameter-studies of oscillating turbine blades in a centrifugal force field  p0392 880-38350

eigenbehavior of symmetrical rotation rotor systems  p0478 880-26277

unsteady pressure measurements on oscillating models in European wind tunnels [AD-A083364] p0662 880-31386

comparison of calculated and measured blade loads on a full-scale tilting proprotor in a wind tunnel [NASA-TR-812128] p0662 880-31386

oscillators
mt cathode ray tubes
mt crystal oscillators
mtto cycles

electronic fuel injection techniques for hydrogen powered i.e. engines  p0158 880-23205

outlet flow
laser anemometer measurements at the exit of a 763 combustor  p0210 880-27737

pressure losses in the inlet and outlet channels of high-pressure single- and two-stage axial-flow fans  [NASA-P-14-1871] p0261 880-29133

the determination of deviation angles at exit from the nozzles of an inward flow radial turbine [ASBE PAPER 80-OT-147] p0463 880-42259

overpressure
measurement and correlation of structural response to inlet hemispherical phenomena on a 7-4 airplane  p0330 880-24875

wind-tunnel investigation of the validity of a sonic-boom-minimization concept --- Langley unitary plan wind tunnel tests for supersonic transport design [NASA-TP-14219] p0222 880-10102

an evaluation of the adina finite element program for application to aircraft overpressure vulnerability [AD-A074261] p0169 880-16056

nuzzle blast overpressure levels on the b-15 helicopter tow sight unit [AD-A080207] p0495 880-27352

oxidation
effect of aspheric aromatic hydrocarbons on the oxidizability of hydrocarbon jet fuel --- jet engine fuels [AD-A077567] p0088 880-17675

titanium combustion in turbine engines [AD-A075567] p0170 880-16059

thermal oxidative stability test methods for JPTS jet fuel [AD-A076374] p0183 880-17242

determination of jet fuel thermal deposit rate using a modified JPTOT
A general panel method for the analysis and design of arbitrary configurations in incompressible flows — boundary value problem

Development and validation of a combined rotor fuselage induced flow field computational method — Langley V/STOL tunnel

An improved panel method for the solution of three-dimensional leading edge vortex flows

Volume 2: User’s guide and programmer’s document

Complete viscous flowfield solutions about a blunt crack development in panels of a pressurized Baval aviation water survival program

Sockets for spin recovery

A spin-recovery parachute system for light general aviation airplanes

Design of blade attachment in compressor rotor

Concerning the separated flow about an inflating parachute

Simulation - Acquisition - Treatment in the case of large motions — numerical filtering and processing programs for aircraft aerodynamic data

An adaptive controller synthesis with an observer

Identification of flexible aircraft from flight data

Identification of aeroelastic parameters using a recursive sequential least squares method

Parameter identification of B-52E CCV flight test data

Design of blade attachment in compressor rotor

Output feedback non-linear decoupled control synthesis and observer design for manoeuvring aircraft

Parameter Identification conference on identification methods and their applications: Survey and future aspects

Identification evaluation methods

Practical input signal design for identifying aircraft parameter identification in stochastic processes

Recursive sequential least squares method

Pattern shaping with a metal plate lens

Analysis of geometrical programming to problems of optimal design

Bolus transmission and attenuation by stiffened panels

An efficient user-oriented method for calculating compressible flow in an about three-dimensional inlets — panel method

Buckling and postbuckling research on flat and curved composite panels

A digital system for panoramic video display in flight training simulators

Capacitors for aircraft high power

Complete viscous flowfield solutions about a blunt parabolic body in a supersonic stream

Pyrotechnic delay cutters for more severe acceleration and temperature environments — Mid-Air Retrieval System (MARS) for remotely piloted vehicle

Instrumentation and techniques for parachute wind tunnel testing

Captive balloon for parachute jump training

A simplified approach to determining staging, timing and altitude requirements for fast inflating parachutes

Development of a hot wire initiated pyrotechnic-propellant gas source for a parachute ejection system

A spin-recovery parachute system for light general aviation airplanes

Evaluation of an improved parachute test data acquisition system

An assessment of the stability and opening characteristics of cruciform parachutes

A spin-recovery parachute system for light general aviation airplanes

Rockets for spin recovery

Naval aviation water survival program

Concerning the separated flow about an inflating parachute

Simulation - Acquisition - Treatment in the case of large motions — numerical filtering and processing programs for aircraft aerodynamic data

A spin-recovery parachute system for light general aviation airplanes

Rockets for spin recovery
density distribution function in the high speed cascade wind tunnel for laser-anemometry measurements
[DFVLR-FB-79-12] p0356 N80-22374

Experimental investigation of the particle-number concentration in the wind tunnel for use of the laser anemometry
[DFVLR-FB-79-28] p0436 N80-25352

PARTICLE EMISSION
MT ELECTRON EMISSION
Conceptual examination of gas phase particulate formation in gas turbine combustors
[ASEE PAPER 79-GT/ASME-12] p0456 A80-42060

MT METALLIC COLLISIONS

PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION
Size distribution and surface area measurements of gas turbine combustor smoke
p0060 A80-16999

Investigation of the wear debris content in oil by measurements of the reluctance and eddy current loss in an electric circuit
p0899 A80-19053

Study of size distribution of oil drops formed in GTS oil
p0821 N80-10088

Frequency-scanning particle size spectrometer

Data reduction and analysis of graphite fiber release experiments
[NASA-CS-159032] p0234 N80-19048

Particle-size analysis of engine oils: A supplement to spectrometric analysis
[AD-A082230] p0424 N80-24450

PARTICLE TRAJECTORIES
Scaling wake-particle interactions for serial applications research
[AIAA PAPER 80-1873] p0472 A80-83316

PARTICLES
MT AEROSOLS
MT CHARGED PARTICLES
MT DROPS (LIQUID)
MT ELECTRON BEAMS
MT FOG
MT METAL PARTICLES
MT POWERED ALUMINUM
MT SOOT
MT THERMAL PLASMAS
MT TORGAL PLASMAS

PARTICULATE FILTERS
U FLUID FILTERS

PARTICULATE SAMPLING
Carbon fiber plume sampling for large scale fire tests at Dagway Proving Ground — fiber release during aircraft fires
[NASA-CS-159215] p0651 N80-33949

PARTS
U COMPONENTS

PASSAGWAYS
Evaluation of the potential for reduced longitudinal spacing on final approach
[AD-A076438] p0169 N80-16069

PAVEMENTS
p0158 A80-23080

Safety and comfort - The airliner cabin
p0360 A80-23799

Increasing aircraft efficiency through laminar flow control
p0189 A80-24899

767 - A Boeing for the 'eighties
p0210 A80-27726

An inflatable troop seat
p0268 A80-29774

Fuel consumption per units of transport work in airliner operation
p0325 A80-34326

Multivariate optimum design of subsonic jet passenger airplane
p0380 A80-36999

An experimental aircraft to test new technologies
p0466 A80-42918

Evaluation and selection of new aircraft for the eighties
[AIAA PAPER 80-1838] p0470 A80-43297

767 - Boeing's next world-beater
p0509 A80-45497

The Lear Fan - A significant step toward fuel efficient airplanes
[AIAA PAPER 80-1860] p0513 A80-45747

Helicopters and helicopters - Where have they been and are they coming back
[S£E PAPER 800740] p0575 A80-49690

The future of short-haul transport aircraft
[S£E PAPER 800755] p0576 A80-49703

Impact of commuter airplanes on airports
[S£E PAPER 800773] p0578 A80-49715

Selecting the passenger airplane fuselage
p0334 N80-11024

Small transport aircraft technology. A report for the committee on commerce, science, and transportation, United States Senate
[NASA-TR-8081] p0045 N80-11953

The development of the zeppelin dirigible for long distance transportation
[NASA-TR-76143] p0048 N80-27303

Measures for improving the zeppelin airships for long distance transportation
[NASA-TR-76142] p0495 N80-27351

PAVEMENTS
Airports, railway stations and people --- passenger accommodations
p0062 A80-17327

Interchange design --- for passengers in airports
p0062 A80-17328

Passenger behaviour and expectations at an airport
p0063 A80-17329

The interior design of wide bodied aircraft
p0063 A80-17332

Fire-resistant materials for aircraft passenger seat construction

NASA technical advances in aircraft occupant safety --- clear air turbulence detectors, fire resistant materials, and crashworthiness

Assessment of operational automated guideway systems — AIRTRANS, phase 2
[NASA-TR-182538] p0613 N80-32302

PATCH TESTS
A design study in crack patching
[AEL/STFC-HEPT-376] p0654 N80-33798

PATHOLOGY
MT HUMAN PATHOLOGY

PATIENTS
Maritime Patrol airship Study /AIPS/.
[AIAA PAPER 80-0818] p0373 A80-36320

NAVIGATING
An analytical method of testing pavement strength
p0091 A80-17998

ICAO develops new pavement strength reporting system
p0384 A80-37425

Condition evaluation of jointed concrete airfield pavement
p0446 A80-41001

Results from O'Mara pavement demonstration and validation study
[S£E PAPER 800763] p0577 A80-49708

 Prestressed pavements for airports
[S£E PAPER 800764] p0577 A80-49709
Reflection cracking of bituminous overlays for airport pavements: a state of the art [AIAA-8073081] p0122 B80-1444

Shrinkage-compensating cement for airport pavement, phase 2 [AIAA-8075739] p0173 B80-16197


The pressuremeter: Application of pavement design — airport runways [AIAA-8080430] p0296 B80-20832

Acceptance criteria for bituminous surface coarse on civil airport pavements [AIAA-8080430] p0296 B80-20832

Predicting the fatigue life of flexible airfield pavements: A recommended approach [AIAA-8079757] p0423 B80-24335


Traffic testing of a fiberglass-reinforced polyester resin surfacing for rapid runway repair [AIAA-8085268] p0537 B80-28381

Fiberglass-reinforced plastic surfacing for rapid runway repair by naval construction [AIAA-8085537] p0555 B80-29375

Pavement evaluation and overlay design using vibratory nondestructive testing and layered elastic theory. Volume 1: Development procedure [AIAA-8087716] p0593 B80-30008

PAYLOAD DELIVERY (STD)

NY WEAPONS DELIVERY

PAYLOAD HANDLING

Parametric study of variation in cargo-airplane performance related to progression from current to tanker designs [NASA-TP-1625] p0305 B80-21318

PDF (MODULATION)

U PULSE DURATION MODULATION

PEELING

The significance of peel stresses in cyclic debonding [NASA-TP-1625] p0426 B80-24349

PEGSAS ENGINE

U BEARIS - SIDDELEY BS 53 ENGINE

PROJECT FUNCTION

A first look at the effect of severe rainfall upon an aircraft [NASA-CH-162569] p0126 B80-15058

PERCEPTION

U AUDITORY PERCEPTION

U MOVEMENT PERCEPTION

U SPACE PERCEPTION

U VISUAL PERCEPTION

PERCEPTRONS

U SELF ORGANIZING SYSTEMS

PERFECT GAS

U IDEAL GAS

PERFORATED PLATES

Stress-intensity factors for two symmetric corner cracks [NASA-CH-162569] p0426 B80-24349

PERFORATED SHELLS

On determining the temperatures at given points of cooled turbine blades made from multilayer perforated materials [NASA-CH-162569] p0528 B80-45872

PERFORMANCE

Dynamic characteristics of flight simulator motion systems [AERONAUT-173] p0032 B80-10238

PERFORMANCE PREDICTION

A PREDICTION APPROACH TECHNIQUES

Predictions of surge-point in multistage axial compressors [NASA-CH-159681] p0005 B80-10897

Improvement of weapon system performance in air to air and air to ground operation with airborne radar [NASA-CH-159681] p0006 B80-11170

Analytical investigation of aerodynamic characteristics of highly swept wings with separated flow [NASA-CH-159681] p0008 B80-17697

Determination of the spin and recovery characteristics of a typical low-wing general aviation design [NASA-CH-159681] p0096 B80-18351

Multiple tactical aircraft combat performance evaluation system [NASA-CH-159681] p0096 B80-18351

Problems associated with cargo airplanes having aft mounted engines [NASA-CH-159681] p0106 B80-20648

Infrared sensor system performance simulations [NASA-CH-159681] p0107 B80-20900

Summary of advanced methods for predicting high speed propeller performance [NASA-CH-159681] p0108 B80-20966

Simulating the shock protection performance of large transit packs by means of small scale laboratory models — applicable to aircraft engine power plant design [NASA-CH-159681] p0213 B80-27790

Some aspects of off-design testing of turbocompressors [NASA-CH-159681] p0260 B80-29102

Naval Airship Program for Sizing and Performance [NASA-TP-1625] p0373 B80-36212

Performability evaluation of the STTP computer — Software-Implemented Fault Tolerance computer onboard commercial aircraft during transoceanic flight [NASA-TP-1625] p0390 B80-38003


Enhancing dynamic model fidelity for improved prediction of turboprop engine transient performance [NASA-TP-1625] p0397 B80-39000

An evaluation of statistical methods for the prediction of maximum time-variant inlet total pressure distortion [NASA-TP-1625] p0397 B80-39819

The study of an ERP dipole antenna type simulator [NASA-TP-1625] p0406 B80-39411

Salming Darrieus rotors [NASA-TP-1625] p0446 B80-41033

Predication and measurement of turbulent aerodynamic trailing edge flows [NASA-TP-1625] p0528 B80-41599

A theoretical and experimental investigation of propeller performance methodologies [NASA-TP-1625] p0648 B80-43283

Wind-body pitch damping at arbitrary Mach number [NASA-TP-1625] p0648 B80-43284

Performance advanced in fighter aircraft — Measuring and predicting programs [NASA-TP-1625] p0671 B80-43312


A model-based technique for predicting pilot opinion ratings for large commercial transports [NASA-TP-1625] p0515 B80-45872

Validation of a wing leading edge stall prediction technique [NASA-TP-1625] p0519 B80-45909

Uncertainties in predicting turbine blade metal temperatures [NASA-TP-1625] p0569 B80-48016

Experimental and theoretical studies on helicopter blade tips at O'BRIAN [NASA-TP-1625] p0622 B80-53281

Measurement and prediction of the aerodynamic damping of compressor blades [NASA-TP-1625] p0622 B80-53284

Effect of time dependent flight loads on JT9D-7 performance deterioration [NASA-TP-1625] p0033 B80-10515
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT INDEX</th>
<th>PERFORMANCE TESTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Statistical diagnostics aircraft engines</td>
<td>Shipboard antenna tests for GPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engine component improvement program: Performance improvement --- fuel consumption</td>
<td>p0190 A80-2544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coaxer code for estimating installed performance of aircraft gas turbine engines</td>
<td>p0198 A80-2692</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 3:</td>
<td>Investigation of engine performance degradation of TF33-77 engines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library of maps</td>
<td>p0205 A80-2723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-CR-159525]</td>
<td>Pictorial design of experiments in the test and evaluation of a complex control system --- for carrier-based aircraft landing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary of advanced methods for predicting high speed propeller performance</td>
<td>Experience based upon experimental dry tuned gyros</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-TS-814909]</td>
<td>p0214 A80-28212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance estimates of a Boeing 747-100</td>
<td>Instrumentation and techniques for parachute wind tunnel testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AD-A076802]</td>
<td>p0264 A80-2949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WADC ARC rotor maps</td>
<td>Experiential study of fan-noise silencers of aircraft turbojet engines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AD-A076802]</td>
<td>p0326 A80-3439</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulties in predicting avionics reliability</td>
<td>Suppression of self-oscillations in combustion chambers by means of resonance sound absorbers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0250 H80-19521</td>
<td>Preliminary tests of an airborne meteorological pulse Doppler radar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A JTIDS performance model for the F-3A</td>
<td>p0381 A80-37139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computerized systems analysis and optimization of aircraft engine performance, weight, and life cycle costs</td>
<td>A new type of flap valve for generating sonic booms in a pyramidal horn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0301 H80-21271</td>
<td>The design and combustion performance of practical swirlers for integral rocket/turbojet engines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced propeller aerodynamic analysis</td>
<td>Small-scale supersonic inlet test facility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0352 H80-22345</td>
<td>[AIAA PAPER 80-1119]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propeller aeroacoustic methodologies</td>
<td>A quick look at current results of accelerated mission tests --- for gas turbine engines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0352 H80-23246</td>
<td>[AIAA PAPER 80-1152]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance deterioration based on in-service engine data: JT9D jet engine diagnostic program</td>
<td>A test of a high efficiency transverse fan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-CR-159525]</td>
<td>p0399 A80-39941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum performance standards: Emergency locator</td>
<td>Influence of the heterogeneity of flow at the rotor outlet on the performance of the diffuser of a centrifugal compressor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transmitters: Automatic Fixed-ELT (AP), Automatic Portable-ELT (AP), Automatic Deployable-ELT (AD) operating on 121.5 and 243.0 megahertz</td>
<td>[OHEMA, TP NO. 1960-40]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ETCA/DO-168]</td>
<td>Performance variations in high aspect ratio supersonic tactical aircraft inlet installations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0438 H80-25511</td>
<td>p0497 A80-41180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF6-50 engine performance deterioration</td>
<td>[AIAA PAPER 80-1196]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematical modelling of gas-turbine combustion chambers</td>
<td>p0450 A80-41518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0498 H80-27374</td>
<td>Performance of annular prediffuser-combustor systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Determination of jet fuel thermal deposit rate using a modified JPTOT</td>
<td>[AIAA PAPER 80-1734]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0550 H80-29326</td>
<td>Tests of an improved rotating stall control system on a J-05 turbojet engine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vibrations of a compressor blade with slip at the root</td>
<td>[AIAA PAPER 80-1243]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AD-A086852]</td>
<td>A investigation of vane-island diffusers at high swirl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0591 H80-30312</td>
<td>[ASLE PAPBBIBT 80-AB-3C-1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AD-A086852]</td>
<td>[ASHE EAEPBBIBT 80-GT-17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0638 H80-32387</td>
<td>PERFORMANCE TESTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AD-A086852]</td>
<td>Analyis of programs for regulating helicopter turbine engines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0638 H80-32387</td>
<td>p0315 A80-13060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental and performance analysis of 15.04-centimeter-tip-diameter, radial-inflow turbine with work factor of 1.126 and thick blading</td>
<td>Effect of the relative area of the flow core on the performance of a hypersonic wind tunnel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AD-A086852]</td>
<td>p0062 A80-17143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0648 H80-32357</td>
<td>Effect of an experimental model investigation of turbofan engine internal exhaust gas mixer configurations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental performance and analysis of 15.04-centimeter-tip-diameter, radial-inflow turbine with work factor of 1.126 and thick blading</td>
<td>Verification of digital autopilot microprocessor hardware and software via hardware-in-the-loop simulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AD-A086852]</td>
<td>The nature of aircraft and complex system reliability and maintainability characteristics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0648 H80-33410</td>
<td>Wind tunnel design and performance for rough wall turbulent boundary layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERFORMANCE TESTS</td>
<td>p0150 A80-21980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES DEVELOPED AT OHEMA FOR ADVANCED COMPRESSOR TESTING</td>
<td>Navestar field test results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[OHEMA, TP NO. 1979-129]</td>
<td>[OHEMA, TP NO. 1980-40]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis of programs for regulating helicopter turbine engines</td>
<td>Definition of a new airfoil family for helicopter blades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of the relative area of the flow core on the performance of a hypersonic wind tunnel</td>
<td>Sealed lead acid batteries for aircraft applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[OHEMA, TP NO. 1979-129]</td>
<td>[OHEMA, TP NO. 1980-79]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of an experimental model investigation of turbofan engine internal exhaust gas mixer configurations</td>
<td>New separator materials for nickel-cadmium aircraft batteries</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Performance deterioration of commercial high-bypass ratio turbofan engines
[NASA-TR-81552-BHE] p0635 R80-32394
Precise 1-band DME tests
[AD-1089053] p0645 R80-33380

PERFUSION

U DIFFUSION

PERIODIC VARIATIONS

Investigations on unsteady pressure distribution measurements in rotating systems
[ESA-TR-503-BHE] p0682 R80-13059

PERIODICITY

U PERIODIC VARIATIONS

PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT (COMPUTERS)

WT CONSOLES

PROXIDEX

WT HYDROGEN PERoxide

PERSONNEL

WT AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLERS (PERSONNEL)

WT AIRCRAFT PILOTS

WT FLIGHT CREWS

WT OPERATORS (PERSONNEL)

WT PILOTS (PERSONNEL)

PERSONNEL SELECTION

Air traffic control automation: Its impact and use in the selection and screening of air traffic controllers
p0891 R80-27329

PERSISTATION

Trajectory behaviour of a control configured aircraft subjected to random disturbances
p0142 R80-15171

PERSISTATION THEORY

Numerical comparison of neighboring optimal feedback control schemes in real-time
p0006 R80-10919

A singular perturbation analysis of optimal aerodynamic and thrust magnitude control
p0008 R80-11379

On supersonic flow with attached shock waves over delta wings
p0012 R80-12598

Nonlinear propagation of broadband jet noise
[ATMA PAPER 80-1039] p0394 R80-38645

Redesign of structural vibration modes by infinite-element inverse perturbation
[ASME PAPER 80-GT-167] p0684 R80-42276

Numerical derivation of linear perturbation model from nonlinear real-time vehicle simulations - A means of validation and increased credibility of computer simulation for aircraft control
p0579 R80-49838

Aircraft trajectory optimization using singular perturbation methods
p0588 R80-51065

A suggestion as to a general derivation of the equations of motion of a deformable aircraft for small perturbations which will be most generally acceptable
[BAE-TR-79011] p0600 R80-13038

A perturbation theory of two-dimensional transonic wind tunnel wall interference
p0182 R80-37092

On disturbance fields of moving singularities in aerodynamics and aeroacoustics
[ESA-TR-570] p0360 R80-23269

PETROLEUM

U CRUDE OIL

PETROLEUM PRODUCTS

NY DIESEL FUELS

NY GASOLINE

NY LUBRICATING OILS

NY NATURAL GAS

Future aviation fuels - The petroleum industry responds to the challenge
[SaE PAPER 800769] p0577 R80-49713

PHANTOM AIRCRAFT

NY F-4 AIRCRAFT

PHASE DEVIATION

Optimized laser turrets for missile phase distortion
p0439 R80-25660

PHASE MODULATION

NY PHASE SHIFT KEYING

PHASE SHIFT KEYING

Error rate performance of M-ary DPSK systems in satellite/aircraft communications
p0192 R80-25945

PHASE TRANSFORMATIONS

NY COAL LIQUIFICATION

A-310
PILOT TRAINING

Aircraft emergency decisions: Cognitive and situational variables
[AD-A077413] p0234 N80-19051

Modeling the human operator: Applications to system cost effectiveness
[AD-A077429] p0256 N80-19046

Air combat maneuvering performance measurement
[AD-A077429] p0368 N80-23336

Wind-shear encounters during visual approaches at night. A piloted simulator study
[BAA-TX-78-1256] p0417 N80-28291

Handling qualities of large flexible control-configured aircraft
[NASA-CH-161206] p0436 N80-25348

Analytical methodology for determination of helicopter IFR precision approach requirements -- pilot workload and acceptance level
[NASA-CH-152367] p0531 N80-28330

Light twin-engine aircraft accidents following engine failures
[PB80-177306] p0588 N80-30287

Helicopter electro-optical system display requirements. 2: Performance of helicopter pilots when using a low-light-level television system during simulated nap-of-the-earth flight
[AD-A086855] p0599 N80-30308

Preliminary evaluation of time and distance spacing cues using a cockpit displayed target

Pilot/vehicle model analysis of visual and motion cue requirements in flight simulation -- helicopter hovering

Advanced simulator for pilot training: Design of automated performance measurement system
[AD-A088855] p0649 N80-33421

Effects of criteria on flight simulation study 1: Heading deviation tolerance
[AD-A088908] p0650 N80-33423

PILOT TRAINING

The impact of the limits of simulation in extending the use of simulators in training
[PB80-10763] p0004 A80-10763

The development and use of large-motion simulator systems in aeronautical research and development
[pB80-10763] p0004 A80-10765

Recent advances in control loading and motion systems used in simulation
[pB80-10763] p0005 A80-10766

The capability of CFI in flight simulation -- computer generated imagery
[pB80-10763] p0005 A80-10768

Recent and future engineering developments in flight training simulators
[pB80-10763] p0005 A80-10776

Flight simulation techniques - the quest for realism
[pB80-10763] p0021 A80-33115

Synthesis of piloting properties of training simulators with allowance for the human factor
[pB80-10763] p0045 A80-42342

Some problems involving the assurance of the controllability of an aircraft in the control-wheel regime
[pB80-10763] p0045 A80-42350

A new test arena for aircraft research and development
[PB80-18098] p0473 A80-43329

High-resolution intensified vidicon for low-light level applications -- in aircraft flight simulators
[pB80-10763] p0508 A80-44630

Advanced simulator for pilot training (ASPT): 6-seat optimization
[AD-A066875] p0931 N80-10223

Meteorological input to general aviation pilot training
[PB80-10763] p0128 N80-14634

Aircraft emergency decisions: Cognitive and situational variables
[AD-A077413] p0234 N80-19051

Development of simulator instructional feature design guidelines
[pB80-10763] p0537 N80-28379

The use of simulators for training in-flight and emergency procedures
[AD-A06-2856] p0506 N80-31412

Advanced simulator for pilot training: Design of automated performance measurement system
[AD-A080855] p0549 N80-33421

PILOTLESS AIRCRAFT

MT D扣除 AIRCRAFT

Pyrotechnic delay cutters for more severe acceleration and temperature environments -- Mid-Air Retrieval System (MARS) for remotely piloted vehicle
[pB80-12362] p0160 A80-23062

Flight research techniques utilizing remotely piloted research vehicles
[pB80-12362] p0597 N80-31337

PILOTS (PERSONNEL)

MT AIRCRAFT PILOTS

Aircrew displays and avionics for application in a future national airspace system
[NASA-TN-800995] p0036 N80-11052

Low cost simulation of piloting tasks
[AD-A080856] p0483 N80-26332

PIPE FLOW

Effect of flow swirling on heat transfer in the cylindrical part of the prenuzzle volume of a model chamber
[pB80-10196] p0002 A80-10196

Performance of conical diffusers up to the choking condition
[pB80-29130] p0261 A80-29130

Transmission of high frequency sound waves through a slug flow jet
[pB80-35944] p0337 A80-35944

PIPELINE (COMPUTERS)

Bit slices in a radar processor -- for target detectability improvement
[pB80-23530] p0160 A80-23530

PIPER AIRCRAFT

Aircraft accident report: CORBIN, Inc., Piper PA-31-310, Banyo, Nome 99701, USA, August 1979
[PB80-19051] p0478 N80-26287

General aviation icing flight test
[pB80-31312] p0594 N80-31312

PIPS (TUBES)

Selection of tube diameters for aircraft deicing systems
[pB80-47190] p0527 A80-47190

Mathematical formulation of the problem of selecting the tube diameters of aircraft deicing systems
[pB80-47405] p0564 A80-47405

PISTON ENGINES

MT DIESEL ENGINES

Experimental investigation of the characteristics of pneumatic transfer lines
[pB80-101952] p0099 A80-101952

Study of cooling air inlet and exit geometries for horizontally opposed piston aircraft engines
[PB80-1242] p0401 A80-38904

Dynamic tests of a test bed for piston engines
[pB80-475705] p0512 A80-475705

Hydrazine nonpropellant reciprocating engine development
[pB80-46584] p0524 A80-46584

Exhaust emissions characteristics for a general aviation light aircraft Teledyne Continental Motors C-300-C piston engine
[pB80-10342] p0080 N80-13042

Exhaust emission reduction for intermittent combustion aircraft engines
[NASA-CR-159751] p0121 N80-11430

Exhaust emissions characteristics for a general aviation light-aircraft Avco Lycoming IO-235-B2 piston engine engine
[AD-A0751355] p0179 N80-17070

Exhaust emissions characteristics for a general aviation light-aircraft Teledyne Continental Motors O-360-A36 piston engine
[AD-A08043] p0292 N80-20270

The spark-ignition aircraft piston engine of the future
[pB80-22321] p0351 N80-22321

Ultralean combustion in general aviation piston engines

Evaluation of HC (hydrocarbon) control strategies for general aviation piston engines
[PB80-155393] p0486 N80-26371

Exhaust emissions characteristics for a general aviation light-aircraft Avco Lycoming O-320/IO-320-D piston engine engine
[AD-A084933] p0535 N80-28364
PISTON THEORY
Calculation of working process in 'low-compression' piston-type aerodynamic tube
p003 A80-10607

PICT (INCLINATION)
Unsteady airloads on a harmonically pitching wing
with external store
[AIAA 80-0733] p0331 A80-35037
Practical design considerations for a flightworthy
higher harmonic control system --- for flight
testing on an OH-6A helicopter
[AIAA 80-0668] p0335 A80-35100
Wing-body pitch damping at arbitrary Mach numbers
[AIAA Paper 80-1691] p0468 A80-63284
Simulator for air-to-air combat motion system
investigation
[AD-A076722] p0392 N80-10237
A comparison of the pitching and plunging response
of an oscillating airfoil
[NASA-CS-3172] p0334 N80-11030
Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine
(QCSE). Ball spline pitch change mechanism
design report
[NASA-CS-134871] p0133 N80-15101
Transonic pitch damping of a delta wing aircraft
determined from flight measurements
[AD-A087777] p0633 N80-32381

PICT ANGLES
U PITCH (INCLINATION)
PICT ATTITUDE CONTROL
U LONGITUDINAL CONTROL

PICTING MOMENTS
Description of a new high-alpha, high-load,
pitch-yaw dynamic stability test mechanism at AEDC
[AIAA 80-0651] p0250 A80-26952
Airfoil at high angle of attack actuated by
plunging motion
[AAAP PAPER N 9-0] p0377 A80-36840
Parametric study of the Orbiter rollout using an
approximate solution
An approximate analysis of wing unsteady
aerodynamics
[AD-A079322] p0285 N80-20239
Wing/store flutter with nonlinear pylon stiffness
Influence of pitching moment characteristics on
departure and uncoordinated roll reversal
boundaries for fighter configurations
[AD-A082335] p0422 N80-24328
Application of identical aerodynamic functions
[AD-A079322] p0644 N80-33372

PILOT TUBES
Pilot-static system -- Errors and calibrations
p0317 A80-34593
Air flow measurements in a large irregularly
shaped tunnel using anemometer and pitot-static
tube traverse
[USN-660] p0022 N80-13061

PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES
MT MARS ATMOSPHERE
PLANETARY ENTRY
U ATMOSPHERIC ENTRY
PLANETARY ENVIRONMENTS
MT MARS ATMOSPHERE
PLANETARY EXPLORATION
U SPACE EXPLORATION

PLANETARY ORBIT
Aerobraking and aerocapture for planetary missions
p0148 A80-21228

PLANETARY SURFACES
MT MARS SURFACE
PLANETOCENTRIC COORDINATES
MT GECENTRIC COORDINATES
PLANERS
MT ARROW WINGS
MT CANY WINGS
MT DELTA WINGS
MT INFINITE SPAN WINGS
MT RECTANGULAR PANELS
MT RECTANGULAR WINGS
MT SWEEP FORWARD WINGS
MT SWEEPBACK WINGS
MT TRAPEZOIDAL WINGS
MT VARIABLE SWEEP WINGS
MT WING PLANFORMS
Effect of tip planform on blade loading
characteristics for a two-bladed rotor in hover

FLAMEGRAPHY
U THERMOPHOTOMETERS
PLATE (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
MT AEROSATION
MT AEROSPACE
MT AEROSPACE PLANNING
MT MANAGEMENT PLANNING
MT MISSION PLANNING
MT PRODUCTION PLANNING
MT PROJECT PLANNING
MT REGIONAL PLANNING
MT URBAN PLANNING
PLASMA ARC SPRAYING
U ARC SPRAYING
PLASMA CONFINEMENT
U PLASMA CONTROL
PLASMA CONTROL
Low-aspect-ratio limit of the toroidal reactor --
The spheromak
p0090 A80-17976

PLASMA DISPLAY DEVICES
New lightweight ATC systems --- for military and
civil applications
p0368 A80-37704

PLASMA ELECTRODES
A rotary inverter system for a multiple-electrode
MSD generator
p0190 A80-25093

PLASMA GENERATORS
MT TOKAMAK DEVICES
PLASMA INSTABILITY
U MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC STABILITY
PLASMA WAVES
PLANETAIRY EXPLORATION
PLASMA SPRAYING
Thermal spraying of aircraft and engine components
Development of improved-durability plasma sprayed
ceramic coatings for gas turbine engines
[AIAA PAPER 80-1192] p0611 A80-16971
Plasma sprayed ceramic thermal barrier coatings
for turbine vane platforms
p0408 A80-39636
Materials Coating Techniques
p0437 N80-25499
Sprayed coatings
p0437 N80-25503

PLASMA STABILITY
U MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC STABILITY
PLASMAS (PHYSICS)
MT THERMAL PLASMAS
PLASMA SPRAYING
Thermal spraying of aircraft and engine components
Development of improved-durability plasma sprayed
ceramic coatings for gas turbine engines
[AIAA Paper 80-1192] p0611 A80-16971
Plasma sprayed ceramic thermal barrier coatings
for turbine vane platforms
p0408 A80-39636
Materials Coating Techniques
p0437 N80-25499
Sprayed coatings
p0437 N80-25503

PLASMA SPRAYING
Thermal spraying of aircraft and engine components
Development of improved-durability plasma sprayed
ceramic coatings for gas turbine engines
[AIAA Paper 80-1192] p0611 A80-16971
Plasma sprayed ceramic thermal barrier coatings
for turbine vane platforms
p0408 A80-39636
Materials Coating Techniques
p0437 N80-25499
Sprayed coatings
p0437 N80-25503

PLASMA SPRAYING
Thermal spraying of aircraft and engine components
Development of improved-durability plasma sprayed
ceramic coatings for gas turbine engines
[AIAA Paper 80-1192] p0611 A80-16971
Plasma sprayed ceramic thermal barrier coatings
for turbine vane platforms
p0408 A80-39636
Materials Coating Techniques
p0437 N80-25499
Sprayed coatings
p0437 N80-25503

PLASMA SPRAYING
Thermal spraying of aircraft and engine components
Development of improved-durability plasma sprayed
ceramic coatings for gas turbine engines
[AIAA Paper 80-1192] p0611 A80-16971
Plasma sprayed ceramic thermal barrier coatings
for turbine vane platforms
p0408 A80-39636
Materials Coating Techniques
p0437 N80-25499
Sprayed coatings
p0437 N80-25503

PLASTIC DEFORMATION
Vibrations of a rotating deformable disk
p0187 A80-21096
Numerical strain and stress analysis of radial
compressor impellers with riveted cover disks
p0261 A80-29114
Axisymmetric dynamics of a sheet under large
deforatation conditions
p0376 A80-36782
Fracture analysis of ductile materials
p0618 A80-52182

PLASTIC PROPERTIES
MT PLASTOPLASTICITY
MT SUPERPLASTICITY
PLASTIC FOLDING
U PLASTIC DEFORMATION
PLASTICS
MT CARBON FIBER REINFORCED PLASTICS
MT EPOXY RESINS
MT POLYESTER RESINS
MT POLYETHYL METHACRYLATE
MT REINFORCED PLASTICS
PLASTIC WEAR
MT SMOKE
PLATE (METAL)
PLATES (METAL)
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
MT CASCADERS PLATES
MT CIRCULAR PLATES
MT ORTHOTROPIC PLATES
MT PERFORATED PLATES

A-313
PLATING

BY REINFORCED PLATES
Flow over a plate in the presence of a vortex sink
On experimental versus theoretical incipient buckling of narrow graphite/epoxy plates in compression
[AIAA 80-0686] p0330 A80-35007

PLATING
Materials Coating Techniques
[ASA-D-LS-106] p0437 B80-25499

PLAYBACKS
Application of flight simulator record/playback feature
[AD-A085752] p0484 B80-26335

PLUG CHAMBERS
Analysis and testing to improve the flow from the plug chamber to the annulus cascade wind tunnel
[AD-A084471] p0537 B80-28708

Plenum response to simulated disturbances of the model and fan inlet guide vanes in a transonic tunnel

PLEXIGLAS (PLASTIC GLASS)
U POLYETHYLENE MELT GLASS

PLUG Nozzles
A unique coannular plug nozzle jet noise prediction procedure
[p0339 A80-35868

PLumes
The simulation and modeling of jet plumes in wind tunnel facilities
[AIAA 80-0870] p0199 A80-26941

Comparison of stack plume properties obtained from aircraft and spacecraft measurements
[p0802 A80-39217

Experimental and analytical evaluation of 3-dimensional exhaust plumes
[AD-A085099] p0507 A80-44152

Analysis of experiments on the effects of jet plumes on pressure distribution over a cylindrical afterbody at transonic speeds
[AD-A085167] p0359 B80-23255

Computational models for the viscous/inviscid analysis of jet aircraft exhaust plumes
[AD-A085167] p0425 B80-24578

Effects of fuel additives on plume opacity of a subscale turbojet test cell with a ramjet type dump combustor
[AD-A086516] p0534 B80-20356

Carbon fiber plume sampling for large scale fire tests at Dewey Proving Ground — fiber release during aircraft fires
[NASA-CR-152415] p0551 B80-33892

PLOVIGRAPHES
U RECORDING INSTRUMENTS

PHYSICAL CONTROL
Pneumatic distributor for turbojet engine control system
[p0006 A80-10535

A hybrid composite helicopter main rotor blade employing pneumatic lift control
[p0329 A80-38808

Pneumatic distributor for turbojet engine control system — T/5-154 aircraft
[p0021 B80-10091

Advanced simulator for pilot training (ASPT): 9-seat optimization
[p0031-N80-10233

PHYSICAL EQUIPMENT
Experimental investigation of the characteristics of pneumatic transfer lines
[p0999 A80-19052

Investigation into the reliability and cost of ownership of the Flessey air motor servo unit — Type 306
[p0199 A80-21241

Air supply system approach for the Boeing Model 767 Airplane
[SAA PAPER 791068] p0194 A80-26531

Pneumatic components of regulators — Russian book
[p0275 A80-32175

Improved tire/wheel concept — pneumatic aircraft tire
[NASA-CASE-LAB-11695-2] p0230 B80-18802

PHYSICAL RESIST
U PHYSICAL CONTROL

PHYSICS
On the dynamics of compressor surge

SUBJECT INDEX

POISSON (INTERIOR STORES)
A light aircraft camera Pod — The Enviro-Pod
[p0090 A80-17900

The design of axisymmetric cones for podded nacelles for high by-pass ratio turbofan engines
[AIAA 80-20251

POISSON MATCHING METHOD (MATHEMATICS)
U BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS

POINTING CONTROL SYSTEMS
U MACHINER SUSPENSION AND POINTING SYSTEM

Example of performance analysis using data obtained concurrently in air-path, body and Earth axes
[ESDO-79018] p0287 B80-20225

POISMOKE FLAME
U LIBRARY FLAME

POISNOS EQUATION
A computer program to generate two-dimensional grids about airfoils and other shapes by the use of Poisson's equation
[NASA-TM-81190] p0477 B80-26266

POISSON PROCESS
U STOCHASTIC PROCESSES

POLAR CAP ABSORPTION
Initial data bank report: Fall 1978; winter, spring, summer, fall 1979, winter 1980
[AD-A086204] p0632 B80-33272

POLAR CAPS
The role of satellite altimetry in climate studies
[NASA-TP-1570] p0174 B80-16676

POLAR REGIONS
U ARCTIC REGIONS

POLARIZATION (WAVES)
U CIDRULAR POLARIZATION

POLARIZATION CHARACTERISTICS
The analysis of an elliptic twist reflecting Cassegrain antenna using QDD — geometrical theory of diffraction
[p0506 A80-15997

POLICIES
U ENERGY POLICY

POLISHING
Influence of burnishing on the structure and durability of elements operating under variable loads
[p0062 A80-17142

POLLYON
U AIR POLLUTION
U ENVIRONMENT POLLUTION
U NOISE POLLUTION

POLUTION CONTROL
Limitation of the content of harmful substances in aircraft engine exhaust gases - New requirements on combustion chambers
[p0535 A80-15085

Pollutant emission characteristics of future aviation jet fuels
[p0060 80-16826

Toward more effective evaluation and control of airport noise
[p0387 A80-37609

Abatement of aircraft noise and related regulatory actions
[p0307 A80-37611

Emission reduction
[p0028 B80-10207

Noise reduction
[p0029 B80-10208

Prenaxing quality and flame stability: A theoretical and experimental study
[NASA-CR-3216] p0071 B80-12090

Quiet Class Short-haul Experimental Engine (QCSS)
[NASA-CR-159973] p0135 B80-15120

Control of particulate emissions from turbine engine test cells by cooling water injection
[AD-A079594] p0231 B80-18587

Effect of water injection and off scheduling of variable inlet guide vanes, gas generator speed and power turbine nozzle angle on the performance of an automotive gas turbine engine
[NASA-TM-81415] p0292 B80-20272

Aerosol filter loading data for a simulated jet engine test cell aerosol
[AD-A078779] p0295 B80-20287

Exhaust emissions characteristics for a general aviation light-aircraft Avco Lycoming
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT INDEX</th>
<th>POSITION (LOCATION)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>O-320/TO-320-DTAD piston engine</td>
<td>p0535 N80-28360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced combustion systems for stationary gas turbine engines. Volume 1: Review and preliminary evaluation</td>
<td>p0559 N80-29921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced combustion systems for stationary gas turbine engines. Volume 2: Bench scale evaluation</td>
<td>p0559 N80-29922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy efficient engine</td>
<td>p0640 N80-33408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POLLUTION MONITORING</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indoor and outdoor carbon monoxide measurements at an airport</td>
<td>p0268 A80-29942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparison of stack plume properties obtained from aircraft and spacecraft measurements</td>
<td>p0402 A80-39217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise measurement, noise assessment</td>
<td>p0411 A80-40392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft noise monitoring at airports</td>
<td>p0448 A80-40946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probe effects in gas turbine combustor emission measurement technology. An overview</td>
<td>p0460 A80-42201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas turbine engine emissions measurement</td>
<td>p0460 A80-42212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary of aircraft results for 1978 southeastern Virginia urban measurement study of ozone, nitrogen oxides, and methane</td>
<td>p1778 N80-16575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project filter holder. Tests on 25 μm dust filter holders</td>
<td>p0371 N80-23887</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POLYMER RESINS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT KEVLAR (TRADEMARK)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POLYESTER RESINS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic testing of a fiberglass-reinforced polyester resin surfacing for rapid runway repair</td>
<td>p0537 N80-28381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POLYESTERS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moisture absorption of polyester-β glass composites</td>
<td>p0381 A80-37111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POLYIMIDE RESINS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT POLYIMIDE METHACRYLATE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POLYIMIDE RESINS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixing-ends designs of stiffened graphite/polyimide compression panels</td>
<td>p0213 A80-27992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quiet Clean Short-Haul Experimental Engine (QCHE) Under-The-Boing (OTB) graphite/PBI cowl development</td>
<td>p0119 N80-14119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composite material application to the MK12A NH midbay substructure</td>
<td>p0198 N80-17152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of fire-resistant, low smoke generating, thermally stable and impact resistant commercial aircraft and spacecraft using a basic polyimide resin</td>
<td>p0356 N80-22492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POLYMER MATRIX COMPOSITE MATERIALS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced materials and the Canadair Challenger</td>
<td>p0104 A80-20632</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resin matrices and their contribution to composite properties</td>
<td>p0155 A80-22262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of a kevlar/PBI-15 reduced drag DC-9 nacelle fairing</td>
<td>p0448 A80-41193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The viscoelastic behavior of a composite in a thermal environment</td>
<td>p0423 N80-28369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reinforced plastics: fiberglass reinforcement, volume 2. Citations from the NTS data base --- with polymer matrices</td>
<td>p0377 N80-25451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reinforced plastics: boron, carbon, and other reinforcing materials, volume 3. Citations from the NTS data base --- polymer matrices</td>
<td>p0377 N80-25452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selected NASA research in composite materials and structures</td>
<td>p0053 N80-14950</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| POLYMER PHYSICS | | |
| Hybridized polymer matrix composites | p0538 N80-28401 |
| POLYMER PHYSICS | | |
| Testimonial study of a novel machine element made of prestressed plastic - a dynamically insensitive wing made of accreted plastic | p0569 A80-47950 |

| POLYMER | | |
| Influence of antimisting polymer on aviation fuel breakdown | p0851 A80-41523 |
| POLYMER | | |
| Noise reduction characteristics of general aviation type dual-pane windows | p0472 A80-43317 |

| POLYMERS | | |
| By HERMANN POLYMER | | |
| Improvement of the convergence of the method of polynomials in designing small-aspect-ratio wings | p0204 A80-27183 |
| Selection of the characteristic polynomial of a closed-loop transfer function by minimizing integral quadratic estimates | p0262 A80-29214 |

| POLYMETHACRYLATE | | |
| CHARGING OF JET FUEL ON POLYURETHANE FOAMS | | |
| Investigation of rapidly deployable plastic foam systems. Volume 1: System development | p0183 N80-17222 |
| POLYURETHANE RESINS | | |
| Investigation of rapidly deployable plastic foam systems. Volume 1: System development | p0183 N80-17222 |
| Investigation of application parameters and testing of rain erosion coatings | p0499 N80-27430 |
| Advanced structures maintenance concepts | p0657 N80-32324 |

| POROUS | | |
| EFFECTS OF THERMALLY INDUCED POROSITY ON ANḨ-MHP POWDER METALLURGY SUPERALLOY | | |
| Effects of fine porosity on the fatigue behavior of a powder metallurgy superalloy | p0269 A80-29990 |
| POROUS MATERIALS | | |
| Influence of angle of attack on profile losses in turbine cascade with porous cooling | p0615 A80-51888 |

| POROUS WALLS | | |
| AN EXPERIMENT OF LIFT INTERFERENCE ON 2-DIMENSIONAL WINGS IN A WIND TUNNEL WITH PERFORATED WALLS | | |
| The nonlinear impedance of perforated walls in the case of two-πr–tane excitation | p0274 A80-30810 |
| Two dimensional aerodynamic interference effect on oscillating airfoils with flaps in ventilated subsonic wind tunnels --- computational fluid dynamics | p0268 A80-29689 |

| PORTABLE EQUIPMENT | | |
| PORTABLE - AN AIR FORCE APPROACH TO ATE CALIBRATION | | |
| Portable device for use in starting air-start-units for aircraft and having cable lead testing capability | p0405 N80-26599 |

| POSITION (LOCATION) | | |
| MAGNETIC POSITION AND ORIENTATION TRACKING SYSTEM | | |
| Guidance system position update by multiple subarea correlation | p0087 A80-17518 |
| The Transit system in radio navigation | p0259 A80-29043 |

| PROJECT FILTER HOLDER | | |
| Tests on 25 micron dust filter holders | p0053 N80-14950 |

| PROJECT FILTER HOLDER | | |
| Summary of aircraft results for 1978 southeastern Virginia urban measurement study of ozone, nitrogen oxides, and methane | p1778 N80-16575 |
| p0527 A80-47200 |

| PROJECT FILTER HOLDER | | |
| The viscoelastic behavior of a composite in a thermal environment | p0423 N80-28369 |
| Reinforced plastics: fiberglass reinforcement, volume 2. Citations from the NTS data base --- with polymer matrices | p0377 N80-25451 |
| Reinforced plastics: boron, carbon, and other reinforcing materials, volume 3. Citations from the NTS data base --- polymer matrices | p0377 N80-25452 |
| Selected NASA research in composite materials and structures | p0053 N80-14950 |
Lift improvement of an aerofoil by periodic potential flow past a single profile with a trailing edge of finite thickness.

Potential flow past a single profile with a trailing edge of finite thickness, Viscous flows.

Method for calculating surface velocity of arbitrary wing in ideal fluid, Arbitrary wing in ideal fluid.

Notion of rectangular wing between parallel walls, Rectangular wing between parallel walls.

General potential theory of arbitrary wing sections, General potential theory of arbitrary wing sections.

Wing design process by inverse potential flow computer program, Wing design process by inverse potential flow computer program.

Transonic data memorandum: Numerical methods for solving the potential flow equations for two-dimensional aerofoils in subsonic and transonic flows, Brief details, test cases and examples.

Positional error analysis, A-10 aircraft on position error analysis, A-10 aircraft on.


Powdered alumina from rapidly solidified powders, Powdered alumina from rapidly solidified powders from aerospace structural applications.

Effects of thermally induced porosity on an as-HIP, Superalloy powder metallurgy processing for aircraft gas turbine applications.

Development of advanced aluminum alloys from rapidly solidified powders, Advanced aluminum alloys from rapidly solidified powders.

Consolidation of titanium powder to near net shapes, Powder metallurgy processing for aerospace structural applications.

Manufacture of low carbon astroloy turbine disk shapes by hot isostatic pressing, Powder metallurgy processing for aerospace structural applications.

Effects of fine porosity on the fatigue behavior of a powder metallurgy superalloy, Effects of fine porosity on the fatigue behavior of a powder metallurgy superalloy.

Theoretical method for the analysis of airfoils in viscous flows, Theoretical method for the analysis of airfoils in viscous flows.


Flow control, Flow control.

 Examination of aerofoils in cascade using an adaptive mesh, Examination of aerofoils in cascade using an adaptive mesh.
High power density superconducting generator
p0571 A80-48219
The challenge of designing reliable ECM transmitters
p0582 A80-50525

POWER EFFICIENCY
Wind-turbine power improvement with modern airfoil
sections on a multiple-speed generator
[AIAA 80-0633]p0217 A80-28619
Design study for a fuel efficient turbofan engine
[ACES PAPER 80-CT-141]p0462 A80-42254
Aerodynamic design optimisation of a fuel
efficient high-performance, single-engine, business aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 80-1946]p0471 A80-43300
Fuel efficiency of small aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 80-1847]p0471 A80-43305
Some aspects of the thermodynamics of duct jet flows
--- in turbofan engines
p0525 A80-46846
Range of applicability and energetic characteristics of small-scale
high-pressure-gradient birotational turbines
p0526 A80-47117
Organising multistage energy conversion systems
p0526 A80-47103
Influence of upper and lower overlap on efficiency
of partial-admission axial air microturbine
p0566 A80-47438
Speed control of electrical pumps in aircraft and
military vehicle applications
p0563 A80-50661
Effect of water injection and off scheduling of
variable inlet guide vanes, gas generator speed
and power turbine nozzle angle on the
performance of an automotive gas turbine engine
[NASA-TM-81815]p0252 A80-20272

POWER GENERATORS
U ELECTRIC GENERATORS

POWER PLANTS
Simulating the shock protection performance of
large transit packs by means of small scale
laboratory models --- applicable to aircraft
turbine engine plant design
p0213 A80-27790

POWER PROCESSING SYSTEMS
U POWER CONDITIONING

POWER SUPPLY CIRCUITS
An overvoltage safety system for direct current
aircraft generators
p0098 A80-19051
Integrated control techniques for advanced
aircraft electrical power systems
p0570 A80-48216

POWERED LIFT AIRCRAFT
The structure-free thrust-doubling of insect-like
aircraft - the possibility of using
insect-flight / thrust-flight/ on a large
technical scale
p0160 A80-23371
Experimental study of flapping wing lift and
propulsion
p0273 A80-30680
QSCE DT engine powered-lift acoustic performance
--- Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine
p0394 A80-38651
Application of viscous analyses to the design of
jet exhaust powered lift installations
[ACES PAPER 79-02/IS-15]p0511 A80-45666
Workshop on Thrust Augmenting Ejectors
[NASA-CP-2093]p0022 A80-10107
Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine (QSCE)
[NASA-CP-159473]p0135 A80-15120
Quiet powered-lift propulsion
[NASA-CP-2077]p0136 A80-15127
The TC-j showing lower structural flow plan
Experimental technical scale
p0140 A80-15157
Analysis of fuel-conservative curved decelerating
approach trajectories for powered-lift and CTOL
jet aircraft
Flight evaluation of configuration management
system concepts during transition to the landing
approach for a powered-lift, STOL aircraft
QSCE DT engine powered-lift acoustic performance

SUBJECT INDEX

PREDICTION TECHNIQUES

PREDICTION TECHNIQUES

A pre-design code for predicting engine
acoustic performance
p0012 A80-12597
Aircraft store separation motion prediction via
glob data trajectories
p0099 A80-19269
Avoiding divergent stall in control configured
aircraft by using a canard arrangement
p0217 A80-26854
Discriminant analysis of purchasers of general
aviation aircraft avionics
p0271 A80-30305
Comparison of methods for prediction of transitiony stability analysis
[AIAA PAPER 80-41588]
p052 A80-41588
Impact of aircraft vs logistics characteristics on
operational readiness
[AIAA PAPER 80-1830]p0469 A80-43293
The relationship between reliability and
airworthiness --- flight risk and failure
estimation for civil aviation
p0511 A80-45694
Spin prediction techniques
[AIAA 80-1564]p0515 A80-45863
A model-based technique for predicting pilot
opinion ratings for large commercial transports
[AIAA 80-1573]p0516 A80-45872
A new technique to evaluate performance of jet
fuel filtration equipment
[AIAA PAPER 80-0071]p0577 A80-49714
On turbine blade creep and fatigue analysis by
special kinematic assumptions
Estimation of attainable leading-edge thrust for
aircraft at subsonic and supersonic speeds
[AIAA-TP-1500]p0022 A80-10105
Prediction of helicopter rotor downwash in hover
and vertical flight
Improved methods for predicting spectrum loading
effects, phase 1 report, volume 2: Test data
Prediction of lateral aerodynamic loads on fighter
aircraft at high angles of attack
A method for evaluating aircraft take-off
performance
Remarks on the transonic flow past oscillating
airfoils
p0065 A80-12000
An adaptation and validation of a primitive
variable mathematical model for predicting the
flows in jet-powered test cells and solid fuel
pyrotechnics
[AO-1980-1070]p0121 A80-14133
Prediction of dynamic properties of a rotor
supported by hydrodynamic bearings using the
finite element method
[CISK-1-06-29-0]p0185 A80-17482
Undercarriage drag prediction methods
[SHS-790915]p0232 A80-19028
Application of the Estimation-Modeling
Identification (EBM) system identification method to the high
angle of attack/sideslip flight of the T-2C jet
trainer aircraft. Volume 1: Pre-design code
[AO-1980-9073]p0233 A80-19061
Application of the Estimation-Modeling
Identification (EBM) system identification method to the high
angle of attack/sideslip flight of the T-2C jet
trainer aircraft. Volume 2: Test data
[AO-1980-9073]p0233 A80-19061
Application of the Estimation-Modeling
Identification (EBM) system identification method to the high
angle of attack/sideslip flight of the T-2C jet
trainer aircraft. Volume 3: Identification of

A-317
PREDICTIONS

T-2C aerodynamics stability and control
characteristics from actual flight test data
[AD-A079924] p0237 N80-19072
Advanced infrared signature prediction program.
Spectral calculation of radiation from a turbine
propulsion system an inspected by an observer
[SCORPIO]. Volume 3: Analysis
[AD-A079646] p0248 N80-19124
Avionics Reliability, Its Techniques and Related
Disciplines --- conferences
[AGAB-CP-261] p0250 N80-19519
The development of rapid prediction methods for
three-dimensional transonic flow fields about
fighter bomber aircraft, part 1 [AD-A079663]
p0280 N80-20236
Analysis of uncertainties in turbine metal
testing predictions
[BASA-TP-1593] p0305 N80-21326
Comparison of theoretically predicted
lateral-directional aerodynamic characteristics
with full-scale wind tunnel data on the ABTL
airplane
[BASA-CP-163109] p0417 N80-24295
The rapid prediction of aircraft store loading
distribution at transonic speeds, part 2
[AD-A0802005] p0419 N80-24308
A numerical and experimental study of the
turbulent wakes of turbomachinery rotor blades,
isolated airfoils, and a cascade of airfoils
[p0486 N80-27277
Off-design correlation for losses due to part-span
dampers on transonic rotors
[BASA-TP-1693] p0534 N80-28352
Wind-tunnel experiments on divergence of
forward-swept wings
[BASA-TP-1685] p0545 N80-29287
A methodology for long-range prediction of air
transportation
[p0547 N80-29305
Influence of mistuning on blade torsional flutter
[BASA-CN-165137] p0599 N80-31531
PREDICTIONS
VT IMPACT PREDICTION
VT NOISE PREDICTION (AIRCRAFT)
VT PERFORM PREDICTION
A new approach to maintainability prediction ---
avionics, ground, and shipboard electronics
p0251 N80-19537
PREDICTORS
U PREDICTIONS
PREFLIGHT ANALYSIS
Store separation testing techniques at the Arnold
Engineering Development Center. Volume 4: Description of dynamic drop store separation
testing
[AD-A0807490] p0559 N80-31350
PREFLIGHT OPERATIONS
VT AIRCRAFT BLOWUP
Fueling operations as a function of aircraft
positioning
p0581 A80-50272
PREHEATING
U HEATING
PRE LAUNCH TESTS
VT STATIC FLYING
PRELOADING
U PRESTRESSING
PREMIXED FLAMES
Predicting quality and flame stability: A
theoretical and experimental study
[BASA-CR-3216] p0071 N80-12090
PREPARATION
VT PRESTRESSING
PRESSURE
VT SPRAYING
PRESSING (FORMING)
VT COATING
Efficient sheet metal forming methods in the
aircraft industry
p0280 A80-32408
PRESSURE
VT ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE
VT BASE PRESSURE
VT DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE
VT STATIC PRESSURE
VT GAS PRESSURE
VT HIGH PRESSURE
VT IMPACT LOADS
VT INLET PRESSURE
SUBJECT INDEX
VT ISOTHERMAL PRESSURE
VT LAMINAR INTENSITY
VT OVERPRESSURE
VT SOUND PRESSURE
VT STATIC PRESSURE
VT SUPERCritical PRESSURES
VT TRANSIENT PRESSURES
VT WALL PRESSURE
VT WIND PRESSURE
Pressure and velocity measurements in a
three-dimensional wall jet
p0023 N80-10126
Surface conforming thermal/presure seal --- for
control devices in space vehicles
[BASA-CASE-NSC-16322-1] p0124 N80-14400
PRESSURE CABIN
U PRESSURIZED CABIN
PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION
Unsteady pressure measurements on wing-store
combinations in incompressible flow
p0193 A80-26269
Pressure distribution in rectangular wing/blade/
sections during curvilinear motion in an
incompressible medium
p0203 A80-27157
Hysteresis of aerodynamic characteristics for
wing models and segmented conical bodies of
revolution
p0204 A80-27167
Pressure rise of axial flow fans with whirling
outflow
p0260 A80-29096
Pressures inside a room subjected to simulated
sonic booms
p0270 A80-31609
System to measure the pressure distribution on fan
aerofoil surfaces during flutter conditions
p0342 A80-36144
Calculation of pressure distribution on slender
wings in supersonic flow
p0376 A80-36797
Separation pressure of a turbulent boundary layer
in transonic interactions
p0390 A80-38035
Transonic flow over airfoils with tangential
injection
p0391 A80-39263
An evaluation of statistical methods for the
prediction of maximum time-variant inlet total
pressure distortion
[p0397 A80-39810
The influence of compressibility on the simulation of
the separation behavior of external stores
from a carrier
[DGFL PAPER 79-094] p0454 A80-41899
On the pressure losses due to the tip clearance of
centrifugal blowers
[ASME PAPER 80-GT-139] p0462 A80-42252
Calculation of unsteady transonic aerodynamic
forces on a three-dimensional wing
[DGFL PAPER 80-027] p0522 A80-46281
Theoretical method for the analysis of airfoils in
viscous flows
p0571 A80-48624
Shockless airfoils for wings, compressors, and
turbines
p0581 A80-50311
Laminar boundary layer calculation from
experimental pressure distribution
p0018 N80-10065
Fuselage and nozzle pressure distributions on a
1/12-scale F-15 propulsion model at transonic
speeds --- conducted in langley 16 foot
transonic tunnel
[BASA-TP-1524] p0035 N80-11036
The normal force on a cruciform sissle at bank
angles of a deg and 45 deg
p0066 N80-12037
Wind tunnel force and pressure tests of a 21%
thick general aviation airfoil with 20% sileron,
25% slotted flap and 10% slot-lip spoiler
[BASA-CN-3081] p0067 N80-12053
Unsteady pressure distortion --- in compressor
inflow
p0073 N80-12333
Evaluation of airjet distortion generator used to
produce steady-state, total-pressure distortion at
the inlet of a General Electric F101-GE-100
turbofan engine
A-318
PBBSSOBB EFFECTS
PBBSSOBB DBOP
PBBSSOBB FIELDS
PHBSSOBE DBAS
PBBSSOBE DISTFIBOTIOB
IT SDPEBSOBIC DBAG
HT IBTEBFEBEHCE DBAG
'B [BSA-TT-554] p0360 H80-23267
Pressore distribution on Jonkowski wings
Investigations on unsteady pressure distribution
Analysis of experiments on the effects of jet
A nsers gnide for A344: 1 program using a finite
Pressure distribution measurements on wedges at
Transonic data memorandum: The lift achievable by
Unsteady effects with control surfaces —•
Exploratory studies of the cruise performance of
Pressure in a liquid from a gas babble generated
Combined linear theory/impact theory method for
Documentation of cascade unsteady pressure
difference program
[AD-A077263] p0081 N80-13049
Investigations on unsteady pressure distribution
measurements in rotating systems
[ASA-TX-500-HBV] p0042 N80-13059
Pressure distribution on Jonkowski wings
[MACA-TX-346] p0126 N80-15036
The aerodynamic forces on airship hulls
[MACA-184] p0126 N80-15039
A users guide for a344: A program using a finite
difference method to analyze transonic flow over
oscillating airfoils
[MACA-3199] p0127 N80-15052
Exploratory studies of the cruise performance of
upper surface blown configurations:
Experimental program, high-speed pressure tests
[MACA-501935] p0129 N80-15071
A comparison of calculated and experimental lift
and pressure distributions for several
torpedo rotor sections
[MACA-TX-81160] p0168 N80-16036
Experimental study of the aerodynamic of a
torpedo rotor blade model in an unsteady flow
regime during wind tunnel tests
[AAP-WT-70-21] p0175 N80-17036
Unsteady effects with control surfaces —•
measured in a wind tunnel
Transonic data memorandum: The lift achievable by
eccentric having a particular form of
supercritical upper-surface pressure
distribution that yields only small wave drag
[EDSO-75010] p0302 N80-21277
A study of peak loads and centers of pressure of
three different cruciform aft-tail control
surfaces of a wingless missile from Mach 1.60 to
3.70
[MACA-TX-81787] p0358 N80-23251
Analysis of experiments on the effects of jet
plumes on pressure distribution over a
cylindrical afterbody at transonic speeds
[AD-A081647] p0359 N80-23259
Pressure distribution measurements on wedges at
transonic and transonic velocities —• in a
transonic wind tunnel
[MCA-PZ-854] p0360 N80-23267
Documentation of cascade unsteady pressure
difference program
[AD-A093987] p0497 N80-27368
Combined linear theory/impact theory method for
analysis and design of high speed configurations
[MACA-CR-3314] p0587 N80-30273
An analytical solution of lift loss for a round
cylinder with a central lifting jet
[AD-A0086659] p0587 N80-30276
Jet interference on supercritical wings. Part 1:
Experiments on a two-dimensional wing. Part 2:
Experiments on a swept wing --- wind tunnel tests
[MACA-R-Y-3085] p0600 N80-31365
Pressure data for four analytically defined arrow
wings in supersonic flow --- Langley Unitary
Plan Wind Tunnel tests
[MACA-TX-81835] p0628 N80-32332
PRESSURE DRAG
BT INTERPERIENCE DRAG
BT SUPERSONIC DRAG
A comparison of jet temperature effects on
afterbody drag with those from jet molecular
weight and nozzle area ratio variations
[AAI PAPER 80-1161] p0488 ABO-41191
PRESSURE DRAG
Determination of start-up pressure losses for
gas-turbine engine compressors
[ASME PAPBB 80-GT-95] p0176 ABO-21052
Blade trailing edge heat transfer
[ASME PAPBB 80-GT-95] p0176 ABO-21052
PRESSURE EFFECTS
Class of shockfree airfoils producing the same
surface pressure
Influence of swirl chamber dimensions on the jet
angle of an air nozzle
Pressure in a liquid from a gas bubble generated
by blasting a high-explosive in an inertially
sealed parabolic chamber --- for explosive forcing
[P564 ABO-67407]
PRESSURE FIELDS
W PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION
PRESSURE GAGES
BT BAROMETERS
BT PIEZOELECTRIC GAGES
PRESSURE GRADIENTS
Pressure losses in the inlet and outlet channels of
high-pressure single- and two-stage
axial-flow fans
Three-dimensional self-similar laminar boundary
layer with longitudinal and transverse pressure
gradient
Use of nose cap and fuselage pressure orifices for
determination of air data for space shuttle
orbiter below supersonic speeds
[MACA-TP-1643] p0635 N80-32369
PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS
Unsteady pressure measurements on wing-store
combinations in incompressible flow
Pilot-static system - Errors and calibrations
Unsteady pressure measurements and data analysis
techniques in axial-flow compressors
Temperature and pressure measurement techniques
for an advanced turbine test facility
Aerodynamic loss in a gas turbine stage with full
cooling
Pressures due to the tip clearance of centrifugal blowers
On the pressure losses due to the tip clearance of
centrifugal blowers
Time-dependent measurement of base pressure in a
blowdown tunnel with varying unit Reynolds number
Measurements on a three-dimensional swept wing at
low speeds. Part 1: The flow around the leading
dge
Measurements on a three-dimensional swept wing at
low speeds. Part 2: The flow in the boundary
layer on the main wing
Aeracoustic measuring techniques in or outside
turbulent flows
Static pressure orifice system testing method and
apparatus
Detection of the transitional layer between
laminar and turbulent flow areas on a wing surface
--- using an accelerometer to measure pressure
levels during wind tunnel tests
The pressuremeter: Application of pavement design
--- airport runways
Surface pressure measurements at two tips of a
model helicopter rotor in hover
[ASA-CASB-LAB-12269-1] p0359 N80-23252
Hydropneumatic heat transfer test program in the VKI
longchot-facility
[AD-A081467] p0359 N80-23257
Afterbody drag and base pressure measurements on
a body of revolution at angles of incidence up to
alpha = 25 deg at subsonic and transonic Mach
numbers --- transonic wind tunnel measurements
[MACA-TX-569] p0360 N80-23268
Wind tunnel investigation of an all flush orifice
air data system for a large subsonic aircraft
--- conducted with a Langley 8 foot transonic
pressure tunnel
[MACA-TP-1642] p0368 N80-23304
Flight test evaluation of airborne tire pressure
indicating systems
[AD-A081586] p0368 N80-23305
Pressure and flow measurement --- flight testing
[AGARD-AG-160-7011] p0647 N80-33407
A digital unit for measuring unsteady pressure
coefficients --- in a wind tunnel
[AD-A081586] p0652 N80-33619
PRESSURE OSCILLATIONS
A velocity potential panel method for the
prediction of unsteady airloads on oscillating
wings and bodies
PRESSURE PROBES

Pressure fields generated by instability waves and coherent structures in an impinging jet
[IAIA PAPER 80-02941] p0392 880-38362

An experimental investigation of pressure oscillations in a side dump ramjet combustor
[IAIA PAPER 80-1117] p0398 880-38392

Aerodynamic characteristics of moving trailing-edge controls at subsonic and transonic speeds
[SAE-TH-STRUCT-9047] p0347 880-22281

PRESSURE PROBES U PRESSURE SENSORS

PRESSURE PULSES

Statistical characteristics of pressure fluctuations in the flow-separation zone on a plate behind a spoiler
P0059 880-13695

Base pressure fluctuations --- aircraft acoustic loads
P0050 880-19410

Experimental and numerical results on a shear layer excited by a sound pulse
[NASA-CM-80-0183] p0075 880-12821

PRESSURE RECOVERY

Effect of the relative area of the flow core on the performance of a hypersonic wind tunnel
P0084 880-17673

Straight-walled, two-dimensional diffusers --- Transitory stall and peak pressure recovery
P0214 880-29786

The hybrid diffuser --- for gas turbine engines
[ASME PAPER 80-GT-136] p0462 880-42249

An investigation of vane-island diffusers at high swirl
[ASME PAPER 80-GT-148] p0463 880-42260

PRESSURE REDUCTION

Secondary losses in axial compressor
P0260 880-29108

Reduced bleed air extraction for DC-10 cabin air conditioning
[IAIA PAPER 80-1197] p0468 880-41194

Engine bleed air reduction in DC-10
[NASA-CR-1590046] p0633 880-32378

PRESSURE SENSORS

Measuring unsteady pressure on rotating compressor blades --- with semiconductor strain gages under gas turbine engine operating conditions
P0013 880-12630

Some dynamic and time-averaged flow measurements in a turbine rig
P0147 880-21120

System to measure the pressure distribution on fan aerfoil surfaces during flutter conditions
P0342 880-36148

Steady-state performance of J85-21 compressor at 100 percent of design speed with and without interstage rake blockage
[IAIA-TH-61551] p0307 880-21333

Data analysis of P sub S/T sub S sub S sub S nosecone probe testing on P100 engine F680072 at NASA Lewis Research Center

Experimental study of airfoil trailing edge noise: Instrumentation, methodology and initial results
[NASA-CR-153007] p0365 880-22324

System for use in conducting wake investigation for a wing in flight --- differential pressure measurements for drag investigations

PRESSURE TRANSUCERS U PRESSURE SENSORS

PRESSURE WAVES U ELASTIC WAVES

PRESSURE WELDING U DT DIFFUSION WELDING U DT ULTRASONIC WELDING

PRESSURIZED CABINS

Helicopter environmental control --- Commercial and military solutions
[ASME PAPERS 79-ENAS-35] p0056 880-15259

Air supply system approach for the Boeing Model 767 Airplane
[SAE PAPERS 791068] p0194 880-26631

PRESSURIZATION

BTL FUEL TANK PRESSURIZATION

Crack development in panels of a pressurized fuselage under the combined effect of pressurization-induced cyclic loads and high-frequency vibrations

Summary of advanced methods for predicting high speed propeller performance
Numerical design and optimization of propellers
Propeller proplet optimization based upon analytical and experimental methods
Summary of advanced methods for predicting high speed propeller performance
Aeroacoustic wind-tunnel tests of a light twin-boom general-aviation airplane with free or shrouded-pusher propellers — in the Langley full-scale tunnel
High speed turboprops for executive aircraft, potential and recent test results
NASA propeller technology program
Low speed propellers: Impact of advanced technologies
Performance estimation for highly loaded six and ten blade propellers combined with an advanced turboprop technology turboshift engine
Subsonic aircraft: Evolution and the matching of size to performance
Propeller fans
Combined design of O-fan superchargers and multiblade propellers
Acoustic measurements of three Prop-Fan models
Acoustic pressures on a prop-fan aircraft fuselage surface
Potential benefits for propfan technology on derivatives of future short- to medium-range transport aircraft
Propfans for commercial air transports
Vortex shedding mechanisms in relation to tip clearance flows and losses in axial fans
Propeller slipstream
Propeller slipstream/slipstream in the transonic regime
Effect of propeller slipstream on the drag and performance of the engine cooling system for a general aviation twin-engine aircraft
Propellers
Variable pitch propellers
Application of certain optimal methods of propeller phase synchronization
Combined design of O-fan superchargers and multiblade propellers
Propeller signatures and their use — aircraft noise and vibration measurements and analysis
A theoretical and experimental investigation of propeller performance characteristics
Propeller proplet optimization based upon analytical and experimental methods
An acoustic sensitivity study of general aviation propellers
NASA propeller technology program
Low speed propellers: Impact of advanced technologies
High-speed-propeller wind-tunnel aeroacoustic results
Advanced propeller aerodynamic analysis
NASA aeroacoustics methodologies
NASA propeller noise research
Propeller dynamic and aerelastic effects
A comparison between an existing propeller noise theory and wind tunnel data
Influence of noise reduction on weight and cost of general aviation propellers
Investigation of performance, noise, and detectability characteristics of Remotely Piloted Vehicle (RPV) propellers
Proper omittal
The implementation and practical verification of a superposition method for the solution of elastic crack problems
PROPOJATION
NASA JET PROPOJATION
NASA LASER PROPOJATION
NASA OPERATED PROPOJATION SYSTEMS
NASA MARINE PROPOJATION
NASA SOLAR PROPOJATION
NASA SPACECRAFT PROPOJATION
Experimental study of flapping wing lift and propulsion
Computational fluid mechanics of internal flow
Control technology
Turbopropulsion combustion technology assessment
Exploratory studies of the cruise performance of upper surface blown configurations
Experimental program: Test facilities, model design instrumentation, and lowspeed, high-lift technology
Propulsion characteristics of flapping wings
Propulsion/airframe integration considerations for high altitude hypersonic cruise vehicles
Advanced technology effects on V/STOL propulsive system weight
The innovative application of boost engine technology to the design of a variety of tactical and strategic aircraft
Single rotor options for heavy lift and potential of multi lift
Future large cargo aircraft technology
Aeropropulsion in year 2000
Propulsion-system integration for tactical aircraft
Development of the external upper surface blowing propulsive-lift device
Aerodynamic development of the engine nacelle combination for the Boeing 767 airplane
Recent developments in ejector technology in the Air Force: An overview
Supersonic propulsion technology — variable cycle engines
Supersonic propulsion — supersonic combustion ramjet engines
Vertical Takeoff and Landing (VTOL) propulsion technology
High-performance-vehicle technology — fighter aircraft propulsion
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PROPELLER SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

Wind tunnel investigation of an oblique wing transport model at Mach numbers between 0.6 and 1.6
[NASA-CR-137697] p0068 B80-12059

Oblique teetion wave ramjet
[NASA-CR-138292] p0121 B80-14131

Propagation options for the HI SPOT long endurance drone airship
[AD-070458-6] p0121 B80-14132

Hyersonic cruise aircraft propulsion integration
study, volume 1

Hyersonic cruise aircraft propulsion integration
study, volume 2

Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine (QCSEE)
Over-The-Wing (OTW) design report
[NASA-CR-134858] p0131 B80-15086

Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine (QCSEE)
preliminary over-the-wing flight propulsion system
design report

[NAVYSPEC-84-10352696] p0132 B80-15095

Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine (QCSEE)
Over-The-Wing (OTW) boilerplate nacelle design report

[NAVYSPEC-84-159168] p0133 B80-15099

Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine (QCSEE)
Baseline aerodynamic and mechanical design of the QCSEE under-the-wing fan

[NAVYSPEC-84-159309] p0134 B80-15109

Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine (QCSEE)
[NASA-CR-159473] p0135 B80-15120

Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine (QCSEE)
Baseline analysis and design report, volume 1

[NAVYSPEC-84-159473] p0136 B80-15123

Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine (QCSEE)
Baseline analysis and design report, volume 2

[NAVYSPEC-84-159473] p0136 B80-15124

General Aviation Propulsion
[NAVYSPEC-84-159473] p0267 B80-22227

Investigation of lubricant concepts applicable to future Navy aircraft propulsion systems

[NAVYSPEC-84-159473] p0235 B80-22351

The impact of fuels on aircraft technology through the year 2000

[NAVYSPEC-84-159473] p0269 B80-23672

Future VSTOL airplanes: Guidelines and techniques for acquisition program analysis and evaluation, executive summary

[NAVYSPEC-84-159473] p0418 B80-24301

The NASA high-speed turboprop program

[NAVYSPEC-84-159473] p0604 B80-31601

PROPELLER SYSTEMS PERFORMANCE

Turbine engine altitude chamber and flight testing with liquid hydrogen

[NAVYSPEC-84-159473] p0001 ABO-10038

Computerized systems analysis and optimization of aircraft engine performance, weight, and life cycle costs

[NAVYSPEC-84-159473] p0001 ABO-10039

Preparing aircraft propulsion for a new era in energy and the environment

[NAVYSPEC-84-159473] p0090 ABO-17737

Multi-variable cycle optimization by gradient methods —— for variable-cycle engines

[NAVYSPEC-84-159473] p0092 ABO-18258

Advanced developments in turbo machinery for use in small jet engines

[NAVYSPEC-84-159473] p0267 B80-29672

Durable propulsion means more air power

[NAVYSPEC-84-159473] p0315 ABO-37989

QCSEE UTV engine powered-lift aircraft performance — Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine

[NAVYSPEC-84-159473] p0335 ABO-38651

Effect of aircraft power plant usage on turbine engine relative durability/life

[NAVYSPEC-84-159473] p0394 ABO-38651

Flight test of all-electronic propulsion control system

[NAVYSPEC-84-159473] p0408 ABO-41163

Modeling techniques for the analysis of ramjet combustion processes

[NAVYSPEC-84-159473] p0418 ABO-41163

CF6 fan performance improvement

[NAVYSPEC-84-159473] p0450 ABO-41512

Use of contingency ratings on a subsonic V/STOL propulsion system

[NAVYSPEC-84-159473] p0471 ABO-43307

The impact of propulsion performance parameters on V/STOL design and sizing

[NAVYSPEC-84-159473] p0472 ABO-43318

Propfan propulsion systems for commercial aircraft

[NAVYSPEC-84-159473] p0574 ABO-49685

Development of a full authority digital fuel control for a gas turbine engine using a hybrid computer system and as a design aid

[NAVYSPEC-84-159473] p0579 ABO-49839

Aeropropulsion 1979 — conferences

[NAVYSPEC-84-159473] p0028 B80-10205

Supersonic propulsion technology — variable cycle engines

[NAVYSPEC-84-159473] p0299 B80-10216

Supersonic propulsion — supersonic combustion ramjet engines

[NAVYSPEC-84-159473] p0299 B80-10217

Vertical Takeoff and Landing (VTOL) propulsion technology

[NAVYSPEC-84-159473] p0299 B80-10218

High-performance-vehicle technology — fighter aircraft propulsion

[NAVYSPEC-84-159473] p0299 B80-10219

Effect of time dependent flight loads on J59D-7 performance deterioration

[NAVYSPEC-84-159473] p0333 B80-10515

Force and moment data from a wind-tunnel test of a tilt-nacelle V/STOL propulsion system with an attitude control van —— conducted in Ames 40 by 80 foot wind tunnel

[NAVYSPEC-84-159473] p0377 B80-13003

Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine (QCSEE) Over-The-Wing (OTW) propulsion system test report. Volume 1: Aerodynamics and performance —— engine performance tests to define propulsion system performance on turboshaft engines

[NAVYSPEC-84-159473] p0119 B80-14120

Dynamic response of a Bach 2.5 axisymmetric inlet and turbojet engine with a poppet-value controlled inlet stability bypass system when subjected to internal and external airflow transients

[NAVYSPEC-84-159473] p0120 B80-14123

Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine (QCSEE) preliminary under-the-wing flight propulsion system analysis report

[NAVYSPEC-84-159473] p0131 B80-15088

Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine (QCSEE) Under-The-Wing (OTW) engine composite nacelle test report. Volume 1: Summary, aerodynamic and mechanical performance

[NAVYSPEC-84-159473] p0132 B80-15094

Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine (QCSEE) Under-The-Wing (OTW) engine boilerplate nacelle test report. Volume 2: Dynamic performance

[NAVYSPEC-84-159473] p0132 B80-15097

Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine (QCSEE) main reduction gears bearing development program

[NAVYSPEC-84-159473] p0134 B80-15105

Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine (QCSEE) main reduction gears detailed design report

[NAVYSPEC-84-159473] p0134 B80-15106

Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine (QCSEE) Over-The-Wing (OTW) propulsion system test report. Volume 1: Summary report

[NAVYSPEC-84-159473] p0136 B80-15125

Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine (QCSEE) Over-The-Wing (OTW) propulsion system test report. Volume 3: Mechanical performance

[NAVYSPEC-84-159473] p0136 B80-15126

Preliminary study of F70 thrust requirements for a V/STOL aircraft with lift plus lift/cruise propulsion

[NAVYSPEC-84-159473] p0262 B80-19110

F79D-7A (SF) jet engine performance deterioration trends

[NAVYSPEC-84-159473] p0293 B80-20274

Engine component improvement: Performance Improvement, G-7 3.8 AB fan

[NAVYSPEC-84-159473] p0343 B80-25332
PULSED LASERS
Laser Target Marker /Designator and Rang
[AD-800-34187]

PULSED RADIATION

PULSED ELECTROMAGNETIC PULSES
Capacitors for aircraft high power
[AD-800-34187]

PULSED ELECTROMAGNETIC PULSES
PULSED PRESSURE PUMPS
PULSED CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS
PULSED TURBINE PUMPS
Improving the suction capability of vane pumps
for aircraft fuel tank

PULSE TRACKING
An approximate feedback solution of a variable speed nonlinear pursuit-evasion game between two airplanes in a horizontal plane
[AD-800-1597]

PWN (Modeling)
U PULSE DURATION MODULATION

PYLON MOUNTING
Preliminary weight estimation of engine section structure
[SAME PAPER 1311]

PYLONS
Computational and simplified analytical treatment of transonic wing-fuselage-pylon-store interactions
[AD-800-20665]

Wing/store flutter with nonlinear pylon stiffness
[AD-800-0792]

PYROCHEMICALS
CO COMPOSITE MATERIALS
U COMPOSITE MATERIALS
PYROLYSIS
Pyrolysis of light pyrolysis fuel oil for kerosene type jet fuel
[AD-800-34187]

PYROLYTIC MATERIALS
Full-scale flammability tests with experiments on animals in the Aeronomical Test Center of Toulouse
[AD-800-34187]

PYROMETER
U TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT

PYROTECHNICS
Development of a hot wire initiated pyrotechnic-propellant gas source for a parachute ejection system
[AD-800-20361]

Pyrotechnic delay cutters for severe acceleration and temperature environments
Mid-Air Retrieval System (MARS) for remotely piloted vehicle
[AD-800-20361]

PSV AIRCRAFT
U P-3 AIRCRAFT

QUADRATIC EQUATIONS
On the use in stability analysis of the relationships between the coefficients of a quartic equation and those of quadratic factor
[AD-800-20361]

QUADRATIC PROGRAMMING
Rear model parameters estimation and rotor balancing studies with quadratic programming
[AD-800-20361]

QUALITY
BT AIR QUALITY
BT ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
QUALITY CONTROL
Flaw detection of aircraft components in operation
--- Russian book

SUBJECT INDEX
All-Equipment Production Reliability Tests /AEPRT/
for the F-15
F-16 independent assessment - An Air Force viewpoint
Dehydration of aircraft fuels and lubricants
Non-destructive examination of fibre composite structures by thermal field techniques
Problems involved in the detection of aircraft defects
Technologies of aircraft maintenance
Application of the method of electrothermic emission to the quality control of gas-turbine engine components
An analysis of MIL-STD-417 test methods
Reliability program planning and avionics systems
Some recent advances in non-destructive testing applied to aircraft in service
Alternative jet aircraft fuels
Fatigue strength testing employed for evaluation and acceptance of jet-engine instrumentation probes
Study of the influence of hole quality on composite materials
High-stability quartz oscillators for aircraft and missiles
 studied of the relationships between the coefficients of a quartic equation and those of quadratic factor
Investigations of the optimal configuration of high-stability quartz oscillators for aircraft and missiles
Analytical determination of the influence of elasticity and mass distribution on the aerodynamic characteristics of an aircraft in quasi-steady motion
Investigations of the transport and handling capability of the quiet short-haul research aircraft
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Radar data utilization in automating the sequencing of aircrafts in terminal areas
A distributed processing system for radar data presentation
Filtering of synthetic radar data

RADAR DETECTION
Use of sign statistics for sequential signal detection in a pulse radar system
The 'Martello' 3D radar antenna --- for civil ATC and military technology
Design of a wind shear detection radar for airports
Hybrid optical/digital processing for target identification
Methodology for target discrimination
A new radar-system at the Rhein-Main airport
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Address Selective Surveillance Radar
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Methodology for the evaluation of a radar site

RADAR OBSERVATION
U RADAR SCANNING
RADAR SCANNING
Principles of electronic warfare --- Radar and EW

RADAR RECEIVERS
Evaluations of the performance of a deflector for an SSR monopulse system --- Secondary Surveillance Radar
Evaluation of the effect of asynchronous interference on a monopulse radar in a network of secondary sensors
Implementation of air traffic control radar receivers with fast Fourier transform processors
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RADAR REFLECTIONS
U RADAR Echos
RADAR SCANNING
Principles of electronic warfare --- Radar and EW

RADAR SIGNATURES
Filtering of synthetic radar data

RADAR TARGETS
The target tracking problem using airborne radar under ECM environment
Radimetric measurements of targets and clutter

RADAR TRACKING
Radar reacquisition --- command and control center system for military air operations
Technological trends in electronic warfare --- use of radar equipment for aircraft detection and weapons control accuracy in air defense
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The target tracking problem using airborne radar under ECM environment

Stochastic response secondary surveillance radar

On site determination of vertical beam location and characteristics using statistical method —— radar tracking antennas

Bit slices in a radar processor —— for target detectability improvement

A time-shared monopulse approach to air/surface radar ranging

Primary radar in ATC

Problems related to the design and construction of a radar network

Methodology for the evaluation of a radar site

Tactical analysis of conflicts in an air traffic control system: Design and implementation of a provisional model

Tracking algorithms for mono and multicarrier

Onboard collision avoidance system: Environmental influence on the tracking algorithm requirements

Target tracking using Doppler-information in sensor oriented coordinates with a three-dimensional array radar

Flight evaluation of a radar cursor technique

Flight evaluation of a radar cursor technique as an aid to airborne radar approaches

Experimental survey of the statistical properties of dynamic clutter in ATC primary radars

Airborne radar coherent transmitters

Development of a new contouring device —— for isointensity weather curve generation in ATC
decision displays

Visual displays for air traffic control data

Design solutions for highly loaded stages of radial compressors

High temperature radial turbine demonstration

Flow measurements in a turbine scroll case

An investigation of ingress for a simple shrouded rotating disc system with a radial outflow of coolant

The determination of deviation angles at exit from the nozzles of an inward flow radial turbine

Loss model for off-design performance analysis of radial turbines with variable area stators

High-temperature radial turbine demonstration

Feasibility study of applying liquid flow control to an LTV vehicle

Feasibility study of applying laminar flow control to an LTV vehicle

Radiation absorption

Radiation absorption

Radiation absorption

The nuclear thermal effects on humidity saturated composite materials

Radiation detectors

Analytical techniques for aromatic components in aircraft

Atmospheric radiation patterns

Diffraction patterns

Radiation effects

Radiation damage

Optical measurement of fields excited inside the fuselage of an aircraft

Radiation measuring instruments

HF detectors

Infrared detectors

Infrared instruments

Infrared scanners

Microwave radiometers

Radiation detectors

Radiation protection

Electromagnetic noise

Radiation pressure

Luminous intensity

Sound pressure

Radiation projection

Radiation shielding

High energy X-ray study

Radiation spectra

Radar spectra

Radar antennas

Aerospace antennas

Antennas /Current status and problems/ —— Russian book

Radio beacons

Airport radio navigation systems —— Russian book

New technology for the VDB-system and its reliability. I —— directional beacon for civil aviation

Radio communication

Time division multiple access

Radio and optical flight support systems and communications in civil aviation —— Russian book

Tunable millimeter-wave communications

Analysis of air traffic control communications performance via computer simulation experiments

Analysis of tactical communications jamming problems

The role of HF in air-ground communications: An overview

HF communication to small low flying aircraft

Assessment of HF communications reliability

VHF air-ground technology and spectrum utilization

Audio system characteristics and minimum performance standards. Aircraft microphones (except carbon), aircraft headsets and speakers and aircraft radio selector panels and amplifiers

Optimal evaluation of angular coordinates of aircraft in multichannel radio direction finding
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- X-ray radiography of gas turbine ceramics
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- Investigation of application parameters and
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- RAIN IMPACT DAMAGE
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- RAIN STORMS
  Bipolar storms

- RAIN EFFECT
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- RAIN SCATTERING
  U RAIN SPECTRA

- RAIN SPECTRA
  Laser-Raman flow-field diagnostics of two large
  hypersonic test facilities
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RAISET ENGINES

- FT SUPERSONIC COMBUSTION RAMJET ENGINES
  Test and analysis of the ASALF-FPV insulated
  combustion chamber
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- Population/Airframe integration considerations for
  high altitude hypersonic cruise vehicles
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- Analysis of application parameters and
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- The design and combustion performance of practical
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- Elementary considerations for ramjet modelling
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- Prospects for computer model for combustion
  with solid fuel ramjets
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- Analysis of mixing and combustion in a scramjet
  combustor with a co-axial fuel jet
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- Modeling techniques for the analysis of ramjet
  combustion processes
  [AIAA PAPER 80-1190] P0450 A80-81512

- Oblique detonation wave ramjet
  [NASA-CR-159172] P0084 H80-13405

- An adaptation and validation of a primitive
  variable mathematical model for predicting the
  flows in turbojet test cells and solid fuel
  ramjets
  [AD-A074107] P0121 H80-14131

- Demonstration program for a flexible duct valve
  for ramjet engine fuel controls
  [AD-A078529] P2246 H80-14123

- Thermodynamics of organic compounds --- ramjet fuels
  [AD-A060072] P0296 H80-20410

A primitive variable computer model for combustion
within solid fuel ramjets
[AD-A081081] P0365 H80-23319

Carbon slurry fuels for volume limited missiles
[AD-A008109] P0500 H80-27512

A comparison of solid fuel ramjet flow
characteristics and combustion behavior
[AD-A05064] P0355 H80-28359

A preliminary assessment of the impact of 2-D
exhaust-nose geometry on the cruise range of a
hypersonic aircraft with top-mounted ramjet
propulsion
[NASA-TN-01041] P0363 H80-23397
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- Now-generation ramjets - A promising future
  P035 H80-37481

- OESRA ramjet test facilities
  P0621 A80-52915

HARES (STRUCTURES)

- Airplane ski jump takeoff
  P0293 A80-36780

- Impact of ramp launch technology on a Navy support
  aircraft
  [AIAA PAPER 80-1078] P0472 A80-33912

HARD DISTRIBUTIONS

- U STATISTICAL DISTRIBUTIONS
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- MT GUST LOADS
  Variations in crack growth rate behavior
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- Calculation of aircraft wing reliability from
  sudden failures
  P0564 A80-47003

- Response of nonlinear panels to random loads
  P0639 H80-32766
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- MT HARD NOISE
  Contribution to the study of nonstationary signals
  emitted by moving jet engine - Application to
  spectral analysis and imaging
  I P0621 A80-52918

HARDNOISE PROCESSES

- Factorial interproblematical method of analyzing the
  accuracy of nonlinear automatic control systems in
  the presence of random effects
  P0262 A80-29215
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  systems to aerodynamic wind forces
  P0653 H80-33775

HARDNOISE SIGNALS

- Use of sign statistics for sequential signal
  detection in a pulse radar system
  P0111 A80-12031

HARD NOISE VIBRATION

- Flapping response of lifting rotor blades to
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- Application of random time domain analysis to
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- Application of NEL-SED-80C dynamic requirements
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  P0240 H80-19091

HANGER (FLARES)

- MT PROPORTIONAL LIMIT
  A simple method for converting frequency domain
  aerodynamics to the time domain
  P0643 H80-33358

HANGER CONTROL

- U TRAJECTORY CONTROL

HANGER FINDERS

- MT OPTICAL RANGE FINDERS

- Non-contacting electro-optical contouring of
  helicopter rotor blades
  [AD-A078006] P0118 H80-14111

HANGER INDICATORS

- U RANGE FINDERS

HANGER RANGES (FACILITIES)

- MT TEST RANGES

HANGER CYCLE

- Organic Rankine-cycle turbine power plant
  utilizing low temperature heat sources
  [ASME PAPER 80-GT-153] P0621 A80-42625

HAPCON (CONTROL)

- U RADAR APPROACH CONTROL

HARKER RANGES (COMPONENTS)

- ULTRAVIOLET COMPOUNDS
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RECEIVING SYSTEMS

Design approaches for GPS receivers/processors p0304 A80-21308
Evolution and transition of today's military landing system to compatibility with present and future civil military systems -- Multimode receivers and the marine remote approach landing system p0493 A80-27339
Alternate waveforms for a low-cost civil global positioning system receiver (AD-A088345) p0632 A80-32371

RECEIVING SYSTEMS
U RECEIVERS
RECEPTION DIVERSITY
Error rate performance of M-ary DPSK systems in satellite/aircraft communications p0192 A80-25965

RECEPATING ENGINES
U PISTON ENGINES
RECPROATION
On the characteristics of centrifugal-reciprocating machines -- cryogenic coolers (NASA-CR-162801) p0249 A80-19499

RECCIRCULATION
U CIRCULATION
RECCIRCULATIh FLUID FLOW
Effect of swirl, wake parameter and wake Reynolds' number on recirculation in combustion chambers of jet engines p0617 A80-52021

RECOGNITION
MT SPEECH RECOGNITION
MT TARGET RECOGNITION
MT AERIAL RECOGNIZANCE
RECOGNISANCE AIRCRAFT
MT CL-84 AIRCRAFT
MT F-5 AIRCRAFT
MT KI-SAGE AIRCRAFT
MT F-5A AIRCRAFT
MT WEATHER RECOGNIZANCE AIRCRAFT
In Soviet service, VII - Mikoyan Foxbat -- Soviet HIG-25 program p0006 A80-10900
Preliminary design of an integrated redundant digital flight control system for the maritime patrol aircraft p0262 A80-32433

Back-door surveillance -- Hawk Three Miadok heralds images of "sneak" boost -- UK surveillance aircraft p0466 A80-42824
Concept of a research aircraft for remote sensing, using an integrated sensor/data system (DGFB PAPER 80-051) p0523 A80-86300
A mission training simulator for the Mikoyan MiG MK 2 and some aspects of the derivation and verification of its system models p0258 A80-19826

Proceedings of the Association for Unmanned Vehicle Systems ADVS '79: 6th Annual Convention (AD-A077077) p0258 A80-20018

RECONSTRUCTION
The reconstruction of flight paths from AIDS-data with the aid of modern filtering methods p0430 A80-25288

RECORDING
MT DATA RECORDING
MT DATA SHARING
MT PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORDING
Application of flight simulator record/playback feature (AD-A087752) p0484 A80-26335

RECORDING INSTRUMENTS
MT FLIGHT LOAD RECORDERS
MT FLIGHT RECORDERS
Helicopter flight test instrumentation (NASA-HG-160-601-10) p0647 A80-33406

RECOVERABILITY
New remotely piloted vehicle launch and recovery concepts. Volume 1: Analysis, preliminary design and performance/cost trade studies (AD-A077085) p0236 A80-19066

RECOVERABLE SPACECRAFT
MT AIRBRAKESPACERSES
MT REUSABLE SPACECRAFT
MT SPACE SHUTTLES
RECOVERY
BPY recovery systems

SUBJECT INDEX

RECOVERY PARACHUTES
Parachute recovery systems. I - Parachute materials, applications and design. II - The recovery system as an integral part of vehicle design p0266 A80-29658

Recovery system preliminary design. A simplified approach to determining staging, timing and altitude requirements for fast-inflating parachutes (AD-A077588) p0233 A80-19041
A spin-recovery parachute system for light general-aviation airplanes (NASA-TH-80237) p0287 A80-20227

RECOVERY VEHICLES
Thanks, Coast Guard ... We needed that --- Short Range Recovery helicopter aircraft p0408 A80-39825

RECTANGULAR PANELS
Sonic fatigue design data for bonded aluminum aircraft structures (AIAA PAPER 80-0303) p0094 A80-18304

Propagation of edge cracks in laterally excited stiffened panels p0623 A80-53465

RECTANGULAR PLATFORMS
MT RECTANGULAR PANELS
MT RECTANGULAR WINGS

RECTANGULAR WINGS
The effects of loading edge modifications on the post-stall characteristics of wings (AIAA PAPER 80-0199) p0097 A80-18375
The relationship between the critical reversal and divergence speeds for a straight wing with an edge-wake correction p0151 A80-21310

Analytical investigation of the nonlinear characteristics of a small-aspect rectangular wing p0151 A80-21317

Calculation of the supersonic flow field with vortices behind a slender rectangular wing p0151 A80-21320

Pressure distribution in rectangular wing/balde/sections during curving motion in an incompressible medium p0203 A80-27157

Major results of the asymptotic theory of a low-flying wing - Method of matched asymptotic expansions p0453 A80-41708

Motion of rectangular wing between parallel walls p0019 A80-10050
Calculation of transonic flows around wings p0066 A80-12194

Study of an edge vortex by means of ultrasound in a close field behind a rectangular wing in a wind tunnel (MPTH-11/1979) p0587 A80-30282

RECOGNIZERS
MT RECOGNIZERS

REDUCED GRAVITY
F-104 low-gravity calibration tests for materials processing in space precursory experiments (NASA-TH-78278) p0436 A80-25355

REDUCTION (CHEMISTRY)
MT HYDROGENATION

REDUNDANCY
Redundancy management considerations for a control-configured fighter aircraft triplex digital fly-by-wire flight control system p0111 A80-14026

Failure detection, isolation and indication in highly integrated digital guidance and control systems p0112 A80-14027

REDUNDANT ERRORS
Inherent errors in asynchronous digital flight control circuits (AD-A082662) p0436 A80-25366

REDUNDANT COMPONENTS
Preliminary design of an integrated redundant digital flight control system for the maritime patrol aircraft p0262 A80-32434

Fault-tolerant system optimization p0410 A80-40312

Backup flight control system for a highly maneuverable remotely piloted research vehicle (AIAA 80-1761) p0511 A80-45548

A-334
Investigation into the reliability and cost of ownership of the Flenley air motor servo unit - Type 306

A-336
Twenty-fourth Sagamore Army Materials Research Conference, Eastgate Lake, N.Y., August 21-26, 1977

[AD-A076883] p0126 880-14377
Fatigue strength testing employed for evaluation and acceptance of jet-engine instrumentation probes (NASA-TR-81402) p0185 880-17422
The application of reliability improvement warranty to dynamic systems (A-075520) p0230 880-18149
Avionics Reliability, Its Techniques and Related Disciplines — conferences (AGARD-CP-261) p0250 880-19519
An analysis of the evolution of the reliability and maintainability disciplines p0250 880-19520

Difficulties in predicting avionics reliability p0250 880-19521
Reliability growth models p0250 880-19522
A simulation program for the determination of system reliability of complex avionic systems p0250 880-19523
Trends in reliability modeling technology for fault tolerant systems p0250 880-19534
Non-electronic aspects of avionic system reliability p0250 880-19535
Reliability growth through environmental simulation — electronic equipment p0250 880-19538
The k-7 head-up display reliability programs p0250 880-19539
Formal methods for achieving reliable software p0252 880-19549
The integrated management of reliability and maintainability in procurement p0252 880-19558
In-service improvements to reliability and maintainability of the instrument landing system (A-075556) p0409 880-27312
Nonoperating failure rates for avionic study (A-0807048) p0590 880-30309
An approach to the derivation and validation of requirements p0612 880-32126

HELIP RAPS

Design of improved weather contouring device (A-082750) p0428 880-24945

REMOTE CONTROL

Nadar control — command and control center systems for military air operations p0006 880-11164
Remotely piloted vehicles. Citations from the International Aerospace Abstracts data base (NWS/DF-79/0375/9) p0080 880-13040

REMOTE REGIONS

Mt. ARCTIC REGIONS

The use of single-frequency Decca Navigator signals for remote position monitoring p0407 880-39562
Assessment of the environmental compatibility of differing helicopter noise certification standards (A-080625) p0501 880-28153

REMOTE SENSORS

In-camera for day and night fire control p0007 880-11180
Airborne semicondor radars p0049 880-14196
Wire obstacle warning system /NOIS/ — A real-time airborne sensor for automatic detection and recognition of wirelike objects p0087 880-17402
Infrared sensor system performance simulations p0107 880-20900
Aircraft radars based on semicondor devices p0618 880-52205
Aims and tasks of the aircraft test program p0674 880-12468
Helicopter remote wind sensor system description (A-076153) p0222 880-18024
Fiber optic sensors for measuring angular position and rotational speed — air breathing engines (NASA-TR-81454) p0229 880-16368
Remote sensing methods for determination of plant range visibility (DFVLR-FB-79-18) p0371 880-23759
Helicopter remote wind sensor flight test p0420 880-24313

(p0572 A-80-48926
Assessment of instrument reliability during design p0618 A-80-52195
Study of turboprop systems reliability and maintenance costs (NASA-CN-135192) p0120 880-14129
Reliability of high-brightness CBTs for airborne displays p0251 880-19543
Reliability management of the avionic system of a military strike aircraft p0251 880-19546
An analysis of software reliability prediction models p0252 880-19551
Software development for TORNADO: A case history from the reliability and maintainability aspect p0252 880-19554

Reliability measurement for operational avionics software (NASA-CN-159224) p0314 880-22000
An assessment of the stability and opening characteristics of cruciform parachutes (2C-23b) p0361 880-23276
Summary of 1979 independent research on risk analysis methods — ten minimum fatigue test data for reliable aircraft structures (2B-28390) p0485 880-26680
Reliability of ceramics for heat engine applications (NASA-CN-163835) p0552 880-29341

RELIABILITY CONTROL U QUALITY CONTROL

RELIABILITY ENGINEERING

Future requirements for environmental control systems in naval aircraft (ASME PAPER 79-EPAS-9) p0055 A-80-15234
Fault-surviving flight control avionics p0153 A-80-21750
The reliability of the mechanical components of flight vehicles — Russian book p0158 A-80-23086
Reliability and maintainability design standards from readiness-related goals — for naval aircraft weapon systems (SAE PAPER 79111) p0196 A-80-26651
Advanced computer program — for future automation and system performance improvements p0197 A-80-26810
Reliability improvement on aircraft engine bearing by discriminant analysis p0271 A-80-30299
A comparison of computer architectures for the NASA demonstration advanced avionics system p0281 A-80-32427
The Fault Tolerant Multiprocessor engineering model /A report/ — computer systems design for avionics systems p0285 A-80-32472
Cost analyses for avionics acquisition p0409 A-80-40221
Fault-tolerance system optimization p0410 A-80-40311
Protection and specification of clutches to be used with gas turbine generators (ASME PAPER 80-CT-33) p0457 A-80-42166
Interferometer design and data handling in a high-vibration environment. I — interferometer design p0624 A-80-53913
The challenge of designing reliable PCB transmitters p0582 A-80-55355
IFP system concept based on two synchronizations p0624 A-80-53913
Reliability of nondestructive inspections (A-0772097) p0033 880-10503
US Army Test and Evaluation Command test operations procedures: Photographic and video image support aviation material
Remote sensing of turbine engine gases

Remote Piloted Vehicles

Technical concept for a strike-BPV flight guidance and weapon delivery system

Take-off and landing problems of ship based RPVs

Pyrotechnic delay cutters for some severe accelerations and temperature environments — Mid-Air Retrieval System (MARS) for remotely piloted vehicle

Firebrancl anti-spin missile target- concept: flight test program objectives and vehicle instrumentation requirements

Remotely piloted vehicles; International Conference, Bristol, England, September 3-5, 1979, Conference Papers and Supplementary Papers

Operations of unmanned aircraft

Prospects for advanced tactical RPV's

Unmanned aircraft systems research in the UK

VF-10: concept for a ground-attack-BPV

A low budget experimental BPV system

Parachute recovery systems. I - Parachute materials, applications and design. II - The recovery system as an integral part of vehicle design

BPV recovery systems

Aerfoils down to critical Reynolds numbers and the performance of remotely controlled gliders

Mini-BPV research

Development, flight test and application of BPV control law concepts for microprocessor based computers

Power units for mini BPV's

The design and manufacture of a prototype cost-effective B.P.V. engine

Antennas for BPV's

Use of a simulator in the development of a BPV system

Mini-BPV technology development

BPV aeronautical and support system Supporting Technology Programs

Design and test of mini-BPV demonstrator engines

Advanced developments in turbo machinery for use in small BPV engines

Microprocessors in a BPV system

Communication to BPV's — data link design for information transfer from ground terminal or other BPV

Application of a ground based minicomputer system for real time, closed loop control of remotely piloted aircraft models used in stall/spin research

FLIMT technical description

Backup flight control system for a highly maneuverable remotely piloted research vehicle

A hybrid simulator for the BGM-34C multiammunition BPV

The development of the DAST 1 remotely piloted research vehicle for flight testing an active flap suppression control system

Remotely piloted vehicles. Citations from the International Aerospace Abstracts data base

Experience in producing software for the ground station of a remotely piloted helicopter system

New remotely piloted vehicle launch and recovery concepts: Computer program listings

New remotely piloted vehicle launch and recovery concepts. Volume 1: Analysis, preliminary design and performance/cost trade studies

Remote piloted vehicles, volume 2. A bibliography with abstracts

REPAIRING U MAINTENANCE

REPERTOIRE

CONGRESSIONAL REPORTS

REPUBLIC AIRCRAFT

REPUBLIC A-10 AIRCRAFT

REPUBLIC MILITARY AIRCRAFT

U MILITARY AIRCRAFT

RESCUE OPERATIONS

A sea-distress signal via satellites

Helicopter crash position indicator flight trials

Rescue at sea of aircrew personnel

Navy combat Search and Rescue

Aeronautical systems technology needs: Escape, rescue and survival

Naval aviation water survival program

RESEARCH

U DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING

U GAGE THEORY

U LIBRARY PROGRAMMING

U MARKET RESEARCH

U OPERATIONS RESEARCH

Current research on aviation weather (bibliography), 1979

U RESEARCH AIRCRAFT

NT B-70 AIRCRAFT

NT C-5A ADVANCED WING AIRCRAFT

NT C-6E

NT C-151 SYSTEMS RESEARCH AIRCRAFT

General aviation icing flight test

The Quiet Short-Haul Research Aircraft /OSBRA/

Mini-BPV research

Further encounters with clear air turbulence in research aircraft

HIAT technical description

An experimental aircraft to test new technologies

Effects of discontinuities drooped wing leading-edge modifications on the spinning characteristics of a low-wing general aviation airplane

Backup flight control system for a highly maneuverable remotely piloted research vehicle

A-338
Aircraft noise and the market for residential amenities

Airport noise, location rent, and the market for residential amenities

Aircraft noise and the market for residential housing: Empirical results for seven selected airports

RESIDENTIAL AREAS

Airport noise, location rent, and the market for residential amenities

Aircraft noise and the market for residential housing: Empirical results for seven selected airports

RESIDUAL STRESS

Applying pressure... Believing stress... stress coining aircraft structures

RESIN MATRIX COMPOSITES

The compression moulding of composite aero engine components with elevated thermal stability

RESINS

MT IPOTY RESINS
MT KEVLAR (TRADEMARK)
MT POLYESTER RESINS
MT POLYURETHANE RESINS
MT POLYETHYLENE BUTADIENE RESINS
MT POLYMER RESINS

RESISTIVITY

U ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY

RESOLUTION

MT HIGH RESOLUTION
MT SPECTRAL RESOLUTION

RESPONDER

MT NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE
MT RESPONDER VIBRATION

RESPONDER TESTING

The influence of test equipment during resonance tests of light structures --- aircraft aeroelastic model

RESONANT CAVITIES

U CAVITY RESONATORS

RESONANCE FREQUENCIES

An optimization method for the determination of the important flutter modes

Influence of optimizing the strength of a structure on the mode shapes and frequencies of the normal modes --- of flight vehicles

Calculation of natural frequencies and mode shapes of mass loaded aircraft structures

RESONANT VIBRATION

Design of elastomer dampers for a high-speed flexible rotor

Dynamic analysis of rotating asymmetric cross-section blade packet

Seminar on Vibration Control, Pennsylvania State University, University Park, Pa., October 8-12, 1979, Proceedings

The influence of test equipment during resonance tests of light structures --- aircraft aeroelastic model

Non-linear dynamic analysis of rotors by finite element method

Conditions for exciting natural vibrations in a tricycle rolling along a straight line

Experience in correcting dynamic designs on the basis of resonance test data --- aircraft structures
RIGID MOTORS

Effect of tip vortex structure on helicopter noise due to blade-vortex interaction p0619 A80-52645

Effect of primary rotor parameters on flapping dynamics [NASA-TP-1431] p0637 A80-15138

A hingeless rotor IV-15 design integration feasibility study, Volume 1: Engineering design studies [NASA-Cr-152310] p0223 A80-18030

An analytical study of tilt propeller aircraft dynamics in airplane cruise configuration including the effects of fuselage longitudinal rigid body motion p0363 A80-22127

An experimental investigation of the effects of aeroelastic couplings on aeromechanical stability of a hingeless rotor helicopter [AD-A008519] p0546 A80-29294

RIGID STRUCTURES

RIGID MOTORS

A rotor supported without contact - Theory and application p0163 A80-21980

Experimental evaluation of the predicted behavior of squeeze-film-bearing-supported rigid rotors p0272 A80-30592

Vibration reduction with higher harmonic blade feathering for helicopters with two-bladed teetering and four-bladed hingeless rotors [AIAA 80-0670] p0330 A80-34996

Non-linear dynamic analysis of rotors by finite element method p0443 A80-40730

Effects of primary rotor parameters on flapping dynamics [NASA-TP-1431] p0637 A80-15138

A hingeless rotor IV-15 design integration feasibility study, Volume 1: Engineering design studies [NASA-Cr-152310] p0223 A80-18030

An analytical study of tilt propeller aircraft dynamics in airplane cruise configuration including the effects of fuselage longitudinal rigid body motion p0363 A80-22127

An experimental investigation of the effects of aeroelastic couplings on aeromechanical stability of a hingeless rotor helicopter [AD-A008519] p0546 A80-29294

RIGID WINGS

Calculation of minimum-weight and maximum-rigidity structures in the presence of design constraints p0273 A80-27165

Noise transmission and attenuation by stiffened panels [AIAA PAPER 80-1028] p0340 A80-35982

Propagation of edge cracks in laterally excited stiffened panels p0623 A80-53465

Handling qualities of large flexible control-configured aircraft [NASA-Cr-163206] p0436 A80-25344

RIGID WINGS

Experimental study of flapping wing lift and propulsion p0273 A80-30680

Investigation of a foam supported glass fiber p-box for a rigid wing hang glider [AD-240] p0363 A80-23302

RING STRUCTURES

RING WINGS

Two-dimensional finite-element analyses of simulated rotor-fragment impacts against rings and beams compared with experiments [NASA-Cr-159645] p0350 A80-22323

RING WINGS

A test of the method of Fink and Soh for following vortex-sheet motion p0620 A80-52719

RISK

Risk and failure analysis for improved performance and reliability; Proceedings of the Twenty-fourth Sagsore Army Materials Research Conference, Baguette Lake, N.Y., August 21-26, 1977 p0572 A80-08926

Assessment of the risk due to release of carbon fiber in civil aircraft accidents, phase 2 [NASA-Cr-159240] p0247 A80-19200

Assessment of risk due to the use of carbon fiber composites in commercial and general aviation [NASA-Cr-159206] p0247 A80-19201

Assessment of the risk arising from electrical effects associated with the release of carbon fiber composites on general aviation aircraft fires [NASA-Cr-159206] p0408 A80-26391

Determination of the safety in a North Atlantic organized track system with reduced lateral separation --- reliability test p0492 A80-27332

Statistical aspects of carbon fiber risk assessment modeling --- fire accidents involving aircraft [NASA-Cr-159318] p0555 A80-29432

Carbon/graphite composite material study --- risk and hazards of fiber release [NASA-Cr-159240] p0555 A80-29442

Experimental and analytical studies for the NASA carbon fiber risk assessment [NASA-Cr-159218] p0651 A80-33490

EFFICIENT JOINTS

Ensuring geometrical accuracy of riveted aircraft component contours --- Russian book p0271 A80-30325

Damaging effects in joints and experimental tests on riveted specimens p0253 A80-19584

Endurance of rivetted lap joints (aluminum alloy sheet and rivets) p0356 A80-22723

EFFICIENT Mechanical fasteners dominating aerospace --- airplane and spacecraft structural joining techniques p0159 A80-23335

ROADS

Highways

Pavement evaluation and overlay design using vibratory destructive testing and layered elastic theory. Volume 1: Development procedure [AD-A087186] p0593 A80-30808

ROCKET CHAMBERS

G-THRUST CHAMBERS

ROCKET ENGINE DESIGN

Liquid hydrogen engines p0303 A80-37343

A comparison of interstellar propulsion methods p0400 A80-38970

ROCKET ENGINES

HT HYDRAULIC ENGINES

HT LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES

HT NUCLEAR ROCKET ENGINES

HT SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES

Introduction to aerospace technology --- Russian book p0158 A80-23080

Organizing multistage energy conversion systems p0526 A80-47183

Description of an experimental (hydrogen peroxide) rocket system and its use in measuring alleron and rudder effectiveness of a light airplane [NASA-TP-1647] p0356 A80-22358

ROCKET FIZING

Spin profile tailoring for the improved 2.75-inch rocket [AIAA 80-1575] p0516 A80-45874

Spin profile tailoring for the improved 2.75-inch rocket [AIAA 80-1575] p0516 A80-45874

Spin profile tailoring for the improved 2.75-inch rocket [AIAA 80-1575] p0516 A80-45874

Spin profile tailoring for the improved 2.75-inch rocket [AIAA 80-1575] p0516 A80-45874

Spin profile tailoring for the improved 2.75-inch rocket [AIAA 80-1575] p0516 A80-45874

ROCKET NOSSELS

Analysis of experiments on the effects of jet plumes on pressure distribution over a cylindrical afterbody at transonic speeds [AD-A008647] p0359 A80-22359

ROCKET PROPELLANTS

NT LIQUID ROCKET PROPELLANTS

NT MONOPROPELLANTS

NT SOLID PROPELLANTS

ROCKET TEST FACILITIES

ORERA ranjet test facilities p0621 A80-52915

ROCKET THRUST

Rockets for spin recovery [NASA-Cr-159240] p0550 A80-29367

ROCKET VEHICLES

NT ARIANE LAUNCH VEHICLE

NT MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES

ROCKETS

NT COAL

NT GASALLO WINGS

NT G-BLEND WINGS

ROLL

Measurement of dynamic direct and cross-coupling derivatives due to oscillatory roll [AIAA-TP-1431] p0679 A80-29995

A-342
Application of existing roll response criteria to transport aircraft with advanced flight control systems

Experiments in sensing transient rotational acceleration cues on a flight simulator

Light airplane crash tests at three roll angles

Real time digital model of a rolling airframe

Roll control of an attitude-controlled aerodynamic vehicle which has strong roll-Yaw coupling

ROLL CONTROL

6 LATERAL CONTROL

ROLL FORMING

Fabrication of double-curvature skins by rolling

ROLL BEARINGS

Operation of an all-ceramic mainshaft roller bearing is a 302 gas-turbine engine

Endurance and failure characteristics of modified Vasa X-2, CBS 600 and AIX 9310 spur gears

Hybrid bearings for aircraft engines

Improved capabilities to detect incipient bearing failures

Development of mainshaft high-speed cylindrical roller bearings for gas turbine engines

Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine (QCSEE) operation of an all-ceramic mainshaft roller bearing in a J-102 gas-turbine engine

Study of rolling element dynamic interactions with separator and raceway paths. Roller skewing measurements in roller bearings

Roto-bearing dynamics technology design guide. Part 9: Cylindrical roller bearings

Ceramics in rolling element bearings

Effect of cage design on characteristics of high-speed-jet lubricated 35-millimeter-bore ball bearing -- turbojet engines

ROLLING CONTACT LOADS

Rolling of a loaded rotor around a rigid bearing

ROLLING ROBOTS

Departure and uncoordinated roll reversal boundaries for lighter configurations

Parametric study of the Orbiter rollout using an approximate solution

Effect of spanwise gust variations

Experimental investigation of a circulation control aileron

BOOM TEMPERATURE

Fracture analysis of ductile materials

ROTARY DRIVES

9 MECHANICAL DRIVES

ROTARY STABILITY

GT GYROSCOPIC STABILITY

Experimental determination of pure rotary stability derivatives using curved and rolling flow wind tunnel

Experimental investigation of flotter in mid-stage compressor designs -- for aircraft axial flow gas turbine engine

A dynamic analysis of the motion of a low-wing general aviation aircraft about its calculated equilibriums flat spin mode

Roto dynamics -- structural analysis software review

ROTARY WINGS

Rotary balance data for a typical single-engine general aviation design for an angle-of-attack range of 8 degrees to 35 degrees. 3. Effect of wing leading-edge modifications, model A

The response of turbine engine rotors to interference rubs

Analysis and identification of sub-synchronous vibration for a high pressure parallel flow centrifugal compressor

Sub-synchronous instability of a geared centrifugal compressor of overhung design

The parameters and measurements of the destabilizing actions of rotating machines, and the assumptions of the 1950's

Asynchronous vibration problem of centrifugal compressor

Evaluation of instability forces of labyrinth seals in turbines or compressors

Damping in ring seals for compressible fluids

Flow induced spring coefficients of labyrinth seals for application in rotor dynamics

Effect of fluid forces on rotor stability of centrifugal compressors and pumps

Non-synchronous whirling due to fluid-dynamic forces in axial-turbo-machinery rotors

Fluid forces on rotating centrifugal impeller with whirling motion

Rotary balance data for a typical single-engine general aviation design for an angle-of-attack range of 8 deg to 90 deg. 2: High-wing model C

ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT

ST HO-155 HELICOPTER

ST CH-6 HELICOPTER

ST CH-47 HELICOPTER

ST CH-58 HELICOPTER

ST H-53 HELICOPTER

ST H-54 HELICOPTER

ST HEAVY LIFT HELICOPTERS

ST HELICOPTERS

ST MILITARY HELICOPTERS

ST OH-6 HELICOPTER

ST OH-58 HELICOPTER

ST P-531 HELICOPTER

ST RIGID ROTOR HELICOPTERS

ST ROTOR SYSTEMS RESEARCH AIRCRAFT

ST SH-3 HELICOPTERS

ST TARDER ROTOR HELICOPTERS

ST TILT ROTOR AIRCRAFT

ST UH-1 HELICOPTER

ST UH-60A HELICOPTER

ST XV-15 AIRCRAFT

Rotorcraft identification experience

Rotorcraft flight simulation, computer program C81. Volume 1: Engineer's manual

Rotorcraft flight simulation, computer program C81. Volume 2: User's manual
Rotational noise of helicopter rotors
Fiber glass rotor producing
Pressure distribution in rectangular wing/blade sections during curvilinear motion in an incompressible medium
Operational implications of some NASA/ASA rotary wing induced velocity studies
Application of unsteady airfoil theory to rotary wings
Advanced aerocraft noise control systems
Active control of rotor blade pitch for vibration reduction - A wind tunnel demonstration
Future of helicopter rotor control
The promise of multicycle control for helicopter vibration reduction
Advanced research on helicopter blade airfoils
Construction of a nonstationary nonlinear theory of helicopter rotors
A hybrid composite helicopter main rotor blade employing pneumatic lift control
A simple system for helicopter individual-blade-control and its application to gust alleviation
Vibration reduction with higher harmonic blade feathering for helicopters with two-bladed and four-bladed hinged rotors
Multicycle control for helicopters - Research in progress at Ames Research Center
Multicycle control of a helicopter rotor - considering the influence of vibration, loads, and control motion
A collection of formulas for calculation of rotating blade noise - Compact and noncompact source results
Helicopter rotor thickness noise
Model rotor low frequency broadband noise at moderate tip speeds
An overview of NASA's propeller and rotor noise research
Unsteady wake behind a profile at variable incidence
Design, manufacture, and operational behaviour of helicopter composite blades
Non-linear dynamical analysis of rotors by finite element method
Theoretical and experimental determination of the aerodynamic characteristics of a helicopter rotor
Experimental investigation of helicopter aerodynamics 2nd revised and enlarged edition/ - Russian book
The aerodynamic characteristics of oscillating airfoils
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Evaluation of safety programs with respect to the causes of air carrier accidents [AD-A085571] p0542 N80-29265
Active beacon collision avoidance system test bed for 1978 Los Angeles flights [AD-A085674] p0545 N80-29284
Investigation of helicopter wire strike protection concepts [AD-A086557] p0550 N80-30285
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SAILWINGS
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Environmental testing of coatings for gas turbines [MLJ-RP-79002] p0605 N80-31088
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sampled Data</td>
<td>Aircraft-to-satellite data communications p0015 A00-13064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U Data Sampling</td>
<td>Satellite observation of airplane detection/AVD—Design trade-offs p0802 A00-39109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sampled Data Systems</td>
<td>Satellite tracking of a simple Navstar receiver p0279 A00-32120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U Data Sampling</td>
<td>Air deployment of satellite-tracked drifters p0346 A00-38629</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sampling</td>
<td>Satellite transmission of the Navstar system p0002 A00-10268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U Data Sampling</td>
<td>A possible effect of atmospheric waves on 10.7 Hz Loran-C signals p0574 A00-49678</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mf air sampling</td>
<td>Satellite-borne instruments for satellite navigation for helicopters p0279 A00-32203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U Data Sampling</td>
<td>Satellite communications for communication satellites p0100 A00-19303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particulate sampling</td>
<td>Scale-effect studies of scale effects on oscillating airfoils at transonic speed (NASA-TM-01216) p0487 A00-27287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandwich construction</td>
<td>An investigation of scale effects on the transonic flow over swept wings. Part 1: Measurements on a model of a transport-aircraft configuration [ARC-Re-3842-P2-1] p0600 A00-31364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U Sandwich structures</td>
<td>Scale-height influence of upper and lower overlap on efficiency of partial-admission axial air microturbine p0566 A00-47438</td>
</tr>
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<td>Sandwich structures</td>
<td>Scale models large scale model tests of a new technology V/STOL concept p0100 A00-19303</td>
</tr>
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<td>Design and operation of multi-specimen fully-reversed fatigue systems for advanced composite materials</td>
<td>Scale model performance test investigation of exhaust system mixers for an Energy Efficient Engine/AV propulsion system (AIAA Paper 80-0229) p0100 A00-20968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measurement of stress distribution in sandwich beams under four-point bending</td>
<td>Determination of the aerodynamic characteristics of a flight vehicle from onboard measurement data p0150 A00-21293</td>
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<td>Failure mechanisms for advanced composite sandwich constructions in hostile environments—naval aircraft structures</td>
<td>Progress report on a cryogenic pilot transonic wind tunnel driven by induction p0163 A00-24092</td>
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<td>Graphite-epoxy panel compression strength reduction due to local impact</td>
<td>Development of test methods for scale model simulation of aerial applications in the NASA Langley Vortex Facility (AIAA 80-0427) p0199 A00-26939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transverse bending of elastically restrained three-layer cantilever plates of variable layer thickness</td>
<td>Simulation of the shock protection performance of large transist packs by means of small scale laboratory models—applicable to aircraft engine power plant design p0213 A00-27790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honeycomb sandwich joints for primary structure—aircraft</td>
<td>Ames to begin V/STOL model tests—full scale wind tunnel tests of German aircraft p0275 A00-30952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aeronautical analysis of a wing-elevon cove with variable leakage</td>
<td>Acoustic measurements of three Prop-Fan models (AIAA paper 80-0095) p0337 A00-35558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High temperature resin matrix composites for aerospace structures</td>
<td>Low-speed wind-tunnel tests of a 1/10-scale model of an advanced arrow-wing supersonic cruise configuration designed for cruise at Mach 2.2—Langley Full Scale Wind Tunnel (NASA-TM-80512) p0024 A00-10135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navstar global positioning system and the Navstar Satellite System</td>
<td>Investigation of ground effects on large and small scale models of a three fan V/STOL aircraft configuration (NASA-CR-152849) p0167 A00-16030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The transit system in radio navigation</td>
<td>Low speed test of the aft inlet designed for a tandem fan V/STOL nacelle (NASA-CR-159752) p0224 A00-18042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Russian satellite navigation system</td>
<td>A simple Navstar receiver p0802 A00-39109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Global Positioning System</td>
<td>Air deployment of satellite-tracked drifters p0346 A00-38629</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An overview of the NAVSTAB Global Positioning System</td>
<td>Satellite transmission of the Navstar system p0002 A00-10268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Navstar system</td>
<td>A possible effect of atmospheric waves on 10.7 Hz Loran-C signals p0574 A00-49678</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithium atomic clock synchronization using Cs clock transfer</td>
<td>Satellite-borne instruments for satellite navigation for helicopters p0279 A00-32203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civil aviation and the Navstar/AV system</td>
<td>Satellite communications for communication satellites p0100 A00-19303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A navigation algorithm for single channel Ion-cost measurement of stress distribution in sandwich beams under four-point bending</td>
<td>Measurement of stress distribution in sandwich beams under four-point bending</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
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Class of shockfree airfoils producing the same surface pressure

Non-equilibrium flow over delta wings with detached shock waves
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Low-frequency and small perturbation equation for transonic flow past wings

Supersonic combustion, air dissociation through shock waves and aerodynamics of chemically reacting gases in a Planar converging-diverging nozzle --- supersonic combustion ramjet engines
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Calculation techniques for inviscid two-dimensional supersonic airflow
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Short haul transport for the 1990s de Havilland - The changes ahead

Improved MPG for the BA 146 feeder-jet
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The Quiet Short-Haul Research Aircraft [ASA PAPER 80-1724]

Upper surface blowing noise of the NASA A-357 short-haul research aircraft

[ATAA PAPER 80-1064]

Short distance multipurpose aircraft An-28

QCSER UTF engine, power-lift acoustic performance --- Quiet Clean Short-Haul Experimental Engine

Under the Wing
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Potential benefits for propfan technology on derivatives of future short- to medium-range transport aircraft
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The future of short-haul transport aircraft [SAB PAPER 800720]

Small transport aircraft technology. A report for the committee on commerce, science, and transportation, United States Senate
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Quiet short-haul research aircraft familiarization document --- STOL
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Quiet Clean Short-Haul Experimental Engine (QCSER) acoustic and aerodynamic tests on a scale model over-the-wing thrust reverser and forward thrust nozzle

[NAS-FC-135258]

Quiet Clean Short-Haul Experimental Engine

[NAS-FC-135258]

Demonstration of short-haul aircraft aft noise reduction techniques on a twenty inch (50.8 cm) diameter fan, volume 1
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Demonstration of short-haul aircraft aft noise reduction techniques on a twenty inch (50.8 cm) diameter fan, volume 2
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Demonstration of short-haul aircraft aft noise reduction techniques on a twenty inch (50.8 cm) diameter fan, volume 3
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Quiet Clean Short-Haul Experimental Engine (QCSER) Over-the-Wing (OTW) design report
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Quiet Clean Short-Haul Experimental Engine (QCSER) Aerodynamic and aeroacoustic performance of a 50.8 cm (20 inch) diameter 1.34 variable pitch fan with core flow
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Quiet Clean Short-Haul Experimental Engine (QCSER) preliminary under the wing flight propulsion system analysis report
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Quiet Clean Short-Haul Experimental Engine (QCSER) preliminary over-the-wing flight propulsion system analysis report
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Quiet Clean Short-Haul Experimental Engine (QCSER). Under-The-Wing (OTW) engine nacelle test report, volume 1
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Quiet Clean Short-Haul Experimental Engine (QCSER). Under-The-Wing (OTW) engine nacelle test report, volume 2
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Quiet Clean Short-Haul Experimental Engine (QCSER) Under-The-Wing (OTW) composite nacelle subsystem test report --- to verify strength of selected composite materials
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**SIGNAL RECEIPTION**

- VLSI/VHDL device technology — Very High Speed
- Integration for military signal processing
- Applications

- Frequency independent sidelobe suppression and lobesharpening using broad beam antennas

- Walking-gate spatial signal averaging — signal processing for fatigue crack ultrasonic inspection system

- Survey of radar data-processing techniques in air-traffic-control and surveillance systems

- Acousto-optic devices for use in radio frequency target simulators

- A variational technique for smoothing flight-test and accident data

- Determination of instrumentation errors from measured data using maximum likelihood method

- The EMB system identification technique and its application to high alpha/beta modeling of aircraft

- Optical evaluation of angular coordinates of aircraft in multichannel radio direction finding

- Spectrum resource assessment in the 2.7-2.9 GHz band phase 2: Radar signal processing

**SIGNAL REFLECTION**

- NT SYMBOLS
  - Navigation error using rate of change of signal time of arrival from space vehicles

- Analysis of the effect of time selection of a signal reflected from a surface on the accuracy with which ground speed can be measured

- The suppression of reflected interrogation in secondary surveillance radar

**SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIOS**

- Use of sign statistics for sequential signal detection in a pulse radar system

- Correction procedures for aircraft noise data.
  - Volume 1: Pseudotones
  - Volume 2: Background noise considerations
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- High-temperature ceramic heat exchanger
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  Aircraft fuel system simulator tests with antimisting kerosene (Jet A fuel with FF-9 additive) -- flammability tests
  [AD-A073237] p0123 880-14256
  Crew station design facility feasibility study
  [AD-A070138] p0235 880-19064
  K-3A navigational computer system real-time environmental simulator
  p0254 880-19824

SIMULATED IMAGE CORRELATOR
  U IMAGE CORRELATORS
  SINGLE SIDEBAND MODULATION
  SINGLE SIDEBAND TRANSMISSION
  New commutated doppler microwave landing system
  p0341 880-36019

SINGULARITY (MATHEMATICS)
  GSSABEC computer program development, versions B and C
  [NASA-CR-3227] p0302 880-21202
  The SEM description of interaction of a transient electromagnetic wave with an object
  p0313 880-21941

SINTERING
  HIP silicon nitride
  p0554 880-29360

SITES
  On site determination of vertical beam location and characteristics using statistical method -- radar tracking antennas
  p0558 880-15664
  A matrix method for airport site evaluation
  p0322 880-33293
  Methodology for the evaluation of a radar site
  p0115 880-14067

SIZE (DIMENSIONS)
  Technology requirements and readiness for very large aircraft
  [AIAA PAPER 80-0935] p0320 880-32997
  Study of heat-pipe heat exchanger in the small gas turbine engine system
  p0017 880-10022
  Subsonic aircraft: Evolution and the matching of size to performance
  [NASA-TP-1060] p0540 880-29245

SIZE DETERMINATION
  WT PRECIPITATION PARTICLE MEASUREMENT
  SIZE SEPARATION
  Possible methods for removing small airborne particles from the flow in the 5 meter pressurized low-speed wind tunnel
  [AIAA-TH-16-1825] p0606 880-31416

SIZE (SEPARATION)
  U SIZE SEPARATION

SIZE (SHAPING)
  The impact of propulsion performance parameters on V/STOL design and mixing
  [AIAA PAPER 80-1875] p0472 880-03318

SKID DEW
  Study of rolling element dynamic interactions with separator and raceway paths. Roller skating measurements in roller bearings
  [NASA-CE-163186] p0426 880-29622
  SKID LANDING
  Friction characteristic of steel skids equipped with skews on a lakebed surface -- landing gear
  [NASA-TP-01347] p0078 880-13027

SKIDDEW
  Reliability improvement on aircraft engine bearing by discriminant analysis
  p0271 880-30299

SKIN (STRUCTURAL DESIGNER)
  Propagation of edge cracks in laterally excited stiffened panels
  p0623 880-53465
  Protective coatings for aircraft composites in nuclear environments
  [AD-A074889] p0123 880-14199
  Effect of service environment on F-15 boron/epoxy stabilator
  [AD-A076493] p0178 880-17064

SKIN FRICTION
  WT AERODYNAMIC DRAG
  WT FRICTION DRAG
  WT SUPERSHOCK DRAG
  WT VELOCITIES DRAG
  An improved sensing element for skin-friction balance measurements -- supersonic drag measuring instrument
  [AIAA PAPER 80-0049] p0092 880-18251
  Local skin friction and static pressure on a swept wing in flight
  [AIAA-80-0043] p0199 880-26937
  Measurement of local skin friction and static pressure on a swept wing in flight
  [FPA-AU-1370] p0347 880-22202
  Some aerodynamic considerations related to wind tunnel model surface definition
  [NASA-TP-81202] p0633 880-32376

SKY RADIATION
  Aircraft program for target background, and sky radiation measurements
  [AD-A076959] p0231 880-18624

SKYR  HELICOPTER
  U CE-54 HELICOPTER

SKYLAB PROGRAM
  The role of satellite altimetry in climate studies
  [NASA-TP-1570] p0174 880-16676

SLANT PERCEPTION
  U SPACE PERCEPTION

SLEEP
  The effect of intersmittent aircraft noise on sleep. III
  p0057 880-15632

SLENDER BODIES
  WT SLENDER CORPS
  Active control of asymmetric vortex effects
  [AD-A081648] p0359 880-23254

SLENDER CORPS
  Stability derivatives of blunt slender cones at high Mach numbers
  p0088 880-13571
  Alleviation of the side force and the yawing moment acting on a slender cone-cylinder body at high angles of attack, using small jet injection at subsonic and transonic speeds
  [AD-A080317] p0303 880-21289

SLENDER WINGS
  WT INFINITE SPAN WINGS
  Some parametric relations for designing large-aspect wings
  p0150 880-21294
  Towed slender wings at small angles of attack
  p0192 880-26268
  Selection of a rational structure diagram for a large-aspect-ratio wing
  p0263 880-29227
  Hypersonic flow of gas over a slender wing of variable shape
  p0277 880-31388
  Calculation of pressure distribution on slender wings in supersonic flow
  p0376 880-36797
  Optimization of the relaxation drag of slender wing profile arrangements in steady subsonic flow. I - Single profile
  p0444 880-40895
  Flow studies of slender wing vortices
  [AIAA PAPER 80-1423] p0507 880-44159

A-361
SLIDING FRICTION

Calculation of the supersonic flow past a slender delta wing at angles of attack and sideslip  p0524 A80-46826

Investigation of the influence of the parameters of a wing/engine combination on the critical flutter speed  p0525 A80-46871

Experimental and theoretical investigation of the lifting properties of a wing of deformable profile  p0569 A80-47393

Low-frequency and small perturbation equation for transonic flow past wings  p0567 A80-47768

Selecting rational high-aspect-ratio wing structural stiffening scheme  p0582 A80-50482

Technical evaluation report on the fluid dynamics panel method on high angle of attack aerodynamics -- slender wings, bodies of revolution, and body-wing configurations  p0015 A80-10147

Some measurements of buffeting on an aeroelastic model of a slender wing aircraft  p0081 A80-13055

Means for controlling aerodynamically induced twist --- equipment to control twist of slender wings due to aerodynamic loads  [NASA-CASE-LAB-12175-1] p0169 A80-16055

On the swelling of rolled up vortex surfaces and the breakdown of the vortex core for slender wings  [NASA-TM-75662] p0041 A80-33346

SLIDING FRICTION

Dynamics of the braking system of transport aircraft  p0563 A80-47360

Determination of the loading capacity of wave transmissions with a slide generator  p0563 A80-47382

SLIP FLOW

Hypersonic slipflow of a viscous gas over a slender delta wing  p0150 A80-21286

SLIPSTREAMS

BT PROPELLER SLIPSTREAMS

SLOTS

BT GLIDE PATHS

SLOT ANTENNAS

UHF coplanar-slot antenna for aircraft-to-satellite data communications  p0051 A80-13064

Backsight errors induced by missile radomes  p0050 A80-16483

Radiation characteristics of printed slot antennas with a switchable parasitic slot  p0056 A80-15889

Boeing module VHF antenna design for submersed systems/aircraft communications  p0214 A80-28254

SLOTS

BT WING SLOTS

Design of blade attachment in compressor rotor annular slot  p0615 A80-51879

Wind tunnel force and pressure tests of a 21% thick general aviation airfoil with 20% aileron, 25% slotted flap and 10% slot-lip spoiler  [NASA-CR-3081] p0067 B80-12053

The influence of blade profile and slots on the performance of a centrifugal impeller  [AD-A082728] p0425 B80-26581

SLOTTED ANTENNAS

U SLOT ANTENNAS

SLOTTED WIND TUNNELS

Design of slotted transonic wind tunnels for supersonic flow development  p0275 A80-30976

A simplified model for the viscous crossflow in a slotted test section  [NASA-CR-3206] p0074 B80-12372

SLUBBY PROPELLANTS

Carbon slurry fuels for volume limited missiles  [AD-A084710] p0500 B80-27512

SMALL PERPUSATION FLOW

Flutter analysis of a NASA 64A006 airfoil in small disturbance transonic flow  p0217 A80-20851

Numerical solution of three-dimensional unsteady transonic flow over swept wings  [AIAA PAPER 80-1365] p0506 A80-44143

SUBJECT INDEX

Low-frequency and small perturbation equation for transonic flow past wings  p0567 A80-47768

Allowance for unsteady boundary layer effects in two-dimensional transonic calculations  p0623 A80-53298

SOUND

Size distribution and surface area measurements of gas turbine combustor soot  p0060 A80-16949

SOUNDING

BT DATA SMOOTHING

SHAKING

U LATERAL OSCILLATION

SOARING

Soaring flight optimization theory and an application in sailplane design  p0063 A80-17338

SOCIAL FACTORS

Organization of regional airports  p0155 A80-22725

SOCIOLOGY

BT SOCIAL FACTORS

SOLID

Analysis of the response of a thermal barrier coating to sodium and vanadium doped combustion gases  [NASA-TN-79205] p0032 B80-10344

SOFTWARE

BT AEROSPACE SOFTWARE

SOFTWARE (COMPUTERS)

0 COMPUTER PROGRAMS

0 COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS

SOIL MECHANICS

Soil analyses and evaluations at the impact dynamics research facility for two full-scale aircraft crash tests  [NASA-CR-159199] p0144 B80-15299

SOLAR CONVERTERS

U SOLAR GENERATORS

SOLAR DESIGNERS

Concept definition study of small Brayton cycle engines for dispersed solar electric power systems  [NASA-CR-159592] p0357 B80-22778

SOLAR BRAYTON

Future production of hydrogen from solar energy and water -- A summary and assessment of U.S. developments  p0382 A80-37336

Novel ceramic receiver for solar Brayton systems  [C00-4878-7] p0085 B80-13694

SOLAR THERMAL GENERATION

U SOLAR GENERATORS

SOLAR POWER SOURCES

0 SOLAR GENERATORS

SOLAR PROPULSION

The sunship - The case for a solar powered airship  p0043 A80-39288

SOLAR SENSORS

Improved Sun-sensing guidance system for high-altitude aircraft  [NASA-CASE-PEC-11052-1] p0290 B80-20249

SOLDER

Low-temperature solder for joining large cryogenic structures --- cooling coils for the National Transonic Facility  [NASA-TP-8336] p0637 B80-32690

SOLID MEDIA

Digital electrohydraulic control surface actuator, positioned by means of quick-acting solenoid valves  [DOLG PAPER 80-050] p0523 A80-46299

SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES

High energy X-ray study  [AD-A086279] p0591 B80-30311

SOLID PROPELLANTS

BT SOLID ROCKET PROPELLANTS

Experimental investigation of a solid fuel rocket  [DFVLR-PB-78-27] p0006 A80-13485

A primitive variable computer model for combustion within solid fuel rockets  [AD-A087001] p0365 B80-23319

SOLID ROCKET PROPELLANTS

The monopropellant isopropyl nitrate - Its characteristics and uses, and possible future applications  [AIAA PAPER 80-1293] p0042 A80-39008

SOLID ROTATION

0 ROTATING BODIES
SOLID SOLUTIONS
State-of-the-art of SiAlON materials
Comparative resistance of Beta-Si3B4 solid solutions to solute silicon attack

SOLID STATE DEVICES
PT ONE-COUPLED DEVICES
PT SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES
SOLID LASERS
Power systems control study. Phase I: Integrated control techniques
Solid state power controller verification studies
Solid state power controllers (ISBN-2A)
SOLIDIFICATION
Contact stress analysis of ceramic-to-metal interfaces in gas turbine engines
SOLIDIFICATION
Application of rapidly solidified alloys
Evaluation of forged helicopter composite processed with controlled solidification and thermal mechanical treatments

SOLUTIONS
SODAL IONIC INTERFACES
The role of aluminum segregation in the wear of aluminum/bronze-steel interfaces under conditions of boundary lubrication in aircraft fuel systems

SOFT
Acoustic pressures on a prop-fan aircraft fuselage surface
Sound pressure and low frequency noise from a wind tunnel test article
A theoretical study of the coherence of jet noise
A theoretical study of the coherence of jet noise
Experimental study of acoustic loads on an upper-surface-blowed STOL airplane configuration

SOUND PROPAGATION
Dispersion of sound in a combustion duct by fuel droplets and soot particles
Fundamental characterization of alternative fuel effects in continuous combustion systems
Soot formation and burnout in flames
Effect of fuel molecular structure on soot formation in gas turbine combustion

SOUND ACOUSTICS
Solid-state power controller verification studies

SOUND ABSORPTION
Experimental and numerical results on a shear layer excited by a sound pulse

SOUND TRANSMISSION
Experimental verification of propeller noise prediction

SOUND ACOUSTIC VELOCITY
Theoretical prediction of nonlinear propagation effects on noise signatures generated by subsonic or supersonic propeller or rotor-blade tips

SOUND INTENSITY
On the noisiness of steady state and intermittent flight simulation noise
Prediction of jet noise in flight from static tests

SOUND GENERATORS
Some analytical consideration in jet noise prediction

SOUND MEASUREMENT
Acoustic pressures on a prop-fan aircraft fuselage surface
Experiments on acoustic loads on an upper-surface-blowed STOL airplane configuration

SOUND PERCEPTION
A unified theory for determining human response to sound -- aircraft noise

SOUND ENERGY
On the noisiness of steady state and intermittent noises

SOUND PRODUCTION
Methods of sound simulation and applications in flight simulation

SOUND RADIATION
USAF bioenvironmental noise data handbook. Volume 119: C-135B aircraft, near and far-field noise

SOUND RECEPTION
A theory of sonic boom phenomena

SOUND TREATMENT
A new type of flap valve for generating sonic booms in a pyramidal horn

SOMATIC
Wind-tunnel investigation of the validity of a sonic-boom simulation concept
A unitary plan wind tunnel test for supersonic transport design

SOLID BOOMS
Surface roughness effects on sonic boom reduction

SEDimentation
Explosive deposition of small particles on an impactor surface

SOLIDIFICATION
Reaction of the French population to the supersonic bang
Detection and assessment of secondary sonic booms in New England

SOUND FLOW
U TRANSITIC FLOW
SOUND SPEED
U ACOUSTIC VELOCITY
Acoustic pressures on a prop-fan aircraft fuselage surface
Experimental study of acoustic loads on an upper-surface-blowed STOL airplane configuration
A ray-theory approach for high-frequency engine-intake noise
Radiation in a wall jet flow environment -- mathematical models for noise reduction of STOL airplanes
SPECTRAL ANALYSIS

BY Raman Spectra
BY VIBRATIONAL SPECTRA
BY SPECTRAL ANALYSIS
BY SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTIONS
SPECTRAL RESOLUTION
Processing noise and vibration data for gas turbine engine development

SPECTRAL SIGNATURES
Propeller signatures and their use — aircraft noise and vibration measurements and analysis  
[AIAA PAPER 80-1035]  p0013 A80-12612
SPECTROMETERS
Frequency-scanning particle size spectrometer  
Particle-size analysis of engine oils: a supplement to spectrometric analysis  
[AD-A062230]  p0424 B80-24450
SPECTROMETERS
U SPECTROMETERS
SPECTROSCOPES
U SPECTROSCOPIC ANALYSIS
BY FLAME SPECTROSCOPY
Chemical characterization and quality control for an adhesive  
[AD-A087739]  p0607 B80-31558
SPECTROSCOPY
BY FLAME SPECTROSCOPY
SPECTROSCOPIC ANALYSIS
Ferrocographic and spectrographic analysis of oil sampled before and after failure of a jet engine  
[NASA-TM-81430]  p0269 B80-19497
SPECTRUM ANALYSIS
BY FLAME SPECTROSCOPY
The investigation of transient loads in gas turbine engine blades using spectral analysis methods  
[p0277 A80-31217
SPECTRUM
BY FLAME SPECTROSCOPY
Narrow-band spectrum analysis techniques for processing airplane flyover noise data  
[AIAA PAPER 80-1053]  p0394 A80-36647
A study of alternating stresses in gas-turbine engine blades by spectral analysis  
[p0625 A80-53644
Spectral analysis of non-stationary random processes. Application to noise of flyover type  

SPEECH
BY CONVERSATION
SPEECH DISCRIMINATION
SPEECH RECOGNITION
Vocabulary specification for automatic speech recognition in aircraft cockpits  
[AD-A073703]  p0023 H80-14303
SPEED
BY VELOCITY
SPEED CONTROL
Speed control of electrical pumps in aircraft and military vehicle applications  
[p0583 A80-55681
Automation of flight on-line strategic control: the case of speed control on pre-established routes  
[p0115 B80-14070
SPEED INDICATORS
ST. ANEMOMETERS
ST. HOT-FILM ANEMOMETERS
ST. HOT-WIRE ANEMOMETERS
ST. LASER ANEMOMETERS
Software for a correlation velocity sensor — for aircraft  
[p0282 A80-32443
Experimental and analytical studies of a true airspeed sensor  
SPEED REGULATION
BY SPEED CONTROL
SPEEDMETERS
BY SPECTRAL INDICATORS
SPIKE ANEMOMETERS
U MONOPOLE ANEMOMETERS
SPEED DYNAMICS
New directions in spin research  
[AIAA PAPER WT 80-12]  p0377 A80-36643
Analysis of the influence of structural parameters on the properties of an aircraft in downward spin. II

SUBJECT INDEX
OVERVIEW OF STALL/SPIN TECHNOLOGY
[AD-A05-1250]  p0569 A80-38123
SPEED CONTROL FOR SAFETY'S SAKE
[p0579 A80-50099
CONTRIBUTION TO THE THEORY OF A ROTOR SPINNING ON A FLEXIBLE SHAFT
[p0580 A80-50225
GLOBAL STABILITY AND CONTROL ANALYSIS OF AIRCRAFT AT HIGH ANGLES OF ATTACK
[AD-A090983]  p0536 B80-28374
SPECTRA REDUCTION
Control system techniques for improved departure/spin resistance for fighter aircraft  
[NAE PAPER 791083]  p0194 B80-26639
Hockets for spin recovery  
[NASA-TR-159260]  p0554 B80-93967
SPECTRA STABILIZATION
Stall/spin results for the remotely piloted spin research vehicle  
[AIAA 80-1956]  p0151 B80-05862
Spin prediction techniques  
[AIAA 80-1956]  p0151 B80-05862
SPEA TESTS
A spin-recovery parachute system for light general aviation airplanes  
[p0187 B80-21122
Effects of discontinuous drooped wing leading-edge modifications on the spinning characteristics of a low-wing general aviation airplane  
[AIAA PAPER 80-1643]  p0470 A80-43301
Spin prediction techniques  
[AIAA 80-1956]  p0151 B80-05862
Hockets for spin recovery  
Rotary balance data for a typical single-engine general aviation design for an angle-of-attack range of 8 deg to 90 deg. 2: High-wing model C  
[NASA-CR-3201]  p0628 B80-32335
SPIRAL ANTENNAS
Complementary cross-slot phased array antennas  
[NASA-CASE-8532-1]  p0556 B80-29543
SPIREF PREFERENCES
Spline curves and their application to the design of turbomachine blade profiles  
[p0512 B80-45704
Application of spline approximations to the calculation of wall pressures in three-dimensional supersonic nozzles  
[p0526 B80-46873
SPOILERS
Statistical characteristics of pressure fluctuations in the flow-separation zone on a plate behind a spoiler  
[p0989 B80-13695
Full scale test of a stall proof device  
[AIAA PAPER 80-18899]  p0733 A80-63330
A hydraulic aileron mechanism to control aircraft spoiler movement through dual input commands  
[NASA-CASE-LAR-12412-1]  p0338 B80-11065
Wind tunnel force and pressure tests of a 2% thick general aviation airfoil with 2% aileron, 25% slotted flap and 10% slotted tip spoiler  
[NASA-TR-3083]  p0067 B80-12053
Roll control by digitally controlled segment spoilers  
[p0100 B80-15156
In-flight measured characteristics of combined flap-spoiler direct lift controls  
[p0142 B80-15165
Unsteady aerodynamics of two-dimensional spoilers at low speeds  
[p0142 B80-15170
The 737 graphite composite flight spoiler flight service evaluation  
[NASA-CR-159094]  p0162 B80-17147
SPIT WELDS
Contribution on resistance spot welding of aluminium alloys in airframe manufacturing  
[p061 A80-16568
Developments in ultrasonic welding for aircraft  
[p0328 B80-30479
Loading tests of a wing structure for a hypersonic aircraft  
[NASA-TR-1596]  p0129 B80-15068

A-366
AIAA PAPEB 80-1023 p0393 A80-42260

Lighting protection for aircraft

Induced effects of lightning on an all composite aircraft

Experimental study of electrostatic dischargers for helicopters

AIAA 80-0463 p0201 A80-26937

Comparison of wind tunnel and flight test measurements of static aerodynamic loading of a captive store

[AD-A086558] p0592 B80-30316

STATIC ELECTRICITY

Lightning protection for aircraft

Induced effects of lightning on an all composite aircraft

Experimental study of electrostatic dischargers for helicopters

AIAA 80-0497 p0218 A80-28947

STATIC FLYING

Static test-stand performance of the TF-102 turboshaft engine with several exhaust configurations for the Quiet Short-Haul Research Aircraft (QSRA)

[HEBE, TP 1980-5] p0218 A80-28947

STATIC LOADS

Comparison of wind tunnel and flight test measurements of static aerodynamic loading of a captive store

[AD-A087237] p0587 B80-30281

STATIC PRESSURE

Some practical aspects of the calibration of air data systems

[AD-A087237] p0587 B80-30281

Local skin friction and static pressure on a swept wing in flight

[AIAA 80-0463] p0201 A80-26937

An experimental investigation of endwall profiling in a turbine vane cascade

[AD-A087237] p0587 B80-30281

Local skin friction and static pressure on a swept wing in flight

[AIAA 80-0463] p0201 A80-26937

An investigation of vane-island diffusers at high swirl

[AD-A087237] p0587 B80-30281

Local skin friction and static pressure on a swept wing in flight

[AIAA 80-0463] p0201 A80-26937

AIAA PAPEB 80-1023 p0393 A80-38638

AIAA 80-0497 p0218 A80-28947

AIAA 80-1023 p0386 A80-38638
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AIAA 80-0463 p0201 A80-26937
The development of inflow control devices for improved simulation of flight noise levels during static testing of a BBP turbofan engine [AIAA PAPER 80-3431] p0817 A80-38516
The function of a variable exit area with a static probe [AIAA JOURNAL 24:4] p0707 A80-21037
A statistical test for evaluating the precision of wind tunnel measurements [J.A. GALESIUS] p0837 A80-33408

Experimental determination of unsteady blade unloading at high Reynolds numbers [NASA-CR-159533] p0555 A80-29432

Atmospheric turbulence simulation techniques with application to flight analysis [NASA-CR-256980] p0612 A80-32025

A review and analysis of fiber counting methods [Ad-A086209] p0637 A80-32448

Statistical correlation models of SSB monopulse responses received during aircraft illumination [A80-28857]

Statistical review of counting accelerometer data for Navy and Marine fleet aircraft [A80-22308]

Determination of the safety in a North Atlantic organized track system with reduced lateral separation --- statistical tests [A80-27323]

Three-dimensional velocity distribution between stator blades and unsteady force on a blade due to passing wakes [A80-10011]

Influence of turbine first stage row cooling on turbine inlet gas temperature [A80-51896]

Aerodynamic performances of three fan stator designs operating with rotor having tip speed of 337 meters per second and pressure ratio of 1.54. I: Experimental performance [NASA-TP-1610] p0179 A80-17071

Aerodynamic performances of three fan stator designs operating with rotor having tip speed of 337 meters per second and pressure ratio of 1.54. II: Validation of theoretical code calculations to experimental performance [NASA-TP-1614] p0306 A80-21324

Performance of single-stage axial-flow transonic compressor with rotor and stator aspect ratio of 1.19 and 1.26 respectively, and with design pressure ratio of 2.05 [NASA-TP-1659] p0306 A80-21325

Design and investigation of static pressure compressor cascades behind impeller-rotors [DFVLR-PR-79-17] p0353 A80-22353

On single-stage turbomachine blades and ducts of arbitrary shape [NASA-CASE-LEW-12277-3] p0228 A80-18300

Calculation of the aerodynamic characteristics of a semi-aircraft at supersonic speeds [AIAA PAPER 80-7388] p0648 A80-41162

Flow of a compressible fluid over an isolated airfoil and through a cascade [AIAA JOURNAL 22:7] p0149 A80-21255

Numerical solution of the steady flow in a tumboengine blader and ducts of arbitrary shape [NASA-TP-15097] p0390 A80-38253
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Transonic aerodynamic characteristics of a supersonic cruise aircraft research model with the engines suspended above the wing - I - Basic solutions

[NASA-TN-80105] p0076 880-12997

Economic study of multipurpose advanced high-speed transport configurations

[NASA-CR-159126] p0086 880-13966

Flight control and configuration design considerations for highly maneuverable aircraft

p0160 880-15154

Example of performance analysis using data obtained concurrently in air-path, body and engine axes

[ESDO-79018] p0287 880-20225

Aerodynamic design and analysis of the AST-204, AST-205, and AST-206 blended wing-fuselage large supersonic transport configuration concepts

[NASA-CR-159223] p0268 880-20222

Supersonic cruise aircraft research: An annotated bibliography

[NASA-TP-81797] p0305 880-21316

Time-temperature-stress capabilities of composite materials for advanced supersonic technology application, phase I

[NASA-CR-159267] p0651 880-33496

Supersonic Drag

An improved sensing element for skin-friction drag measurement instrument

[AIAA PAPER 80-0049] p0092 880-18251

Inlet drag and stability considerations for 8/0 = 2.00 design

[AIAA PAPER 80-1105] p0397 880-38916

Prediction of drag coefficients of a supersonic V/STOL configuration with various store arrangements

[AD-1007999] p0070 880-12065

Supersonic Flight

An experimental method for investigating the mutual aerodynamic interference of aircraft components at supersonic velocities

p0056 880-15476

Investigation of leading-edge devices for drag reduction at high angles of attack

[AIAA PAPER 80-0310] p0094 880-18309

Modern fluid dynamics of supersonic and hypersonic flight

[AIAA PAPER 80-0562] p0321 880-33275

Calculation of pressure distribution on slender wings in supersonic flow

p0376 880-36797

Sixteen years of Bach 3 flight

p0466 880-42575

Evaluation of aircraft windshield materials in a simulated supersonic flight environment

[AD-4078673] p0238 880-19082

GB-II supersonic F2H window

p0257 880-19988

Data report for an extensive store separation test program conducted at supersonic speeds

[AD-4083848] p0047 880-27290

Detection and assessment of secondary sonic booms in New England

[AD-4080160] p0863 880-33362

Supersonic Flow

Installation for investigating the effect of non-steady-state supersonic gas flow on the blades of a plane cascade

p0600 880-11255

On supersonic flow with attached shock waves over delta wings

p0112 880-12598

Experimental check of a direct method for optimizing the aerodynamic shape of bodies in supersonic flows

p0506 880-15477

An improved sensing element for skin-friction balance measurements

--- supersonic drag measuring instrument

[AIAA PAPER 80-0049] p0092 880-18251

Bumer solutions for wing and wing-body combination at supersonic speed: leading-edge selection

[AIAA PAPER 80-0126] p0096 880-16359

Mach 3 hydrogen external/base burning

p0110 880-19311

Numerical simulation of supersonic inlets using a three-dimensional viscous flow analysis

[AIAA PAPER 80-0394] p0080 880-20969

An analytical and experimental study of a short S-shaped subsonic diffuser of a supersonic inlet

[AIAA PAPER 80-20970] p0152 880-21320

Delta wing of optimal configuration in supersonic flow

Calculation of the supersonic flow field with vortices behind a slender rectangular wing

p0152 880-21341

Delta wing configuration in supersonic flow

Calculation of the supersonic flow past a winged bieliptical body

p0152 880-21342

The nonlinear supersonic potential flow for delta wings

[AIAA PAPER 80-0269] p0162 880-23942

The experimental modeling of uninstalled supersonic turbine fan flutter

[AIAA PAPER 80-0454] p0201 880-26963

Influence of the angle of attack on the thermal flux at the stagnation point at supersonic speeds

p0203 880-27138

Numerical modeling of supersonic flow near a thin delta wing with discontinuous edge

p0203 880-27147

Numerical method for calculating supersonic flow past a plane air intake with detached shock wave

p0204 880-27148

Similarity of the aerodynamic characteristics of delta wings at supersonic speeds

p0204 880-27168

Experimental investigation of the flow past a wing of finite width

p0262 880-29222

Design of slotted transonic wind tunnels for supersonic flow development

p0275 880-30976

Conically cambered delta wings in supersonic flow.

I - Basic solutions

p0285 880-32526

Conically cambered delta wings in supersonic flow.

II - Optimal solutions

p0286 880-32531

Solution of boundary layer equations with the aid of series --- for supersonic gas flow

p0376 880-36791

Numerical solution of the Navier-Stokes equations for a family of three-dimensional cones

[AIAA PAPER 80-1389] p0451 880-41570

Complete viscous flowfield solutions about a blunt parabolic body in a supersonic stream

[AIAA PAPER 80-1351] p0451 880-41576
A simplified shock-fitting solution to a supersonic internal corner flowfield (AIAA PAPER 80-1425) p0552 A80-416115

Three dimensional supersonic flow through a cascade of twisted flat plates (ASME PAPER 80-PP-3) p0476 A80-43333

Calculation of the supersonic flow past a slender delta wing at angles of attack and incidence (AIAA PAPER 80-46826)

Limiting values of the lift coefficient of lifting bodies with a flat surface at supersonic speeds (AIAA PAPER 80-46861)

Application of spline approximations to the calculation of wall pressures in three-dimensional supersonic nozzles (AIAA PAPER 80-46873)

Experimental facility for studying the thermal effect of supersonic gas jets on targets (AIAA PAPER 80-47178)

Calorimetric sensor for measuring temperature fields generated by intense heat sources (AIAA PAPER 80-47179)

Analog modeling in studying supersonic flow around a wing and its governing analog-criteria (AIAA PAPER 80-10038)

Investigation of the boundary condition at a lifting-wing-body midsection wall for a supersonic wind tunnel test section (AIAA PAPER 80-10143)

Summary of advanced methods for predicting high-speed propeller performance (AIAA PAPER 80-10409)


Effect of Reynolds number on stability characteristics of a cruciform wing-body (NASA-TP-1683) p0407 A80-27283

Calculation of high speed inlet flows using the Navier-Stokes equations, Volume 2: User’s guide and programmer’s guide (AIAA PAPER 80-11530) p0530 A80-28319

Calculation techniques for inviscid two-dimensional supersonic airflow (AIAA PAPER 80-11527) p0542 A80-29257

Basic studies of wing-body interference at high angles of attack and supersonic speeds (AIAA PAPER 80-11536) p0590 A80-31355

Calculations by a first order theory of supersonic flow around delta wings (AIAA PAPER 80-31362) p0590 A80-31355

Pressure data for four analytically designed delta wings in supersonic flow (NASA-TN-2136) Langley Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel tests (NASA-TN-2135) p0620 A80-32332

A comprehensive investigation into the supersonic viscous flow about a slender cone at high angle of attack: Experimental and theoretical results (NASA-TN-2135) p0640 A80-33344

A comprehensive study of two-dimensional supersonic jet decay (NASA-TN-21363) p0640 A80-33344

Numerical simulation of high-speed flows around delta wings (NASA-TN-21364) p0640 A80-33344

A linearized theory for swirling supersonic jets and its application to shock-cell noise (AIAA PAPER 80-16489) p0653 A80-41628

Location and propagation of shock associated noise from supersonic jets (AIAA PAPER 80-09583) p0476 A80-35959

Conceptual design and performance estimates for a supersonic aerodynamic window for the NASA vacuum system aperture (NASA-CP-1501) p0554 A80-15183

An experimental study of two-dimensional supersonic jet impingement on a flat plate (NASA-CP-1502) p0650 A80-17996

SUPERSONIC MODELS

Supersonic engine nozzle (NASA-CR-19077-1) p0625 A80-32392

SUPERSONIC SPEEDS

Assessment of analytic methods for the prediction of aerodynamic characteristics of arbitrary bodies at supersonic speeds (AIAA PAPER 80-0071) p0101 A80-19308

Induced drag and lift-drag ratio of swept wings at supersonic speeds (AIAA PAPER 80-0071) p0101 A80-19308

Estimation of attainable leading-edge thrust for wings at subsonic and supersonic speeds (NASA-TP-1500) p0204 A80-10105

Overall aerodynamic characteristics of caret and delta wings at supersonic speeds (NASA-TP-1500) p0204 A80-10105

SUPERSONIC TRANSPORTS

MT CONCORDE AIRCRAFT

MT SUPERSONIC COMMERCIAL AIR TRANSPORT

The transonic supersonic transports (AIAA PAPER 80-18497) p0543 A80-43300
SUPersonic TURBINES

STUDY OF THE RELAXATION OF THE TIGHTENING FORCE OF BOLTED JOINTS -- in supersonic transport aircraft

WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF THE VALIDITY OF A WING-BOOM-SIMPLIFICATION CONCEPT -- Langley

UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL TESTS FOR SUPersonic TRANSPORT DESIGN

VSCC technology definition study

ECONOMIC STUDY OF MULTIPORE ADVAncED HIGH-SPEED TRANSPORT CONFIGURATIONS

AERODYNAMIC DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF THE AST-206, AST-205, AND AST-206 BLEDEN WING-FUSE LARGE SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT CONFIGURATIONS

MINIMUM MASS SIZING OF A LARGE LOW-ASPECT RATIO AIRFRAME FOR FLUTTER-FREE PERFORMANCE

SUPersonic TRANSPORT: The past, present, and the future

SUPPORT SYSTEMS

NT GROUND SUPPORT SYSTEMS

NT LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS

RPV aeronautical and support system Supporting Technology Program

SUPPORTS

NT FLIGHTS

The CF6 jet engine performance improvement: New front mount

[NASA-CR-159730] p0468 A80-10265

SUPPORT INTERFERENCE

The annular jet technique for nozzle/afterbody throttle dependent drag testing

[IAIA PAPER 80-1163] p0399 A80-39895

Nonlinear aeroelastic vibrations of interfering surfaces

[IAIA PAPER 80-1163] p0499 A80-81366

SUPPORT SYSTEMS

NT GROUND SUPPORT SYSTEMS

NT LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS

RPV aeronautical and support system Supporting Technology Program

SUPPORTS

NT FLIGHTS

The CF6 jet engine performance improvement: New front mount

[NASA-CR-159730] p0468 A80-10265

Effect of a flexibly mounted store on the flutter speed of a wing

[NASA-CR-159245] p0353 A80-22356

SOPPRESSTION

U RETARDING

SUPPRESORS

NT ECHO SUPPRESORS

Investigation of internal control laws for wing/store flutter suppression

[IAIA 80-0764] p0332 A80-35056

Impact of flight effects on multipe supressor design

[IAIA PAPER 80-1029] p0339 A80-35979

SUrFACE CRACKS

Experimental investigation of the strength of rotor materials in the presence of surface cracks

p0003 A80-10482

Stress-intensity factors for two symmetric corner cracks

p0161 A80-23876

Crack-detectives foil aircraft failure

p0161 A80-23876

Experimental investigation of the strength of rotor materials with surface cracks

p0278 A80-32044

SURFACE EFFECT SHIPS

Capture of an axisymmetric free jet in a pipe with application to power-augmented-ram wing theory

[AD-A082281] p0415 A80-28897

Air cushion craft development, first revision

[AD-A082281] p0415 A80-28897

SURFACE FINISHING

Influence of burnishing on the structure and durability of elements operating under variable loads

p0062 A80-17102

Comparison of surface treatments of aluminium and their influence on long term strength of metal bonds

p0329 A80-38005

Geneva-Cointrin - A different approach to runway resurfacing

p0581 A80-30271

Investigation of application parameters and testing of rain erosion coatings

[AD-A083578] p0499 A80-27840

Pavement evaluation and overlay design using vibratory nondestructive testing and layered elastic theory. Volume 1: Development procedure

[AD-A087816] p0593 A80-30808

SURFACE GEOMETRY

The Surface Contour Radar, a unique remote sensing instrument

p0192 A80-26085

Optimized discretization of two-dimensional continuous contours

p0263 A80-29228

Ensuring geometrical accuracy of riveted aircraft

p0271 A80-30435

component contours -- Russian book

p0271 A80-30435

The aerodynamic significance of fillet geometry in turbocompressor blade rows

[IAIA PAPER 80-47-91] p0548 A80-42174

Construction of cyclic and ruled surfaces by the method of generalized inversion

p0527 A80-47107

Influence of surface longitudinal curvature on temperature of turbine blades with film cooling

p0566 A80-24089

A numerical method of analysis of blade and channel profile geometry

p0618 A80-52197

Workshop on Aircraft Surface Representation for Aerodynamic Computation


SURFACE LAYERS

APPLICATION OF THE DESIGN DIAGRAM FOR A LAYERED VISCOELASTIC MEDIUM TO THE EVALUATION OF THE STRESS-STRAIN STATE OF ROAD AND RUNWAY SURFACES FOR MOVING LOADS

p0012 A80-12537

INVESTIGATION OF THE STRESS DISTRIBUTION IN THE STRESS-STRAIN STATE OF HIGHWAY AIRPORT PAVEMENTS WITH MOVING LOADS

p0012 A80-12537

APPLICATION OF THE CALCULATION SCHEME FOR A LAYERED VISCOELASTIC MEDIUM TO THE ESTIMATION OF THE STRESSED STATE OF HIGHWAY AIRPORT PAVEMENTS WITH MOVING LOADS

p0012 A80-12537

SIGNIFICANCE OF THERMAL CONTACT RESISTANCE IN TWO-LAYER, THERMAL-BARRIER-COATED TURBINE VANES

p0048 A80-39635

SOPPRESSTION

U RETARDING

SUPPRESORS

NT ECHO SUPPRESORS

Investigation of internal control laws for wing/store flutter suppression

[IAIA 80-0764] p0332 A80-35056

Impact of flight effects on multipe supressor design

[IAIA PAPER 80-1029] p0339 A80-35979

SUrFACE CRACKS

Experimental investigation of the strength of rotor materials in the presence of surface cracks

p0003 A80-10482
The influence of ballistic damage on the aerelastic characteristics of lifting surfaces — fighter aircraft [AD-A082536]
p0433 N80-25322

Unsteady pressure measurements on oscillating models in European wind tunnels [AD-A083248]
p0478 N80-26277

SURVEYS
Prediction of surge-point in multi-stage axial compressors p0005 N80-10897

On the dynamics of compressor surge p0090 N80-17900

Rotating stall and surge p0271 N80-30282

SURVEILLANCE
Aeroplane vehicle detection /AVD/ - Design trade-offs p0402 A80-39109

U.S. Navy studies of surveillance airships p0406 A80-39316

Discrete Address Beacon System (DABS) Description Functional [AD-A085169] p0531 N80-28336
A wind tunnel demonstration of the principle of aeroelastic tailoring applied to forward swept wings [AIAA 80-076] p0334 880-35077


Aeroelastic systems technology needs: Escape, rescue and survival [AD-A074906] p0114 880-14061

F-4 Phantom aircrew survival equipment evaluation [AD-A076330] p0269 880-20245


Natural aviation water survival program p0559 880-30015

Sweepback [AIAA 80-0905] p0334 880-35077

A wind tunnel demonstration of the principle of aeroelastic tailoring applied to forward swept wings [AIAA 80-076] p0334 880-35078

Propulsive aerodynamics of an advanced nozzle/forward swept wing aircraft configuration [AIAA PAPER 80-1158] p0399 880-38944

Forward swept wing flight demonstrator [AIAA PAPER 80-1882] p0514 880-85750

The Forward Swept Wing - A unique design challenge [AIAA PAPER 80-1885] p0514 880-85751

The weight-minimization problem for a forward-swept wing with constraints on the rate of wing divergence p0525 880-46870

Illustration of airfoil shape effect on forward-swept wing divergence p0619 880-52648

Study of the feasibility aspects of flight testing an aeroelastically tailored forward swept research wing on a BQM-34F drone vehicle [NASA-CR-159149] p0027 880-10195

Windtunnel experiments on divergence of forward-swept wings [NASA-TP-1665] p0545 880-29267

SUBJECT INDEX
A low budget experimental BPV system

Parachute recovery system. I - Parachute materials, applications and design - The recovery system as an integral part of vehicle design

BPV recovery systems

Use of a simulator in the development of a BPV system

Design of perfect model following system by geometric approach --- application of optimal control to improve aircraft flight control

Effect of damping on impact response of a two degrees of freedom system

Microwave landing system implementation. Volumes I & 2 --- Book

[AD-A077531] p0247 A80-19122

An analysis and synthesis of engine condition monitoring systems

[AD-A080025] p0237 A80-19073

Simulation of a night vision system for low level helicopter operations --- using helmet mounted display device

[AD-A080025] p0255 A80-19832

Avionics evaluation program: Simulation models for the effectiveness analysis of avionics

[AD-A080025] p0255 A80-19838

Technology requirements and readiness for very large aircraft [NASA-TM-81783] p0287 A80-20223

A study of two avionics life cycle cost models and their applicability in the communications-electronics-meteorological environment [AD-A076981] p0292 A80-20268

Computerized systems analysis and optimization of aircraft engine performance, weight, and life cycle costs

[AD-A076981] p0301 A80-21271

Experimentation of a generalizable fly-by-wire control system on the Concordia aircraft

[AD-A081165] p0308 A80-21340

Easy-ACIS dynamic analysis. User's manual

[AD-A081165] p0359 A80-23258

Computer simulation of auxiliary power systems [AD-A084858] p0535 A80-28358

Landing system reliability and safety model [AD-A087524] p0601 A80-31379

Inertial navigation and guidance. Citations from the NTIS data base [PB80-012415] p0645 A80-33389

Omega navigation system. Citations from the NTIS data base

[PB80-012712] p0645 A80-33390

Effects of criteria on flight simulation study 1; Heading deviation tolerance [AD-A088906] p0650 A80-33423

SYSTEMS COMPATIBILITY

System ERC - tendencies of a worldwide standardization and cooperation

A-387
Aircraft anti-icing/de-icing
[AD-A074120] p0130 880-15078

Design criteria for optimal flight control systems
-- study of optimal flight control systems
engineering for feedback control
[AD-A074092] p0138 880-15139

Boundary layer and wake modifications to
compressor design systems: The effect of
blade-to-blade flow variations on the mean flow
field of a transonic rotor
[AD-A076204] p0160 880-17075

Detailed design and fabrication of a Helicopter
Ground Robotic System (HGRS)
[AD-A076932] p0181 880-17087

A hingeless rotor IV-15 design integration
feasibility study. Volume 1: Engineering
design studies
[NASA-Cr-152313] p0223 880-18030

Vapor recovery passive, seat-mounted life
retention system
[AD-A076331] p0224 880-19053

Tests of an improved rotating stall control system
on a J-85 turbojet engine
[AD-A077704] p0242 880-19109

Trends in reliability modeling technology for
fault tolerant systems
p0250 880-19534

Nonelectronic aspects of avionic system reliability
--- actuation
p0251 880-19535

Design and simulation of a C3 system for
surveillance purposes
[AD-A075487] p0254 880-19821

The application of modeling and simulation to the
development of the S-3A
[AD-A075487] p0254 880-19823

Design of a simulator for studying the helicopter
- SMH
p0254 880-19829

Designing low cost receivers for general aviation
users
p0304 880-21307

Active Control Technology, volume 1
Active control technology
p0307 880-21338

Engineering of control systems and implications on
control law design
p0308 880-21341

High integrity fiber optic data transmission
p0308 880-21342

Synthesis of a theoretical approach for employing
adaptive configuration management in
aeronautilc weapon system programs
p0358 880-23196

Visually Coupled System: Computer Generated
Imagery (VCS-CCI) engineering interface
[AD-A080931] p0360 880-23306
Practical optimal flight control system design for
[NASA-CS-3275] p0367 880-23328

Design, development and implementation of an
active control system for load alleviation for a
commercial transport airplane
[AD-A08-B-683] p0367 880-23331

The design of a commercial automatic ride-smoothing
systems using direct-lift control
[AD-TH-79046] p0422 880-26332
Control-system techniques for improved
departure/spin resistance for fighter aircraft
[NASA-TP-1669] p0560 880-29244
System research and development service report of
R and D activity --- National aviation system
and air traffic control
[AD-A085652] p0563 880-29273

SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT

techology to increase airport capacity
[AI A PAPER 80-0920] p0320 880-32890

System control of FAA communications
[AD-A082628] p0388 880-37701

An analysis of airport authority operating costs
[SAR PAPER 800774] p0578 880-49716
Preliminary computer sizing estimates for
Automated En Route TMC (AERNA)
[AD-A082628] p0416 880-24288

SYSTEMS SIMULATION

Perception of aircraft separation with
pilot-preferred symbology on a cockpit display of
traffic information

A-388

SYSTEMS STABILITY

Conditions for exciting natural vibrations in a
tricycle rolling along a straight line
[AD-A084121] p0449 880-31397

Bifurcation behavior of symmetrical rotational rotor systems
p0615 880-51514

Stability problems of rotor systems
p0608 880-31663

T-2 AIRCRAFT

High-alpha aerodynamic model identification of the
T-2C aircraft using the SSM system
[AI A PAPER 80-0172] p0580 880-50195

Application of the Estimation-Before-Modeling
(EBM) system identification method to the high
angle of attack/windslip flight of the T-2C jet
trainer aircraft. Volume 2: Simulation study using
T-2C wind tunnel model data
[AD-A079923] p0235 880-19061
Application of the Estimation-Before-Modeling
(EBM) system identification method to the high
angle of attack/windslip flight of the T-2C jet
trainer aircraft. Volume 3: Identification of
T-2C aerodynamics stability and control
characteristics from actual flight test data
[AD-A079924] p0237 880-19072
Application of the Estimation-Before-Modeling
(EBM) system identification method to the high
angle of attack/windslip flight of the T-2C jet
trainer aircraft. Volume 1: Executive summary
[AD-A080025] p0237 880-19073
Flight verification of direct digital drive for an
Advanced Flight Control Actuation System (AFCAS)
in the T-2C aircraft
[AD-A081925] p0422 880-24327

T-20 AIRCRAFT

Meteorological instrumentation system on the T-20
thunderstorm research aircraft
p0584 880-50686

The T-20B thunderbailor system penetration aircraft
p0125 880-14640

Direct effects of lightning on an aircraft during
intentional penetrations of thunderstorms
--- T-20 aircraft
p0313 880-21947

T-37 AIRCRAFT

Effects of varying visual display characteristics
on a T-4C, a T-37 flight simulator
[AD-A077410] p0143 880-15180

T-38 AIRCRAFT

Initial development for a flutter analysis of
damaged T-38 horizontal stabilizers using WEATN
[AD-A081268] p0421 880-24325
High-speed T-38A landing gear extension loads
[AD-A081226] p0432 880-25319

T-39 AIRCRAFT

Sabreliner 65
p0594 880-31315

T-63 ENGINE

Laser anemometer measurements at the exit of a T-63
coolant
p0210 880-27737

TABLES (DATA)

Computer data base for 767 avionics interface
control
p0282 880-32437

Rotary balance data for a typical single-engine
general aviation design for an angle-of-attack
range of 8 deg to 90 deg. 2: High-wing model C
[NASA-CB-159360] p0637 880-32004

TABS (CONTROL SURFACES)

Nonlinear aerelastic vibration of interfering
surfaces
[AD-A084121] p0449 880-31397

TACAS

Vightener options for tactical air defense,
[SAR PAPER 791108] p0196 880-26265

Tactical air navigation
p0570 880-48193

Integration of GPS with inertial navigation systems
p0025 880-10173
Experience from testing the Viggen electronic system utilizing existing computer capacity p0206 A80-27235

Tactical navigation system testing p0206 A80-27237

The Tornado all-weather high-speed low-level system p0207 A80-27379

VHF-Pokker-concept for a ground-attack CPP p0265 A80-29655

Use of a simulator in the development of a CPP system p0267 A80-29666

Design of an integrated flight/fire control system including a movable gun and stabilized line of sight tracker p0253 A80-No-22355

Using vertical gust alleviation to improve the target tracking capability of the control configured YF-16 p0354 A80-22260

TARGET RECOGNITION

The 'Marseto' 3D radar antenna —- for civil ATC and military technology p0508 A80-15915

Wire obstacle warning system /WOWS/ —- a real-time airborne sensor for automatic detection and recognition of wirelike objects p0687 A80-17002

Bit slices in a radar processor —- for target detectability improvement p0160 A80-23530

Hybrid optical/digital processing for target identification p0197 A80-26867

Methodology for target discrimination p0207 A80-27347

Survey of radar data-processing techniques in air-traffic-control and surveillance systems p0365 A80-37500

Swept frequency scattering measurements of aircraft —- target identification [AD-A078714]. p032A A80-10420

Aircraft program for target background, and sky radiance measurements [AD-A076359]. p0231 A80-18624

Cooperative estimation of targets by multiple aircraft [AD-A005799]. p0631 A80-32366

Airborne radar approach flight test evaluating various track orientation techniques p0631 A80-32368

TARGET SIMULATORS

Firebrand anti-ship missile target —- flight test program objectives and vehicle instrumentation requirements p0206 A80-27236

Acousto-optic devices for use in radio frequency target simulators p0508 A80-40518

TABS

AIRCRAFT TARGETS

TASK COMPLEXITY

Single pilot IFP autopilot complexity/benefit tradeoff study [AIAA PAPER 80-1869]. p0514 A80-45788

TASKS

VISUAL TASKS

TAKING

Optimization of aircraft undercarriages [AESE PAPER 79-DMT-89]. p0057 A80-15737

New turnsoffs for 'optimum runway occupancy times' p0055 A80-44111

Development of a normalized probability distribution for lateral load factors due to aircraft ground turning [AD-A077047]. p0237 N80-19070

SINTAC-C TMA: Application of SINTAC-C in the terminal area, during landing and ground taxiing —- integrated navigation, traffic control, collision avoidance and communication system p0493 N80-27338

TVV PROGRAM

5 TERMINAL CONFIGURED VEHICLE PROGRAM

TOA

TIME DIVISION MULTIPLE ACCESS

TECHNOLOGICAL FORECASTING

BT PROFILE METHOD (FORECASTING)

Developing large helicopters p0009 A80-11395

SUBJECT INDEX

Technical challenges in developing the new wave of small and medium helicopters p0009 A80-11396

Future applications of welding technologies in the aerospace industry p0061 A80-16555

What brings us down tomorrow —- landing guidance systems for the 1980s p0098 A80-18725

The next supersonic transport p0103 A80-20214

Application of parametric weight and cost estimating relationships to future transport aircraft [SAE PAPER 1292]. p0105 A80-20637

Locking ahead —- in aircraft design p0154 A80-22146

Single rotor options for heavy lift and potential of multi lift technology p0195 A80-26642

Multirole cargo aircraft options and configurations [SAE PAPER 791096]. p0195 A80-26645
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[NACA-121] p0126 A80-15038
An integral method and its application to some three-dimensional boundary-layer flows
[MSWC/TE-79-139] p0312 A80-21705
Calculation of the turbulent boundary layer on an infinite swept wing using a three-dimensional mixing length model
[NASA CR-534] p0346 A80-22273
Wind tunnel measurements of the mean flow in the turbulent boundary layer and wake in the region of the trailing edge of a swept wing at subsonic speeds
[EN-TE-79062] p0415 A80-24278
THREE DIMENSIONAL FLOW
HT SECONDARY FLOW
Three-dimensional flow-velocity distribution between stator blades and unsteady force on a blade due to passing wakes
p0001 A80-10011
Parameters of spatial flow past a hydrofoil near the free surface of a ponderable liquid
p0007 A80-11205
Numerical simulation of supersonic flows using a three-dimensional viscous flow analysis
[ASME PAPBB 80-0386] p0108 A80-20969
An experimental and numerical investigation of a three-dimensional shock wave separated turbulent boundary layer
[ASME PAPBB 80-0022] p0156 A80-22727
Computational aerodynamics on large computers
p0208 A80-22415
Three-dimensional inviscid compressible rotational flows: Numerical results and comparison with analytical solutions
p0211 A80-22745
Diagnosis of separated flow regions on wind-tunnel models using an infrared camera
p0264 A80-29494
A three-dimensional Laser Doppler Velocimeter /LDV/ for use in wind tunnels
p0265 A80-29507
Impact of new instrumentation on advanced turbine research
p0393 A80-36155
Numerical solution of the Navier-Stokes equations for a family of three-dimensional corner geometries
[ASME PAPBB 80-1139] p0451 A80-16174
Non-axisymmetric blade row interaction in axial turbomachinery
[ASME PAPBB 80-1133] p0461 A80-22246
Heat transfer at a breaking point of the leading edge of a plate in hypersonic flight
p0467 A80-29655
Three dimensional supersonic flow through a cascade of twisted flat plates
[ASME PAPBB 80-1128] p0474 A80-33333
Numerical simulation of three-dimensional boattail afterbody flow fields
[ASME PAPBB 80-1129] p0506 A80-44132
A multi-grid code for 3-D transonic potential flow about axisymmetric inlets at angle of attack
p0506 A80-44141
Numerical solution of three-dimensional unsteady transonic flow over swept wings
p0506 A80-44143
Grid generation and transonic flow calculations for three-dimensional configurations
[ASME PAPBB 80-1136] p0506 A80-44150
Experimental and analytical evaluation of 3-dimensional exhaust plumes
[ASME PAPBB 80-1139] p0506 A80-44150
Superovitalizing hydrofoils with wetted upper sides
p0507 A80-44152
Contribution to the theory of hypersonic flow past three-dimensional wings
p0524 A80-66829
Application of spline approximations to the calculation of wall pressures in three-dimensional supersonic nozzles
p0526 A80-66873
A Navier-Stokes scheme for the calculation of three-dimensional impinging jet flows
p0573 A80-69298
Contribution to the theory of the small-aspect-ratio wing in hypersonic flow
p0573 A80-69592
Pressure and velocity measurements in a three-dimensional wall jet
p0023 A80-10126
An efficient user-oriented method for calculating compressible flow in an about three-dimensional inlets. — panel method
[NASA CR-159578] p0024 A80-10139
Control of forebody three-dimensional flow separations
p0114 A80-15164
Coaptation of three-dimensional flow in turbofan airflows and comparison with experimental data
[NASA TM-81810] p0114 A80-15364
Nonparallel stability of three-dimensional compressible boundary layers. Part I: Stability analysis
[NASA CR-32825] p0173 A80-16296
Normalization of the three dimensional transonic unsteady aerodynamic problem
[AD-A975503] p0175 A80-17034
Interaction of a two-dimensional strip boundary layer with a three-dimensional transonic swept-wing code
[ER-TE-79060] p0220 A80-17988
Computational prediction of three-dimensional potential flow fields in which aircraft propellers...
Three-dimensional interactions and vortical flows
The development of rapid predictive methods for three-dimensional transonic flow fields about fighter bomber aircraft, part 1
Numerical flow field program for aerodynamic heating analysis. Volume 1: Equations and results

Three-dimensional flow investigation with a method of characteristics in the inlet region and the blade-to-blade channels of supersonic axial compressors

An improved panel method for the solution of three-dimensional leading edge vortex flows
Numerical method for predicting flow characteristics and performance of nonaxisymmetric nozzles. Part 2: Applications

Numerical program for calculation of three-dimensional potential compressible flow about wind turbine rotor blades

Three Dimensional Motion

Secondary Flow

Three Dimensional Flow

Method for calculating wing loading during maneuvering flight along a three-dimensional curved path
A velocity potential panel method for the prediction of unsteady airloads on oscillating wings and bodies
An analytical investigation of three-dimensional vibration in a gear-coupled rotor system

Thrusting

Analysis of experimental indicators of the hydrodynamic force at a needle-type throttle

Thrust

Jet Thrust

Rocket Thrust

Static Thrust

Studies of leading-edge thrust phenomena

The influence of the thrust direction on the level flight of light airplanes

An analysis of thrust-induced effects on the longitudinal aerodynamics of STOL fighter configurations

Estimation of attainable leading-edge thrust for wings at supersonic and supersonic speeds

Supersonic wings with significant leading-edge thrust at cruise

Estimation of wind shear and thrust loss during STOL aircraft landing approach

Investigation of axisymmetric and nonaxisymmetric nozzles installed on a 0.10 scale F-18 prototype airplane model — wind tunnel tests

Numerical optimization of circulation control airflow

Thrust Augmentation

Recent development of a jet-diffuser ejector

Large scale model tests of a new technology V/STOL concept

The structure-free thrust-doubling of insect-like aircraft - The possibility of using insect-flight /thrust-flight/ on a large technical scale

Dynamic modeling of augmentor fuel systems

Characteristics of afterburning bypass turbojet engine with oxygen injection into the afterburner chamber --- study of fuel injection into thrust chambers for thrust augmentation

Workshop on Thrust Augmenting Ejectors

Recent developments in ejector technology in the Air Force: An overview

Some tests on small-scale rectangular thrust ejector --- thrust augmentation for V/STOL aircraft

Augmenting ejector endwall effects --- V/STOL aircraft

An investigation of corner separation within a thrust augmenter having Conda jet

Entrainment characteristics of unsteady subsonic jets --- for V/STOL aircraft

A simple apparatus for the experimental study of non-steady flow thrust-augmenter ejector configurations

Pressure and velocity measurements in a three-dimensional wall jet

Considerations of some critical ejector problems --- for the V/STOL aircraft

Reaction control system augmentation for V/STOL aircraft

Design and test of a prototype scale ejector wing

The external augmentor concept for V/STOL aircraft

The XFY-12A Thrust-Augmented Wing (TAW) prototype aircraft

Method and apparatus for rapid thrust increases in a turbofan engine

Thrusted augmented spin recovery device

Effect of water injection and off scheduling of variable inlet guide vanes, gas generator speed and power turbine nozzle angle on the performance of an automotive gas turbine engine

An experimental study of static thrust augmentation using a 2-D variable ejector

Theoretical performance for non-static ejector thrust augmentors

A comprehensive approach in-flight thrust determination

A rotor supported without contact - Theory and application

The design and combustion performance of practical swirlers for integral rocket/ramjets

Characteristics of afterburning bypass turbojet engine with oxygen injection into the afterburner chamber --- study of fuel injection into thrust chambers for thrust augmentation

The design and dual adaptive control of a turbojet engine

A singular perturbation analysis of optimal aerodynamic and thrust magnitude control

A-399
In-flight evaluation of a severe weather avoidance

Lightning protection for aircraft

Flight through thunderstorm outflows

Jet transport performance in thunderstorm wind

Direct effects of lightning on an aircraft during intentional penetrations of thunderstorms

Storm hazards ’79: F-106B operations summary

In-flight evaluation of a severe weather avoidance systems for aircraft

Tilt vectoring to eliminate the vertical stabilizer --- to provide directional stability for f-111 aircraft while decreasing radar detectability

Reverse thrust performance of the QCSEE variable pitch turbofan engine

A stopping performance model for aircraft with forward or reverse thrust

The innovative application of boost engine technology to the design of a variety of tactical and strategic aircraft

Investigation of advanced thrust vectoring exhaust systems for high speed propulsive lift

Development of the ‘D’ vented thrust deflecting nozzle

Thrust vectoring to eliminate the vertical stabilizer --- to provide directional stability for f-111 aircraft while decreasing radar detectability

Static calibration of a two-dimensional wedge nozzle with thrust vectoring and spanwise blowing

PRELIMINARY STUDY OF VTO THRUST REQUIREMENTS FOR A STOL AIRCRAFT WITH LIFT PLUS LIFT/Cruise PROPULSION

A simple method for converting frequency domain aerodynamics to the time domain

An evaluation of statistical methods for the prediction of various time-variant inlet total pressure distortion

Time-dependent measurement of base pressure in a blowdown tunnel with varying unit Reynolds number

Application of the multistage axial-flow compressor time-dependent mathematical modeling technique to the TP41-x-1 modified block 76 compressor

A time response approach to equivalent aircraft dynamics

Parameter sensitivity in time varying linear systems, with an application to the dynamics of VTOL aircraft

An analysis of statistical methods for the prediction of various time-variant inlet total pressure distortion

A time dependent difference theory for sound propagation in ducts with flow --- characteristic of inlet and exhaust ducts of turbofan engines

A time response approach to equivalent aircraft dynamics

An integral-representation approach for time-dependent viscous flows

A rapid implicit-explicit solution to the two-dimensional time dependent incompressible Navier-Stokes equations

A simple method for converting frequency domain aerodynamics to the time domain

A time response approach to equivalent aircraft dynamics
Impact damage on titanium leading edges from small hard objects — in compressor blades in jet engines  p0618 A80-52297
Titanium combustion in turbine engines  [AD-4075657] p0170 A80-16059
Consolidation of titanium powder to near net shapes  [AD-4078093] p0267 A80-19239
Mechanical behavior of airframe materials  [AD-4085844] p0545 A80-25290

touchdown
Development and flight evaluation of automatic flaps with improved touchdown dispersion  [AIAA 80-1757] p0510 A80-45545
TOWED BODIES

Application of modified profile analysis to function testing of simulated CTOL transport touchdown-performance data  
[NASA-TP-1541] p0038 N80-11069

TOWED BODIES

Aircraft wingtip coupling experiments  
[p0595 N80-31319]

Determination of the character of the lateral-directional motion of an airborne towed vehicle  
[AD-A087445] p0603 N80-31389

TOWED TARGETS

U TOWED BODIES

TOWERS

UT AIRPORT TOWERS

Dynamic of a flexible rotor-tower system  
[AGRAB-IBD-1954-1] p0371 N80-23862

Evaluation of the impact of towing DC-9 transport airplanes at Boston-Logan Airport  
[AD-A086864] p0589 N80-30297

Evaluation of the impact of towing the L-1011 airplane at Boston-Logan Airport  
[AD-A086977] p0589 N80-30303

TOXIC HAZARDS

Full-scale flammability tests with experiments on animals in the Aeronautical Test Center of Toulouse  
[p0047 A80-13321]

Limitation of the content of harmful substances in aircraft engine exhaust gases - New requirements on combustion chambers  
[p0053 A80-15085]

TOXICOLOGY

Medical and toxicological factors in aircraft accidents  
[AD-A087590] p0553 A80-31373

Some practical aspects of the calibration of air data systems  
[p0098 A80-18865]

A nonlinear observer/command generator tracker approach to the XM-97 helicopter gun turret control law design  
[p0107 A80-20879]

The use of single-frequency Decca Navigator signals for remote position monitoring  
[p0107 A80-39562]

Avionics master plan data base mechanization architecture  
[AD-A071585] p0604 N80-11083

Precision controllability of the TF-17 airplane  
[NASA-TP-1677] p0366 N80-23327

Detection and assessment of secondary sonic booms in New England  
[AD-A088160] p0643 N80-33362

A survey of the stochastic filtering techniques for data processing in air-traffic control and surveillance systems  
[p0106 A80-20867]

TRACKING NETWORKS

ST RADAR NETWORKS

Study of a stereo electro-optical tracker system for the measurement of model deformations at the national transonic facility  
[NASA-CD-159164] p0333 N80-10476

Design and simulation of a C3 system for surveillance purpose  
[p0250 N80-19821]

TRACKING RADAR

WEL'S - An international approach to range instrumentation support — Worldwide Engineering and Logistics Support  
[p0277 A80-31249]

Cooperative estimation of targets by multiple aircraft  
[AD-A085799] p0631 N80-32366

SUBJECT INDEX

Airborne radar approach flight test evaluating various track orientation techniques  
[p0631 N80-32368]

TRACKING STATIONS

Measurement of radiation patterns of aircraft antennas in non-steady flight  
[ELR-TR-78016-0] p0104 N80-17348

TRACKING STUDIES

U TRACKING (POSITION)

Evaluation of a high performance fixed-ratio traction drive  
[NASA-TR-81425] p0230 N80-18004

TRACTS

U SITES

TRADEOFFS

The application of design to cost and life cycle cost to aircraft engines  
[AGAIB-LS-107] p0597 N80-31342

TRAFFIC

UT AIR TRAFFIC

UT AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL

Radar beacon trilateration sensor tests at Logan International Airport  
[p0389 A80-37705]

EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

Experimental study of confluence with separation on an afterbody of revolution  
[ORBA, TP No. 1979-151] p0103 A80-20088

Flow over a plate in the presence of a vortex sink  
[p0150 A80-21295]

Near-wall structure and unsteady pressures at trailing edges of airfoils — as aeracoustic sound generators  
[p0161 A80-23900]

Investigation of trailing-edge noise  
[p0161 A80-23901]

Prediction and measurement of turbulent aerodynamic trailing edge flows  
[AIAA PAPER 80-1395] p0452 A80-41599

Blade trailing edge heat transfer  
[AIAA PAPER 80-CT-45] p0458 A80-42178

Computational transonic inverse procedure for wing design with automatic trailing edge closure  
[AIAA PAPER 80-1390] p0506 A80-44149

Asymmetric trailing-edge flows at high Reynolds numbers  
[AIAA PAPER 80-1396] p0506 A80-44151

Potential flow past a wing profile with a trailing edge of finite thickness  
[p0529 A80-46827]

The quasi-vortex-lattice method for wings with edge vortex separation  

Viscous flow in the region of a rounded trailing edge  
[AD-A078588] p0233 A80-19945

Experimental study of airfoil trailing edge noise: Instrumentation, methodology and initial results  
[NASA-CD-163007] p0305 N80-22264

Wind tunnel measurements of the mean flow in the turbulent boundary layer and wake in the region of the trailing edge of a swept wing at subsonic speeds  
[AIAA-TR-79062] p0815 N80-22870

Study of an edge vortex by means of ultrasound in a close field behind a rectangular wing in a wind tunnel  

Circulation Control Wing (CCW) Flight Tests  
[p0640 N80-33339]

TRAILING-EDGE FLAPS

Predicted jet thickness: effects on the lift of an augmentor wing  
[p0012 A80-12597]

On approximating the aerodynamic characteristics of a wing with two-element trailing flap  
[p0376 A80-36779]

Variable camber airfoils  
[p0453 A80-46827]

Pressure and velocity measurements in a three-dimensional wall jet  
[p0023 A80-10044]

On a smooth approximation method and its application to mathematical description of wing aerodynamic characteristics  
[p0034 A80-11011]
Influence of wing deformation on trailing-edge flap deflections

Unsteady effects of a control surface in two-dimensional, subsonic and transonic flow

Aerodynamic characteristics of moving trailing-edge controls at subsonic and transonic speeds

Unsteady effects with control surfaces measured in a wind tunnel

Aerodynamic characteristics of moving trailing-edge controls at subsonic and transonic speeds

High bypass turbofan component development. Phase I: Design detail design

High bypass turbofan component development. Phase 2: Detailed design

TRAINING AIRCRAFT

High bypass turbofan component development. Phase I: Design detail design

High bypass turbofan component development. Phase 2: Detailed design

TRAINING EVALUATION

Airliner simulator census

TRAINING SIMULATORS

MT COCKPIT SIMULATORS

MT FLIGHT SIMULATORS

The development and use of large-motion simulator systems in aeronautical research and development

Recent advances in control loading and motion systems used in simulation

The capability of CGI in flight simulation --- computer generated imagery

Synthesis of piloting properties of training simulators with allowance for the human factor

High-resolution intensified vidicon for low light level applications --- in aircraft flight simulators

A digital system for panoramic video displays in flight simulators

A mission training simulator for the Mirosz HB MK 2 and some aspects of the derivation and verification of its system models

Effects of criteria on flight simulation study 1: Heading deviation tolerance

TRAJECTORY OPTIMIZATION

Method for calculating wing loading during maneuvering flight along a three-dimensional curved path

Development of a program for controlling the angle of bank of an orbital aircraft during entry into the atmosphere

Aircraft store separation motion prediction via flight data trajectories

Objective control of piloting accuracy --- Russian book

Wind tunnel study of flight trajectories after separation of airborne stores in flight

Theoretical investigations of the release and trajectory of aircraft stores

Analysis of fuel-conservative curved decelerating approach trajectories for powered-lift and CTOL jet aircraft

Theory for computing the size and shape of a region of influence associated with a maneuvering vehicle

Equations for determining aircraft motions for accident data

Store separation trajectory analysis

Store separation testing techniques at the Arnold Engineering Development Center. Volume 4: Description of dynamic drop store separation testing

Fuzzy controls for maintenance scheduling in transportation systems --- aircraft flight trajectory regulation

Presentation of the STRADA trajectory system landing trajectory systems/

A singular perturbation analysis of minimum time long range intercept

Optimal algorithms and secondary processing devices --- for aircraft trajectory measurement

Cooperative estimation of targets by multiple aircraft

A comparison of first and second order techniques for computing optimal horizontal gliding trajectories --- for low level weapons delivery

Constrained optimum trajectories with specified range
A simple method for converting frequency domain aerodynamic data to the time domain [NASA-TN-81864] p0643 A80-33358

TRANSFER OF TRAINING

TRANSFER FUNCTIONS
A multiple transfer function model for air traffic control systems [NASA-TP-8493] p0811 N80-26312

Selection of the characteristic polynomial of a closed-loop transfer function by minimizing integral quadratic estimates [NASA-CR-159183] p0262 A80-29218

Experimental and theoretical determination of the transfer function of a compressor [ONERA, TP NO. 1980-100] p0622 A80-53285

The transfer of carbon fibers through a commercial aircraft water separator and air cleaner [NASA-CR-159108] p0262 A80-19359

Digital computer simulation of aircraft longitudinal and lateral directional dynamic characteristics (AD-A078672) p0236 N80-19068

Methods for determining undamped normal modes and transfer functions from receptance measurements --- with possible application to helicopter structures vibration testing [NASA-TP-79091] p0277 N80-24676

A simple method for converting frequency domain aerodynamic data to the time domain [NASA-TN-81864] p0643 A80-33358

TRANSFER OF TRAINING

TRANSFER FUNCTIONS
A multiple transfer function model for air traffic control systems [NASA-TP-8493] p0811 N80-26312

Selection of the characteristic polynomial of a closed-loop transfer function by minimizing integral quadratic estimates [NASA-CR-159183] p0262 A80-29218

Experimental and theoretical determination of the transfer function of a compressor [ONERA, TP NO. 1980-100] p0622 A80-53285

The transfer of carbon fibers through a commercial aircraft water separator and air cleaner [NASA-CR-159108] p0262 A80-19359

Digital computer simulation of aircraft longitudinal and lateral directional dynamic characteristics (AD-A078672) p0236 N80-19068

Methods for determining undamped normal modes and transfer functions from receptance measurements --- with possible application to helicopter structures vibration testing [NASA-TP-79091] p0277 N80-24676

A simple method for converting frequency domain aerodynamic data to the time domain [NASA-TN-81864] p0643 A80-33358
### SUBJECT INDEX

**TRANSONIC FLOW CONT**

- Simulated transonic flows for aircraft with nacelles, pylons, and winglets  
  [AIAA PAPER 80-0130]  
  p0162 A80-23933
- Stationary movement of wings in the transonic regime --- Spanish thesis  
  p0209 A80-27723
- Transonic inlet flow calculations using a general grid-generation scheme  
  p0211 A80-27744
- Flutter analysis of a NASA 54A006 airfoil in small disturbance transonic flow  
  p0217 A80-28051
- Class of shockfree airfoils producing the same surface pressure  
  p0218 A80-28057
- Direct computation of transonic solution for Niewland aerfoils  
  p0259 A80-29023
- Computation of steady inviscid transonic flows using pseudo-unsteady methods  
  [OHERA, TP NO. 1979-156]  
  p0260 A80-29083
- The present state in the axial-flow transonic compressor design  
  p0260 A80-29103
- Laser anemometer measurements in a transonic axial flow compressor rotor  
  p0342 A80-36141
- Experimental study of transonic flows in an air intake at high angle of attack  
  [AIAA PAPER 80-07]  
  p0377 A80-36408
- Separation pressure of a turbulent boundary layer in transonic interactions  
  p0390 A80-38015
- Evaluation of a minimum principle for transonic flow computations by finite elements  
  p0391 A80-38260
- Transonic flow over airfoils with tangential injection  
  p0391 A80-38260
- Computational methods for the design of adaptive airfoils and wings  
  p0391 A80-38276
- Experimental study of the interaction between a rapid subsonic aircraft wing and an engine nacelle at high dilution rates  
  [OHERA, TP NO. 1980-35]  
  p0403 A80-40003
- Calculation of transonic viscous flows past wing profiles  
  p0405 A80-40909
- Analysis of nonlifting and lifting airfoils in transonic flow by parametric differentiation  
  [AIAA PAPER 80-1304]  
  p0452 A80-41590
- Investigation of transonic flow in a cascade using an adaptive mesh  
  [AIAA PAPER 80-1430]  
  p0452 A80-41617
- Results from tests on a high work transonic turbine for an energy efficient engine  
  [ASME PAPER 80-GT-146]  
  p0463 A80-42250
- A multi-grid code for 3-D transonic potential flow about axisymmetric aerofoils at angle of attack  
  p0506 A80-44141
- Calculations of transonic flow over an airfoil in a wind tunnel  
  p0506 A80-44142
- Numerical solution of three-dimensional unsteady transonic flow over swept wings  
  p0506 A80-44412
- Computational transonic inverse procedure for wing design with automatic trailing edge closure  
  p0506 A80-44419
- Grid generation and transonic flow calculations for three-dimensional configurations  
  p0506 A80-44550
- Calculation of unsteady transonic aerodynamic forces on a three-dimensional wing  
  [AIAA PAPER 80-027]  
  p0522 A80-46281
- Heat transfer of the critical air flow in a nozzle. IV - The flow and heat transfer characteristics of an accelerated transonic air flow in a divergent nozzle  
  p0556 A80-47343
- Low-frequency and small perturbation equation for transonic flow past wings  
  p0556 A80-47768
- The aerodynamic interaction between a close-coupled canard and a sweepback wing in transonic flow  
  [OHERA, TP NO. 1980-30]  
  p0573 A80-49115

**Shockless airfoils for wings, compressors, and turbines**  
 p0581 A80-50311

**Allowance for unsteady boundary layer effects in two-dimensional transonic calculations**  
 [OHERA, TP NO. 1980-109]  
 p0623 A80-53298

**Remarks on the transonic flow past oscillating airfoils**  
 p0605 B80-12009

**Calculation of transonic flows around wings**  
 p0606 B80-12018

**Aerelastic response analysis of two-dimensional, single and two degree of freedoms airfoils in low-frequency, small-disturbance unsteady transonic flow**  
 [AD-A073379]  
 p0609 B80-12073

**An investigation of several factors involved in a finite difference procedure for analyzing the transonic flow about harmonically oscillating airfoils and wings**  
 [NASA-CR-159143]  
 p0714 B80-14056

**A user's guide for A304: A program using a finite difference method to analyze transonic flow over oscillating airfoils**  
 [NASA-CR-159141]  
 p0727 B80-15052

**Unsteady effects of a control surface in two-dimensional, subsonic and transonic flow**  
 p0742 B80-15168

**Unsteady transonic flows in a two-dimensional diffusing air breathing engine**  
 [AD-A075261]  
 p0755 B80-17033

**Formulation of the three-dimensional transonic unsteady aerodynamic problem**  
 [AD-A075403]  
 p0755 B80-17034

**Interaction of a two-dimensional strip boundary layer with a three-dimensional transonic swept-wing code**  
 [NASA-TM-78640]  
 p0757 B80-17988

**Data report for a test program to study transonic flow fields about wing-body/pylon/store combinations. Volume 1: Tunnel empty flow survey data, wing body force/moment/surface pressure data, and pressure store force/moment/surface pressure data**  
 [AD-A077718]  
 p0821 B80-18001

**Data report for a test program to study transonic flow fields about wing-body/pylon/store combinations. Volume 2: Flow field survey data for configurations 21 and 22**  
 [AD-A077718]  
 p0822 B80-18002

**An investigation of P-16 nozzle-afterbody forces at transonic Mach numbers with emphasis on support system interference**  
 [AD-A0778693]  
 p0825 B80-18046

**Unsteady effects with control surfaces --- measured in a wind tunnel**  
 [AIAA PAPER 79-267]  
 p0825 B80-18049

**The development of rapid predictive methods for three-dimensional transonic flow fields about fighter bomber aircraft, part 1**  
 [AD-A076681]  
 p0828 B80-20236

**Transonic data memorandum: A framework relating the drag-rise characteristics of a finite wing/boiler combination to those of its basic aerfoil**  
 [ESPO-78009]  
 p0830 B80-21276

**Transonic data memorandum: The lift achievable by aerfoils having a particular form of supercritical upper surface pressure distribution that yields only small wave drag**  
 [ESPO-78010]  
 p0830 B80-21277

**Transonic data memorandum: Numerical methods for solving the transonic flow equations for two-dimensional aerfoils in subsonic and transonic flows, brief details, test cases and examples**  
 [ESPO-78009]  
 p0830 B80-21278

**Subsonic and transonic flows on a variable sweep wing**  
 [ESPO-78009]  
 p0830 B80-21278

**Transonic wing DYPLE-F4 as European test model**  
 [ESPO-78009]  
 p0830 B80-21279

**Transonic kernel function method for unsteady flow calculations using a unified linear pressure panel procedure**  
 [AD-A080227]  
 p0835 B80-22267

**Summary of data required for the AGARD SMP activity standard aerelastic configurations - two-dimensional configurations**  
 [ESPO-78009]  
 p0835 B80-22267
Further investigation of a finite difference procedure for analyzing the transonic flow about harmonically oscillating airfoils and wings [NASA-TR-81216] p0361 880-23273


Experimental studies of scale effects on oscillating airfoils at transonic speeds [NASA-TR-81216] p0837 880-27287

Mutual interference of multiple bodies in the flow field of the F-4C aircraft in the transonic speed range -- wind tunnel tests [AD-108074] p0488 880-27296


An approximate factorization solution of the Navier-Stokes equations for transonic flow using body-fitted coordinates with application to NASA 64A010 airfoils [NASA-TR-81544] p0529 880-28307

Acquisition and application of transonic wing and far-field test data for three-dimensional computational method evaluation, volume 1 [AD-10805258] p0530 880-28316


Analysis of transonic swept wings using asymptotic and other numerical methods [NASA-TR-80762] p0591 880-29255

An investigation of scale effects on the transonic flow over swept wings. Part 1: Measurements on a model of a transport-aircraft configuration [ARC-EAM-3862-PT-1] p0600 880-31364

Computational and simplified analytical treatment of transonic wing-fuselage-pylon-store interactions [AD-1080979] p0633 880-32388

Unsteady transonic flows in a two-dimensional diffuser [AD-10809231] p0636 880-32400

Experimental unsteady aerodynamics of conventional and supercritical airfoils --- conducted in the Ames 11 foot transonic wind tunnel [NASA-TR-81216] p0661 880-33335

Calculation of three-dimensional unsteady transonic flow past helicopter blades [NASA-TR-81216] p0662 880-33356

A compendium of computational fluid dynamics at the Langley Research Center [NASA-TR-81671] p0662 880-33716

TRANSONIC FLUTTER

Active flutter control in transonic conditions [NASA, TP NO. 1979-100] p0837 880-10502

Preliminary measurements of aerodynamic damping of a transonic compressor rotor [NASA-TR-81216] p0363 880-36152

Experimental and analytical transonic flutter characteristics of a geared-elevator configuration [NASA-TP-1666] p0431 880-23321

TRANSONIC INLETS

U SUPERSONIC INLETS

TRANSONIC SPEED


Aerodynamic characteristics of moving trailing-edge controls at subsonic and transonic speeds p0142 880-15169
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Experimental and analytical studies for the NASA  
carbon fiber risk assessment  [NASA-CB-159214]  
p0651  N80-31490

BOARD OF TRADE, LONDON (ENGLAND).
The traffic in wing in NATO Europe: Its characteristics  
and its needs  [AD-A062335]  p0422  N80-24230

EODSCHNEIDER GERMANY TECHNIK G. M. B. H., DUBBELHORN  
(WEST GERMANY).
Advantages of the digital technology for the  
realization of engine control systems  
[AD-A082062]  p0820  N80-26324

BOEING AEROSPACE CO., SEATTLE, WASH.
Hybrid composites that retain graphite fibers on  
burning  p0278  N80-32064

Evaluation of data technology applied to the  
tactical flight data system of a transport  
[AD-0073068]  p0037  N80-11061

Plant hardness variation  p0126  N80-15029

An extension of engine weight estimation  
techniques to compute engine production cost  
[AD-0074654]  p0137  N80-15135
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The VC-14 upper surface blown flap: A unique control surface.

New remotely piloted vehicle launch and recovery concepts: Computer program listings.

Incandescent lamp life under random vibration.

New remotely piloted vehicle launch and recovery concepts. Volume 1: Analysis, preliminary design and performance/cost trade-offs.

A JIBIS performance model for the E-3A.

PIPSI/Navy rapid evaluation of propulsion system effects for the Navy gas turbine engine code.

An improved panel method for the solution of three-dimensional leading edge vortex flows.


Evaluating and selecting the preferred air breathing weapon system.

Hybridized polymer matrix composites.

BOEING CO., SEATTLE, WASH.

Ch-16 composite rotor blade flight stress survey.

Analysis and correlation with theory of rotor test data for real-time simulation.

High-freezing-point fuel studies.

Further investigation of a finite difference procedure for analyzing the transonic flow over oscillating airfoils and wings.

A computational approach to design of arbitrary configurations in three-dimensional leading edge vortex flows.

Evaluating the crack gage concept for monitoring aircraft gas turbine engines.

Component computer programs.

Hybridized polymer matrix composites.

BOEING CO., SEATTLE, WASH.

Two-dimensional wind-tunnel tests of a NASA supercritical airfoil with various high-lift systems. Volume 1: Data analysis.

Two-dimensional wind-tunnel tests of a NASA supercritical airfoil with various high-lift systems. Volume 2: Test data.


Jet engine decoupled test cell exhaust system phase: Coanda/refraction noise suppression concept, advanced development.

Jet engine class C test cell exhaust system phase: Coanda/refraction noise suppression concept—advanced development.


Developing, mechanizing and testing of a digital active filter suppression system for a modified E-52 wind-tunnel model.

BOEING MILITARY AIRPLANE DEVELOPMENT, SEATTLE, WASH.

Flight control and configuration design considerations for highly maneuverable aircraft.

Fuselage of the three dimensional transonic unsteady aerodynamic problem.

Easy ACIS dynamic analysis, volume 2: Part 2: Co-processor computer program.


Design options study.


BOEING VERTOL CO., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Helicopter canopy internal reflection investigation.

Analysis, wind correlation with theory of rotor lift-limit test data.

Ch-46 composite rotor blade flight test data.

Fault-tolerant system optimization.

A multi-grid code for 3-D transonic potential flow about axisymmetric inlets at angle of attack.

Economic study of multipurpose advanced high-speed transport configurations.

An investigation of several factors involved in a finite difference procedure for analyzing the transonic flow about harmonically oscillating airfoils and wings.

A users guide for A340: A program using a finite difference method to analyze transonic flow over oscillating airfoils and wings.

The 737 graphite composite flight spoiler flight service evaluation.

Improved tire/wheel concept.

The role of computational aerodynamics in airplane configuration development.

Airplane wing leading edge variable camber flap.

A general panel method for the analysis and design of arbitrary configurations in incompressible flows.

Further investigation of a finite difference procedure for analyzing the transonic flow about harmonically oscillating airfoils and wings.

Aviation fuels outlook.

Analytical investigation of fan tone noise due to ingestion of atmospheric turbulence.

Large scale wind tunnel investigation for future modifications to the quiet short-haul research aircraft.

Aircraft noise prediction program validation.

Analysis of transonic flow about harmonically oscillating airfoils and wings.

Analysis of transonic flow about harmonically oscillating airfoils and wings.

Upper surface blowing noise of the NASA-Ames quiet short-haul research aircraft.

Fault-tolerant system optimization.
A hingeless rotor XV-15 design integration feasibility study. Volume 1: Engineering design studies


Design and analytical study of a rotor airfoil


Study of cost/benefit tradeoffs available in helicopter noise control technology applications

[AD-A083959] p0495 N80-27354

Heavy lift helicopter: Prototype technical summary

[AD-A085290] p0532 N80-28343

Design, development, and flight demonstration of the loads and aerodynamic characteristics of a bearingless main rotor

[AD-A086754] p0589 N80-30299

Evaluation of forced helicopter components processed with controlled solidification and thermal mechanical treatments

[AD-A088057] p0634 N80-32384


BOLT, BEHANNE, AND NEWTON, INC., CAMBRIDGE, MASS. A model-based technique for predicting pilot opsinus ratings for large commercial transports

[AIAA-80-1573] p0516 N80-65072

Closed loop models for analyzing engineering requirements for simulators


A model-based technique for predicting pilot opsinus ratings for large commercial transports


Analysis of vibratory excitation of gear systems as a contributor to aircraft interior noise


Pilot/vehicle model analysis of visual and motion cue requirements in flight simulation

[NASA-CR-3312] p0646 N80-33908

BOLT, BEHANNE, AND NEWTON, INC., CAMBRIDGE, MASS. Prediction of the interior noise levels of high-speed propeller-driven aircraft

[AIAA PAPER 80-0998] p0338 N80-35961

Noise control prediction for high-speed, propeller-driven aircraft

[AIAA PAPER 80-0999] p0338 N80-35962

Interior noise control prediction study for high-speed propeller-driven aircraft


Cost/benefit tradeoffs available in aircraft noise technology applications in the 1980's

[AD-A082028] p0995 N80-27357

Development of noisecheck technology for measuring aircraft noise exposure

[AD-A088033] p0639 N80-33182

Study of lateral excess sound attenuation as determined from far part 36 aircraft noise certification measurements

[AD-A088025] p0639 N80-33183

Evaluation of Aero Commander sidewall vibration and interior acoustic data: Static operations


BOSTON UNIVERSITY, MASS. Modeling and flight simulation of an active controlled configuration aircraft under H.L.S. guidance

[AD-A075384] p0256 N80-19945

BRASLAI (DAVID) ASSOCIATES, INC., BETHESDA, MD. Ground run-up noise control facilities for civil aircraft

[AD-A075384] p0171 N80-16067

BRISTOL UNIVERSITY, ENGLAND. An aerodynamic analysis of the Sheriff wing

[SU-238] p0361 N80-23274

An assessment of the stability and opening character-istics of cruciform parachutes

[SU-238] p0361 N80-23276

Wind tunnel tests on the Sheriff twin-engined light aircraft

[SU-241] p0361 N80-23277

Investigation of a foam supported glass fiber D-box for a rigid wing hang glider

[SU-240] p0363 N80-23302

BRITISH AIRCRAFT GROUP, BRISTOL (ENGLAND). Civil aircraft equipment environment qualification techniques

[SU-240] p0363 N80-23302

BRITISH AEROSPACE AIRCRAFT GROUP, BRISTOL (ENGLAND). Inviscid design with ACT in the presence of strokes

[AD-A071717] p0114 N80-15161

Some recent measurements of structural dynamic damping in aircraft structures

[AD-A085686] p0253 N80-19576

The role of the aircraft model in avionic systems simulation

[AD-A085686] p0255 N80-19837

BRITISH AEROSPACE AIRCRAFT GROUP, DUNSFORD (ENGLAND). Some examples of procedures used in aircraft acceptance testing of aircraft produced by the aircraft industry under government contract

[AD-A085686] p0596 N80-31332

Evaluation of longitudinal characteristics including stability handling and CG range

[AD-A085686] p0597 N80-31335

Evaluation of lateral and directional characteristics and spinning behaviour

[AD-A085686] p0597 N80-31336

BRITISH AEROSPACE AIRCRAFT GROUP, PRESTON (ENGLAND). Mathematical modelling in military aircraft weapon systems design

[AD-A085686] p0301 N80-21272

BACTAC: A combat-worthy computerized opponent

[AD-A085686] p0301 N80-21273

An approach to the derivation and validation of requirements

[AD-A085686] p0612 N80-32126

BRITISH AEROSPACE AIRCRAFT GROUP, WARTON (ENGLAND). Computer graphics and related design processes in the UK

[AD-A085686] p0299 N80-21252

Active controls for combat aircraft

[AD-A085686] p0308 N80-21339

Gust load alleviation

[AD-A085686] p0308 N80-21346

BRITISH AEROSPACE AIRCRAFT GROUP, WETHBRIDGE (ENGLAND). The minimum cost approach to flutter clearance

[AD-A085686] p0139 N80-15148

UK approach to aircraft dynamic response on damaged and repaired runways

[AD-A085686] p0438 N80-25327

BRITISH AEROSPACE DYNAMICS GROUP, BRISTOL (ENGLAND). Simulation for whole life development

[AD-A085686] p0255 N80-19839

BRUNSWICK CORP., DELAND, FLA. Development of improved adaptable compressor gas path seal

[AD-A072171] p0066 N80-11476

HUBER-HARO CORP., WRIGHT-PATTERSON AFB, OHIO. Flight path displays

[AD-A077181] p0241 N80-19107

BUREAU OF MEDICINE AND SURGERY (NAVY), WASHINGTON, D.C. Naval aviation water survival program

[AD-A082028] p0559 N80-30015

C

CACI, INC. - FEDERAL, ARLINGTON, VA. Aviation component repair program analysis, volume 1

[AD-A086060] p0541 N80-29246

CALGARY UNIVERSITY, ALBERTA. A simple apparatus for the experimental study of non-steady flow thrust-augmenter ejector configurations

[AD-A073362] p0023 N80-10125

CALIFORNIA INST. OF TECH., PASADENA. Leading edge flutter of supercavitating hydrofoils

[AD-A073362] p0073 N80-12236

CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIV., SAN LUIS OBISPO. Effects of free-stream turbulence on diffuser performance


CALIFORNIA STATE UNIV., NORTHEIDGE. Study of rolling element dynamic interactions with separator and raceway paths. Roller skewing measurements in roller bearings

[NASA-CR-163186] p0026 N80-24622

CALIFORNIA UNIVERSITY, BERKELEY. Coupled bending-torsion flutter in cascades with applications to fan and compressor blades

[AD-A072488] p0989 N80-27396
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Air combat maneuvering performance measurement

CL-600 challenger

Unsteady aerodynamics in turbomachinery

Advanced restraint system modeling

Stability analysis for laminar flow control,

Direct force control and testing

Basic studies of rotating stall in axial flow compressors

Advanced restraint system modeling

Direct force control and testing

Stability analysis for laminar flow control,
Experimental investigation of the particle-number concentration in the wind tunnel for use of the laser anemometry
[DPVL-FB-79-28] p0036 B80-25352

Mid-air conflicts and their potential avoidance by progressive implementation of automation
p0492 B80-27231

DEUTSCHE FORSCHUNGS- UND VERSUCHSANSTALT FUR LOFT- UND RAUMFAHRT, DARMSTADT (WEST GERMANY).
Materials and structures research scientific report, 1978
p0182 B80-17143

Design and investigation of static pressure compressor cascade behind impulse-rotors
[DPVL-FB-79-17] p0153 B80-22353

DEUTSCHE FORSCHUNGS- UND VERSUCHSANSTALT FUR LOFT- UND RAUMFAHRT, DARMSTADT (WEST GERMANY).
A survey of aerelastic problems
p0065 B80-12001

Aeroelasticity from the viewpoint of the designer
p0065 B80-12002

Modal analysis of aircraft structures
p0065 B80-12003

Lifting surface divergence and control effectiveness
p0065 B80-12004

Industrial trial run of the APA decompression balance on an Alpha-jet model in a 3 a wind tunnel

An empirical approach for checking flutter stability of gliders and light aircraft
[DPVL-FB-79-07] p0082 B80-13060

A simplified ground vibration test procedure for sailplanes and light aircraft
p0139 B80-15144

Lift, drag and pitching moment measurements on a missile body having various boattails at subsonic and transonic velocities
[DPVL-FB-79-19] p0360 B80-23265

Unsteady pressure measurements at stall and buffeting
[DPVL-FB-79-09] p0431 B80-25300

Wind tunnel tests of a tubular supersonic inlet for projectiles
[DPVL-FB-79-26] p0336 B80-25367

Method for inviscid subsonic flows about aircraft configurations
p0643 B80-33368

DEUTSCHE FORSCHUNGS- UND VERSUCHSANSTALT FUR LOFT- UND RAUMFAHRT, DARMSTADT (WEST GERMANY).
Experimental investigation of a solid fuel ramjet
[DPVL-FB-79-27] p0084 B80-13485

DEUTSCHE FORSCHUNGS- UND VERSUCHSANSTALT FUR LOFT- UND RAUMFAHRT, DARMSTADT (WEST GERMANY).
Aims and tasks of the aircraft test program
p0074 B80-12466

Remote sensing methods for determination of slant range visibility
[DPVL-FB-79-14] p0371 B80-23759

DORSCH-WERKE G.B.B., FRIEDRICHSHEF (WEST GERMANY).
Wind tunnel measurements and analysis of some unusual control surfaces on two swept wing fighter configurations
p0140 B80-15155

Direct side force and drag control with the aid of pylons split flaps
p0141 B80-15163

Computer graphics, related design and manufacture process at Dornier
p0299 B80-21251

Numerical methods for design and analysis as an aerodynamic design tool for modern aircraft
p0300 B80-21263

Structural optimization with static and aerelastic constraints
p0300 B80-21266

Supercritical wing design studies for transport aircraft. Volume 1: Wing design and wind tunnel measurements
[DPVL-FB-79-06-01] p0346 B80-22275

Supercritical wing design studies for transport aircraft. Volume 2: Theoretical studies
[DPVL-FB-79-07-02] p0346 B80-22276

Open loop cockpit simulation
[DPVL-FB-79-10] p0555 B80-29373

Trends in the development of software for guidance and control

DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT CO., INC., HUNTINGTON BEACH, CALIF.
Evaluation of the impact of towing DC-9 transport airplanes at Boston-Logan Airport
[AD-A086682] p0569 B80-30297

DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT CO., INC., LONG BEACH, CALIF.
Noise rate calorimetry of multilayered materials for aircraft seats
p0325 B80-34223

Draught-rate calorimetry of multilayered materials for aircraft seats
[AIAB 80-0759] p0332 A80-35052

Wind tunnel investigation of active controls technology applied to a DC-10 derivative
[AIAB 80-0771] p0333 A80-35062

Results from flight noise tests on a Viper turbojet fitted with ejector-suppressor nozzle systems
[AIAB PAPER-80-1028] p0393 A80-36663

Potential benefits for fppan technology on derivatives of future short- to medium-range transport airplanes at Boston-Logan Airport
[AIAB PAPER-80-1090] p0397 A80-39905

Development of a Kevlar/PB-15 reduced drag DC-9 nacelle fairing
[AIAB PAPER-80-1194] p0448 B80-41193

Reduced bleed air extraction for DC-10 cabin air conditioning
[AIAB PAPER-80-1197] p0448 B80-41194

An efficient user-oriented method for calculating compressible flow in an about three-dimensional inlet
[HSAC-803578] p0024 B80-10134

Cargo Logistics Airlift Systems Study (CLASS). Volume 1: Performance requirements of dedicated freighter aircraft to year 2008
[HSAC-803575-00-14] p0026 B80-10149

Ejection seat for high G escape
[AD-A072404] p0037 B80-11059

Advanced design aircrew protective restraint systems
[AD-A076061] p0176 B80-17046

Evaluation of aircraft windscreen materials in a simulated supersonic flight environment
[AD-A076783] p0238 B80-19062

Primary Adhesively Bonded Structure Technology (PABST). General material property data
[AD-A077091] p0248 B80-19268

Flight test evaluation of airborne tire pressure indicating systems
[AD-A081598] p0364 B80-23305

Primary Adhesively Bonded Structure Technology (PABST). Design handbook for adhesive bonding
[AD-A082078] p0418 B80-24299

Primary Adhesive Bonded Structure Technology (PABST). Volume 3: Tooling, fabrication and quality assurance
[AD-A083228] p0499 B80-27486

Modelling requirements for the calculation of the turbulent flow around airfoils, wings and bodies of revolution
p0501 B80-27663

Engine bleed air reduction in DC-10
[BSAC-806884] p0633 B80-33278

Carbon/graphite fiber weight analysis and assessment study: An assessment of the risk to Douglas commercial transport aircraft
[BSAC-806880] p0650 B80-33488

DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT CO., INC., SANTA MONICA, CALIF.
Fuel/engine/airframe tradeoff study, phase 1
p0548 B80-29307

DON'T BOLTON PAUL LTD., WOLVESHAMPTON (ENGLAND).
Non-electronic aspects of avionic system reliability
p0251 B80-19535

DRAFTER (CHARLES STACE) LAB., INC., CAMBRIDGE, MASS.
Reliability/safety analysis of a fly-by-wire system
[AIAB 80-1760] p0511 A80-65587

Integration of GPS with inertial navigation systems
p0026 B80-10173

A fault tolerant architecture approach to avionics reliability improvement
CRUDE OIL, The allocation of runway slots by auction.

DREXEL UNIV., CRUISE-SIMUL-HEELER navigation requirements

DREXEL UNIV., PHILADELPHIA, PA. Significance of large scatter of composite properties to aircraft reliability [AD-0797906] p0235 880-19062

A singular perturbation analysis of minimum time long range intercept (NASA-CR-162985) p0021 880-20261

DREYFUS-PHELPS CORP., STAMFORD, CONN. Non-contacting electro-optical contouring of helicopter rotor blades [AD-079806] p0118 880-14111

Non-contacting electro-optical contouring of helicopter rotor blades [AD-079820] p0546 880-29293

DUYVIL RESEARCH ASSOCIATES, CHULA VISTA, CALIF. Integration of ejectors into high-speed aircraft p0023 880-10119

DYNAMIC CONTROLS, INC., DAYTON, OHIO. Research and Development of control actuation systems for aircraft, volume 1 [AD-080133] p0310 880-21357


DYNAMIC TECHNOLOGY, INC., TORREY, CALIF. Feasibility study of applying laminar flow control to an LTA vehicle [AD-080148] p0629 880-32351

DTMB ENGINEERING, INC., HUNTINGTON BEACH, CALIF. Review of turboroto-engine combustion and jet-noise research and related topics [AD-080176] p0535 880-28361

DTMB ENGINEERING, INC., LONG BEACH, CALIF. Atmospheric turbulence effects on aircraft noise propagation [NASA-CR-159325] p0540 880-29095


The allocation of runway slots by auction. Volume 2: The airline management game and slot auction testing [AD-0805436] p0543 880-29270


EDGERTON, GERIBHIDGSHAUS AND GRIED, INC., ALBOQUEHUE, N. ME. R-3A EMP evaluation program [AD-0801725] p0370 880-23536

ELECTRO MAGNETIC APPLICATIONS, INC., ALBOQUEHUE, N. ME. State-of-the-art methods for computing the electromagnetic interaction of lightning with aircraft p0313 880-21948

ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING GROUP (1942RD), SCOTT AFB, ILL. Computer modeling of terrain effects on Instrument Landing System (ILS) glide slope system [AD-0798228] p0290 880-20252

Computer modeling of terrain effects on Instrument Landing System (ILS) glide slope system [AD-0798228] p0290 880-20252

RADAR approach control (RAPPAC) primary input power supply study [AD-0798080] p0416 880-26269

ELECTRONIQUE RAYMON VEILLART, St. CLOU (FRANCE). The integrity of hardware center programs: A solution p0112 880-14028

The avionics computer program: Practical experiences with a methodology p0112 880-14037

Impacts of technologies selected on the reliability and operational availability of equipments. Cost considerations p0251 880-19536

Simulation for integration with dynamic tests of the logical elements of principal onboard computers p0256 880-19842

ELECTRONIQUE-SYSTEM G.H.B., MUNICH (WEST GERMANY). A simulation program for the determination of system reliability of complex aeronautic systems p0250 880-19523

Design and simulation of a C3 system for surveillance purpose p0254 880-19821

Technical and operational factors concerning the licensing and introduction of a new microwave landing system for category 2 p0412 880-27336

ELLIOTT-AUTOMATION SPACE AND ADVANCED MILITARY SYSTEMS LTD., CANTERBURY (ENGLAND). Reliability management of the avionic systems of a strike aircraft p0251 880-19546

Software development for TORNADO: A case study history from the reliability and maintainability aspect p0252 880-19559

ENGLANDER LABORATORIES AND CHEMICALS CORP., BOSTON, M. J. Durability testing at 5 atmospheres of advanced catalysts and catalyst supports for gas turbine engine combustors [NASA-CR-159839] p0427 880-27488

ENGINEERING SCIENCES DATA UNIT, LONDON (ENGLAND). Wing-body yawing moment and sideforce derivatives due to sideslip: Hv and V [ESDO-79006] p0021 880-10097

Average gust frequencies subsonic transport aircraft [ESDO-69023-A-C] p0167 880-16029

Underwater drag prediction methods [ESDO-79015] p0232 880-19028

Estimation of the endurance of civil aircraft wing structures [ESDO-79024] p0235 880-19607

Example of performance analysis using data obtained concurrently in air-path, body and Earth axes [ESDO-79038] p0269 880-20225

Transonic data memorandum: A framework relating the drag-rise characteristics of a finite wing/body combination to those of its basic aerofoil [ESDO-79009] p0301 880-21276

Transonic data memorandum: The lift achievable by aerfoils having a particular form of supercritical upper-surface pressure distribution that yields only small wave drag [ESDO-79010] p0302 880-21277

Transonic data memorandum: Numerical methods for solving the potential flow equations for two-dimensional aerfoils in subsonic and transonic flows, brief details, test cases and examples [ESDO-79009] p0302 880-21278

A comparison of various numerical methods for calculating supercritical inviscid isentropic flow over two-dimensional aerofoils [ESDO-79017] p0416 880-22278

Endurance of riveted lap joints (aluminum alloy sheet and rivets) [ESDO-79031] p0295 880-22723

ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS, INC., GAINESVILLE, FLA. Aerosol filter loading data for a simulated jet
FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION

FACILITY CHECKING SQUADRON (1666TH) (APCS), SCOTT
AFB, ILL.

SASS initial evaluation report. Davis-Monthan
AFB, Arizona, 16-20 November 1979
[AD-A086615] p090 B80-27320

FAILURE ANALYSIS ASSOCIATES, PAILO ALTO
Fracture and fatigue properties of 1Cr-7No-V
bainitic turbine rotor steels
[AD-A083123] p0043 B80-11201

FAIRCHILD REPUBLIC CO., FARMDALE, B. T.
Surface conforming thermal/pressure seal
[AD-A077461] p0122 B80-14040

Night/adverse weather A-10 evaluator program
[AT-10B] p0594 B80-23100

FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION, ATLANTIC CITY, N.J.

Initial data bank report: Fall 1978; winter,
summer, fall 1979, winter 1980
[AD-A088204] p0632 B80-32372

System description for the Airborne-Omega Data
Tank
[AD-A087606] p0632 B80-32372

The effect of the Western Union Weather Data
System on the preflight briefing position at
the Chicago Flight Service Station
[AD-A088415] p0639 B80-33065

Precision 1-band DME tests
[FAA-A080053] p0645 B80-33388

FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION, WASHINGTON, D.C.

TPS aircraft forecasted by air route
traffic control center, fiscal years 1979-1990
[AD-A070786] p0026 B80-10153

Wind shear hazard definition for a wide body jet
[PA-ED-79-79] p0046 B80-11715

Installation criteria for the Approach Landing
Lighting Improvement Program (ALSIP)
[AD-A070076] p0082 B80-13057

Cooperative evaluation of firefighting foam agents
[AD-A074940] p0683 B80-13253

Reflection cracking of bimetallic overlays for
airport pavements: A state of the art
[AD-A073484] p0122 B80-14144

Review and evaluation of national airspace
system models
[AD-A070500] p0176 B80-17047

Report on the FAA task force on aircraft
departure assurance. Volume 2: Concept
description
[AD-A077007] p0177 B80-17050

Airport activity statistics of certificated
route air carriers
[AD-A077619] p0181 B80-17089

Field impact evaluation report on the Electronic
Tabular Display Subsystem (ETABS)
[AD-A070846] p0185 B80-17357

Report on the task force on aircraft separation
assurance, appendices
[AD-A077713] p0222 B80-18017

Airborne radar approach system flight test
experiment
[AD-A077900] p0234 B80-19054

Nondestructive evaluation of airport pavements.
Volume 2: Operational manual for PAVBER
program at TCC
[AD-A079945] p0245 B80-19130

Global positioning system for general aviation:
Joint PAA-NASA Seminar
[NASA-TR-81017] p0304 B80-21299

Engineering and development program plan: En Route
control, Program 12
[AD-A082471] p0416 B80-24287

Discrete address beacon system
[AD-A082471] p0499 B80-27344

Energy conservation potential of general
aviation activity
[AD-A081162] p0495 B80-27355

User's guide
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First Computer Air Carrier Safety Symposium [AD-A079943] p0502 N80-27840

The current role of alcohol as a factor in civil aircraft accidents [AD-A085628] p0542 N80-29264

Active ACAS performance in a gantry environment [AD-A086064] p0542 N80-29267

Systems research and development service report of B and D activity [AD-A085629] p0543 N80-29273

Interference and noise in and adjacent to the LOBAN-C spectrum at airports [AD-A086043] p0544 N80-29281

Visual confirmation of voice takeover clearance (VICTOR) alternative study [AD-A086080] p0545 N80-29282

A method for administrative assignment of runway slots [AD-A086118] p0545 N80-29285


Medical and toxicological factors in aircraft accidents [AD-A087690] p0601 N80-31373


Discrete Address Beacon System (DABS) front end and processor on route central computer complex protocol [AD-A085802] p0631 N80-32367


FEDERAL AVIATION AGENCY, OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.

Aircraft crashworthiness studies: Findings in accidents involving an aerial aerial 

assistance aircraft [AD-A086619] p0629 N80-32356

FEDERAL AVIATION AGENCY, WASHINGTON, D.C.


FERRARI LTD., BLACKWEL (ENGLAND).

Applications of microprocessors in air traffic [AD-A089328] p0693 N80-27341

FLIGHT DYNAMICS RESEARCH CORP., VAN HUTS, CALIF.

Recent developments of a jet-diffuse ejector [AIAA PAPER 80-2031] p0693 N80-18277

Considerations of some critical ejector problems [AD-A023023] p0693 N80-10127

High speed ejectors [AD-A073376] p0801 N80-13051

FLIGHT TRANSPORTATION ASSOCIATES, CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

The allocation of runway slots by auction. Volume 2: The airline management game and slot auction testing [AD-A085438] p0543 N80-29270

FLORIDA UNIV., GAINESVILLE.


Calculations of lightning return stroke electric and magnetic fields above ground [NASA-CR-162855] p0312 N80-21929
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Wind tunnel and free flight model identification experience. 
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Computational aerodynamics on large computers

The promise of multicyclic control

Total aircraft flight-control system - Balanced Computer/experiment integration for unsteady... on flight effects on.

Calculations of transonic flow about an airfoil

Effect of propeller slipstream on the drag and performance of the engine cooling system for a general aviation twin-engine aircraft

Effect of passenger windowstrips on the drag and performance of the engine cooling system for a general aviation twin-engine aircraft

Numerical simulation of three-dimensional bowtie afterbody flow fields

Calculations of transonic flow about an airfoil in a wind tunnel

Asymmetric trailing-edge flows at high Reynolds number

A new approach to active control of rotorcraft vibration

A Variational technique for smoothing flight-test and accident data

Model development for automatic guidance of a VTOL aircraft to a small aviation ship

A pilot modeling technique for handling-qualities research

[IEEE 80-1628] p0519 A80-45912

Flying-qualities criteria for wings-level-turn maneuvering during an air-to-ground weapon delivery task

[IEEE 80-1628] p0502 A80-45916

The future of short-haul transport aircraft

[IEEE PAPER 800755] p0576 A80-49703

Aircraft simulation data management - a prototype system

Workshop on Thrust Augmenting Ejectors

[NASA-CP-2093] p0022 A80-10107

NASA overview

Coupled rotor and fuselage equations of motion

Aerodynamic interactions from reaction controls for lateral control of the H2-F2 lifting-body entry configuration at transonic and supersonic and supersonic Mach numbers

Wind-tunnel/flight correlation study of aerodynamic characteristics of a large flexible supersonic cruise airplane Cn=70–71

1 Wind-tunnel tests of a 0.63-scale model at Mach numbers from 0.6 to 2.53

[NASA-2P-1514] p0308 A80-11068

V/STOL flight simulation

[NASA-TH-81156] p0072 A80-12100

Force and moment data from a wind-tunnel test of a tilt-nacelle V/STOL propulsion system with an attitude control vane

[IEEE 80-11517] p0077 A80-13003

Flight test of navigation and guidance sensor errors measured on STOL approaches

[NASA-81154] p0008 A80-13041

Fire-resistant materials for aircraft passenger seat construction

[NASA-TH-76617] p0083 A80-13255

Acoustically swept rotor

[NASA-TH-1106-1] p0118 A80-14107

Quiet short-haul research aircraft familiarization document

[NASA-EN-81149] p0118 A80-14108

Pilot control through the TAFCONS automatic flight control system

[NASA-81152] p0122 A80-14138

NASA/Army IV-15 tilt rotor research aircraft wind-tunnel test program plan

[NASA-TH-78562] p0129 A80-15067

The effects of motion and g-seat cues on pilot simulator performance of three piloting tasks

[NASA-TH-1601] p0129 A80-15069

Evaluation of approximate methods for the prediction of noise shielding by airframe components

[NASA-TH-1604] p0137 A80-15129

Effects of primary rotor parameters on flapping dynamics

[NASA-EN-1631] p0177 A80-15138

Control of forebody three-dimensional flow separations

[NASA-TH-1631] p0177 A80-15138

NASA quiet short-haul research aircraft experimenters' handbook

[NASA-TH-81152] p0141 A80-15164

Wing flapping with minimum energy

[NASA-81174] p0167 A80-16024

A comparison of calculated and experimental lift and pressure distributions for several helicopter rotor sections

[NASA-81160] p0160 A80-16035

Turbulence measurements in the boundary layer of a low-speed wind tunnel using laser velocimetry

[NASA-TH-81165] p0160 A80-16030

Flight tests of the total automatic flight control system (TAFCONS) concept on a BDC-6 Twin Otter aircraft

[NASA-TH-1513] p0160 A80-17081

An experimental investigation of two large annular diffusers with swirling and distorted inflow

[NASA-TH-1628] p0219 A80-17984

NASA aviation safety reporting system

[NASA-TH-78608] p0221 A80-18010
The effect of viewing time, time to encounter, and practice on perception of aircraft separation on a cockpit display of traffic information [NASA-TM-81173] p0224 880-18038
V/STOL/SD avionics system flight-test data on a UH-1H helicopter [NASA-TH-7859] p0225 880-18047
A summary of recent literature on aircraft aeroelastic and space attitude control [NASA-TM-81175] p0231 880-18995
Analysis of fuel-conservative curved decelerating approach trajectories for powered-lift and CTOL jet aircraft [NASA-TP-1650] p0231 880-19022
Laboratory experiments on aircraft surface representation for aerodynamic computation [NASA-TH-81170] p0232 880-19025
Application of the concept of dynamic tris to automatic landing of aircraft [NASA-TP-1512] p0294 880-19126
Pilot evaluation of configuration management system concepts during transition to the landing approach for a powered-lift STOL aircraft [NASA-TH-81146] p0265 880-19127
On the nonlinear deformation geometry of Euler-Bernoulli beams [NASA-TP-1566] p0297 880-20619
An acceptable role for computers in the aerodynamic design process [NASA-TP-1566] p0298 880-21246
Use of advanced computers for aerodynamic flow simulations [NASA-TH-81186] p0347 880-22297
Three-dimensional interactions and vertical flows with emphasis on high-speed flight [NASA-TP-1566] p0302 880-21286
An experimental evaluation of a helicopter rotor section designed by numerical optimization [NASA-TP-88062] p0303 880-21287
Conceptual studies of a long-range transport with an upper surface blowing propulsive lift system [NASA-TH-81196] p0358 880-23249
Low-speed flow over delta wings at supersonic speeds [NASA-TP-81187] p0358 880-23250
Static calibration of a two-dimensional wedge nozzle with thrust vectoring and spanwise blowing [NASA-TH-81161] p0365 880-23317
Comparison of calculated and measured model rotor loading and wake geometry [NASA-TH-81189] p0413 880-24262
A candidate V/STOL research aircraft design concept using an S-2A aircraft and 2 Pegasus engines [NASA-TH-81204] p0417 880-24293
Wind-tunnel tests of the XV-15 tilt rotor aircraft [NASA-TH-81177] p0417 880-24294
Equations for determining aircraft motions for accident data [NASA-TP-81609] p0432 880-25506
Large-scale wind-tunnel tests of inverting flaps on a STOL utility aircraft model [NASA-TH-81205] p0432 880-25518
Summary of all cycle II.5 shear and boundary layer measurements, aerodynamics [NASA-TH-81180] p0439 880-25604
A computer program to generate two-dimensional grids about airfoils and other shapes by the use of Poisson's equation [NASA-TH-81198] p0477 880-26266
Head-up display in the non-precision approach [NASA-TH-81171] p0477 880-26266
Experimental studies of scale effects on oscillating airfoils at transonic speeds
Investigation of trailing-edge noise

Thermomechanical analyses of structural concepts for hypersonic cruise vehicles

Full scale aircraft simulation with cryogenic tunnels and status of the National Transonic Facility

Control system techniques for improved [AIAA PAPER 80-0017] p0198 A80-26932
(cruise/steer) guidance for fighter aircraft

(AIAA PAPER 791083) p0194 A80-26639

Multirole cargo aircraft options and configurations

The National Transonic Facility - Status and operational planning

Automatic control of NASA Langley's 0.3-meter cryogenic test facility

A study of nonadiabatic boundary-layer stabilization time in a cryogenic tunnel for typical wing and fuselage models

Development of test methods for scale model simulation of aircraft in the NASA Langley Vortex Facility

A comparison of experimental and theoretical turbulence reduction from screens, honeycomb and honeycomb-screen combinations
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